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THIRTY-THIRD ANNUAL CONVENTION.Is. 1(43
168

OF THE176
180 ONTARIO EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION.
183

.I). 187
Held in the Public Hall of the Education Department, Toronto, 

the 27th, 28th and 2'Jth days of March, 18UJf.
hur

. 191 on
blie

. 195
MINUTES OF THE GENERAL ASSOCIATION.

Uass
.1. Tuesday, March 27th, 1894.

The Convention assembled at 8.10 p.m., Mr. A. Steele, the Presi
dent, in the chair.

Rev. Dr. Badgley, of Toronto, opened the proceedings by reading a 
portion of Scripture and leading in prayer.

Moved by Mr. XV. F. Chapman, seconded by Mr. C. A. Barnes, 
That as the Minutes of the last meeting of the Association have been 
pi inted and distributed, they be considered as read and approved. 
Carried.

A communication from the Minister of Education, having reference 
to the next meeting of the Dominion Association, was read.

Moved by Mr. Knight, seconded by Mr. Alexander, That the 
communication from the Minister of Education be referred to the 
Board of Directors.

Moved by Mr. A. Barber, seconded by Mr. Wilson, in amendment, 
That this Association invite the Dominion Association to hold its 
next meeting in Toron vO in July next.

The amendment was withdrawn and the original motion declared 
carried.

The President addressed the meeting on “The Relation of Higher 
Education to National Development.”

The thanks of the Association were given to Mr. Steele.
Dr. Stanley Hall addressed the Convention on “Experimental 

Psychology.”
The Association adjourned.
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Wednesday, March 29th.

The Convention met at 7.30 pan., Mr. A. Steele in the cl,air.
Mr. J. L. Hughes opened the meeting with P"^ „
Dr. Stanley Hall addressed the Convention on “ Child Study.
On motion of Mr. Sinclair, seconded by Mr Hume, The thanks of 

the Convention were tendered to Dr. Hall for Ins address.
Mr. W. Houston, M.A., addressed the Association on

h o!,nnrotion8of Mr. Keith, seconded by Mr. Powell, a vote of thanks 

3 tendered to Mr. Houston.
Mr W. J. Hendry read the Financial Statement.
The Financial Statement was received and referred to an Aud.t 

Committee composed of Messrs. Barnes, Powell and Slater.
The election of officers resulted in the selection of the f«llo"'"S , .

tors to (ill the offices: President S. F. L»”r'r^end “To ^ 
Secretary, R. W. Doan, Toronto ; Treasurer, W. J. Hendry, loronto.

of motion given by Mr. J. C. Brown, of Peterboro, were
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allowed to stand over until next year.
Mr Ward gave notice that at to-morrow’s meeting he would 

That n the opinion of this Association the present standard of the 
Entrance Examinations should not be raised, the standard now being 

sufficiently high.
Mr A. A. Jordan gave notice that he would move:
1 That in the opinion of this Association the amount of History 

for Entrance Examination be limited to English History from^he 
reign of Henry VII. to the present, and all the Canadian Ilisto y.

school teachers be granted the week following
footing as teachers

John t
J■ AMY«

J■ 6. OR.
Prof 

A. AfcPffl 
Assoi

W- P. Cav

JAM ES if. ) 
Professe. 

C- P- heebi 2. That the rural
Easter Sunday as holidays, and thus be on the 
in cities, towns and incorporated villages. _

Mr McAllister gave notice that at Thursday’s meeting he would 
move That the Board of Directors be requested to consider the desir
ability^ having an annual dinner or some other social entertainment 
?n connection with the meetings of this Association, to be inaugurated

i same

The r< 
months eac

There «
The Lee

^eUnTversh at the next annual meeting. ,
ne^meetffigTf the^DomhiToTl stociatL, in response to a question 

in reference thereto.
The Convention adjourned.
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The Convention met at 8 p.m., the President in the chair.
Rev. Mr. Smith opened the meeting with reading a portion of 

Scripture and leading in prayer.
V



9GENERAL ASSOCIATION.

The Minutes of the last two meetings were read and confirmed.
The Auditors’ report was read, and on motion was adopted. The 

report is as follows :
Your Auditors beg to report that they have examined the books 

and vouchers of the Treasurer and find them to be a correct account 
of the receipts and expenditures of this Association, and in accord 
with the statement presented.

29th.
lir.

idy.”
thanks of

C. A. Barnes, )
J. T. Slater, Auditors. 
F. C. Powell, )

‘ Written

)f thanks
(For Financial Statement see page 46.)
Mr. G. A. Aylesworth addressed the Convention on 

of Municipal Councils to Public and High Schools.”
On motion of Mr. Manley, seconded by Mr. Barber, a vote of 

thanks was tendered to Mr. Aylesworth for his address.
Mr. G. Dickson read the report of the Special Committee on Indus

trial Education.
On motion of Mr. F. F. Manley, seconded by Mr. H. I. Strang, the 

report was received, and the Committee continued, in order to keep 
the subject of Manual Training before the Association.

Mr. Barber gave notice that he would move at the next meeting, 
That the constitution be so amended as to constitute the retiring 
President of the Association a member of the Board of Directors for

“ The Relation
Auditan

rmg mem- 
lamilton ; 
, Toronto. 
>oro’, were

mid move, 
ard of the 
now being

the ensuing year.
Mr. Ward moved, seconded by Mr. Allen, That in the opinion of 

this Association the present standard of Entrance Examinations 
should not be raised, the standard now being sufficiently high.

In amendment, it was moved by Mr. Fraser, seconded by Mr. 
Aylesworth, That the matter in question be referred to a joint 
mittea of the departments interested, viz., the Public School, College 
and High School, Inspectors’ and Trustees’ departments. Carried.

Mr. Manley gave notice that he would move at the next meeting, 
That the Board of Directors be requested to report at the next annual 
Convention on the desirability of petitioning the Minister of Educa
tion to provide a scheme of pension or retiring allowance for every 
qualified teacher and inspector of the Public and High Schools.

Mr. A. A. Jordan moved, seconded by Mr. E. Ward, That in the 
opinion of this Association the amount of History required at the 
Entrance Examination be limited to English History from the reign 
of Henry VII. to the present, and the whole of Canadian History.

In amendment, it was decided to postpone the consideration of Mr. 
Jordan’s motion until next meeting of the Association.

Moved by Mr. A. A. Jordan, seconded by Mr. Barber, That in the 
opinion of this Association the rural school teachers should have as
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j from the 
listory.
: following 
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10 MINUTES.

holidays the week following Easter Sunday in each year, thus placing 
them on the same footing as teachers in cities, towns and incorpor
ated villages.

The consideration of the above motion was deferred until the next 
meeting of the Association.

Moved by Mr. S. McAllister, seconded by Mr. A. MacMurchy, 
That the Board of Directors be and are hereby requested to consider 
the desirability of having an annual dinner in connection with meet
ings of this Association, to be inaugurated at the next annual 
meeting. Carried.

Moved by Mr. R. Alexander, seconded by Mr. S. McAllister, That 
the thanks of this Association are hereby tendered to the Hon. Geo. 
W. Ross, Minister of Education, for the use of the Education 
Department buildings during this meeting, and for the many other 
ways in which he has contributed to the success of this meeting of the 
Association. Carried.

The national anthem was sung, and the Association adjourned.
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MINUTES OF THE COLLEGE AND HIGH SCHOOL
DEPARTMENT.

Wednesday, March 28th, 1894.
The Department met at 10 a.m., the chairman, I. J. Birchard, 

Ph. D., in the chair.
F. F. Manley, M A., for the Committee appointed last year on 

Remuneration to Associate Examiners at the Departmental Examina
tions, reported that the Committee had considered the matter, and 
that in their opinion the basis on which payment is apportioned is 
defective and the remuneration inadequate. They further reported 
that they considered the payment of the fixed sum of six dollars a 
day as the most feasible scheme.

On motion the report was adopted.
L. E. Embree, M.A., for the Committee on Medical Matriculation, 

reported that the Committee had interviewed members of the Medic?il 
Council, but had found it impossible to effect any changes in the 
regulations at present.

On motion the Committee was re-appointed.
The Chairman of the Department then read his paper on the 

subject of “ The Conflict of Studies in the High School Programme.”
On motion a committee was appointed to consider the matter of 

University Matriculation, and to report to-morrow morning, said com
mittee to consist of two persons to be nominated by the Chairman of 
the Department and two persons from each of the four Associations 
composing the Department.
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11COLLEGE AND HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.

Thursday, March 211th.
Department re-assembled at 10 a.m. Chairman in the chair.
A. MacMurehy, M.A., for the Committee on Professional Etiquette 

appointed last year, reported that the committee made the following 
recommendations :

1. That no principal or person in authority is justified in recom
mending for a position any teacher whom he would not recommend 
under similar conditions for a position in his own school.

2. That a pupil changing his school during the .academic year 
should he required to produce reference from the head master of the 
school which he last attended.

3. That in making public the records of a school, the head master 
thereof should simply publish the results of his own school without 
comparison with other similar institutions.

After discussion, the Department adopted clauses 1 and 3.
The officers of the Department were then elected, with the follow

ing result :
Chairman, J. A. McLellan, LL.D. ; Secretary, J. Squair, B.A.
The following papers were read: L. E. Embree, M.A., “The 

Qualifications of Specialists;” J. Squair, B.A., “Post-graduate 
Courses in the University of Toronto.”

The following resolutions were moved :
1. That we recommend that in addition to the eight special, or 

so-called Honor courses, now provided by the curriculum of the 
University of Toronto, a. Proficiency course be arranged, to comprise 
selected portions of the other courses, and that students be permitted 
to rank in Honors in this course.

2. That it is not advisable to rank students in third-class Honors 
in the fourth year in the University of Toronto, such rank being 
really Pass standing in the special courses.

3. That it is desirable for all students of the University of 
Toronto to have the privilege of being examined in Honor English in 
all the years.

4. That the High School masters should have larger representa
tion on the Senate of the University of Toronto.

After some discussion, Nos. 1 and 4 were declared carried, and 
Nos. 2 and 3 were referred to a committee for consideration, the 
committee to consist of L. E. Embree, M.A. ; XV. Dale, M.A. ; J. 
Henderson, M.A. ; A. T. DeLury, B.A. ; W. J. Robertson, B.A. ; 
A. H. Gibbard, B.A. : A. W. Burt, B.A. ; W. S. Ellis, B.A. ; F. XV. 
Merchant, M.A. ; C. Fessenden, M.A., and H. I. Strang, B.A.

On motion, it was also resolved to refer the whole question of 
Pass and Honor courses in the University of Toronto to the above 
committee.
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12 MINUTES.

W. J. Robertson, B.A., for the Committee on University Matricu
lation, presented the following majority report :

Recommended—
1. That the age for Junior Matriculation be raised from fifteen 

years to sixteen years.
2. That the Matriculation Examination be divided into two parts.
3. That the following subjects may be taken at the Primary 

Examination : Arithmetic, Grammar, English and Canadian History, 
Physics.

4. That the remaining subjects may be taken at a subsequent 
examination.

5. That the standard required in Arithmetic and Grammar shall 
be equivalent to the present Matriculation Examination.

6. That it be understood that these suggestions are based on the 
assumption that the present standard for the Primary shall be raised, 
so as to require for a candidate an additional year’s work.

7. That the Commercial course should cease at an early stage in 
the High School course.

W. Dale, M.A., on behalf of the minority, reported that the min
ority recommended that it is inadvisable to divide the subjects of 
matriculation into two parts.

Clauses 1 and 7 were carried without dissent, and clauses 2, 3, 4, 
5 and 6 were carried on division.

The Department then adjourned.
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MINUTES OF THE MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION.

EIGHTH MEETING.

Tuesday, March 27th, 1894.
The President, Mr. W. J. Alexander, took the chair at 10 a.m.
After routine business, Mr. W. J. Alexander read a paper on 

“ Blank Verse.”
Messrs. G. A. Chase and D. R. Keys were appointed auditors. 
Mr. C. Guillet then read a paper on “ The Modern Language 

Master’s Aim.”

Tuesday, March 27th, 2 p.m.

The following papers were read: “Has Canada a Literature?” 
by Mr. T. G. Marquis ; “ TheGouin Method,” by Miss J. H. Robson; 
“The High School Course in French and German—Its Scope and 
Aim,” by Mr. A. W. Wright.

/
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sity Matriuu- O i motion of Mr. J. Squair, seconded by Mr. C. Guillet, the 
Arsc ‘.ation recorded its opinion tliat the words in the regulations 
respecting help to be given by the examiner in sight translation 
should be omitted.from fifteen

The following motions were put and declared lost :
1. That French and German should each be consideredto tw o parts.

the Primary subject, and one-third of the marks given on the two papers combined 
lian History, 8houl(1 be reqvhed.

as one

V2. That questions in theoretical grammar should 
asked at the Primary Examination.

longer beno
i subsequent

ammar shall
Wednesday, March 28th, 2 p.m.

On motion Messrs. A. W. Burt and A. H. Gibbard were dele
gated to represent the Association on the Joint Committee of the 
various associations of the College and High School Department, 

irly stage in appointed to consider the question of University Matriculation.
Papers w'ere then read by Mr. W. H. Fraser on “ Reform in 

hat the min- Modern Language Methods in Germany,” and by Mr. L. E. Horning 
3 subjects of on “Gotzvon Berlichingen.”

jased on the 
all be raised, %

auses 2, 3, 4,
Thursday, March 29th, 2 p.m.

The following officers w-ere elected : President, J. Squair ; Vice- 
President, D. R. Keys ; Secretary and Treasurer, W. H. Fraser ; 
Councillors : W. J. Alexander, M. S. Clark, A. W. Burt, W. J. Sykes, 
E. A. Hardy, Geo. E. Shaw, Miss E. Balmer, J. Fetch.

The following papers were then read : “Notes on Current German 
Literature,” by Mr. W. H. VanderSmissen ; “The Use of pas with 
Certain Verbs,” by Mr J. Squair; “ Practical Aids to Spoken French,” 
Mr. J. H. Cameron.

OCIATION.

17th, 1894. 
at 10 a.m. On motion Messrs. Fraser, Squair, VanderSmissen, Alexander 

paper on and Cameron were appointed as a committee to prepare, print and 
distribute a list of books useful to Modern Language teachers.

On motion Mr. W. H. Fraser was delegated to represent the Associa- 
rn Language tion on the Board of Directors of the Ontario Educational Asso

ciation, and on that of the College and High School Department.
It was moved by Mr. W. C. Ferguson, seconded by Mr. D. R. 

7th, 2 p.m. Keysi That, in the opinion of this Association, marks for errors in 
English spelling should not be deducted from the totals of the 

Literature ?" didates in the various papers other than English, as is now done at 
. H. Robson; the Primary, Junior Leaving, Senior Leaving and Matriculation 
ts Scope and Examinations, and that a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the 

Joint Board. Carried.

a

auditors.

can-



14 MINUTES.

On motion of Mr. A. H. Gibbard, seconded by Mr. VV. W. 
a1^,was deÇÎded that the motion, of which notice was given 

y Mr. A. W. Wright at a previous meeting, be referred to the 
hxecuhve Committee. Mr. Wright’s motion was the following:

that, m the opinion of this Association, the High School course in 
r rench and German should be more clearly defined by syllabus or 
otherwise, and confined within reasonable limits.”

The report of the auditors

The subj< 
B.A , Lectur 
cussed in a p 
useful to a L 

Meeting

presented and adopted.
On motion of Mr. W. H. VanderSmissen, seconded bv Mr. J. Squair 

t he Executive was instructed to consider the advisability of purchasing 
books and periodicals for the use of the Association.
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The Association then adjourned.

MINUTES OF THE NATURAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION.

Tuesday, March 27th, 1894, 10
An address by the chairman on the alterations contemplated in 

the Matriculation Curriculum was delivered.

a. m.

Tuesday, March 27th, 2 p.m.
The discussion of the Science papers for last year, and the gradin» 

of the High School course in Physics took place in the afternoon” 
followed by the election of officers.
n TAh<r>0fl^S ?hcted>rthe current year are : Honorary President, 
run' McCallum ; Chairman, C. Fessenden, M.A.; Vice-Chairman 
d. B. lurner, M.A. ; Secretary-Treasurer, T. H. Smyth, M.A, B Sc • 
Councillors Messrs. N. MacMurchy, W. H. Jenkins, J. J. Hare’
a l H*mi,ton> ^Ilss Pan ton ; Representative to College and High 
School Department, H. B. Spotton, M.A. ® The repo 

Primary Exa 
President, Pr 
before the MWednesday, March 28th, 2 p. m.

Biology as a High School subject was discussed, and believed to 
be a valuable and necessary part of High School work.

A discussion followed on the “ Professional Training of Science 
leachers, and a committee consisting of Messrs. Fessenden, Stevens 
Morden and Turner, were appointed to consider and report on this 
subject at a subsequent meeting. r
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Thursday, March 29th, 2 p.m.
The subject of electromotors was introduced by Mr. C. A. Chant 

B.A , Lecturer in Physics, University College, after which others dis
cussed in a general way various forms of motors and other apparatus 
useful to a High School course in Physics.

Meeting adjourned at 4 p.m.

W.
[iven

the
mg: 
se in 
s or

MINUTES OF THE CLASSICAL ASSOCIATION.lair,
sing Owing to the removal of Mr. Fairclough to Leland Stanford Uni- 

•sity, Mr. Milner was made Secretary pro tern. In opening the session, 
the President, Prof. Dale, called attention to the great importance 
attaching to the current discussion

vet

secondary educational pro
gramme. The first paper by M r. Shipley was discussed at some length, 
Dr. McLellan earnestly deploring the entire absence of any attempt in 

r secondary system to correlate subjects according to their educa
tional value.

on our

)N. our

On the second day Mr. Logan read a paper on “ Some Words 
that will not Parse,” and Mr. Col ling’s paper on “The Teaching of the 
Gerund and Gerundive,” in his absence was read by the President. A 
discussion was then opened by Mr. J. J. Bell upon the condition of 
Classics in the schools, and some valuable statistics were adduced to 
show the discrimination against Greek, and Classics in general, in 
time-tables, options and regulations for Public School “ Leaving ” 
Examinations.

On the third day the election of officers resulted as follows : 
President, Mr. Strang; Vice-President, Mr. Hodgson ; Sec.-Treas. 
Mr. Milner. Councillors : Dr. Bell, Prof. Dale, Prof. Fletcher, Mr! 
Levan, Mr. W. M. Logan, Mr. McGregor, Mr. Robertson and Mr. 
L C. Smith.

The report of last year’s committee on a syllabus of work for the 
Primary Examination in Latin was then read and approved, and the 
President, Prof. Hutton, and the Secretary were delegated to lay it 
before the Minister. J

in
V
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re,
?h

The President then read an excellent paper on “ Classical Scholar
ship.” He set forth the reasons why Classics must always be the 
basis of all true higher culture, and he expressed the conviction that 

must presently recognize a division into scientific and literary 
education. He dwelt at some length upon the present absurd equiva
lence of subjects, and traced the mediocrity of American literature 
to-day to the displacement of Classics by more popular, though easier
311 DlPCtS,

to

we;e
s,
IS

it
The principle of Mr. Hagarty’s paper on the application of the 

seminary idea to the sessions of this Section, was adopted for the 
coming year. r
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M,16 MINUTES.
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On the last day Mr. Sliter read a paper on “ Homer in the High 
Schools,” and Mr. Coombe another upon “Virgil as an Artist.” The 
Secretary read Mr. Col beck’s paper in his absence. Mr. Col beck took 
much the same position as Mr. Sliter, advocating the removal of poetry 
from the “pass” Matriculation. The general feeling of the Section 
was stiongly against this. Prof. Hutton, Prof. Dale, Mr. Embree 
and the Secretary were delegated to lay before the Minister the motion 
carried last year on the addition of “ pass ” Classics to the require 
ments for the English specialists’ certificate. The session then 
adjourned.

MINUTES OF THE MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL

ASSOCIATION.

Tuesday, March 27th, 1894.

The Mathematical and Physical Section met this day at 2 p.m. in 
the Model School.

The chair was taken by the President, Prof. A. C. McKay, and 
there were about thirty members present.

The President read his inaugural address.
Mr. R. A. Gray, B A., read a paper on “The place of Geometry 

in our Educational System.”
Some discussion took place on the paper, after which it was moved 

by W. J. Robertson, B.A., seconded by Dr. J. A. McLellan, and 
unanimously adopted, That this, the Mathematical and Physical 
Association of the Province of Ontario, emphatically protest against 
the proposal now under discussion by the Senate of the University 
of Toronto to limit the requirements in Arithmetic for Matriculation 
Examination to those demanded for the Primary Examination, and 
that a co|»y of this resolution be forwarded to the Reg strar of the 
University for the consideration of the Senate, and also to each of 
the High School representatives on the same.

The meeting then adjourned.
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I Wednesday, March 28th.

The Association met at 2 p.m., the President in the chair.
Mr. W. J. Robertson, B.A , read the report of the Committee on 

the Condition of Mathematics in our High Schools, which was on 
motion received and adopted.

Prof. Dupuis then read a paper on “ Geometry,” and a vote of
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MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL ASSOCIATION. 17

thanks was accorded Prof. Dupuis on motion of Prof. Baker, seconded 
by Dr. Birchard.

At the request of the College and High School Department and 
motion of Mr. Manley, seconded by Mr. Thompson, it was resolved, 
That Messrs. W. J. Bobertson, B.À., and A. T. DeLury, B.A., be 
the two delegates from this Association on the Joint Committee 
University Matriculation.

le High 
.” The 
>ck took 
E poetry 
Section 
Embree 
s motion 
require 
n then

on
V

on

Dr. J. A. McLellan gave an address on “ The Meaning of 
Number.” On motion of Mr. Glashan, seconded by Mr. MacMurchy, 
a vote of thanks was tendered Dr. McLellan.

The meeting then adjourned.
5ICAL

Thursday, March 29th.

The Ass iciation met at 2 p.m., the Vice-President, Mr. W. J. 
Robertson, B.A., in the chair.

Mr. Robertson explained his course of action on the Joint Matricu
lation Committee of the College and High School Department. After 
considerable discussion it was moved by Mr. A. MacMurchy, M.A. 
aim seconded by Mr. R. A. Thompson, B. A., and carried unanimously, 
That, seeing that the Joint Committee of the Education Department 
on Examinations have no control over the Primary Examinations in 
our Secondary Schools, this Mathematical and Physical Association 
do not approve of the majority report which was adopted at the 
meeting of the College and High School Department this morning.

on “ Geometry.”
The election of officers for the ensuing year was then proceeded 

with, and the following was the result: Honorary President, Prof. 
Alfred Baker, M.A. ; President, A. T. DeLury, B.A., Toronto ; Vice- 
President, R. A. Thompson, B.A., Hamilton ; Secretary-Treasurer, 
Fred. F. Manley, M A., Toronto. Executive Committee : R. A.

- > T. W. Standing, B.A., Tilsonburg ; A. H.
McDougall, B.A., Ottawa ; J. Davison, B.A , Guelph ; C. A. Chant, 
B.A., Toronto.

The meeting then adjourned.
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THE public school department.

Tuesday, March 27th, 1894.

The Public School Department of the Ontario Educational Asso
ciation convened in the public hall of the Educat.onleparmcntat 
10 30 a.m., the President, Mr. A. McMillan, of loronto, in the chair.

The meeting was opened by reading of Scripture and prayer by 
Mr. Robt. MacQueen, of Kirkwall.

The roll of officers was 
the Treasurer, Mr. Harlton,

MINUTES OF

called, and the President, Mr. McMillan, 
and the Secretary responded to their

names. ir™ r.s,:S -
Reading Public School Leaving Exa mations, Superannuation hund 
Public °Scliool Drawing Books, To nship Grants to Schools, and 

Vacation in Rural Schools, before the Minister of EducationEaster
for consideration. .
were'appointed'^o^prepa^repo'rts 0^ the^prwceed'irigs^f °thia Depart

ment for the press.
The Treasurer, Mr. W. H. Harlton, 

cial Report for the year 1893 :
Toronto, read the Finan-

$7 50
Disburaements — Printhig Reports, $4.60 ; Postage, 50c.. ■ ■ 5 10

Balance on hand $‘2 40

referred to the auditors.On motion, this report
On motion of Mr. McAllister, seconded by Mr. Musgrove, it 

decided that the sessions be from 9.30 to 12 a.m., and from 2 to 4 p.m.
The President then read his annual address, taking as his subject, 

« Defects in our Public School System.”
Moved by Mr. McMaster, of Toronto, seconded by Mr. T. J. 

Wallace, of Griersville, and carried, That the paper read by the Presi
dent be referred to a cimmittee consisting of Messrs. McAllister, 
Palmer and Alexander for consideration.

On motion of Mr. Harlton, seconded by Mr. Harper, the thanks
to the President for his able and

was
was

of the Department were given 
instructive paper.

The meeting then adjourned.
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19PUBLIC SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.

Tuesday Afternoon, March 27th. 
Business was resumed at 2 p.m. President in the chair.
The Minutes of the forenoon session were read and confirmed.

ENT.

In answer to a question, the President explained the arrangements 
that had been made by the Board of Directors for the publication of 
papers in the Report of the Proceedings of the Association.

Moved by Mr. Gardner, seconded by Mr. Narraway, and carried, 
That the President’s address be published in the Report of the Pro
ceedings.

On motion of Mr. Baynton, seconded by Mr. Harlton, Mr. Rob
inson, of Ancaster, was appointed Minute Secretary.

Miss Purves, of Brantford, then read a paper, entitled “ Lessons 
from the School of Experience.”

Moved by Mr. Gray, seconded by Mins Smith, That the hearty 
thanks of the Department be given Miss Purves for her excellent 
paper. Carried

Mr R. II. Cowley, M.A., of Ottawa, read a thoughtful and well- 
-prepared paper on the subject of “Normal Schools as a Preparation 
for Public School Work,” and was given a hearty vote of thanks.

On motion of Mr. MacQueen, of London, seconded by Mr. Munro, 
Of Ottawa, it was decided to publish Mr. Cowley’s excellent paper in 
the Report of the Proceedings.

Moved by Mr. McAllister, of Toronto, seconded by Mr. Weiden- 
hammer, of Waterloo, That the term of the Normal Schools should 
be extended to one year.

After a lively discussion, in which Messrs. Martin, of Bradford, 
-Cork, of Waterloo, Hill, of Dundas, Henstridge, of Portsmouth, 
Hicks and Gray, of Toronto, took part, the motion was carried unani- 
.mously.
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Mr. Sanford, Director of Institutes for the State of New York, 

was introduced by the President, and made a short speech, which 
listened to with interest.

was
ve, it was 
2 to 4 p.m. 
is subject,

The meeting then adjourned.

Wednesday Forenoon, March 28th.
Mr. T. J. 
the Presi- 

tcAllister,
The meeting was called to order by the President at 9,15 
The Minutes of the previous session were read and confirmed.
A notice was received from the Training Department, asking for 

,he thanks joint action with a view to lessening the amount of work required in 
the Public and High Schools.

a.m.

i able and
On motion of Mr. Hand, seconded by Mr. Gray, the notice 

referred back to the Training Department for further information.
was

J*
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Wednesday Afternoon, March 28th.

Business was resumed at 2 p.m., the President in the chair, 
lhe Minutes of the previous session were read and confirmed

PresidenteClTex0M0ffinrS plaCe’ and resulted as follows:,
president, Alex. MacQueen, London ; Vice-President, J. A. Hill
Ph.B Dundas; Secretary, D. Young, Guelph; Treasurer W
Harlton, Toronto; Director, R. h. Cowley M A Ottawa . V< * • 'tee of Management : The officers, and MessrfT H Me.'"
Wmgham; P H. McMaster, Toronto;

lhe Hon. Geo. W. Ross, Minister of Education addressed tl 
meeting in his usual happy and genial manner, and was tendered 
very hearty vote „f thanks for his kind and enconraginTre"

. . 0Vf'' l,y Scott, seconded by Mr McDonald That i
ticTsUuld totSTtheLme^ting^' ££"SCC' 

and incorporated villages, with regard •„ the Easter vacation ’
After a brief discussion by Messrs. Scott McAllister Smith and 

Wallace, the motion was carried unanimously ’ 6 d

:LEEH=HrIEi-TF—"discharged the various duties devolvL “pon^ttoL^1^1"”* ^ 
WoreCa„7ing 0Ut tHe PraC‘iCal ‘"at h™»*'!^

in the

ing paper on “Entrance Examinations ” ^ prActical and interest

x■fta.

20 MINUTES.

Dan^nnC««WEE?Wiardi8^?f London> read 1111 exceedingly interesting 
papei on XX hat should be taught in Canadian Public Schools.” 8

Pr<!dtab!e d*SCUSsion followed, in which Messrs. Cork, Gray
took nart j6y’ Campbe11’, °f °ttawa’ and Mrs- Graham, of London,’

vote of t,ianks was M'-

After a brief discussion

sets-* -.."strr;
tL„, ;;; xl1:,; *™"-1 th-   ——correct.

The report was adopted.
The meeting then adjourned.
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Thursday Forenoon, March 29th.

Business was resumed at 9.30 a.m., the President in the chair, 
when the Minutes of the previous session were read and confirmed.

Moved by Mr. W. H. Harlton, seconded by Mr. T. J. Wallace, 
That in the opinion of this Department tiie amount of History for 
the Entrance Examination should be limited to British History from 
the reign of Henry VII. to the present time, and all the Canadian 
His^ry.

Moved in amendment by Mr. Husband, seconded by Mr. Cowley, 
That in the opinion of this Department British History should be 
removed from the list of subjects for Entrance Examinations.

After a general and warm discussion, the amendment was carried 
by a small majority.

Mr. Jas. L. Hughes, of Toronto, gave an eloquent, thoughtful and 
helpful address on the subject of “ Self-Expression vs. Expression,” 
and on motion, was given a hearty vote of thanks.

Mr. Garvin then led off in a discussion of “Vertical Writing.” 
After a large number of those present had given their experience in 
testing the system during the past year, and Mr Newlands, of King
ston had answered numerous questions as to the best methods of 
teaching the subject, it was moved by Mr. Harlton, seconded by Mr. 
Cork, That in the opinion of this Department the Vertical System of 
Handwriting is more desirable in our Public Schools than the Slope 
System, and should be authorized as soon as possible. Carried, and 
the meeting adjourned.

and Thursday Afternoon, March 29th.
Business was resumed at 2 p.m., the President in the chair. The 

Minutes of the previous session were read and confirmed.
Moved by Mr. Young, seconded by Mr. Keith, That a committee 

be appointed to place the resolutions of this Department before the 
Minister of Education. Carried.

Moved by Mr. McQueen, seconded by Mr. Young, That this com
mittee consist of Messrs. McMillan, Smith, McMaster and McAllister, 
of Toronto ; Cowley, of Ottawa ; Keith, of Bowmanville ; Musgrove, of 
Wingham ; and the mover and seconder. Carried.

Mr. Brown’s paper on “ Entrance Examinations” was then dis
cussed by Messrs. Campbell, Putnam, Weidenhammer, Musgrove,

That 
er in 
have 
f for 
aced

died

rest

resting The time of adjournment having arrived, the discussion of this 
paper was deferred to a subsequent session.

The meeting then adjourned.
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22 MINUTES.

Gray and Purdy, and a hearty vote of thanks was given to Mr. 
Brown, to which he briefly replied.

The Committee on the President’s Address, reported as follows :
The Committee begs leave to call special attention to the following 

points made by Mr. McMillan :
1. That while education is, and to some extent, should be, utili

tarian, it should aim at the moral, intellectual and u'sthetic training 
of the individual.

2. Owing to the fact that legislation in our Province has, for 
time, been largely in the interests of High Schools, which con

stitute but five per cent, of our school population, our Public Schools, 
which comprise the remaining ninety-five per cent., have been far 
from receiving the support at the hands of the Legislature which 
their importance demands.

The Committee begs to recommend the adoption of the following 
resolutions:

1. That as an important means of remedying the defects pointed 
out in the paper, no one should receive a professional certificate who 
has not had at least two years’ training in the practical work of the 
school-room.

2. That the training of pupils in our Public Schools is too impor
tant to be made subsidiary to High School work.

3. That every child is entitled to all the training which our 
Public School system is capable of giving apart from mere utilitarian 
considerations ; and that, if any class of schools is to receive special 
encouragement from the Legislature, it is that which devotes itself to 
the education of the masses.

The Committee would strongly recommend that the Public School 
teachers of the Province do their utmost to influence public opinion 
with a view to the improvement of Public School system in the 
direction Mr. McMillan has pointed out, and to this end we would 
also recommend the publication of the paper in pamphlet form, so 
that everyone interested in the Public Schools of this Province may 
have an opportunity of reading it.

On motion, the report was received and taken up clause by clause.
The last recommendation was amended, so as to read that the 

paper be published in the Educational Journal, and the report as 
thus amended was adopted.

Moved by Mr. Young, seconded by Mr. Scott, and carried, That 
in the opinion of this Department only inspectors of Public 
Schools and Public School teachers actively engaged in teaching 
should be examiners at the Entrance and Public School Leaving 
Examinations.

The Department then adjourned, singing “ God Save the Queen.”
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23KIND ERGARTEN DEPARTMENT.

MINUTES OF THE KINDERGARTEN DEPARTMENT.n to Mr.

Tuesday, March 27th, 1894.
Meeting opened at 10.30.; officers present ; Miss Laid law, Pre

sident, in the chair. After the registration of new members, of 
which there were twenty-seven, the Minutes of last meeting were 
read and approved.

The President then gave an address on “ The Development of 
Kindergarten Spirit in Ontario,” stating there were Kindergartens 
in twenty places in Ontario, 200 teachers employed, and over 8,000 
children in attendance.

Miss Agnes E. MacKenzie, of London, gave an excellent paper 
on “ Kindergarten Extension,” which was followed by discussion.

Miss O’Grady moved, seconded by Miss Young, That a committee 
be appointed to get estimates of the cost of starting and maintaining 
Kindergartens. The motion was carried, and following committee 
appointed : Miss O’Grady, Convener ; Miss Lawson, Mrs. Newcomb, 
Mrs. Hughes and Miss Young.

Miss Savage then opened a discussion on drawing with an interest
ing and instructive paper on that subject.

The meeting then adjourned.
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Wednesday, March 28th.
After the Minutes of the previous meeting had been read and con

firmed, a discussion was held upon the advisability of the Ontario 
Kindergarteners joining the “ Ontario Council of Women.” It was 
decided to leave the matter for further consideration.

Miss Mary MacIntyre, of Toronto Normal School, gave a short 
and interesting address upon “ First Year’s Training,” Misses 
MacKenzie, of London, and Young, of Aylmer, also speaking upon 
the subject. A committee was formed, consisting of Miss MacIntyre, 
Convener ; Mrs. Newcomb, Miss A. E. MacKenzie, Miss Currie and 
Miss Laidlaw, to prepare a resolution to present to the Minister of 
Education in reference to first year’s training,

Mrs. Hughes then gave an excellent and instructive talk on “ The 
Development of Occupations with Assistants/’ illustrating it by 
means of paper-folding, weaving and drawing. The meeting then 
adjourned in order to hear Prof. Stanley Hall on “ Child Study.”
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Thursday, March 29th.
Meeting opened at 10 a.m. After reading the Minutes of previous 

meeting, the election of officers was proceeded with. Miss Mary Mac
Intyre, of Toronto, was elected President ; Miss Jean Laidlaw, of Lon
don, Director ; and Miss Florence Bowditch, of Hamilton, Secretary.îe Queen.”
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24 MINUTES.

on “ TransitionMrs. F. T. Newcomb gave an excellent paper 
Class,” which was discussed. Miss O’Grady, of Boston, gave an 
interesting account of the Transition Class in that city ; Miss 
MacIntyre also spoke of the class in connection with the Normal 
Kindergarten.
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It was moved by Mrs. Newcomb, seconded by Miss MacIntyre, 
That this Association bring before Miss Blow, at the proposed 
meeting next summer, this discussion upon “ Gifts and Occu
pations in Kindergarten,” with a view to obtain suggestions in 
applying the materials. Carried.

A question drawer was then opened, and the following questions 
discussed :

1. Individuality in Gift and Occupation Books.
2. Prof. Stanley Hall’s expressed opinion in regard to Kinder

garten Occupations.
3. The admission of Form as a factor in weaving.
4. Having public lectures on Kindergarten subjects.
5. Professional standing of candidates for Directors’ examination.
Report. of Libraries and Froebel Societies were then read by 

Misses Lawson, of Toronto ; Laidlaw, of London ; and Bowditch, of 
Hamilton.

The meetReport of Committee on the Standard for Entrance to a Kinder
garten Training School :

It is recommended by the Kindergarten Department of the 
Ontario Teachers’ Association that the standard for admission to the 
training school be raised to two years’ attendance at a High School 
or Collegiate Institute—such attendance to be certified by the princi
pal—, or its equivalent.

Further recommended that the Minister of Education be asked to 
make some provision in keeping with the late regulations governing 
High School examinations, so that in case of failure of a capable 
student, the daily marking of essays and practical teaching can be 
taken into account, at least relatively.

Report of Committee of Estimate for Kindergarten Expenses :

This report is calculated for a kindergarten of fifty children for 
one year.
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The purchase of chairs, cupboards, wool, pencils, etc., from large 
dealers, the procuring of cutting and folding paper and blank cards 
from local printing offices, and the tracing of picture cards, will much 
assist in lowering expenses. The Committee would not, however, 
recommend the use of any materials less accurate and lasting than 
Bradley’s.

Where economy is the first object with the School Board, the 
charging of a nominal fee of ten cents per month ov five cents per 
week is found to be amply sufficient for all running expenses, even 
though not exacted from those too poor to pay. WI -e no fee is 
charged, $35.00 per annum should cover all expenses, when the 
kindergarten is once started.

In private kindergartens, with a smaller attendance, the kinder
gartener can by the expenditure of extra time and labor lower this 
estimate.

The members of the Committee will gladly give further informa
tion and advice where it may be useful.

For members’ addresses, apply to the Secretary, Miss F. Bowditch, 
Hamilton, Ont.

The Printing Committee, consisting of the presiding officers, 
decided, as the space was limited, to print only one paper, Miss Agnes 
E. Mackenzie’s, on “ Kindergarten Extension.”
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The meeting adjourned at 12.30, with a vote of thanks to retiring
Kinder- officers.
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MINUTES OF THE TRAINING DEPARTMENT.

Tuesday, March 27th, 1894.
The Department met in Mr. Kirkland’s room at 10.30 a.m. Mr. 

Kirkland, the President of the Department, occupied the chair.
The following programme of work was arranged :

Wednesday Forenoon.

9 o’clock. Report of Committee. Mr. Kirkland, M.A.
Dr. Stanley Hall.
Mr. Win. Scott, B.A.
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Thursday Forenoon.

9 o’clock. Reports of Committees. Mr. Houston and Mr. Scott 
Mr. S. B. Sinclair, B.A.
Election of officers.
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26 MINUTES.

Messrs. Brown, Wilkinson, Elliott and Barber were appointed a 
committee to report on the circular sent out by the Minister of Edu
cation to inspectors and others in reference to the Constitution of 
County Boards of Examiners.

Messrs. Brown, Elliott, Jordan and Rannie were appointed 
mittee to prepare the Minutes of work done by this Department for 
the press.

Mr. Jordan gave notice of motion, Mr. Wilkinson seconded, That 
the percentage required for pass at Professional Examination for 
County Model School be uniform throughout the Province, and that 
such percentage be fixed by the Education Department.

Department adjourned at 11.45 to meet at 9 o’clock Wednesday 
morning.
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Wednesday, March 28th.
Department met at 9 o’clock a.m., Mr. Kirkland presiding.
After the Minutes of the previous session had been read and con

firmed, Principal MacCabe, of Ottawa Normal School, took the chair, 
and Mr. Kirkland reported on behalf of the Committee appointed 
last year.

On motion the report as read was adopted.

The final < 
stitution of < 
amended, and 

The repor 
1. The T 

teacher receixThe Committee appointed yesterday in reference to the proposed 
change of the composition of County Boards of Examiners reported. 
The consideration of the report was adjourned at 10.15 a.m.

Mr. Scott, of Toronto Normal School, read a paper on “ Lesson

pupils.
2. In viev
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3. That c 
teaching staff 
H igh School 
Examiners.

Plans.”
After considerable discussion Dr. G. Stanley Hall was introduced, 

and gave an address on “ Child Study.” After the close of his address 
a number of questions were asked and answered.

Dr. McLellan moved, and Mr. F. C. Powell seconded, a hearty 
vote of thanks to Dr. Hall for his excellent address given this morn
ing, and also for that given last night. Carried.

The Minister of Education supported the motion by a shoit 
address.

The Depai tment adjourned at 12 o’clock noon.
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Thursday, March 29th.
Department met in the usual place.
The Minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
Mr. Houston reported that his Committee had been unable to 

come to any agreement in reference to limit of work in schools, owing
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jointed a 
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to the difficulty in securing a meeting, but they desired to be allowed 
to continue the investigation of the subject and to report next year.

It was resolved to add Mr. Win. Scott’s name and to appoint Mr. 
Houston as Chairman.

The Committee is composed of Messrs. Houston, Scott, Alexander, 
Carson, McAllister, Kirkland and Dr. Carlyle.

Mr. Scott reported on behalf of his Committee, and, on motion of 
Mr. Scott, seconded by Mr. Barber, the report was received and 
adopted.

A committee, composed of Messrs. Kirkland, MacCabe and the 
President-elect of this Department for 1895, was appointed to wait 

the Minister of Education and urge changes in the line of this

;d a com- 
iment for
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report.

It was decided to have Mr. Scott’s paper on “ Lesson Plans," read 
yesterday, printed in the Proceedings.

Mr. Sinclair then discussed “ The Teaching of Psychology in Model 
Schools.” The address was spoken to by several members.

The final consideration of the report of the Committee on the Con
stitution of County Boards was then resumed. The report was 
amended, and adopted as amended.

The report, as finally adopted, was as follows :
1. The Training Department affirms the principle that every 

teacher receiving pupils should have a voice in the promotion of such 
pupils.
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2. In view of this decision, Model School Principals should be 
members of the proposed Boards for the granting of Primary Cer
tificates.

3. That one Associate Examiner should be selected from the 
teaching staff of each High School within the county, provided such 
High School is not already represented on the County Board of 
Examiners.
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his morn- The following officers were then elected : President, Albert Barber, 

Cobourg ; Secretary, W. H. Elliott, Hamilton ; Director, S. B. Sin
clair, Ottawa.

The Department then adjourned.a shoit
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MODEL SCHOOL SECTION.
Tuesday, March 27th, 1894.

The Section met at 2 p. m. in Mr. Kirkland’s room.
In the absence of the President, Mr. Alexander 

the chair. Attendance about thirty.
The President introduced Mr. Rannie, Principal of the New

market Model School, who addressed the Section on the subject, 
“ Model School Text Books.” Discussed by Messrs. Sharman, of 
Athens; Allan, of Durham; Elliott, of Hamilton; Wilkinson, of 
Brantford; Suddaby, of Berlin; Barber, of Cobourg; Jordan, of 
Meaford ; Reid, of Forest.

On motion of Mr. Barber, seconded by Mr. Elliott, a committee 
ppointed, consisting of Messrs. Rannie, Reid, and McDiarmid, 

to consider the subject of Model School I ext-Books, and report to
morrow.

Mr. Wilkinson, of Brantford, was then introduced, and read a 
“ Extension of the Non-Professional Standing of Model

was asked to take

was a

paper on the 
School Students.”

Discussed by Messrs. McDiarmid, of Thgersoll ; Merrill, of Bramp
ton ; Sharman, of Athens.

Mr. McDonald asked permission to exhibit apparatus for teaching 
Mathematical Geography.

On motion leave was granted. Mr. McDonald was to be heard on 
Thursday at 4.30.

On motion Mr. Tilley, Inspector of Model Schools, was asked to 
discuss before the Section the recent circular sent to Model School 
Principals.

The Section adjourned.

Wednesday, March 28th.
The Section met at 2.30, p.m.
Mr. Alexander, of Galt, in the absence of Mr. Campbell, the Presi

dent, in the chair.
Minutes of last meeting read and confirmed.
Mr. Jordan, of Meaford, moved, seconded by Mr. Reid, of Forest, 

that in the opinion of this Section rural school teachers should be 
granted the same number of holidays as in the cities and towns.

After considerable discussion the debate was adjourned until 
Thursday afternoon. The resolution was then further discussed and 
carried.

The Committee appointed yesterday on Model School Text-Books 
reported through Mr. Reid, of Forest.
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29MODEL SCHOOL SECTION.

Mr. Reid moved, seconded by Mr. Rannie, that the report be
adopted.

On motion of Mr. Barber, seconded by Mr. Broad, the Public 
was substituted for the Manual of Hygiene.

1894.
School Physiology

A motion to strike out the clause in the report referring to militaryI to take
drill was lost.

On Clause 1 of the report which required Model School Boards to 
furnish a professional library, Mr. Campbell moved, seconded by Mr. 
Allan, that the County Council be required to furnish a professional 
library for Model School students. Carried.

The report was then adopted as amended.
Mr. Camp’bell, of St. Thomas, then introduced the subject, “ How 

to Spend the First Two Weeks of the Model School Term.” Discussed 
by Messrs. Reid, Broad, McDiarmid, Wilkinson, Wood, and 
Thompson.

The subject “ Model School Principals ” was then taken up by Mr. 
Barber. The paper suggested that the time of he Principal should 
be employed as follows :

1. Take charge of students in training, as at present, until such 
time as the Model School term is lengthened to a full year.

2. Take full charge of the schools of the town in which the Model 
School is situated.

3. Spend some time in the school of each student who secures a 
school in the county in order to follow up the work of the Model 
School room.

4. Visit, for the purpose of assisting in the programme, other 
associations than his own.

5. With the Inspector and High School Principal to take charge 
of Entrance Examinations.
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In view of this increased work in the county the County Council 
should be asked to increase the grant to Model Schools.

Some discussion took place on the lack of thoroughness in the wrork 
of Public and High Schools, after which Mr. McDiarmid moved, 
seconded by Mr. Merrill, that in the opinion of this Section the lack 
of thoroughness in the work of the Public and High Schools of the 
Province is largely due to the amount of work required, and therefore 
Resolved, That this Section would call the attention of the Public and 
High School Departments of this Association to the importance of 
bringing the matter to the notice of the Minister of Education, with a 
view to materially lessening the amount of such work while maintain
ing its general character.

Mr. Jordan moved, seconded by Mr. Powell, that in the opinion of 
this Section the amount of history required for Entrance Examination 
be limited to British History from the reign of Henry VJI. to the 
present inclusive, and Canadian History. Carried.
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30 MINUTES.

Thursday, March 29th, 3 p m.
Mr. Campbell, President of the Section, in the chair.
A committee was appointed to report next year re qualifications of 

Inspectors and Model School Masters. The committee consists of 
Messrs. Powell, Suddaby, and McDiarmid.

Mr. Tilley was then called upon to discuss the circulars issued by 
him to Model School Masters re plans bearing on the internal work 
of Model .** chools.

Mr. Tilley first traced the progress of Model Schools from their organi
zation, in 1877, to the present time. He read some letters received 
by him in answer to request as to the working of suggestions made by 
him for the term of 1893. Only two were unfavorable. Mr. Tilley 
expressed himself as opposed to the Manual of Hygiene and to drill, 
saying that Calisthenics was sufficient.

After some discussion the thanks of the Section were tendered to 
Mr. Tilley for his address.

The officers for the ensuing year are : President, Mr. H. F. McDiar
mid, Tngersoll ; Secretary, Mr. Ward, of Col ling wood.

The preparation of programme for the Section was left with the 
President and Secretary.

On motion the Section adjourned.
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The committee, consisting of Messrs. Powell, Bannie, Macintosh, 
Dearness, and Scott, appointed at the meeting of the Training Section 
of the Ontario Educational Association last year to consider the fol
lowing points :—

1. What should be read at the County Model School ;
2. What should be read between the County Model School and the 

Normal School ;
3. What should be read at the Normal School ;
4. What should be read after the student leaves the Normal 

School ; and,
5. Give a brief synopsis of each ;
G. How this reading may be enforced, beg to report as follows :—
In considering these questions as a whole, your Committee kept in 

view the great desirability of every teacher having a select library of 
professional works, believing if professional reading is begun when 
the student is on the threshold of his career as a teacher, the addition 
of a good work or two per year will, in a comparatively short time, 
put each in possession of what will be the nucleus of such a library.

With this end in view we sub divided the subjects of a professional 
course into the four sub-departments of (1) theory of Education,
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(2) History of Education, (3) School Management, and (1) Methods.
For the County Model School, to supplement what is now done

recommended to he used by each

p m.

there, the following works 
student :—

Theory of Education : Hooper’s Pot of Green Feathers, and Spen
cer’s Education. Chapter II.

History of Education : Monograms on Comenius, Pesta'ozzi, and 
Froebel.

Methods : Klemm’s European Schools.
The monograms to which reference is made are such as those issued 

by Kellogg & Co. on Pestalozzi. This one has twenty-nine pages.
Hooper’s Pot of Green Feathers i 

dealing with the subject of apperception.
Spencer’s edition, Chapter 11., deals with Intellectual Education, and 

in it he lays down educational principles.
Klemm’s European Schools contains fifteen chapters, the first 

eleven being devoted to the schools of Germany and the last four to 
those of France, Austria, and Switzerland. It is largely taken up 
with modes of teaching various subjects, and many examples of good 
as well as an occasional one of bad teaching are given.
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The reading of these can 
tion at the County Model School.

Before coming to the Normal School it is recommended that 
Williams’ History of Education and White’s Elements of Pedagogy 
be substituted for the first sixteen chapters of Quick’s Educational 
Reformers and the first five chapters of Fitch.

Williams’ History of Education has an introductory chapter to the 
Renaissance which is lacking in Quick. It then contains a well written 
general view of education from the Renaissance to our own day.

the elements of Psychology.
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White’s Pedagogy has a chapter on 

‘ Then, after laying down principles to form the basis of his method of 
teaching, he takes up the teaching of the various school subjects, and 
ends with a chapter on moral training.

These would form the basis of the entrance examination to the 
Normal School, and it is confidently believed would be much better 
for that and subsequent purposes than those now prescribed.

While at the Normal School it is recommended that the students
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read the following : —
1. Fitch’s Lectures on Teaching.
2. Quick’s Educational Reformers.
3. McLelIan’s Applied Psychology.
4. White’s School Management.
These are so well known that a synopsis would be useless.
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32 MINUTES.

The final examination would he based on these, and thus their 
reading would he insured.

Your Committee think that the only means of having professional 
reading continued by the greater number of teachers after leaving 
the Normal School, would lie by devoting a part of each session of the 
County Teachers’ Convention to the thorough examination of two 
works each year. This work might be conducted somewhat as 
follows : The conductor of the meeting, or one appointed specially for 
the purpose, gives a brief general analysis of the work as a whole, and 
then calls upon any one present to read his or her analysis of chapter 
I., or whatever part may lie asked for. The leader criticizes. Another 
is then called on for an analysis of some other portion, and discussion 
and criticism follow, etc. Thus on until the work is finished. This 
would compel each to make a careful analysis of the work.

If the works to be examined are announced at the meeting a year 
in advance, and if these are the same for the Province, as they would 
be if some such plan as here outlined were systematized by the Edu
cation Department or agreed upon by the Inspectors at these meetings, 
it is believed that such work would be even more useful than that 

done, as it would require each to make preparation to take part 
intelligent discussion of a work which all had read.

Even teachers who hold a Third Class certificate can be induced to 
take part in such work. This might take up from three to four hours 
of the two days’ meeting.

The works recommended for 1895 are, Four Lectures on Teaching 
English, by Professor Laurie, or The Teaching of Geography, by 
Archibald Geikie. The latter is a small work of 200 pages, in which 
he lays down principles, discusses appliances, shows how to begin, and 
points out the connection of Geography and History. Mental 
Development in the Child, by Professor Preyer. This work treats of 
the senses of the new-born child ; of the feelings, emotions, and tem
peraments in infancy ; of the first perceptions and ideas ; of the 
will ; of the child’s first learning ; of language and the learning of 
speech ; of the development of self-consciousness, and the conditions 
of mental development.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
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MINUTES OF THE INSPECTORS’ DEPARTMENT.

Tuesday, March 27th, 1894.
The Inspectors organized in the north library at 10.30 

Arthur Brown, Chairman; J. E. Tom, Secretary; and T. A. Craig, 
Assistant Secretary. After a short address by the Chairman, the 
programme of the different sessions was discussed and arranged.

On motion of Inspectors Knight and Deacon, the Minutes of 1893 
were adopted as printed.

Moved by Mr. Platt, seconded by Mr. McIntosh, That the sessions 
be from 9 to 12 a.m., and 2 to 5 p.m., each day. Carried.

On motion of Messrs. Platt and Summerby, the reading of papers 
on the subjects announced in the programme be limited to thirty 
minutes, and the members to five minutes each in discussion, and that 
no paper be given more than one and a half hours.

Moved by Dr. McDiarmid, seconded by Mr. Platt, That the 
election of officers take place on Wednesday morning at 10 o’clock, 
after which there shall be some time given to the consideration of the 
programme of 1895. Carried.

On motion of Messrs. Knight and Tilley, it was resolved, That Dr. 
Bremner, A. C. Mounteer and Mr. McDonald be each allowed 
twenty minutes to bring their respective subjects before the 
Inspectors’ Department, viz : Dr. Bremner, “ Deformity in Children 
Caused by Faulty School Desks, etc.;’’ A. C. Mounteer, “ Elocution ;” 
Mr. McDonald, “Appliances for Teaching Mathematical and Physical 
Geography.”

Mr. McDonald, by means of his globe and attachments, gave his 
methods of teaching mathematical and physical geography to small 
children.

Moved by Dr. Tilley, seconded by Mr. McIntosh, That the thanks 
of the Inspectors’ Department be tendered to Mr. McDonald for his 
clear and interesting presentation of his subject. Carried.

On reassembling at 2 p.m., it was resolved, on motion of Messrs. 
Gordon and Tom, That at some time during the meeting, time be given, 
for the discussion of subjects which may be previously announced.

On motion of Messrs. Tom and Craig, it was resolved, That those 
who introduce subjects be requested to hand a summary of their 
papers to the Secretary for insertion in the Minutes.

Dr. Tilley, P.S.I., Durham, read a paper on “Grammar and Com
position in the Public Schools.” He advocated giving more attention 
to sentences, phrases and clauses before taking up words. Many of 
the definitions and classifications in the Public School grammar he
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considered very faulty. Composition should go hand in hand with 
grammar.

The discussion was continued by Dr. Kelly, Dr. McDiarmid, and 
Messrs. Carlvle, McBrien, Tom, Smith, Summerby, McIntosh, 
Chapman and Garvin. The chie points were («) that grammar is 
poorly taught in many inspectorates"; (b) that grammar is not clearly 
understood by most of the primary teachers ; (c) that the relations of 
grammar and composition are not recognized in teaching these 
subjects.

A. Brown, P.S.I., Dundas, read an interesting paper on “ Are 
Arithmetic and Grammar as well taught in our Schools now as 
formerly 1 If not, why 1 ” He believed there was a falling oft* in 
these subjects. That the low precentages required at the various 
examinations partly accounted for this.

Mr. W. McIntosh thought pupils are expert in arithmetic, but 
that they do not know the reasons why the operations are performed.

Mr. Chapman believed that too much time is spent on long pro
blems in arithmetic.

The discussion was closed by Messrs. Brown and Tilley.
Moved by J. Coyle Brown, seconded by C. A. Barnes, That Dr. 

Bremner be heard at 9 o’clock to-morrow morning. Carried.
Moved by Mr. Smith, seconded by Mr. Deacon, That Mr. A. C. 

Mounteer be heard immediately after Dr. Bremner. Carried.
Wm. McIntosh, P.S.I., North Hastings, introduced “ The Relation 

of the County Board of Examiners and the Public School inspector 
to the Model School.” He said that the Model School is the most 
important educational institution in the county ; that the methods 
taught in the Model School and practised in the county should be the 
same; that the Model School Piincipal and P. S. Inspector should 
work together in promoting the etiiciency of the Model School work ; 
that the Inspector should visit the Model School very frequently.

Dr. Kelly stated that the Model School is, to a very large extent, 
independent of the Board of Examiners.

Messrs. Smith and Dearness stated that they have no Model 
Schools in their Inspectorates, and no legal connection with any 
Model School.

Mr. Chadwick agreed with Mr. McIntosh, and thought the 
Inspector should give a good deal of time to the Model School work 

Messrs. Deacon and Tom considered the Model School very 
important, and that its efficiency depends mainly on the culture 
and ability of the Model School Principal.

Messrs. Platt, Summerby, J. C. Brown, Smith and Carlyle con
tinued the discussion, all of whom emphasized the importance of the 
Model School work. Mr. McIntosh was requested to embody his
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hand with proposed changes in the present relations of Inspectors to the Model 
Schools in the form of a resolution to he brought before this Depart
ment to-morrow.

On motion of Messrs. Platt and Summerby, the Department 
adjourned.
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elations of 
ing these Wednesday, March 28th.

At nine o’clock Minutes read and approved.
Moved by W. McIntosh, seconded by A. Embury, That we go on 

with the business on the programme. Carried.
On motion of J. E. Tom and Dr. Kelly, it was resolved, That the 

Secretary of this Department issue a circular to each Inspector, ask
ing him to suggest subjects to be brought before this Department at 
the next meeting, the circular to be sent out before October 15th next.

Hon. G. W. Ross, Minister of Education, was introduced to the 
department, and addressed the members present on matters pertaining 
to their official work. The Minister dwelt at some length on the reports 
recently received from the Inspectors, and called attention to several 
matters which may form the material of future reports. He believed 
more attention should be given to the condition of the school-house, 
out-buildings and grounds.

After some complimentary remarks by W. Carlyle and Dr. McDiar- 
mid on motion of Dr. Tilley, seconded by J. C. Brown, the thanks of the 
Inspectors were tendered to Dr. Ross for his interesting and instruc
tive remarks.

Moved by Dr. Tilley, seconded by J. C Brown, That Dr. Brenmer 
be heard at 2 p.m. Carried.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year : Chair
man, G. D. Platt, Picton ; Secretary, N. Gordon, Orangeville ; 
Director, N. W. Campbell, Durham.

The Department adjourned at 12 o’clock.

At 2 p.m. the Minutes of previous session were read and adopted.
Dr. Brenmer, Toronto, read a paper on “ Deformity in Children 

caused by faulty School Desks.”
Moved by T. A. Craig, seconded by J. E. Tom, That Dr. Brem- 

ner’s paper be printed in the Proceedings, and that the Doctor be 
tendered the thanks of the Department. Carried.

Mr. A. C. Mounteer read an interesting paper on “ Oral Reading.”
On motion of Mr. Knight, seconded by Mr. McBrien, the thanks of 

the Department were tendered to Mr. Mounteer for his paper.
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J. S. Deacon, P.S.I., Halton, gave an able and interesting address 
on the question, “ Have we a sufficiently high ideal of the work to be 
done in a Public School ?”
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Mr. Deacon was listened to with a great deal of attention, and at 
the close of his paper short addresses on the topics suggested 
made by Dr. Kelly, Mr. J. C. Brown and others.

were

H. R. Sanford, Esq., Director of Teachers’ Institutes in the State 
of New York, was introduced by Inspector Hughes, and gave a short 
address on “The State of Education in New York State.” He dwelt 
particularly on the certificating of teachers and the appointment of 
School Commissioners.

J. Dearness, P.S.I., East Middlesex, introduced the subject of 
“How shall we secure Uniformity in the Extension of Third-class Cer
tificates (Regulation 52)1 Should extended certificates be Provin
cial!” He favored the limiting of Third class Certificates to the 
county in which they are issued, and considered that all candidates 
for renewal of certificates should be required to pass an examination 
on some professional work.

After a spirited discussion, in which many members took part, it 
moved by Inspector Dearness, and seconded by Inspector Camp

bell, That a committee consisting of Messrs. Clapp, Tilley, Summerby 
and Deacon be appointed to bring in a resolution bearing on Regula
tion 52 of the Education Department.

It being 5 o’clock the meeting adjourned.
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Thursday, March 29th.
At 9 a.m. the Minutes were read and approved.
An informal discussion on the Public School course of study was 

participated in by Inspectors Dearness, Knight, Garvin, and others.
The remarks made by the different speakers indicated considerable 

dissatisfaction with the Writing and Drawing.
At the close of the discussion, the following resolution was pro

posed by Mr. Dearness :
That in the opinion of the Inspectors’ Section the present regula

tions governing the examinations in Writing and Drawing are not 
giving the most satisfactory results, inasmuch as the exercise degener
ates too generally into mere copying instead of true education in these 
important subjects.

Moved by Inspector Deacon, seconded by Inspector Summerby, 
That the resolution lie on the table until afternoon. Carried.

The members of the Model School Section then enteied the room, 
having requested permission to meet with the Inspectors to hear
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Inspector Garvin’s paper on “ Are the Literary and Professional 
Qualifications for Public School Inspectors and Model School Princi
pals satisfactory I ”

On motion of Mr. Platt, seconded by Mr. Tom, the members of the 
Model School Section were permitted to take part in the discussion 
which followed.

After an able discussion on Mr. Garvin’s paper by Messrs. Knight, 
N. W. Campbell, W. Elliott, Morgan, Chadwick, and Carlyle, it was 
moved by Principal Powell and seconded by Inspector Chapman, 
That a committee of six (three from each Section) be appointed to 
consider the suggestions in Mr. Garvin’s paper, and report to the 
united Sections of Inspectors and Model School masters at the meet
ing in 1895. Carried.

On motion of Messrs. Smith and Kelly, Inspectors Garvin, Mor
gan and Carlyle were appointed members of the Committee from the 
Inspectors’ Department.

Dr. Tilley read the report of the Committee appointed to consider 
changes in regulation 52.

Moved by Mr. Platt, seconded by Mr. Johnston, That the discussion 
of the report be deferred until the afternoon session. Carried.

The Department then adjourned.
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At 2 p.m. the Minutes were read and adopted.
The subject of Writing and Drawing for High School entrance 

was further discussed by Messrs. Embury, Knight, Dearness, Carlyle 
and Tom. All were of the opinion that Drawing is not taught so as 
to be of any practical value to the pupils, also that most of the 
teachers do not know how to teach Drawing.

The Committee on Third-class Certificates and their renewal, 
reported, and, on motion of Messrs. Tilley and Summerby, it was 
resolved that this department is fully of the opinion that all Third- 
class Certilicates should be limited to the county in which issued, 
and especially should this be done in the case of renewals or exten
sions.
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It was moved by Dr. Tilley, seconded by J. Dearness, and carried 
unanimously, That this department is of the opinion that the $50 
grant from the municipality for each assistant teacher should be 
increased to $100 (Section 109, Public School Act).

“Should the number of Trustees for Rural Schools be increased 
to Five 1 ” was introduced by J. E. Tom, P.S.I., West Huron. He 
advocated the change for the following reasons : (a) It would make 
the position of the teacher more permanent than at present ; (b) the
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38 MINUTES.

meetings of the Trustees would be more regular and business-like if 
there were five Trustees; (c) the interests of the Section would be 
better served.

After some discussion by Messrs. J. C. Brown, G. D. Platt. J. 
Dearness, A. Embury and Dr. Tilley, it was moved by Mr. G. D. Platt 
seconded by Mr. J. Dearness, That the Secretary of the Inspectors’’ 
Department send this subject to the Executive Committee to be put 
on our programme of 18ÿ5. ~Carried.

The Minutes were then read and approved.
Moved by Inspector Embury, and seconded by Inspector Platt, 

lhat the thanks of this Department be tendered to the Chairman, 
Secretary and Assistant Secretary for their efficient services.

On motion, the Department adjourned.
Carried.

MINUTES OF THE TRUSTEES’ DEPARTMENT.

visitor :

The Hon. Geo. W. Ross, LL.D., etc., Minister of Education, Ontario.
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Tuesday, March 27th, 1894.
Ihe Eighth Annual Convention of the School Trustees of Ontario 

began in the Examiners’ Room, Education Department, Toronto.
The President, Mr. S. F. Lazier, M.A., LL.B., Q.C. onened the- 

Convention at 2.30 p.m. with a few appropriate remarks, welcoming
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3DTRUSTEES’ DEPARTMENT.

the delegates present, and expressing regret that a misapprehension 
of the fact that our Department is constituted entirely of delegates 
had caused an almost total omission of the distribution of programmes 
and notices of this Convention to the various Boards of School 
Trustees throughout the Province. Yet, since without notice so 

of the former members of this Department were present, it 
alive to the value of this Association, appre-

many
proved that they
ciative of the benefit derivable from its discussions, and disposed to 
improve its great opportunities 
important educational held.

The Minutes of the Trustees’ Convention of April, 1893, as printed 
in pamphlets, were considered read, and upon motion were adopted.

The Auditors presented the following report :
“The Auditors appointed to audit the accounts of the Secretary- 

Treasurer of the Trustees’ Department, Ontario Educational Asso
ciation, beg to report :

“ That they have examined the books, accounts and vouchers of 
the Treasurer, and find the same correct ; and that there is a balance 
of 96.80 in the hands of the said Treasurer.

“The Auditors respectfully call the attention of the Department
funds at the disposal of the 

an increase of one dollar to the

were

for useful work in the ever more

to the desirability of placing more 
Secretary-Treasurer, and suggest 
annual fee for membership ; said sum of one dollar per member to 
be paid into the treasury for the use of this Department.

“All of which is respectfully submitted.

“(Signed) John Ball Dow, ( 
Jno. Anderson, j Auditors.

“Toronto, March 27th, 1894.”

Moved by Mr. Buriitt, seconded by Colonel Cubitt, That the 
Report of the Auditors be now received, and considered at the fore
noon session to-morrow. Carried.

Moved by Mr. McLaren, Chairman Hamilton Board of Education, 
seconded by Mr. Burritt, of Pembroke, That this meeting do now 
adjourn till 10 o’clock a.m. to-morrow. Carried.

Wednesday, March 28th, 1894.

The Trustees’ Department re assembled at 10 a.m., the President 
in the chair.

The Minutes of the previous session were read and confirmed.
On motion of Mr. John Anderson, of Arthur, the meeting went 

into committee of the whole to consider the falling oft" in the atten
dance.
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40 MINUTES.

Mr. Hastings, First Vice-President, in the chair.
T i J‘ El Farewel]’ LLB> Q C., etc., seconded by Mr.
John La 1 Dow, B.A., That owing to the fact that the various High 

ubll®.Scho°I Boards of Trustees have not been properly notified 
of the holding of this meeting, and the attendance thereat is not a 
representative one ; therefore, be it resolved, That an adjourned meet
ing be held in this place on the first Tuesday of November for the 
purpose of considering all matters proper to be brought before the 
regular meeting of this Association ; and that at such meeting the 
question of the propriety of this Department continuing a part of 
the Educational Association of Ontario shall be considered.

After an earnest discussion, in which it appeared that a consider
able majority of the delegates present favored the immediate con
sideration of the programme, the motion was voted upon and declared

The Committee arose, and reported progress.
The President, Mr. Lazier, resumed the chair.
The First Subject on the programme, “ The Funds of this Trustees’ 

Department, was introduced by the Secretary-Treasurer. He said 
that the Auditors in their report had made a recommendation which 
he thought would meet the requirements o', the present state of affairs.
m, ^:aSAmrd Mr- ?urritt’ bonded by Mr. J. B. Fairbairn, 
That the Auditors Report be now adopted, including their suggestion
onÜh|? amT Jf t0 be Paid l)y delegates to this Department be 
Zr I n ant 5 C6nt,S 6ach ; °f which sum one ollar Per mem- 
Carried * Paid mt° * * treaSUry for the use of tlus Department.

•r. ES
E2E—EB5EE
hundred.11 CaZT* ” SUm °f tW° hHndred dollars instead °f •»

On motion of the Secretary-Treasurer, seconded bv Mr. Hastings 
officers!r °f 4'30 °C °Ck P'm', t0"day’ WaS S6t a,,art ior the election o

The meeting adjourned, to meet again at 2 p.m.

The Trustees Department re-assembled 
Mr. Lazier, in the chair. at 2 p.m., the President, 

The Minutes of the previous session were read and confirmed
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41trustees’ department.

introduced by Colonel

ÉliÜ=?^iners for examination, and obtain a fair average of marks above the 
aggregate required, but fail in one or two subjects, should be granted 
in future, within three months, a supplementary examination in the 
subjects in which such failure occurred. Carried.

The Fifth Subject on the programme 
Cubitt, of Bowman ville, who moved, seconded by Co ontd Deacon, of 
Lindsay That in the opinion of this Department of the Ontario Edu
cation al’ Association, the curriculum for High Schools contains so 
many subjects that pupils of ordinary capacity seldom obtain much 
more than a superficial knowledge of them ; that if some of the sub
jects were omitted from the curriculum it would be greatly to the 
advantage of the pupils educationally and in respect to health ; that such 
omission would also enable teachers to discharge their duties more 
efficiently, and would decidedly tend to reduce the expense of main
tenance of High Schools which at present is somewhat oppressive.

After discussion the resolution was carried unanimously.
It was resolved, on motion of Colonel Cubitt, seconded by Mr. 

Fairbairn, both of Bowmanville, that the Secretary be instructed to 
send a certified copy of the above resolution to the Senate of loronto
University.

The Seventh Subject on the programme 
and Night Schools.”

Mr. Thomas A. Hastings, of Toionto Collegiate Institute Board, 
wave an interesting address on the subject, explaining the workings 
of the Act in Toronto. He thought, on the whole, that the Truancy 
Act was doing much good in this city. One thing that increased the 
labors of the truancy officers—who were usually policemen, when off 
duty, and not in uniform—was that, owing to a decision of the 
Police Magistrate some time ago, inflicting a fine upon one of the city 
Public School teachers for Hogging a pupil, the teachers, with the con
sent of the inspectors, had ever since adopted the plan of always 
offering the offending pupils the alternative of submitting to a flogging, 
or to expulsion. Mr. Hastings had no amendments to the Act at 
present to suggest.

He sketched also the work of the city night schools, established 
in 1880. He said they were undoubtedly oi great help to numbers; 
but that the irregular attendance of the majority of pupils greatly 
detracted from the total of good results.
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Moved by Colonel Deacon, seconded by Mrs. O’Connor, of Toronto 
Collegiate Institute Board, That the thanks of this meeting be tendered 
to Mr. Hastings for his interesting address, and that a synopsis 
thereof be prepared for publication in the Minutes. Carried.

Mr. James H. Burritt, of Pembroke, read a paper on “ The latest 
Departmental Regulations Concerning Fifth Form Work, and the 
Public School Leaving Examination.”

After an animated discussion, it was moved by the Secretary, 
seconded by Rev. Dr. McRobbie, and resolved, That Mr. Burritt’s 
paper be received, with thanks to the writer.

The following were elected :
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Officers for 1894-95.

President, John Ball Dow, B.A., Whitby; First Vice-President, 
Thomas A. Hastings, Toronto ; Second Vice-President, James H. 
Burritt, Pembroke ; Secretary-Treasurer, George Anson Aylesworth, 
Newburgh, Addington County.

Executive Committee.

The above-named Officers together with ex-Presidents : 1887-88_
Mr. J. E. Farewell, LL.B., Q.C., Whitby; 1889—His Honor Judge 
A. Bell, Chatham ; 1890—Rev. John Somerville, M.A., Owen Sound; 
1891—Mr. J. I. MacCracken, B.A., Ottawa ; 1892—Rev. G. G. 
McRobbie, Ph.B., Sc.D., Shelburne ; 1893-94—Mr. S. F. Lazier, 
M.A, LL.B., Q.C., Hamilton ; and Rev. Dr. Alex. Jackson, Galt ; 
Mr. J. R. McNeillie, Lindsay ; Mr. W. H. McLaren, Hamilton ; 
Mr. J. B. Fairbairn, Bow man ville; Mr. S. W. Brown, L.D.S., Dunn- 
ville ; Mr. A. Werner, Elmira.

Colonel James Deacon gave notice of motion, as follows : That at 
the next meeting of this Department, he would introduce a motion to 
the elfect that the Honorable the Minister of Education be respect
fully requested to consider the expediency and justice of making a 
more equitable distribution of the public money between the High and 
Public Schools respectively.

President Lazier, Mr. Farewell, Mr. Burritt, Colonel Deacon and 
Colonel Cubitt, deputed to wait upon the Minister of Education 
and to press upon his attention the resolutions adopted by this Annual 
Meeting.

were

t The Trustees’ Department adjourned, to meet a"ain at 10 am. 
Thursday, 29th March.

V
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Thursday, March 29th, 1894.: Toronto 
tendered 
synopsis The Trustees’ Department re-assembled at 10 a.m., the President, 

Mr. Lazier, in the chair.
The Minutes of the last previous session
The Executive Committee reported the nomination of Rev. Dr. 

McRobbie, as Director of this Department, to represent it—together 
with the President and the Secretary—on the Board of Directors of 
the Ontario Educational Association.

On motion of Mr. Burritt, seconded by Dr. Brown, Rev. Dr. Mc- 
iRobbie’s nomination was received and confirmed.

It was moved by Mr. George J. Fraser, Woodstock, and seconded 
bv Mr. Burritt, That the Report of the Committee on “ Agriculture 
in Public Schools,” as presented before the last Annual Meeting of 
this Department, and printed in the Minutes (pp. 16-18, 28-31 1893)
be now adopted.

Mr. Houston briefly addressed the meeting on the advantages
as a subject for educating the powers of

well as for im-
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observation, system, and generalization of facts, as 
parting knowledge, intellectual training and culture.

After Mr. Werner, of Elmira ; Mr. McKmght, of Owen Sound ; 
Col. Deacon, of Lindsay; Mr. Fraser, of Woodstock; and the Secretary 
and others had taken part in the discussion, the motion was voted 
upon and carried unanimously.

The President explained that it would not be possible for him to 
go at two o’clock this afternoon with the deputation appointed to 
wait upon the Minister of Education, to lay before him the results of 
this annual meeting.

On motion of Mr. McNeillie, seconded by Dr. Brown, the name of 
the Secretary was substituted for that of the President as a member 
of that deputation.

Moved by Mr. S. W. Brown, L.D.S., of Dunnville, seconded by 
Geo. Anson Aylesworth, of Newburgh, and unanimously adopted, the 
following resolution :

Whereas, Under the existing law the moneys which High School 
Boards are entitled to receive from County Councils and the Councils 
in the High School districts, for the maintenance of the High Schools 
under their jurisdiction, are not payable until the end, or nearly the 
end, of each year ; and

Whereas, in the meantime and prior to the receipt of such 
cipal grants, money is usually required by such High School Boards 
for the maintenance and current expenses of such schools ; and
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Resolved, it is desirable and expedient that The Hi<*h 
Schools Act, 1891, should be so amended that the Trustees of Hi«h 
School Boards should be vested with power and authority to require 
the municipal council or councils in the High School districts to bor 
row upon the credit of such municipalities until the amount of the 
annual grant shall be levied and raised, and, when borrowed, pay 
over to the High School Board such sums as the High School Board 
may require to meet the current expenditure of the Board until such 
time as the municipal grants .to which such Board shall be entitled 
shall be received—the sums so borrowed not to exceed in the ag"re- 
gate an amount equal to one-half the total municipal grant or "ra'nts 
of such councils of the year previous.

By request, the President left the chair, after having called Col 
Cubitt thereto.

It was moved by Col. Deacon, seconded by Mr. Farewell, and
Resolved, That this Department hereby places on record a cordial 

expression of thanks to Mr. S. F. Lazier, M.A., LL.B., Q C. for the 
courteous, intelligent, and impartial manner in which he has presided 
over our deliberations ; and also our hearty congratulations upon his 
election to the important position of President of the Ontario Educa
tional Association.

After Mr Lazier had appropriately responded, the meeting 
adjourned till 2 p.m. of the Tuesday first following Easter Sunday,

Memoranda of a meeting with the Honorable Minister of Educa
tion, Ontario, of a deputation from the Trustees’ Department Ontario 
Educational Association. The deputation consisted of Cols. Cubitt 
and Deacon, and Messrs. Farewell, Dow, Anderson and Aylesworlh.

The meeting took place in a room in the Attorney-General’s 
apartments Ontario Parliament Buildings, on the afternoon of 
Thursday, 29th March, 1894.

The deputation brought to the attention of the Minister 
resolutions adopted by the Trustees’ Department relative to—

I. The overcrowded condition of the High School curriculum.
II. Doubling the minimum 

Public Schools.
HI Providing necessary funds for High School Boards for the 

CidptaiegCtoPreVl0US t0 the latoSt ti*ed f°r r»yi“S ‘he annua,

Supplemental examinations for candidates failing in only one 
or two subjects at Departmental examinations

the

amount of municipal grants to rural

IV.
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The Minister expressed himself as entirely in sympathy and accord 
with the Trustees’ Department, as regards Resolutions I. and II. He 
recommended that a deputation from the Trustees’ Department should 
wait upon the Senate of Toronto University with Resolution I.

As to Resolution III. he stated that he w<

Act so"as to give Municipal Councils authority to borrow money for 
Hi"h School purposes previous to the paying in of taxes in each year, 
and to empower High School Boards to require Municipal Councils to 

tidy instalments the grants of money to which such schoolsin mon 
entitled.
As to Resolution IV. he proposed, instead of supplemental 

tions to extend to the other Boards of Examiners the same latitude 
and authority now possessed by Boards of High School Entrance 
Examiners ; namely, to admit candidates failing in only one or two 
subjects, where the aggregate number of marks obtained by the 
didate thus failing is large.

The Minister of Education having called the attention of the 
deputation to the abstract from the Minutes of our Association pub
lished in his latest report, and having received the thanks of the 
members of the deputation, brought the interview to a close.
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PAPE

G
FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF THE ONTARIO EDUCATIONAL 

ASSOCIATION, 1893-94.

the relatReceipts.
.$•254 81 

221 50 
300 00 

85 80 
17 00 
15 39

Balance from last Statement............
Members’ Fees......................................
Ontario Government—Annual Grant
Sale of Minutes ..................................
Advertisements in Minutes..............
Interest.................................................. Our nation! 
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.$894 50
Expenditure.

$10 50 
36 00 
25 40 
14 25 
42 30 
20 02

Membership Register......................................................
Secretaries of Departments ..........................................
Railway fares—Lectures................................................
Expenses of Convention—Attendance, chairs, etc ..
Printing circulars, programmes, envelopes, etc.......
Postage and mailing ......................................................
Board of Directors, railway fare to meeting held in

November..................................................................
Printing Minutes..............................................................
Salary of Secretary ........................................................
Salary of Treasurer..........................................................
Balance..............................................................................

44 85 
299 68 

75 00 
10 00 

316 50
appears 
idea . . .
manners, its o 
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$894 50
Respectfully submitted,

W. J. Hendry,
Treasurer.

Robert W. Doan,
Secretary.
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papers and addresses.

GENERAL ASSOCIATION.
INAL

EDUCATION TO OUR NATIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT.
the relation of

tl
io

[yin Abstract.]

ALEXANDER STEELE, B.A., ORANGEVILLE.

XI
III

Ml
Our national development, its rise and progress the dangers that 

beset it, and its future possibilities are subjects ot abiding interest to 
every patriotic citizen ; and more especially are they.ot interest to us 
to whom is entrusted the education of those that shall guide this 
development during the first half of the coming century. It is be- 
lieved by many close observers of social phenomena that 
the eve of a great social revolution, and, if that be true, the educator 
of the present day has entrusted to him a work that may well make 
him pause on account of its important and far-reaching consequences.

Guizot in his “ History of Civilization m Europe, Chapter II., 
-writes as follows : “ When we look at the civilizations which have 
preceded that ol modern Europe, whether in Asia or elsewhere, in
cluding even those of Greece and Rome, it is impossible not to be 
struck with the unity of character which reigns among them. Each 
appears as though it had emanated from a single fact, from a single 
|dea _ which determined the character of its institutions, its
manners, its opinions. . . . The civilization of modern Europe
[on the other hand] was diversified, confused, stormy. All principles 
of social organization are found existing together within it; powers 
temporal, powers spiritual, the theocratic, monarchic, aristocratic and 
demociatic elements, all classes of society, all the social institutions, 
are jumhled together and visible within it.” He then proceeds to 
establish his dictum that the overpowering influence of a single prin
ciple leads either to stagnation, as in Egypt, India, Asia Minor, or to 
a brilliant rise and a rapid decline, as in Greece ; and that the conflict 
of many powerful principles, each striving for the mastery, but none 
successful in permanently subduing the others, promotes vigilance, 
activity and energy, and contributes to the continuous and healthy

-development of civilization. .... ,
An examination of the principal civilizations of Europe and
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America serves to confirm more strongly the generalization made by 
Guizot. As examples of states in which the dominance of a single 
principle has produced stagnation or decay, we may cite (1) Spain, 
where the principle of authority in church and state has sapped a once 
vigorous life, and has brought on extreme senility ; (2) the Central 
and South American Republics, where ultra democracy rules supreme, 
and, by its fickleness, destroys national stability and progress ; (3) 
Russia, where unlimited monarchical authority holds sway, producing 
popular discontent and anarc

It if

hy, and retarding the development of the 
country and the progress of European civilization in the north.

The civilizations of England, Germany, and France serve to ill us-
on between powerful

arena ; 
increasingly dit 

Is it not trtrate the fact that the incessant struggle carried 
principles tends to the freer and fuller development of national life. 
In England at present a great struggle is carried on between the 

and the classes; between Home-Rulers and Unionists; be
tween church establishment and disestablishment; between militarism

The result is that the civilization of England

away many bri 
might exercise 
And, notwithst 
and weekly ne 
pursuits find ni 
of interest take 

Education, 
intluei

masses

and commercialism, 
has renewed its youth, and is showing a more rapid and healthy 
growth than ever before, the chief characteristics of which are a 
vigorous, powerfvrl, and fearless discussion of all questions, religious, 
scientific, philosophic ; the undiminished production of wholesome 
and inspiring literature ; vast industrial development and unbounded 
commercial enterprise.

In Germany there is an incessant conflict between militarism, ■ 
socialism, governmental authority, and industrialism. Literature, 
philosophy, art, and science also exert a powerful influence in shaping 
the nation’s development. The result is that out of many petty states 
there has been built up a powerful nation.

In France, also, the ceaseless struggle carried on between contending 
principles is giving greater depth, constancy, and moral intensity to 
the French character, and is ensuring the continuous development of 
French civilization.

There is one point in the generalization made by Guizot that does 
not find illustration in the cases already cited. In Greece, and later 
in the Italian republics, the continued mastery of a single principle 
led to a rapid and brilliant rise, followed by a speedy decline. Prof. 
A. D. White, ex-President of Cornell University, finds in the civiliza
tion of the United States a similarly rapid and brilliant national 
development, under the almost supreme influence of a single principle, 
which he calls “mercantilism ” ; and he warns his fellow-countrymen 
that it is necessary to strengthen other factors in their civilization in 
order to avoid national decline.

On account of our proximity to the United States, our civilization, 
to a certain extent, resembles that of our southern neighbors, although 
it has been less brilliant in its development. The danger that besets 
American (United States) civilization may also beset ours. It is 
undoubtedly true that mercantilism—a combination of the industrial
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and trade spirits—is with us becoming every day more, and more 
It is sapping tho foundations of all true political oi patri- 
Our ablest men are so engrossed in busin ss that very 

be induced to devote their time and alents to the 
The care of the great affairs of

powerful, 
otic spirit, 
few of them can
furtherance of national interests. ,
state is becoming more and more entrusted to men of only moderate 
ability and frequently even to men that seek personal or party 
advantage at the expense of national prosperity and advancement 
No doubt aide and patriotic men are still to be found in the political 
arena- but as these withdraw from the conflict, it is found to be 
increasingly difficult to get competent men to take their places.

Is it not true also that industrial and mercantile pursuits lead 
away many brilliant minds from the realms of literature, where they 
mi.dit exercise a powerful influence in shaping the nation s destiny ? 
And notwithstanding the encouragement given by our leading daily 
and weekly newspapers, do not those that have engaged in bterary 
nursuits tind much to discourage them on account of the woeful lack 
of interest taken in their work by the great majority of the people I 

Education, too, is suffering froru the blasting effects of the same 
Bupreme influence. The true aim of education is being lost sight of, 
and what is demanded is not true education at all, but merely 
instruction, especially the instruction that will most speedily equip 
for work in the factory, the office, the store, or on the farm. The 
instruction that will fit for making money is considered of primal 
importance ; the education that develops character,* ma. Uness, patriot
ism is considered of secondary importance.

Religion, also, as a formative principle in our civilization seems to 
be losing power. Men’s energies are so absorbed in their daily 
vocations that religion has ceased to exert much influence over them. 
More than the masses are drifting away from the Church. 
Statisticians tells us that the percentage of the population attending 
the Church is much smaller than it was half a century ago.

There are principles that exert a powerful influence on European 
civilization, and yet find no place in ours. Such are anarchy, social
ism, militarism, aristocracy, monarchy. These may, therefore, be left 
out of account in estimating the elements that enter into our national 
life. What influences, then, can be so strengthened as to keep in 
check this all-powerful mercantilism h Only the ones mentioned, viz., 
patriotism or political spirit, literature, education and religion ; and 
patriotism, literature, and even religion from the human side, may be 
said to be dependent on education. The continuous and permanent 
development of our civilization, then, in the final analysis, rests on 
education—not the education of the few, but the education of all ; 
and the burden of this education should be, ‘‘No man liveth unto 
himself.’’

All development takes place along two lines: (1) development in 
individual character j (2) development of the social organization.

4
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These two -kinds of development are to a certain extent interactive, 
although one may be fostered while the other is neglected. The 
Greek developed the individual at the expense of society ; the Egyp
tian developed society at the expense of the individual. In both 

the results proved detrimental to the permanence of national 
growth. It remains for the civilization of the present day to co-ordi
nate these two great principles, and to foster their simultaneous 
development. There is no conflict between them ; in fact, an absolutely 
perfect social organization would exhibit the two working in perfect 
harmony.

The nature of the individual is threefold—physical, mental, 
spiritual. To obtain the nearest approach to perfection in the indi
vidual, it is necessary that each of these three be developed 
symmetrically, and that all be developed harmoniously. It is certain 
that the development of mind is limited by the physical condition and 
development of the body, and that the development of the spirit is to 
a certain extent dependent on the development of both body and 

There is no doubt also a reactive influence : mind affecting

cases

mind.
body, and spirit affecting both mind and body. To produce the 
highest manhood it is necessary, then, that all these elements of the 
individual organism should receive the fullest development of which 
they are capable.

The proper development of the social organization depends on the 
great principle, “ Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.” The 
grasping principle of mercantilism has led to a wrongly constituted 
social organization that is producing almost universal discontent. 
The farmer, the artisan, and the laboring man may be better off than 
they were a generation ago ; but they believe that they are not 
receiving an equitable proportion of the increased wealth of the 
country. Hence they are dissatislied. The invention of agricultural 
machinery and improved means of transportation may have benefited 
the community at large by cheapening the price of grain, but what 
compensation has the farmer received for low prices of farm products, 
and the depreciated value of farm lands I The invention of machinery 
has vastly increased the productive power, and therefore the wealth 
of the country, but the laboring man and laboring woman receive but 
a meagre portion of the increase. We are told by the American 
Statist, Mr. T. G. Shearman, that “ it may safely be assumed that 
200,000 persons control 70 per cent, of the national wealth of the 
United States,” or as Dr. Josiah Strong puts it, “ one man in 300 
receives $70 out of every $100, and 299 men receive $30, which if 
averaged would give them about ten cents each.” These same 
authorities tell us that the 100 richest Americans have yearly incomes 
of between $1,200,000 and $1,500,000 each, and Mr. Shearman adds 
that within the next forty years we may expect the American 
billionaire.

Now we are making compulsory the education of the men and
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women of the coming generation. They are being taught to read, to 
observe, to reason; in a word, to be discontented. For can a working
man be’other than discontented if he knows that it would take him 
from twelve to fifteen hundred years, at an annual salary of one 
thousand dollars, to earn the yearly income of one of these richest 
Americans'? By public parks, by art galleries, by exhibitions, and 
in many other ways, efforts are put forth to develop the «esthetic side 
of human nature, and the awakened tastes demand satisfaction. The 
desire has been awakened, and there will be discontent till it is satis
fied. The lower class and the lower strata of the middle class have 
demanded the ballot and have obtained it. That alone is not going 

’ t0 satisfv them. They are demanding a complete revolution of the 
social organization, and from their limited and very imperfect know
ledge of social phenomena, there is danger that they may become the 
•dupes of unprincipled demagogues, who would use them to promote
selfish interests.

What is required then to 
siderable body of men of high character, who, by thorough training 
in literature, history, mathematics and philosophy, are fitted to solve 
the complicated problems of modern society, and to guide the minds 
•of the people to just conclusions.

If it is necessary then for the safety of the State that all its citi
zens should receive at least a common school education to inculcate 
obedience to authority and respect for law, it is equally necessary 
that the gifted few should receive the highest training the State 
give to fit them for leading their fellowmen into the avenues of true 
social and national advancement. To ensure true social progress it 
is almost more essential that Government should provide this higher 
training for the few, than that it should provide the lower training
for the many. . .

It is asserted sometimes that men that have received such training 
as I have mentioned are likely to be visionary and not practical. 
Hear what ex-President Andrew D. White has to say on that point. 
He says that in the city council of Berlin 
as Rudilf Gneist, one of the most distinguished professors in Europe, 
and with him are associated others hardly less famous. The result 
is that Berlin is a model city, well lighted, well paved, with beautiful 
parks, clean streets, noble public buildings and excellent drainage, 
and yet, although in size and rapidity of growth it may be compared 
with New York, the total civic expenditure is only a trifle more than 
the interest on the public debt of the city of New York. And he adds, 
that the government of Berlin “is at once dignified and economical. 
In the language of Emerson, “To save the state a body of (such) 
workers is required, placed at many points, and working in many 
directions.” “ Men that love righteousness and hate iniquity.”

To each man is entrusted a portion of the power belonging to the 
This is a sacred possession, and the object of all education,
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and especially of higher education, should be to conserve this power 
and develop it to the utmost. It has been said that the aim of 
education should be to bring a man into harmony with his environ
ment, that is, the social organization to which he stands in certain 
established relations. Is not its true aim rather to so develop the 
powers of the individual that he may be able to comprehend the 
relation existing between him and his environment, and so gain such 
power over that environment as to make it conform to what he con
ceives to be the divine ideal.

Mercantilism tends to selfish individualism, but true education 
leads to enlightened altruism. “ The greatest work [then] which the 
coming century has to do in this country is to build up an aris
tocracy of thought and feeling which shall hold its own against the 
aristocracy of mercantilism.” And to accomplish this it is necessary 
to strengthen at every point our Provincial University and all the 
other universities of our land.
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“ Make knowledge circle with the winds ; 
But let her herald, Reverence, fly 
Before her to whatever sky 

Bear seed of men and growth of minds.”

Note.—For valuable information on the influence of mercantilism, I wish to 
acknowledge my indebtedness to a lecture, entitled “The Nineteenth Century 
to the Twentieth,” delivered by Prof. Andrew D. White before the Alumni 
of Yale College in 1883.
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Before the beginning of the present century the task of framing a 
-curriculum of studies was a comparatively simple one. Ihe time- 
honored Department of Classics and Mathematics had then no rivals. 
The disputations of the schoolmen were forgotten, modern languages 

not thought worthy of serious attention, and science, as we 
•understand it to-day, was not yet born. The field of knowledge was 
not too wide to be covered by a single University course. Education 
was almost wholly confined to the nobility and the wealthy, who 
valued it more as a mark of social distinction than for its practical 
application. Under these circumstances little difficulty 

-enced in making a suitable selection of subjects for study and for 
subsequent examination. But during the present century changes,

• great and far reaching in effect, have been slowly but surely and per
manently making themselves felt.

Learning is no longer the monopoly of the few, but is claimed as 
’the right of the many. The words of the old Book, “ A wise man is 
strong,” are more widely appreciated and education is now valued 

for the powers it confers than for what we may call its “ society ” 
value. The present age is at once democratic and commercial—two 
peculiarities which are strongly influencing the course of education 
to-day. The multitude desire to be educated, but demands an educa
tion which can be directly or indirectly converted into money.

Again, the field of knowledge has been both widened and deepened. 
The old departments have beeu greatly enlarged and entirely 
ones have been added. Mathematics, always great, has received 

developments. Modern Languages, no longer confined to 
ladies’ schools and a very insignificant place in colleges, have taken 
their place in Universities as a department quite on an equality with 
the ancient and aristocratic Classics. Natural Science, long denied 
a place as a part of a liberal education, has at length compelled 
recognition. The question of its value as an instrument of mental 
discipline is still discussed with varying results. But there is money 
in it, and that settles its position. Call it a bread-and-butter subject 
if you will, deny its students a social equality with “Classics,” call 
them sceptics or infidels, so long as a discovery in chemistry or an
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ingenious applicatioi 
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ïtricity can transform the author into 
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XX hether for good or for ill, Science 
come to stay.

The difficulty of too large a programme has thus far been met bv a 
series of options. As the number of subjects has increased, so has the 
number of optional courses, each leading to the B.A. decree. For
merly a diploma from a reputable Univei it represented a fairly

; to-day, as the result f ptions. it has become

a
names

as a

a “ ” shall I sayan “independent variable” instead. To 
such an extent has this principle been extended that the thorough 
study of the different courses permitted in some modern Universities
L ComWnZLan eXCe"e,,t trai"ing iD ‘he SUl’jeCt °f Perra“tati°"s

Again, options were at first permitted only in the advanced years 
o a University course. Gradually the point at which the options 
commence, has receded. The matriculation point being reached 
options of necessity began in the Secondary Schools. From the 
Matriculation Examination the principle has been extended to 
teachers certificates of all grades. The public schools alone remain 
but ven here there are indications that the seeds have fallen and are
in tLST°0t r * U®"6 u 'fS been ^dually proposed to “specialize"
in the Toronto public schools. If so, the reductio ad absurdum has

een reached, and it is to be hoped we shall soon start in a more 
promising direction for the solution of the Educational problem.

But the whole difficulty has not vet been stated. In primary and 
to some extent in secondary education we have a new claimant for a 
place on the curriculum—a claimant whose voice is loud and whose 
demands are strong—the claimant is “ Manual Training. Not very 
aristocratic, perhaps, of humble birth, not aspiring to culture, retine7 
ment or the ornamental, but demanding a place, if not alongside of
oï bèing ÏsefuL US1<>n ’ ^ °'der SUbjeCt8’ °n the Pract''caf ground

Again l say we may not like these claims, we may protest the
T 'J a,re^d{ filled»thls new claimant has already gained a hearing, 

farmly linked to its relative science, and, in the writer’s opinion Tt 
too has come to stay. F ’ v

What shall be done to relieve the pressure 1 How shall we decide 
which subjects shall find a place upon the curriculum when there is
p0t,,.r00q ,f0r, al!J are questions which meet us in the
Public School the High School, and the University and 
questions which we are compelled to answer. Even the ystem 
o opt.ons, employed so freely in recent years, is no bngeT 

fficient for the difficulty. A great University can make provision 
for mstiuction m a l, and allow each student to select his own course 
but this is impossible in secondary and primary schools. In these the 
programmes must of necessity be limited to a comparatively small part
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of the educational field. And even in the Univerity a further diffi
culty still arises in the question—How much of one subject shall be 
considered an equivalent for a given quantity of another 1 There is 
no common standard of comparison—no fixed unit of measurement 
Hepresentatives from the several departments meet to discuss the 
requirements for a particular examination. Theoretically, each 
specialist is expected to present the peculiar claims of his own depart
ment and to listen in turn to the merits of the other departments as 
presented by their own representatives, and finally from the united 
wisdom of all we might reasonably expect the best possible selection 
to be made. Practically, we find each specialist thinks his own 
department the only one of importance, the only one worthy of 
serious attention. The conference degenerates into a contest of 
factions, each party trying to secure the lion’s share in the programme. 
Broad comprehensive views of the whole question are rarely enter
tained. The decisions being based not upon principle, but upon the 
relative strength of the factions present at one meeting, are liable to 
be reversed at the next. Confusion and change without definite pur
pose is the inevitable result.

The first step towards a solution of the difficulty is to decide upon 
some things which should not be done. A school should not be made 
a commercial institution, though it should certainly be conducted on 
sound business principles. My meaning is that it should neither seek 
to enrich itself at the expense of its students, nor attempt to train its 
students in the art of amassing wealth in after life. Private schools 
may with perfect propriety do both. A private tutor may teach 
anything—not immoral—which his students desire to learn, and 
charge any fee which they are willing to pay. The teacher barters 
his labor for a stated sum of money, the student exchanges his money 
for what he considers an equivalent in instruction, and the transac
tion is complete—no other person has any concern or interest in the 
matter. But with public institutions the case is very different. 
They are largely supported from public funds, and consequently the 
subjects taught should be for the benefit of the whole community, for 
those who never enter them as well as for those who do. Fees may 
be charged, because it is very reasonable to assume that those who 
take a High School or College course receive more personal benefit 
than those who do not, and consequently they should bear a larger 
part of the expense. They should not, however, bear the whole of it. 
The welfare of the nation is largely dependent upon its educated men, 
and the humblest toiler who has never seen even the outside of a 
college is indirectly bene fitted by living in a land where learning 
abounds. On the other hand, mere professional training should not 
be given at the public cost. To spend public money in training indi
viduals in the art of money getting, t.e., in making them more capable 
of competing with those who have not been trained, is a manifest 
injustice. It is a compound robbery ; it first takes A’s money and
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The rn’ °n !nJ6Ct Which 1 Proeeed to »» an example X 
CnnT,,al DeParfcmenfc lately added to our Collegiate Insti-

t.on f . d°Ubî,CSS meet With the approval of those who desire educa 
tion to be made practical. It cannot, however, be defended unt 

und educational principles. It is practical for those who receive

a HveHhood*" a Ï ? nU'”ber °f "»« aad women to "livelihood, and is therefore of decided benefit to them. But does it
render any service to the community, a« a whole in return for H 
pubhc money which sustains ,t 1 It will scarcely bè cmîtëüded that 
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They demand natural ability at the beginning and steady hard work 
throughout the course. A fair paper in Mathematics will always 
pluck a considerable number of candidates. They form an insuper
able barrier to incompetency, whether from defect of natural or 
acquired ability. Following the Departmental Examinations we 
have a yearly chorus from the friends of the unsuccessful candi
dates, condemning the Mathematical Papers. Teachers of other 
departments, jealous of the amount of attention necessarily devoted 
to Mathematics, have lent their influence to assist in crushing out the 
difficult subject. The work prescribed remains as before, but the 
amount demanded has been nu-terially lessened. The weaklings have 
cried out and their voice has been heard ; the strong ones—both 
teachers and students—have been silent and their influence has not 
been felt.

The Mathematical Papers have sometimes been unsuitable and in a 
few cases unreasonable, but for every fairly well prepared candidate 
who has been rejected a considerable number of incompetent ones 
have been passed. A fair and reasonable standard in Mathematics 
uniformly maintained would be a decided benefit to all departments of 
learning.

This desire to avoid difficulties has borne evil fruit in another 
department. Science, in our secondary schools, has of late received a 
large share of both money and attention. The curriculum has been 
greatly expanded in surface, but in one important branch, that of 
physics, proportionately reduced in thickness. In this particular, 
however, Ontario is simply moving with the rest of the world. 
Science is everywhere being popularized, which in most cases means 
that it is shorn of its strength by the omission of Mathematics. I 
have nothing but praise for the introduction of the experimental part, 
which has been so magnified of late, providing it be kept in its proper 
place. Our knowledge of the physical world is derived from two 
sources: first, observation and experiment; second, deductions on

Both parts are
necessary ; my objections are not raised to the presence of the former 
in our schools, but to the absence of the latter. A knowledge of 
isolated facts, gained from experiment, may be practically useful, but 
without the undei lying principle which binds them together, without 
the deductions of reason, it is worthless educationally. Under any 
circumstances it is a means, not an end, and should be kept in subor
dination accordingly. This point I consider of great importance. To 
emphasize and support it I quote the words of one of the first physi
cists of the present age, Professor Tait, of Edinburgh University. In 
speaking of the study of Physical Science, he says: “There is no 
admission for any but a Mathematician into this School of Philosophy. 
But there is a lower department of Natural Science, most valuable as 

precursor and auxiliary, which we may call ‘Scientific Phenomen- 
ol"gy> the office of which is to observe and classify phenomena and
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by induction to infer the laws which govern them. But the inferior 
and auxiliary science has of late assumed a position to which it is by 
no means entitled. It gives itself airs, as if it were the mistress 
instead of the handmaid, and often conceals its

The difficult
insuperable. ] 
been in possess 
their nature is 

is a si
own incapacity and

want of scientific purity by high-sounding language as to the 
teries of nature.”

mys- process 
considerable pt 
ous and conipl 
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Science is nothing if not definite and precise. Physics especially, 
without Mathematics, may furnish amusement for the idle and the 
indolent, but as an instrument for serious education it is sham and a 

Mathematics is but another name for the laws of nature. To 
simplify a course of study by omitting the former is to leave the 
student unable to comprehend the latter. Let me now repeat the 
enunciation of my proposition. Schools should not be made popular 
by the omission of necessary difficulties.

Having dealt at some length with the negative side of the question, 
let us consider the positive. The rational course to pursue is to 
determine the mental powers we wish to develop and then select the 
most efficient means to secure the desired result. This is but another 
mode of saying that we should proceed according to a fixed principle 
instead of being led by chance. But just here the grand difficulty 
appears. We are not at all agreed, either upon the end to be accom
plished nor upon the most efficient means of securing a specified 
result. Education is one of the natural sciences, and as such its 
foundations must be laid upon the results of observation. In Physics, 
for example, ceitain natural constants have been carefully measured, 
the facts observed and classified, and the underlying laws deduced by 
induction, and upon them the science of Physics is based. But un
fortunately this preliminary work in the case of Education has not 
been done, and we are not in possession of the date necessary for 
founding a reliable Science.

Permit me here to remark parenthetically that I am aware this is 
debatable ground. 1 had collected evidence in support of the opinion 
here advanced from the number and character of the changes in 
educational affairs in Ontario during the last ten years, but I will 
inflict them upon you. For my present purpose I only ask your 
assent to the statement that it is very desirable for our knowledge of 
the Science to be improved.

Patient investigation long continued, skilful and intelligent obser
vation of facts, careful classification and study of data acquired 
the chief steps by which the foundations of the other natural sci 
have been laid.
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If we are willing to pay the same price for a Science 
of Education we can obtain it upon the same terms. The laws of 
mind are surely not less definite than the laws of matter. We man
ipulate magnets and electric currents at will, and can at any time 
determine the physical agents necessary to produce a desired physical 
result. A knowledge of the laws of mind, which wouid enable us to 
make a similar prediction regarding mental results, would "ive us the 
ideal Science of Education.
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The difficulties in the way, however, are great, but I think not
should long ago haveinsuperable. If they had not been great 

been in possession of the desired information. A clear conception of 
their nature is the first step towa-ids their solution. Tho educational

Cause and effect are usually separated by

we

is a slow one.process
considerable periods of time. The elements in each are very numer-

connect an element of the)ecially, 
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ous and complicated, and it is difficult to
former with its legitimate consequence in the latter. In dealing with 
matters we can vary the conditions at pleasure. By constructing 
proper apparatus we can exclude all elements or conditions except the 
ones we wish to study. We thus examine causes in detail, or in such 
various combinations as we desire This is utterly impossible in 
dealing with mind. We learn the influence of light upon the growth 
of plants by placing them in a darkened room, but we are not at 
liberty to perform analogous experiments in the education of living

* children. .
Again, matter is homogeneous. Pure water, for example, is the 

same’at all times and places, and samples of it, wherever obtained, 
exhibit the same unvarying properties. But human beings 
infinitely varied. No two are precisely alike, and consequently what 
is true of one is not necessarily true of another. These are some of 
the difficulties we encounter at the very threshold of our observations.

But very similar difficulties have been surmounted in other fields of 
knowledge. In Astronomy, for example, the motion of a planet 
the result of a very complex system of forces. But by patient and 
laborious observation the laws governing these forces have been dis
covered, so that we can now predict the future course of a planet 
with the utmost precision. We are not able to subject the heavenly 
bodies to arbitrary experiments, yet from observing them for a suffi
cient time in the regular course of nature, we have been able to 
collect a great amount of accurate knowledge concerning them.

Again, a difficulty very similar to that presented by the variety of 
mind has been successfully solved by the life insurance men. The 
uncertainty of human life is proverbial when any one individual is 
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taliy is about as fixed and certain as the law of gravitation. So with 
regard to the mental peculiarities of individuals. Beneath the 
infinite diversity of individuals the great laws of mind are fixed and 
unchangeable. A problem so vast and complicated can scarcely be 
successfully attacked by a single observer. What is needed is large 
number working in concert. We need the work to be divided into 

11 parts, with a number of enthusiastic observers working on each. 
The whole ground must be examined microscopically and the results 
tabulated, compared and organized. When this has been done we 
shall have the data for constructing a Science of Education.

It appears to me that the work thus outlined can be performed by 
members of this Association. I believe that we have unusual facili-
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ln8a„l • tamlhar Wlth al1 Shades of work and with students of
\aried circmn^Ct<>r8 Wntdlln? the educational process under the most 
n * c^cumstances ; examiners who have excellent opportunities to
observatdn^' w’ Ùnrthy’ this annual meeting to organize the separate 
observations into a symmetrical whole. P
timeW° m!168 °f r®s®ai'ch aPPear specially appropriate at the present
discinli 16 hirSt !" t ie Va Ue of Science as an instrument of mental 
discipline and culture. We already h
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In the study ot Science itself opinions do not count, except 

as they are supported by evidence. Tn the Science of Educa- 
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does woman’s powers compare with man’s in practical work in these 
new departments'? We have ample means for collecting data on this 
question, as far as teaching is concerned, with Medicine and Law to 
he heard from in the near future.

Again, setting aside the question of professional power, and 
sidering her as a person to be educated, what is the most suitable 
course of study ? Should it be the same as for man1? The fact that 
she can study the same subjects does not answer the question, 
haps a different training would be of more service to her. These 
questions can be answered only from observation. We have plenty 
of opinions ; we want facts, an accurate measurement of the natural 
constants involved. Thus far I have not expressed any opinion my
self ; permit me here to give a brief one based upon some years of 
careful observation. There is a radical difference between the male 
and female intellect, not necessarily in quantity, but in quality. On 
some future occasion 1 may point out some of the peculiarities ; for 
the present I simply assume their existence and offer it 
for selecting this subject as a suitable one for investigation.

The chief object of this paper has been to direct attention to the 
necessity for careful study of the Educational problem. No attempt 
has been made to settle the conflict of studies, but the rational method 
of attaining that object has been pointed out. Should the idea here 
expressed appear practical and worthy of serious consideration it will 
be necessary to secure the active co-operation of a large number of 
Educationists to give them effect. An organization similar to the 
“Committee of Ten” appointed for a very similar purpose by the 
American Association in 1892, would probably be most satisfactory. 
Originally my intentions were to recommend a detailed method of 
proceeding, but time forbids me to do so at present. Should such a 
committee be appointed I shall be glad to lay before its members 
results of observations already made. In conclusion, let me hope that 
in the near future Educational problems may be solved upon fixed 
principles rather than by compromises between conflicting interests.
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THE QUALIFICATIONS OF SPECIALISTS. POST GIl/

L. E. EMBREE, M.A., TORONTO.
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The speaker did not approve of specializing so early in the Uni
versity course, believing that a broader and more general course would 
best serve the great majority of students, including those who 
preparing to become teachers.

He advocated :

are

1. That all specialists should be graduates in their respective 
special courses.

2. That, even if the special courses be continued as at present 
in the University, specialists be required to take a broader course, 
somewhat as follows :

For all specialists—pass English to the end of the second year, or 
honor English to the end of the first year.

For specialists in Classics—pass French and German to the end of 
the second year, or honor French and German to the end of the first 
y’ear.

!
For specialists in English and Moderns—pass Latin to the end of 

•the second year, or honor Latin to the end of the first year, and pass 
Greek to the end of the first year, or honor Greek at matriculation. 

For specialists in Mathematics and Science—the same require-
ments in French and German as at present, with the option of the 
honor work for one year less, as in the case of specialists in Classics.

Of course, it is intended that all additional pass work now required 
be continued, and that where honor work is required in the first year, 
it also be required at matriculation.

3. That at least two years’ successful experience in teaching be 
required before the specialist certificate is granted.

He placed particular stress on the last requirement, as experience 
does not count in the teaching profession as it does in other depart
ments of work.
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In educational matters in this Province we have doubtless much 
to be thankful for. We have as complete a system of kindergattens, 
primary schools, secondary schools, universities, and professional 
schools as exists in any country. And these schools are all so well 
supported and used by the people, that few of 
can

our native population 
be found who have not enjoyed the advantages of school educa

tion. There is probably as wide a diffusion of knowledge amongst us 
as amongst any people.

And yet there is a strange lack amongst us of the higher products 
of scholarship, and, what is worse, a strange indifference regarding 
such products. We hear often a good deal of complaint that we have 
produced so few writers in works of imagination, but rarely do 
hear anyone lament our poverty in works of science or of erudition. 
Indeed, our poverty in this respect is a thing we are not a little 
proud of ; it is something to boast about rather than something to be 
ashamed of. It proves that we are strong, practical people who 
above mere matters of pedantry. If

we

are
teacher shows signs of 

industry in scholarly research, he is ranked by the public as unprac
tical, and to him “ plums ” rarely fall. The good places in the teaching 
profession are for the reward of those gifted with powers of discipline 
and organization. You may hear parents complain that the teacher 
is lacking in suavity or dignified bearing, but never that he is lacking 
in scholarship. I he most highly honored teachers in our country are 
"those who have the ability to make the school machinery go at a 
humming rate. And do we teachers love learning more than the 
people ? Look at the programme of our teachers’ conventions. The 
scholarly subjects do not constitute a tithe. Poor little sickly plants, 
they dwindle under the superabundance of the pedagogical topics.’ 
We are forever discussing how we shall impart the knowledge we do 

possess. And our students, how lightly do they esteem know
ledge ! They will work to pass examinations, or they may do some
thing which does not bear directly on examinations, if it lends itself 
to dithyrambics, but they have small taste for a piece of plain, honest 
work, the reward for which will simply be the satisfaction of having 
acquired new knowledge. There are vast realms of inquiry about 
which they have not the slightest curiosity. In literature they

even a

not

are

of style, even before they have read the autl rs who are being dis
cussed, but they are not willing to master the grammar and rhetoric 

and history of the language in which these beauties of style occur.
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It has even come to this pass in our universities, that the hero of the 
class is the athlete, while the butt of the class is the industrious 
student who bears the dignified name of “plug.”

Yes, scholarship is at a low ebb amongst us, and it is no wonder 
that serious-minded persons are looking for remedies. Some have 
suggested the establishment of post-graduate courses in our universi
ties, and one university at least in our Province has published its 
programme of studies for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, and has, 
I believe, begun to award such degrees. Our subject of discussion 
to-day is, what should the provincial university do in regard to the 
matter.

The first thing to be said is that the University of Toronto does 
now offer in the Faculty of Arts all the facilities it possesses of lec
tures, library and laboratories to all its graduates, with the right of 
competing for honors in the ordinary undergraduate departments at 
the May examination. It also provides for the granting of an extra 
degree (viz., the M.A.) to anyone presenting an approved thesis in 
any subject of study within the limits of the work of the Faculty of 
Arts. Here then is machinery which might be utilized by those 
desirous of prosecuting post-graduate courses, namely, the means of 
in.. ‘uction and the recognition of work performed. And yet no one, 
or next to no one, has availed himself of the opportunities offered. 
It may be said that the staff of the university, being so busy with the 
large number of undergraduates, would not have time to devote to 
graduate students if they should come in considerable numbers. It 
is quite true that the university would be ill able at present to cope 
with any serious extension of its work, yet there are very few grad
uates who would not profit by attending many of the lectures given 
to undergraduates, and I am sure all the members of the stuff would 
be willing, in addition, to give a good deal of help in the way of 
useful guidance in reading. At all events, no graduate has any right 
to complain that the university is lacking in enterprise if he has not 
shown a readiness to accept the facilities she has already offered him. 
It may be said, too, that the degree of Master of Arts has fallen so 
low in public estimation that the university can hardly expect it to 
serve as a stimulus in the prosecution of difficult studies. There is 
force, no doubt, in such an objection, but it raises the unpleasant 
question whether the same causes which produced the fall of the 
Master’s degree in public esteem might not have the same effect on 
the Doctor’s degree. For what is there about the Doctor’s degeee 
which does not exist in the Master’s degree 1 Nothing, unless it be 
the name. There are some who would have us believe that some new 
thing has been discovered, something which is proof against deteriora
tion. But after all, the merit of a degree depends upon the kind of 
people who participate in the taking and the granting of it. If 
cannot have a new spirit which will prompt men to thoroughly master 
all that is known in some department, and to widen the bounds of
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of the 
strious that department, and if we cannot have the necessary libraries and 

laboratories, it is useless for us to add new degrees, and if we had the 
spirit and the implements, the old degrees would perhaps serve everyvender 

b have 
liversi- 
aed its 
id has, 
mssion 
to the

purpose.
If the university adopts the policy of granting Ph D. degrees, 

there seem to be three courses open to her : (1) She may prescribe 
«ourses and grant degrees without giving instruction ; (2) she may 
prescribe courses and give instruction in some departments only, and 
{3) she may prescribe courses and give instruction in all departments.

There are very serious objections to the first of these plans. If 
the university decides to grant Ph.D. degrees, it is an announcement 
to the world that she has decided to enter the arena to compete in 
the highest kind of work with the great universities of Europe and 
America. What effect would it have upon her reputation, to admit 
that she was unable to teach the subjects upon her curriculum, and 
what guarantee would she have that her theses, in the hands of 
learned men all over the world, would be worthy of respect, if she 
did not have a corps of examiners whose sole business was to keep 
themselves abreast of the scientific research of the world 1 A respect
able Ph.D. degree course is impossible without a body of professors 
whose time is spent in giving instruction and examining in the sub

jects prescribed for such a course. Without such a body of men, the 
Ph.D. degree would sink as low as the M.A. degree has sunk.

Regarding the second plan, it is safe to say that no one who desires 
peace in the university and in the educational profession generally 
would recommend it. I can think of nothing more calculated to stir 
up jealousy amongst the various departments of study, and surely 
one desires to see more ill-feeling than at present exists.

The third plan is, then, the only one which could be adopted, and 
unfortunately it is quite out of the question, at least at present, on 
•account of the largely increased expenditure of money which it would 
necessitate. It cannot be too plainly stated that the present equip
ment of the university is inadequate to do fitly its undergraduate 
work ; the members of the staff are so busy with lectures that it is 
only with difficulty that time can be found for work outside of the 
ordinary course. Our numbers ought to be increased by at least 
third, to do the work now demanded of
many cases, also, quite deficient in capacity, and the library is so 
meagre that it would not begin to suffice to furnish material for 
respectable post-graduate work, except, perhaps, in a limited number 
of subjects.

Seeing, then, that it is not possible at present to organize Ph.D. 
«ourses in the University of Toronto, I might very properly close my 

•' paper at this point, but it may do no harm to look into the question 
whether the establishment of such courses at some time in the future be 
the proper ideal for the university to cherish. It seems to be assumed 
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ship, it must come by means of so-called post-graduate study in our 
universities. Now, is this the only course of action left open to us 1 
It seems to be forgotten by some that there are countries in the world 
in which high results have been achieved in scholarship where there 
are no double-degree arrangements in the universities.

There appear to be two ideals of university development which we, 
in this country, may set before ourselves : (1) The single-degree 
system, such as obtains in German universities, and (2) the double
degree system as we find it in certain American universities.

What can be said in favor of, and what in opposition to, each of 
these ? In favor of the single-degree system, it can be said that it 
involves no outward change and no large extra expenditure of money 
for some time. We have it now. All that we need to do is to set 
about raising our standards of matriculation and graduation, which, 
if carried far enough, might in time place us on a level with the 
great universities of the world. There is also this good thing about 
the plan—it is modest, and cannot bring upon us any disgrace, such 
as failure to maintain a high double-degree system would be sure to 
entail. Furthermore, the effect upon the secondary schools of raising 
the standard of matriculation would be most beneficial, and it seems 
very problematical whether the standard of university work can he 
raised much if the standard of High School work is not raised at the 
same time. There is such a close connection between these two parts 
of our system. The university needs the High Schools in so many 
ways—as feeders, to keep up the supply of good students, as bonds 
of union between the university and the people, and as receivers of 
the best products of the university, that is, its brightest sons tmd 
daughters who are to devote themselves to the noble calling of teach
ing. The importance of this has not been fully realized in the past, 
but more and more does it become plain that the fate of the univer
sity is bound up with the fate of the High Schools It will be 
difficult, perhaps impossible, to raise the university if we let the High 
Schools lie in their present situation. If the people of Ontario could 
be induced to increase the efficiency of the High Schools so as to 
make their programme cover what is now done in the universities up 
to the end of the second year, the difficulties surrounding the question 
of higher education would be for the most part solved.

Against adhering to the single-degree system as a permanent one, 
it might be said that the B. A. degree has fallen so low in public 
esteem in North America that our graduates would be always at a 
disadvantage, no matter how high their attainments might be. There 
is a probability, also, that, as the number of doctors of philosophy 
increases in the United States, the B.A. will sink still farther in that 
country and in our own as well. Another thing is the difficulty of 
raising the standards of matriculation and graduation. Judging 
from the tone of the criticisms directed against the High Schools by 
tax-payers and by Public School teachers and inspectors, it would
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seem to he almost impossible to raise the standard o all the High 
Schools much above what ,t now is ; and if an attempt were made to 
raise a certain proportion of them to a rank high enough to product 
matriculants corresponding to those who enter the German univeïst 
ties, for example, it would be resisted most bitterly by the smaller 
schoo s. Every High School in Ontario wishes to have the opportun 
l y of preparing students for the university—a laudable ambition 
perhaps, but one which may help much to delay the coining of the 
time when the higher learning shall flourish amongst us. Nor is it 
quite clear that the teachers are much in favor of raising the standard

matnculatmn Most of us will assent to the reasonableness of the 
abstract proposition that the standard ought to be raised but whl, 
concrete proposals are made regarding the addition of subjects to the 
programme or the omission of subjects from the programme, or when 
lgid marking at examinations would tend to cut down the number 

of successful candidates from our own schools, then we enter vigorous 
protests against high standards. An objection against raising the
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the United-small, and we could hardly hope to draw from Europe or 
States, and so our chief source of supply would he those who intend 
to become High School teachers, and it is likely that few of these 
would come unless the Education Department should give a legal value 
to the Ph.D. degree, by refusing, say, a head masters or specialists 
certificate to any but doctors of philosophy. This brings me to the 
next set of difficulties. Such an enactment as I have just referred 
to, would probably create a rush towards Ph.D. degrees, with the 
probable result of rendering it very difficult to maintain a high 
standard in both the B.A. and Ph.D. courses. And it is likely that 
the standard of work done in the High Schools would be lowered 
also, for it would come about in the end that the three courses— 
High School, B.A. and Ph.D. taken together -would not be much, 
i any, longer than the High School and B.A. courses taken together, 
now are. And so we should have added an extra piece of machinery 
without having increased the efficiency of our already sufficiently 
complex system of education.

Of course this whole debate is settled for the present by our unfor
tunate financial position. Whether we will or no, we must content 
ourselves for a while with what improvements, great or small, we 
effect in the single-degree system we now possess, and fortunately 
any steps in advance we may take, will not embarrass future action. 
And what steps can be taken ? The standard of matriculation can be 
raised a little, let us hope. This appears likely to be accomplished, 
although I am afraid but little will be done unless there is a com
bined effort by all those who have the matter at heart. -There is a 
great deal of "small, narrow selfishness to be overcome if we really 
are to succeed. The university must be willing to lose some students 
and the schools must be willing to have smaller success at examina
tions, or the same old evils will go on for ever.

I know I am touching on a delicate subject, but 1 cannot refrain 
from saying that in my opinion there is a great loss of time in both our 
Public and High Schools on account of wrong notions regarding the 
meaning and purpose of schools and of subjects taught in the schools. 
It would be impossible at present to give in detail the reasons for my 
views on this point, so I must content myself by naming briefly some 
of the things in which I think time is lost. I think that Scientific 
Temperance, for instance, is an improper subject for Public Schools, 
and I think that far too much time is spent at Arithmetic, Euclid, 

'■Grammar, Book-keeping and Calisthenics in our High Schools. With 
.regard to the time spent in some of these our country stands alone, 
and so far as I can see there is no achievement in scholarship to 
which we can point to justify the wisdom of our exceptional conduct.

■ Often during the last fifteen years have I heard foreigners express 
' their astonishment that we spent so much time on the futile problems 
of Arithmetic and Grammar, and so little on the much more impor 
tant problems of Higher Mathematics, of History, of Natural Science
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guistics. To 
ndards until raising 

our pro-
The university must also try to raise the character of the under 

graduate work. At present it is far from satisfactory. The spirit 
of the average student regarding learning is not right. He bokUv 
avows that he does not come to the university for knowledge • but 
for various other reasons, such as to mix with his fellows, to learn how 
to do business, how to manage elections and societies, to edit

i , , . . ir his body, to become an athlete, foot-ball
playe boxer ami fencer, in short to do any and everything but what
types it e' bUS,nP8S °f a °f — fthere are o"her
types. One very common is the serious-minded, narrow man who is
anxious to pass his examinations creditably, but who absolutely
refuses to do anything that is not prescribed by the curriculum. X

It is hard to hnd a student who has any strong desire to know
things for their own sake. Those who have any buoyancy or eZev
ness are extremely rare. There seems to be a sort of 6/mJcondition
nk°en al other1'd ^ °f Now, what is to cure this f
/ . a, ot.h?r deeP-seated, chronic diseases the cure will be slow

right spirit amongst all teachers is what is first required We 
must set a good example before we complain too much of the defects
Schnof Stu\ents; A.n.d the teachers of this country, both in High 
schools and universities, have not done their duty in the past In
addmnn «.to.matte, of amusing a right spijt, certain^ticl"

i • • tl.ken SraduaHy as circumstances permit as for
example the institution of a new test for graduation with Honors by 
making it necessary for candidates to present an approved thesis m 
some subject, in addition to the tests already in exigence 

Hut some may say, that is all very well as far as the
"rad u a tes f^/beffev^t h^ ^ uuiversit^ no duty towards its
do very little rmnd T h T’ but lfc seems clear t0 me that it would 
coursés What it on ht't 1 7 ^ establisï>ment of post-graduate

journa s in which Z i V* * ?tahHsh a •»ounial a series of nvestta ,on in the gmduaJteS n"*ht Pu,>^ the results of their 
interested Vn \ T dpPartments of study in which they 
o very Lie if™ 61, What ,degree a ,nan take, it will amount
nvestil te The ^ 8000 "S ^ °btains ifc> he ceases to study and 

Zion* 10 H P°f ession f organs for the publication of investi
gations is a necessity to hi 1er learning no matter what sort of 
university courses you may 1 ve. But th „nJ2Z

]! S°- *“ *• ^"7 themsekm

Caching pSsTon TtV™7* ^ ^^a'disg^ace'to'the
th°Se ,OU" Pr°«—

greatest source of discouragement in connection with educa-

of our

new o

measures

are
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tion in Ontario is the fact that there is such an indifference regarding 
growth in knowledge amongst our university graduates. How many 
men in this country can be looked on as being amongst the authorities 
in any subject 1 How many can be found whose knowledge in any 
subject would be called even respectable by7 the great authorities ? 
There are some, but they are very rare. The university graduates of 
our country need an awakening, and that awakening ought to begin 
amongst the teaching profession. XX hat are the hindrances to such 
an awakening ? They are numerous. We are a very material people, 
although we do not seem to know it. The Anglo-Saxon who lives 
in North America is amongst the most material of civilized beings. 
His great object in life is “getting on." So long as he can have warm 
houses, soft beds and “square" meals, questions of an intellectual or 
artistic character have small attraction for him. He demands of his 
school teachers, not that they shall advance human knowledge, but 
that they shall make the school a success, that they shall pass many 
candidates at the various examinations in vogue amongst us. So the 
poor teacher must be a hewer of wood and a drawer of water, one who 
shall teach all day and correct exercises all night. XX7hy should a 
teacher have an opportunity to increase in knowledge1? Knowledge 
is of no value, and if the teacher had any extra time he would not 
spend it in gaining knowledge, but in gambling in.stocks or real estate 
or the like. In time the teacher gets to look on sentiments like 
these as quite natural and proper, and moreover he does not wish to 
be loaded with extra educational baggage, particularly since it might 
interfere with his success in running in the race for better positions. 
He comes to look on things as his master the trustee looks on them : 
tel maître, tel valet. Shall it be ever thus? Will there not come a 
time when boards of trustees shall look for higher results than those 
that can be measured by examinations, and inspectoral visits? Yes, 
when a different spirit pervades our people. And that different 
spirit will come when a fair proportion of teachers show that they are 
themselves devoted body and soul to the interests of learning. There 
is no reason why there should not be a respectable number of young 
teachers ready every year with scholarly papers for our association 
meetings, if they would only get to work. True, there is a sore lack 
of libraries, but if all were in earnest that lack could lie remedied in 
some way or other. XVhy do not the so-called specialists of our pro
fession get to work on some branch of the departments to which they 
have devoted themselves, and then give us the results of their inves 
tigations? It is very difficult to get anyone to read papers of any 
kind at our meetings, and unfortunately the majority of those that 
are read are on some pedagogical topic, or they are a defence of a 
particular department or an attack on other departments. Let us be 
done with this, and let us add to our programmes subjects of a schol 
arly character, the results of our own patient investigations, and 
make the proceedings of the Ontario Educational Association a credit

70
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to our profession and to our country. Certainly the Proceedinu 
not a very fitting organ for the expression of the scholars!,! of -, 
country, but let us not complain of the organ until we have shown 
we are worthy of a better one. As soon as we have a little band of 
investigators who can really say something worth listening to the 
ready listeners will he easily found, and the worthy or..a„ o"r orèanê 
will come into being. Not a few fruitless attempt! have bLmlde 
in our country to found high-class journals, and in ever? c! e I 
venture to say the failures have come aliout more from tlj lack of 
articles than from the lack of readers Wo v ot
the mistake that it is improvement in literary style"whiich we" need* 
while as a matter of fact it is greater knowledge. We are dvin« for 
lack of knowledge, and we won’t believe it * A
forJwhKem in
inC0rZe1ht7 d ‘dheh/er » o- "dutttonarsTsTem!0

(1) Raise the standard of matriculation by a wise selection n 
subjects as well as by a raising of minimum percentage!. °" °

(-) Raise the quality of the undergraduate 
specially to excite a love .of knowledge for its 
students and a curiosity which will lead them 
investigations.

(3) Let all

s are

work by attempting 
own sake amongst 

to make independent

ceeZga °™ °f par,ers to k published in the Pro-
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blank VERSE.

ALEXANDER, PH.D., TORONTO.

The importance of the invention of 
ment of English Literature can nearly beexngg®™^ c0„Ceived as

S üTi? :."“5 isS-Me-t—
lïk veerfe8s°o Üù‘their p-rpose-Ln, for example,

examine the subject closely, and 1 propose to lay the result before y ^ 
The first English blank «erse is to be found in a translation of . 

part of the Æ,mid made by the Earl of Surrey, m ‘he ear y par "f 
uivtf>pnth centurv. What suggested blank verse to hurrey is a 

matter of doubt. It is quite conceivable that in attempting to ,vm el 
uvlr'il” he may have found the difficulty, which every translator 
finds of making rhymes without departing from fidelity to his origin , 
and the fact that this original was written in non-rhyming v . ,
would readily suggest that in the translation also rhyme nu ht he 
neglected It may have been, on the other hand, that the hint came 
from a contemporary translation of the same books of the Æneul in 
Italian non-rhyming verse. Whatever be the true account, one 
thin" seems dear, that the verse itself which he adopted, is not 
modelled on any foreign measure, but is practically the old iambic 
pentameter couplet, with rhyme dropped.
F This new metre, as written up to the middle of Elizabeths reign, 

l ms new , Tro Qur ear8 it is extremely flat and
accustomed to in the
It was only gradually

w. J.
blank verse for the develop- 

Without itr

our

Not will 
The sun 
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And, like 
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Not with more glories, in the ethereal sky,
L he sun first rises o’er the purpled main,
Ilian, issuing forth, the rival of his light 
Launch’t on the bosom of the silver Thames 
bair nymphs, and well-dress’t youths around her sit 
But ev’ry eye is fix’d on her alone. ’
V“heur 7^'te b.re,ast a sparkling cross she bears,
U hich dews might kiss, and infidels adore.
Her lively looks a sprightly mind display 
Quick as her eyes and as unfixed as those 
favours to none, to all she smiles affords ;
<>tt she reiects. but n vpv nnnc

[plain]

[beams]

[shone]

[wore]

[disclose]

[extends]
Bnght as the sun her yes to gazers seem, [the gazers strike I 
And, like the sun, they shineon all alike! 1
\iiti?Ji^ULeaa«e‘ ?n<l 8Weetness void of ill, [pride]
-Might hide her faults, if Belles had faults to hide 
it to her soul some female errors cling, ffalll 
Look on her face, and you’ll forget them all

;

. fet;l that this is not particularly good blank verse - VPt l,v 
changing the last words of Lh second line a nd rated' , 
margin, we turn it into an excellent exaniple "f the rhvm no 
couplets from Popes “ Rape of the Lock ” $ 8
effi.jL?5 “ ,hc T°ï nf ,h'> ditfere"M’ let us consider what are the 
effects of dropping the rhyme of the couplet. In the first place there is

pka«ure arising from the sensuous churn, of rhvme-a very notnt 
actor m modern poetry. Blank verse, in so far is theL a form 

m enor in poetic power to rhyme. So, indeed, Dryd’en and tliecritica

that the secret of its melody was acquired ; in the drama, it is at its 
best in Shakespeare; after his death there is decline and at the 
beginning of the reign of Charles IL, we feel the secret has been lost 
by all writers except Milton. The verse then written may i deed
ikiTted0 mt'°n °* Mank Vr,'S'-' b"“k mnaicand cliann imTe

Tn what respects then did these earlier and later writers of t>.» 
period fail? As regards the earliest writers of blank verse what the 
critics say is that they followed too closely the model of the pcntam 
eter couplet. If the origin of blank verse l* such as 1 indi, afed such

?18, ral en°u£h; but why should the poets not have fob 
lowed closely the model of the rhymim? counlet ? Tu «-t, »
oughtthey to have departed from the modeUo attain to goodfdank
thè8eh V'Ve Can,.at least’ -f™1 th,lt jt is a mistake to follow exactly 
the rhyming pentameter. Take the following lines : y
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verse be exactly the same as the be Superior, there must be
it is an inferior form. If bla pointed out.
«omething added to compensate to. the Ilo P more cloaely the

What is this added factor 1 Let erge Rhyme not only
effects of dropping the rhyme in p to bbid successive lines
has a pleasing effect on ear ,„t serve^ toj-n^ ^ ^
together. In verse there is, hrst, the have ne,;essarily, if
larger unit of the line, and ey° stanza Though this name is 
rhyme is introduced, the unit of t . • respect a
not usually applied to the couplet he couplet «me ^
stanza ; it is a combination of droovin" rhyme we
separated from the rest of the °oraP°f*d\°^ of the
get rid of stanzas. Further, rhym another/ Accordingly, in
line, and serves to mark offone w^ next lower metri-
blank verse the stanza entirely disappears, an
cal unit-the line-is much weakened. and sense COrre-

Now, in primitive and nature!i P°^ X» metrical pauses to
spond; metrical units correspond ts. We see this in

metric» accents todepartures from this
nursery rhymes, “ Jack an , effectiveness to the very fact that 
are sophistications, and owe thei stanzas in “ In
they are felt to be certain limita-
Memoriam ”). A stanza, ther » COUDlets> it is natural to make 
tions on the thought. In rhyming oouptaU, q£ thought-a
any one couplet a more or less °°mP ' . dLBion in the sentence
sentence usually,—and to ma e e m. This is abundantly
correspond to the division betwen the two lines, 
illustrated in Pope.
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effects of Butler’s tetrameter °ge of the tetrameter couplet
given by pentameter couplet , Lake ”) imposes a char-f„ a narrative poem (as in the “ Lady of « » u PwouW have
acter on the narrative different from that "Inc more
possessed, had it been written m Memoriamor of Shelley's
elaborate stanzas, as in the * u morc marked, and the
“ Skylark,” the inevitab e effect °t the form ‘ ^ ,et9
possible range of effects less» extensive ' t then is imposin on his

In selecting a stanza, there o , P . . tbou„bt. n blank 
work a fixed form to which he ^Son beweenthe lines is

there is no ^ this freedom
the poet who continues to shape 
ouplets, loses these advantages as
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passu freedom in the arrangement of the sense pauses* The thought 
is no longer framed to suit the verse, but, as Corson says, “ is to have 
its own way, determine its own orbit, and the 
submit to that way.” Each period has it 
lyric poet selects the stanza which

is, in turn, to 
il effect. Theown

, i , x . . seems to suit his subject on thewhole; but the writer of blank verse may vary his stanza—his poetical 
melody, for each thought which he expresses.

verse madefi p*“S )Passaefc closely resembles that of the blank

;es where rhyme is 
as defects, e.g.\

peculiarities are to be found in 
ed, but then these peculiaritiesem

are

“ 0n her white breast a sparkling cross she „ 
U hich Jews might kiss, and infidels adore. 
Her lively looks a sprightly mind disclose,

• Quick as her eyes, and as unfixed as those, 
favours to none, to all she smiles extends ; 
Oft she rejects, but never once offends.”

wore,

—Pope.

—Gcucoiqne.

püfpüs
readers are acquainted—the first piece of blank verse in Ward’s 
Selections. I quote a few lines :
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Note the great importance of this as regards the drama. The- 

very essence of the dramatic is change and development ; whereas the 
lyric poet dwells on and elaborates his thought or sentiment. 1 his is 
illustra ed by comparing the elaboration of simile and metaphor in 
lyric poetry with the swift suggestion of imagery so characteristic of 
Shakespeare’s later works—what some light call confusion of 
metaphors. Now, in blank verse we hav a form which may be 
changed as rapidly as the feeling ; the feeling and thought mould the 
plastic verse. Imagine a drama written in Spenserian stanza, 
ballad stanza ; or observe the monotonous and undramatic effect of 
the rhyming couplet when employed in dramatic work, and you will, 
not wonder that the development of blank verse and of the English 
drama went hand in hand.

Blank verse has also been employed with great success in long 
narrative and descriptive poems, because in these the tone and mood 
necessarily vary—the matter is nowr lofty, now commonplace and 
blank verse, through its range and variety, can be accommodated to 
the matter. So, in Scott’s “ Lay of the Last Minstrel, we observe 
that the poet feels the desirability of altering his verse, and we recog
nize the occasional fitness of the change of stanza. But, on the whole, 
there is a clumsiness about these changes, not merely because of 
Scott’s deficiencies in technique, but because the stanzas are not suffi
ciently pliable. The change must be made with a sudden jerk, and 
not, as feeling and thought changée gradually. The reader is 
unpleasantly jolted from one rhythm to another. I he only case where 
such combinations of stanzas are in any measure effective is where 
each lyric represents a distinct scene or mood cut off from the rest 
by an interval of time, as in Tennyson’s “ Maud.” But in Milton, as 
in Shakespeare, the blank verse ascends and descends with the 
thought—now scarcely differing from prose, now animated, curt, 
emphatic, now sonorous and musical. For example, I open Tenny
son’s “ Morte d’Arthur,” and find the following passage, where the 
thought is not poetic, and where several of the lines, if printed as 
prose, might be read without our noticing their rhythmical quality :

blank verse, 
elaboration, $ 
as those just 
verse approa 
should be grt 
that there ar 
grand and su 
Milton and i:

Having $ 
adaptability, 
attained, wht 
exquisite rhy 
so far infer! 
the best blai 
loss, for no 01 
Milton or Tei 

Every rea 
ties of the ver 
is due. in som 
at the end of 
that. Corson 
rhythm ; but i 
pauses in blai: 
will produce t 

M int, we 
it is a falling- 
sion it is app 
fhe ear what a 
of stress. Nt 
amount of strt 
ness, the possi 
would be mom 
an iambic foot 
the first, but t 
foot. Indeed, 
stress than the 
line of “ Farad 
emphatic syllal 
are bound into 
strongly stress 
produce a soun 
Every word ha 
a compound to 
accent (cf. blât 
discourse, pliras 
dominating 
to fall into piec 
verse of Gascoq

or in

“ At which the parson, sent to sleep with sound,
And waked with silence, grunted ‘ Good ! ’ but we 
Sat rapt : it was the tone with which he read—
Perhaps some modern touches here and there 
Redeem'd it from the charge of nothingness—
Or else we loved the man and priz’d his work ”

Turn your eyes to other parts of the same poem, and you see pas
sages written in the same blank verse, but in blank verse possessed of 
the most striking and poetical rhythm.

Of course, in any stanza, more particularly in a simple stanza, 
like the rhyming couplet, there is variety,—varieties of rhythm, degrees 
of elaboration, of metrical effect, etc., but the range is smaller than in

acci

O
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blank verse. The recurrent rhyme introduces a sense of preparedness 
elaboration, and artificiality which is quite absent from sucï, simple 1, nos 
as those just quoted from Tennyson. In its range downwards blank 

approaches very closely to mere prose. Why its ran^e upwa d 
should be great ,s ess apparent « priori; but pLeriori we dnsay
tlmt tl,rre are "° !h: ‘“w. which |W the

to lx, found in the blank verse of

verse

oiiiv i itmi oiuixespeare.
Having seen, then, the freedom of blank verse, its variety and 

adaptability, ,t remains to inquire how these higher results re
êxnaùS ri nhme Bv tteT'"8 WïiCh ImKluce its aonorousness and 
exquisite rh> thin. B> the loss o rhyme it is, as I have pointed out
so far inferior in sound-effects to other sorts of versification In
the best blank verse there must lie something to compensate for this
loss for no one can say that the best examples from Shakes,
Milton or lennyson lack sensuous charm.

Every reader of “ Paradise Lost ”
ties of the verse i
is due, in some

)eare,

. would say that one of the beau-
is its sonorous, harmonious, and varying cadence This 

, - ‘“«asure, to the varying position of the pauses—now 
at tin end of the line, now m the middle; now at this foot now at
ihvt'l, TT Spe,UkS US lf this were tlie »»ain element in Milton's 
rhythm ; but surely it is not very difficult to vary the position of the
pauses in blank verse, and experiment will show that this by itself 
will produce the very effects of “Paradise Lost ” ‘ f
it isYhfllliWe in4Ujn.<il'St’> f cadene*i As its etymology indicates 
i is a taHing a faUmg of the voice from tone to tone ; by exte!i
sion it is applied to similar risings of the voice. A cadence is to
of stress a\owUife 11 h the eye_;a gra’lual i,lcr(*ase or diminution 

t stiess Aow, if all the accented syllables in a line h»rl ti,n ....
nZUthe°fi StTeri>nd al] the unaccented ,he *»n»e amount of weak' 

ess the possibilities of cadence would be very limited • each line
would be monotonously like the other. But this is not the case In
Hlp1iml,1CKf^0tit ,e second stable must have a greater stress than 
thehrst, butthe amount of that difference may vary from foot to 
foot. Indeed, the unemphatic syllable in one foot niav have T *
bne’of wap tl,!.emTphati? >" another foot, us may la- seen in the first 
line of “Paradise Lost.” In the best blank verse the intent.,!/,I
a“etau„7ilblf V,r Withi" ellch »-i and 'has portio, of he | f
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Mr. A. J. Ellis (as quoted in Mayor’s English Metre, chapter v.), 

savs • “ In modern verse of five measures there must be a principal 
stress on the last syllable of the second and fourth measures [».*, 
feet] ; or of the tirst and fourth measures ; or of the third and some 
other measure. There is, also, generally a stress on the last syllable 
of the fifth measure.” Mr. Ellis barely states the fact, as on observ a- 
tion, without indicating any grounds for it ; but it seems t° me that 
this generalization points to the need of cadences for bmdine the 
parts of the line into longer units than would be given either by the 
metrical feet, or by the words. Mr. Ellis mentions the pnnup.i 
stresses in pairs ; and this evidently points to the tendenc to make 
the part before and the part after the cæsural pause each complete

° uTorder ^ produce these cadences, there is, however, another 
element besides the subordination of accents, and that is the running 
together of words. There is a natural metrical pause after every 
iambic foot (vide Amer. Jour, of Psychology, January, 1894) just as 
there is a stronger one at the end of every line. Now, if the end of 
the word corresponds with the end of the foot (dueresis), this pause 
is intensified, and the verse falls into a monotonous series ot similar 
units of sound. If, on the contrary, the pauses between the feet are 
bridged over by dividing a word between two feet, the feet are joined 
together into larger masses, and with a proper arrangement of accents 

cadence is enforced upon the voice. Sometimes the bridging over 
is accomplished by the close connection in sense between the word 
ending with a foot and the following word, as is illustrated in the 
first line of “Paradise Lost” in “man’s disobedience, “and the 
fruit.” The unpleasing effect of diæresis is again illustrated in

The importance of this grouping of the sounds of line is shown 
by the effectiveness of the use of polysyllabic words i blank verse. 
Polysyllabic words, owing to the grpded accentuation of the syllables, 
are favorable to the production of cadence, as we see even m 
cadenced prose,—e.g., Dr. Johnson’s. Marlowe, the first poet to write 
really effective blank verse, is fond of such words ; and, as he tells 
us in his prologue to “ Tamburlaine,” consciously resorts to “ high 
astounding terms ” to give vivacity to his verse. I need not recall 
Milton’s fondness for them. His imitators in the next century, 
Thomson and Cowper, seemed to feel the need of ponderous words 
to give rhythm to their verse, and as their subjects were usually 
less dignified than Milton’s, they sometimes fell into absurd incongrui
ties in their language. When short words, especially monosyllables, 

employed, cadence does not come so easily ; and the skill to write 
(rood lion-dramatic blank verse under such conditions seems to have 
been fully attained only in our own century. We see abundant
examples'of this power in Tennyson.

I need scarcely say that while the characteristics of blank verse
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Ctttte",titeL^w^„V:SZ,,red0min“,,e' lin,;Sin "hich «he*
an excellent effect when used snarinplv exc uded’ *Jut have
example, the closing line of Tennyson V‘ Illy1” ^ pr0pe.r plt*ce- For

'-k » =a.lene?^rt,y^;L:V:tdu!LSrg

B"t a poem written in line» like the last would be decided! 
6 as ''oul‘l a Poem written in lines resembling Milton’s 

“ Rocks, caves, lakes,

>' unpleas-

fens, bogs, dens and shades of death.”
The inexperienced amateur often betakes him«df n , 

because it is easy. It is easier not to h“d rhTn es than 1 
then. ; but, in truth, to write good blank verse is more d-fficuU th"d 
to write any other English metrical fnrm tu ” , than
Sedy d"dhng rhy‘"ea’ lmt this is a de""!!» thing whfoh’LTta

-Xrs cd.t:thj e^Jrnrf -SStaktak :r;h^Artmaytra -t ÎÏÏ
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Th* most serious hindrance to wise and effective work in our 
High Schools is the lack of red harmony in spirit and aim in the 
various departments of study. This will, of course, he more or less 
true according to the wisdom and judgment of the head-master. He 
must he a man of broad culture and sound sense. He must have put 
much thought on the correlation of subjects of study and the proper 
place of each subject in a wisely planned system ; and lie should have 
sufficient ability and tact to enlist the earnest and enlightened co
operation of all the masters. Until this sort of head-master is more 
common in Ontario than he is to-day, we shall not cease to hear of 
over-worked pupils, narrow specialists, examination rivalries, unpro
fessional conduct, stupid supervision by idle principals, and conflicts 
between masters, who of all men ought to have a common feeling and
purpose.

My object to-day. however, is to discuss the question 
aim with regard to one of the several d- partments of High School 
work, namely, Modern Languages. “ The Modern Language master’s 
aim ? ” some one will say. “ Why, to teach Modern Languages, of 
course, and in such a way that the pupil will be able by the time he 
leaves the High School to speak, read and write these languages as 

So one would say who had never attempted consistently 
to carrv out such an aim ; but let him try a few years m one of our 
High Schools to attain it, and he will sadly pronounce it impracti
cable. He will come to see that his aim must be modified to suit the 
circumstances in which he finds himself and his pupils. Most Modern 
Language masters are only too well aware of the discouraging nature 
of these circumstances : the purely English environment both of 
master and pupd ; the size of the classes ; the encroachment of other 
studies, especially of mathematics, serious even when necessary and 
fair ; the inadequacy and one-side fness of the examination tests ; the 
long hours, throughout which it is impossible to do really good work. 
These things must be taken account of. The aim cannot remain that 
of teaching the pupil to speak, read and write these foreign languages 

he does his own, but must be nar owed down to some one of these 
So that every thoughtful master must sooner or later ask 

himself the question which of these aims, speaking, reading, and 
writing, is to be regarded as the most important and as that to which 
the others, while not wholly neglected, must be subordinated.

To decide this question we must consider what the average High 
School pupil’s aim should be in learning a modern language, we must 
consider, in fact, what kind of knowledge of French is most valuable

unity of

i »his own !
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and that with which w, should ourselves be 
Inis last remark reminds me of the fact fi,„f „ 
to he modified by the degree of mZerv 
attained over the languages we are claiming to teach

example’ Z nit of 'WZ, for
h ranch people and the nart they i ‘ n< ail( character of the
mankind ; and the ^ "f
appreciation is by direct reading Aren^h litemt^ “““"""K to tl,is

chiefly good foÎ°aoP“|td prac'tL? purposes'and"* faoilit>’ »

to meet their wants As to the ",Ud»e sc,lools conducted expressly 
ability to speak, I need only pointt^tE H° ^ t™"*' °f ^ 

properly trained to read French or Germ» 16 -n*!1 w lo lms been 
understand and to make himself unde. eV ’ T i be il ,le 1,01,1 to 
will generally he necessary to him in n ’• Rnd 116 fluenc*v> which 
stay, he willL able to Zaire "he . TC ‘° Z kn$th hi, 
foreign travel, how often have we real I eVPr cou,dl APart from

“ ti SSEKi r °J and !:':z

t £ r FFv-»and English into French, with a little fn i mt° Eng«W»
because that and that alone is reauired f fi& grammar thrown in, 
who think to offer any further reLm f f , ,the exain|nations. Those 
say that it has a disciplinary value ' tT HUS tef}c,"n« ^nch, will
discipline is sufficient^ emphasized in It) ?•’ 1 Wl11 °"!-v say that 
them of necessity exclusively aimed E S£-,(:cts’ aud m some of 
mental discipline will naturally result /’ ^ • E |,lent>’ of good
teaching the pupil to read. We sometime'11 en ^ghtened methods of
of dead languages, forgetting that tn conu)Hserate the teacher 
German, not to speak*of^tliefr ^punils° 1|lany.teac ,ers of French and 
dead ! 1 pils’ t,lese languages are practically

Th„ bri"«s^tojhe^oond part of my subject, Method,: for

understood without a consideration of H t mt tfllltter cannot be 
explain my present method of tea I i 1\ *0rmer I shall, therefore.
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""M^pl'kghtoTarn French by hearing it and seeing it

Object lessons and translation chtefly fom. lessor»
former being especially emphasized the * * . TJhe teacher
I conduct as nearly as may be aftei > , P , * example, by
may think out various ways of supplementing > ‘
question games, such as those k^own aniong c ^ re i)g ossess no 
“ The Three Kingdoms/ and “Yes ana rso. j-u f ' i .g—, but 1 teach then, the regular —tons ««1*0 au„b

iaries systematically dTn|l ^e Snaking out all they can with the syntax, most of ai
trnns ate at once Iron, the " ° t0 J them out of The rules of synU
aid of the vocabulary and promptly gett g , ^ fr ntly from examples in
their dignities as aa from the very begin- tion at home piec,
read to them what t y annrehendin” French through the learned, more espe
"i'-S *> connecthmpermit me to relate a little the tenses and P
ear as well as the e)e. tl much dissatisfied with my day an extract for
persona experience. I u sed to beje y ^ ^ ^ I]ecessity o[ each have unit,, a

stom.i"«°frequently to translate it. But a few years ago it was my """"«ction I woul,
stopping troquent) treuuentlv to hear discourses in German. Schools—not even
good tortun ' A ueel) up wjth in translating, so T was which the incubus <
simplv^forced’to try^to°undeistand without translating. I was hangs so heavily ,
simply totced uy ged in se tence in the or er in have more liberty.
wHct it°wàs presented and it!,out thinking f English equiv lents anysystem, howev,
wnicn “ i • ti. game thing fluently in reading. 1 In Ottawa we a[ soon found n ytolt dmnS ^ a,m g ^ and , impress Fourth, that is in
therefore make liste„s to French or German, of will, the following
upon the pupil t ^ y’he French or German sounds, and of matriculation, or b

Singgfmm hi, mind all thought id English, which acts only as a ure

l,arlïiTthVscLTvtTtîie'1‘ltcader1is made the centre of the teaching with reading Thé

orally the questions I put to them. As the time they can, and should, seen Reading a]
,* . ? verv limited a fact, by the way, that too many get the exact meanir

schools and too many teachers’ lose sight of, I have them still do a vey, and to apprécia
nT lp.il of translating in class with my help, so that they may get have sometimes bee

^ ‘ as possible and so that the bright and willing pupil s understand certain pover as ,,inch a possible, “d on t|,at ^ the back„ard pupil. over, only when the

progrès t| teacher will also be able to give the backward -expected to read it tl
attention. It should be possible to good purpose. Ther

L ^ u tho Hi«h School Reader during the second year. I he irregular p pils lead much, ccttaiLnl ttartn,, tL second year, also "systematically. As reading to think of
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modern language master’s aim.

r,L“‘owToo^S ‘u&r? ",ak? UM °f “ » sentence,
prepositions, conjunctions n d a,7, nsefulT “"'ï d° ‘i16 **'"*
With in their rending. I oucouraLTh. . I’uT!,°'la lh<T have met
whatever they like, and to use me freél « » hLTTT ”““8 
words and idioms, which with all it« f i ? , . U1« dictionary of
is better than any dead one for their purpS shortcorui»g«.

After the second vear the mmiio •,, .
that have examinations immediately ahead of them ^ses> enter forms 
the dire necessity of preparing mimic at * .m' In these forms 
grammar and translation^ compels* me t 7 Wnt^en examinations in
teaching sufficiently to ensure the pupilVpTsing™'! '"y T,hod of 
particular m grinding them in wr,>Jl P Posing. I must be more 
lation into the vernacular a id Z 6Xercises’ exact trans-syntax, most of ail wh ï ist ta.te Jn S? °f pan‘in* “"d ='>= rules of 

The rules of syntax 1 try to Tad th! I T ‘T! M 80 “'''F ™ age. from examples in the prescribed text !,Tti ° daduce *or themselves
tion at home pieces of continuous prose t mUllustr ,t'Tl ^ ,tral,sla" 
learned, more especially those relating L iu trate t,le ru,es thus 
the tenses and moods. * I endeavor also °f *7 articles ar‘d
day an extract for sight translation ’ TI ’ * PUt °n the hoard each 
each have unity, and*siolTbevaried^ so? •'T* 8ho“H * 
connection I would add that there iann u . ^ Style' In this 
Schools—not even excepting <aP;on ° su^ect. taught in our High 
which the incubus of the written ex™' ^ngIlsh literature—over 
hangs so heavily as over Modern r'n °nS anlminute regulations 
have more liberty. He should not I anguage3, The teacher should 
a»y system, however good the ,Uere drudge a»d slave of
Fourtl,0 thTt^sNn^prepEiôn Yor^no 006 “T* f°m’ called Lower

will, the following yea/forni the TTn ll“medlate examination, but 
matriculation, or First' C This T Ppel* T‘llrtl’ wllose goal is honor 
ure to teach I„ . rh,s Lower fourth form it is a pleas
the .eadmg T h
With reading. The class read in turn on 7 • tra"slatlng, but much
rule, except the one reading. Of course I °°ks Cjlosed’ as a
both of the text prescribed and nf l ? 1 , d a great deal myself,
seen. Heading aîoud to the pupils helnsTh ^ the pUpils have not 

get the exact meaning and impression ti,at 7'" ™ch’ both to 
vey, and to appreciate the pièce a 1 ev , "T- wished to con- 
have sometimes been told by pupi|s tl.at ,Flrench style- 1
understand certain pieces until r i 7 ? Î y had been unable to
over, only when the^upils frlentlvTe *2" *î the clas" More 
■expected to read it themselvesVith anv 77 read’ can t,iey he
good purpose. Therefore I f y pioper expression and to any
popils rend much, ^in' £ Terse "V Vl ST t0
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convey it to their hearers with “JETZt »W-
should give it, as nearly as possl ’ ' c)aas read together after
would use. 1 tind it well at hrst toha«, the °labut 
me, phrase by phrase ,mntaUng me .ot_o ^ f ^ ^ aM,
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also in expression, mis n t r fy nd it helpful to
his best, and besides, saves tune. . them before the class,
pupils learn poems ofi by heart an a week is reserved in this
return to Lower Fourth, one --1^ différent works as there
class for supplementary readi g. thaty as SOOn as any pupil has
are pupils are purchased plus oi , read all, if there
finished his he may be given another, unU^aR ^ ^ ^ including 
is time. There are at leas vv tr tQ divine the meaning of a 
myself, but the pupils are urge. - fast and translate as
J* expression by torm°a, gmmma" P-P». «» «•
little as possible. Instead ot .= encouraged to compo-e m
lesson-space a week ou . ’ ■ beins always at hand to
French letters and short essays the ^ hfgher form is direct
supervise and help. Ihiistlie However, no very
reading and, as far as may be anJ sometimes translation of
great emphasis is laid o i’)efore beginning to translate the
prose passages is done instead, the style of
pupil must be made to “PP-'“ «aetly as polible
the ungmal, so as t» be able t p tram|ati|1„ into the French is 
in the trench. further, _ much more practice
largely oral in this class, as y , acquired Now, indeed, and
be had and greater ITfXwing year, when this form has liecome 
more especially m tlm « ^ g00(, purpose to write

to^ithby

unnatural, futile and mischievous. I here lies g
modern language teaching in t ns Pr®vin^ considered the most 

It is fortunate that the aim which imost readily 
important, namely, ability t0 rea^ t cll ti,e pupils of our High
attained under the with any real ease and fluency is
Schools to speak and wr ag ever succeeded in
impossible If^ anyj te»,« jnterview him „„ the subject
doing so, I should lik y a\,]e j0 read so well that
If my pupils, when or German literature with ear,
they may pursue a study of Irene,, o ^ o( the Uteratue
and pleasure, I am conten . y School • though mud
cannot, of course, ^ uttempto m the H,^, ^ ^

;rgooddFren:.?.rratu:Vn-S to s p ly them with information ro. 
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thc. fri]y i„ cop=Ç'^t™an^ti23!iLl'l,“'mt7tollrk|ing 

at. The master that does this will Ln full ' orking<h, inspiration of the momem for mte ^l„abhTa7,rn,d ^

ambition to pursue his researches, barely l»mn It, the ™ Zl science and of art, and keenly conscious of the craZes^of hk hi,

soul I'” grev t)Uest,0lls o{ life, makes desperate efforts to resist the 
soul-benumbing process that at once set in. But in vain T„ ,
iZhetiu” nVlhl,aVe j°L"^the ranks ,,f the intellectually dead fo" 
by the time he has reached middle age he will resent or ridicule
hâve âenXZZlZZ “ have”’ Ltt ,* ^T'f *

say;:™1 sfi-s'j: fthis desperate condition of affairs "riâ Zt°Zl ^ clVef cause of 
the time to devote to selfcultureJhouZofZ f kaCher haS 
and unnecessarily lone* A fn rS .°^ ^cachiug are too long

in the German gymnasia each teacher Lit He Sald that
hours a day. Their Government °n, an averaSe three
to have sufficient leisure to process limselLHe^ °Ufht

what sort of teaching we could be dm™ J • 5 wondered, also,of our five hours’ work J told him tl ? ^urin» the last hour or two 
Who tilled an early Zte we 1 ^ m the cas« of a few
saved ourselves as far is L^fhf for the ]ong hours and
lower plane throughout the dav and° ^ ^ ,tea^hln" was on a
was concerned it was abm,t ^aS ^ar as tke last hour's work 

vu,tie,nea, it. was about as good as the first r„* *ifeature about it is that the teacher has so littlo h *' a6 the
for private study and advancement not to ! t T* 6nPrgy left
his fellow men. This is an ^ l° P k, of intercourse with
of education. In other occiinati Ulg y grave defect in our system
excepted, leisure for advanced^ t Uj , Pr°fessi°ns, the ministry
just as scanty but at the san V* ^-*nd ‘road Cldture is doubtless
with. To the lawyer and the dnnf ? mUch '“P"6 easi.'-v disPensed
relationships are much more i rU °r’ OIi pxamP,e> puldic and social

progress is hi,Z J bit™ Thl T"”S ' ' the teacheroreath. lhe unprogressive teacher becomes to
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his pupils a stagnant pool, and to his fellowmen a narrow, dogmatic, 
spiritless creature—an object of disdain to the pragmatical and the 
prejudiced, and of pity to the well disposed. When will the teachers 
rouse themselves f-om their fatal inertia and demand this and other 
reforms whose necessity they are continually being made to feel in 
the most painful and humiliating way ? Until a radical change is 
effected, our profession, if indeed one can call it such without irony, 
will continue to be drained of its best energy and of its best men.
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MISS ,?. h. ROH80X, n.A.
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having for its object the grinding of
the reproduction of what had been perceived.

Here, then, are the means which nature has given the child, per
ception of the relation of succession in time and perception of the 
relation of means to an end. Join to these a period in which the 
thoughts are digested or incubated, and the reproduction by the child 
of the perceptions, and “ you have,” says Gouin, “ the secret of the 
prodigious memory of the child, which without having learned by 
heart grammar, or authors, or roots, or vocabulary ; but after having 
played some sixty games similar to that of the mill, finds itself shortly 
in possession of its mother-tongue.”

Again, it is to be noted, that, in passing from one idea to another, 
the child proceeded, not word by word, but sentence by sentence. 
Ibis revelation is of the highest importance, because this method of 
procedure is altogether different from the one usually followed in 
teaching languages. •

Once more, in passing from act to act, the child articulated to 
himself the expression of his act. This expression was the verb. The 
verb, then, was the principal word in the sentence. This, also, is 
in direct opposition to the classical method in which the greatest 
emphasis is placed on the noun. The verb is the time word, and the 
method based on the verb is really based on time, and, therefore, on 
a principle of order.

Finally, and in striking contrast to the methods of the classical 
school, comes this point. All the statements that had been made to 
the child to help him understand the mill, had been received by him, 
not through the eye but through the ear. He had not read one word 
of it, he had heard it all.

Professor Gouin had now

The third and last stepcorn.
was

the principles : the three processes, per
ception, incubation, reproduction ; the steps, not words, but sentences; 
the pivot of the sentences, the verb ; the ideas arranged in order of 
time, and the sentences connected by the word “and then;” each set 
of ideas also connected as means to an end. The next thing was to 
arrange the system.

The Professor said to himself that this same method had been 
used by the child in learning all he had learned about everything else 
besides the mill. It seemed to him, then, that all life might be divided 
into chapters of which each experience such as that of the mill would 
make one. When the learner had mastered this book of chapters, he 
would be in possession of the language. There would be, it seemed, 
about fifty of these chapters, or, as they are now called, series.

By a linguistic series is meant “a connected sequence of state
ments, expressing successively all the moments and all the phenomena 
known by us, and reproducing them in the order of their natural 
development.” All life is divided into, . general series, dealing
respectively with the man, the quadruped, the bird, the reptile, the 
insect, the plant, the elements. Each of these is sub-divided into

seven
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thoroughly mastered before the next is attacked. And, mark this, 
not one word is seen, much less written, by the pupil, until he can say
and think the whole exercise. After that, he is allowed to read it 
and then to copy it.

We find, regarding each exercise, that the sentences are perfectly 
simple, the connection is the most obvious possible, the nouns are 
constantly repeated, the fewness of the nouns, and the frequency of 
their repetition lets the mind dwell chiefly on the verb. The constant 
lepetition guarantees a good pronunciation.

bo far, we have dealt only with the language expressing actions 
or events, that is, the Objective. The Subjective language, that of 
' ,ou»ht and feeling, is combined in teaching with the Objective. The 
marner in which the pupil carries out his task furnishes a motive for 

ie whole of the Subjective language, praise, blame, encouragement, 
or warning The Figurative language is taught after the other two 
have been learned ; the exercises in it are added to those of the 
Objective series to form a sort of complement.
, °f traclling Grammai by this system rational, easy,
delightful. Ihe subject is divided into three parts . The study of 
the verb, the study of the sentence, the study of the moods and their 
expression. Grammar is begun in the very first lesson. The personal 
forms are learned, not by declension or conjugation, but by express- 
u,g acts performed by different persons. The tenses are learned by 
expressing acts performed at different times. *

i î°r tl!j ,noof^’ question, “ If you wished to open the door
a would you do ? brings in answer a sequence of statements in 

the conditional mood ; the question, “To open the door, what will it 
>e necessary that you do ? ” brings a sequence of statements contain

ing the subjective mood. A change of tense in the question 
change of tense in the answer.

The study of the sentence begins with the first lesson, 
learns, without

causes

an effort, to distinguish the verb from its subjected
membersCof,ntl!r,entS 5 ^ ^ graSpS the functions of the different

, . Agam.\ as t0 def.el‘slon, the pupil will notice—and if he does not, 
his attention, stiou.d be called to it—that lie says, in Latin, now 

»d portam and again “ portae ; ” in German, here “ die Thu re ” 
and there der Thiire;” and so the teacher has an opportunity of 
explaining the different kinds of complements and the origin of <Les 
and declensions. By the end of the twelfth lesson, all possible case- 
forms will have appeared. The case-forms are classified (1) as belong
ing to the subject and belonging to the verb, and (j) as answering 
ceita.n questions The complements of the subject answer the 
questions, what ? and “ of what ? ” or “ whose ? ” The cou.ple- 
mentsof the verb answer the questions “what?” “to what?” “by

se i con ce.
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k this, 
;an say 
•ead it,

ference between it and the ordinary methods : we try to teach our pupil 
to say again in the foreign language everything that he has already 
learned to say ; let me repeat it—to say again what he has learned to 
say in English. The Gouin method teaches him to express in the 
foreign language what lie does or thinks—to express his own thought, 
not to translate an expression given to him.

The time

rfectly 
ins are 
mcy of 
nstant required for the complete study of a language averages 

800 hour? is 900 at the outside. At five hours a day this would 
require thirty weeks of six days ; at two hours and a half, twice as 
long, or about fourteen months.

Our Ontario pupil will spend in five years’ study at the High 
School, say, 400 hours in the study of a foreign language. At the 
L niversity he spends probably time enough in class work alone to 
carry the total number of hours far beyond 900. Add to this the 
time spent in preparation, which nmy well-nigh double it. And 
whe^n all this is done, how many are able to converse fluently in French 
or German ? How many dream of conversing in Latin or Greek 1 

It will have been seen that this method applies to not only the 
Modern Languages, but also to those of more ancient date In studying 
Latin and Greek according to the Gouin method, pupils assimilate in 
five minutes what they could not manage to interpret correctly on the 
old system in two hours with the aid of a dictionary, 
agamst two hours ! No comment is necessary.

In conclusion, as it has perhaps been shown that the Gouin method 
is natural and logical, let me show that it is practicable, and that 
moreover it lies been attended by great success. We have first the 
testimony of its originator. Prof. Gouin had tried for ten months to 
learn German from books, and had failed ; but following the series 
method, and learning by ear at first from some children, he soon 
became so proficient that in two months and a half he took part in a 
philosophical debate in Germany at the Berlin University, and was 
victorious. We have also read of the children of Mr. Stead, of the 
Review of Reviews. After six mont hs’ study, they performed astoriish- 
ing feats in trench : and we have testimony from teachers who speak 
of the pleasure found in teaching in this way, of the interest taken bv 
the pupils and especially of rapid progress. "

And now, either this method is the best one or it is not. Either 
it is practicable or it is not. If it is true and practicable, what is 
our duty regarding it ? The thought of introducing such a system 
into our schools comes with a kind of shock. It would involve a 
change in examinations, text-books, and teaching ; it would oblige 
some of us to learn a great deal more of the languages we teach than 

know at present. But, though a scheme be difficult, it mav not 
be impracticable. Revolutions have been accomplished before, and the 
trend of modern teaching of languages seem to be in this direction— 
towaids the expression in foreign languages of our real experience— 
rather than the learning of the forms and modifications of printed 
shadows.
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A. W. WRIGHT, B.A., GALT.

The aim of the High School course in French and German is not 
merely to prepare pupils for the University, so far ai these subjects 
are concerned, nor is it merely to impart oral facility in the use of 
these languages, nor is it merely to establish the habit of translating 
into “elegant” English, nor is it to give a complete mastery of 
v )ulitr>'. grammar and idiom. Not any one of these things as a 
nobby, not all of them completely, but all of them within well-defined 
anc not too extensive limits, should be its aim. Our pupils should 
feel on leaving us after passing the Primary, or the Junior Leaving, 
or the Senior Leaving Examination, that so far as they have gone, they 
have some substantial knowledge for their pains, and 
teiing. As teachers, our immediate, practical aim sh i 
ness. In order to be thorough, we must know exac y 
to teach.

no mere smat-

we have

In our courses in French and German it is a difficult matter to 
Brnv© at this. The .Departmental Regulations are ueauu uuy sym
metrical, but very vague. In both languages and for all grades__

rimary, Junior Leaving, and Senior Leaving, we have monotonously 
repeated : “Grammar, composition, conversation, dictation, the pre- 
cnbed texts, and sight-reading.” There is no grading, and no explan
ation is vouchsafed except the following tolerably clear commentary 
on “ sight-reading ” : “In each language . . . there shall be
two papers, one on authors, and. .. on composition and grammar.
' * *. X al1 t.he examinations, each paper on . . . authors shall 
contain, m addition to questions on passages from the prescribed 
texts, questions on passages from works not prescribed, but similar in 
style and of equal difficulty, and the meaning shall be given of words 
noMikely to have been met with by the candidates. The examination 
m sight-work shall determine, not whether the candidate has read 
more than the prescribed texts, but whether he is familiar with idioms 
and constructions met in the prescribed texts.” The University 
curriculum gives the following information with regard to the Pa4 
Matriculation Examination : Composition—(a) “Translation into 
French (or German) of short English sentences as a test of the 
didate s knowledge of the grammatical forms and structure, and the 
formation in French (or German) of sentences of similar character : 
(6) translation of unspecified passages from eas F ench (or German) 
authors. lor Honor Matriculation we have Translation from 
English into IrenclU (no limit); “ Writing easy French from

one

can-

[An Abstract A

THK HIGH SCHOOL COURSE IN FRENCH AND GERMAN 

—ITS SCOPE AND ATM.
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HIGH SCHOOL COURSE IN FRENCH AND 98GERMAN.

dictation,”
French prose.

The High School inspectors have not a little to dc with the course 
especially with the oral work, which is so important in a living lan
guage. Here, however, we are hampered for want of time, by the 
uneven attainments of the membeis of our classes, by the crowded 
state of .orne of our class-rooms, and by our own want of familiarity 
with the terms and idioms necessary for doing the class work in the 
foreign language. If our authorized text-hooks supplied the terms, 
etc., it would be of some advantage.

But the examinations constitute our best a.id surest guide. From 
the examination papers there is much to be gleaned, though we have 
often to go far afield. W e find that our pupils are expected to parse 
any word that may occur ;n the text, though parsing in English is 
almost a lost art. Some papers deal exhaustively with a few “points, 
ignoring altogether parts which we thought to be our work, and upon 
which we spent much time and labor with our pupils. Sentences 
given ofven fairly bristle with points. For translation from the pre
scribed texts a number of short extracts of exceptional difficulty are 
picked out. I venture to question the wisdom of that, as well as its 
fairness. It presupposes a minuteness of preparation for which 
really have not time, considering the amount prescribed. On the 
whole I think it would do some of the examiners .a wc’ld of good to 
teach in a High School for a while; they would then better under
stand our limitations, and appreciate our difficulties. They would 
know better what might fairly be expected of the average pupil. 
Once, perhaps, we graduates, honor graduates, medallists, specialists, 
were ourselves struggling candidates with very imperfect acquire
ments, and sometimes we lose sight of the fact that we were the bright 
students of our day, and that hardly so much is to be expected of 
ordinary juvenile as we were able to accomplish.

The Associate Examiners set the standard of thoroughness. What 
degree of accuracy is to be exacted in reading the answers of candidates 
is rather a nice question to settle. I once saw a paper of a young 
lady from a boarding school so marked by the examiner, that if it had 
been nothing but mistakes, she would still have got seventy per cent, 
on the paper. On the other hand it is possible to be so exacting 
that the slightest mistake will vitiate the whole paper. Where is the 
happy medium, and have our associate examiners struck it? I think 
that, measurably they have, and I should have no fault to find with 
their work, if the field of examination were properiv circumscribed. 
Their mysteries must not he revealed to an outside world, but I 
dreamed that I was one of them, and I was surprised at some things 

We were not all of one mind.
Absolute uniformity of course is impossible. Some 

finically nice as to the English to be used in translations, ignoring the 
fact that a juvenile translator’s attention and energy are concentrated 
on the language from which he is translating. We not seldom dis
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agreed among ourselves as to what the correct answer was, and the 
poor candidate did not always get the benefit of the doubt.

1 hough indicating what [ conceive to be defects in our present
course, I do not wish to be understood as denouncing it, or as wishing 
a different course substituted for it. 1 think that, in outline, it is a 
very good course. It certainly is a great advance on the course of 
years ago. It is more practical, and more thorough, as well as more 
extensive. What I do object to is that it is too extensive, and that 
its limits are not clearly enough laid down. The present University 
curriculum ( 1S91 ) was originally too extensive, and had to be 
curtailed in French and German. So, I think, in the High School 
work we are too ambitious. Slipshod work on the part of many is 
unavoidable. We do a good deal of floundering. Lay down such a 

as the average pupil may hope to cover, and as the average 
teacher may be able to teach, with some degree of thoroughness in 
the time at their disposal, and I think still further improvement will 
be manifest. Some teachers of soaring genius who find delight in 
uncertainty, may object, but surely they are few. We should5 have 
plenty of scope left.

But how can improvement be effected 1 I shall content myself 
with three suggestions : (1) A reasonable system of options might

me introduced. The system which was inaugurated a few years ago, 
and which, so far as Irench and German are concerned, is deservedly 
regarded as a failure, was not a rational system of options. For the 
bewildered candidate it afforded the old choice between Scylla and 
Gharybdis. One set of questions of varying difficulty was set up 
against another set of varying difficulty, so that really there was no 
advantage at all to the candidate. Why, in composition, cannot, say 
50 sentences be given, and the candidate be required to answer 30* 
and not more than 30 of these 1 Why, in grammar, cannot, say’
1L questions be set of about equal value, and the candidate be required’ 
to answer only 8 of these 1 Why, in translation, cannot the candidate 
have a choice of 2 out of 4 selections, merely for translation, and 
without the troublesome appendage of a number of questions on the 
text? If our present comprehensive course is to be continued a 
system of options in the line indicated would be an incentive’to 
thoroughness on the part of teacher and pupil in the portions of the 
work that their time will permit them to overtake. (2) The work 
might be defined by prescribing certain books, or portions of books, for 
the various examinations, and seeing that the papers set keep within the 
limits. This would be the most convenient way if we could secure the 
right kind of books. (3) The work might be indicated by a syllabus in 
greater detail than the one now in use. The Science men make use 
ot such a guide, and I believe with advantage. Any text-book might 
be used, or none at all. The syllabus might be made to suit certain 
books, or books might be prepared to suit a syllabus. Or we mi*ht 
have the advantage of all three methods mentioned—options, pre
scribed books and a syllabus. r

Note.—The forms Junior Leaving Examination, etc., is that used 
Education Department.—A. \\ . \V.
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REFORM IN MODERN LANGUAGE METHODS IN

GERMANY.
i

W. H. FRASER, B.A., TORONTO.

«hot™ T|d T ao. Sense t0 lnelude the “ what ' as well as the 
how. -Ihe two things cannot properly be separated. The discus-

how to teach modern languages without a dear understand
ing as to what is meant by the learning of modern languages will be 
fruitless. On both points there is great diversity of opinion here and 
elsewhere, and this diversity of opinion is one of the most hopeful 
aspects ot modern language work. Considering the ' 
matter, it has appeared to me protitable tv gtve some acco nt of a 
reform which for more than twelve years has been in active progress 
in Germany The circumstances of Canada and o Germany are o 
course widely different, but, after ill language learning is practically 
the same in both countries, and we ave surely something to learn 
from the longer experience of an olde land. I had thought at first of 
discussm?, m detail, the various principles of this reform, but 1 find 
that this will be quite impossible within the limits of my paner 
Hence, I shall confine myself to giving a brief historical sketch of the 
movement in question, and leave discussion to the meeting, either on 
this occasion or at some future time. In doing this, I shall first out
line as clearly as I can the principle and the method of puttin* them
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period which followed the > ranco-Prussian war. Before the war modern 
anguages were of quite secondary or even tertiary importance, and 

often taught, as they still sometimes are, as a “ Nebenfach ” by 
teachers in other departments. After the wartheir importance was fully 
recognized a lively demand for what we should call modern language 
‘‘specialists arose, and the supply was scarce and not up to the 
mark. Meanwhile the “ Bildungstieber ” was crowding the class- 
rooms of the secondary schools, which in self defence were forced to 
raise the standard. Then came a cry of over-pressure, and it was in

I*01) t.t HS C,V t^at tl,e ,,10u'e, n language reform came definitely before the public. Its earliest and most zealous advocates
sought to save labor and attain better results by what they called more 
rational and practical methods.

Every reform has its initial 
conditions. It was so in this

were
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confined to modern language teachers, and indeed the father of the 
whole reform movement may in a certain sense be considered to 
be Heinrich Perthes, whose work, “ Zur Reform des lateinischen 
Unterrichts, appeared in 1875. One of the earliest mutterings of 
discontent came from abroad, and appears to have made a profound 
impression. In 1877 Sweet wrote, “ If our present wretched system 
of studying modern languages is ever to be reformed, it must be 
on the basis of a preliminary training in general phonetics ” ; and 
again, “ Without a knowledge of the laws of sound-change, scientific 
philology—whether comparative or historical—is impossible, and 
without phonetics their study degenerates into a mere enumeration of 
letter-changes.” In Vol. L, p. 598, of “Anglia,” Trautrnann had said, 

Hie Aussprache des Englischen und Franzodschen, welche bis jetzt 
a der grossen Mehrzahl unserer Sehulen gehiirt wird, ist wu 

grauenvoll.” In 1880 Kriiuter called German school-French"“ein 
haarstrâubendes, oft geradezu unverstandliches Kauderwelsch.” These 
more or less casual references were followed by more serious and 
radical attacks by Graf Pfeil, in 1879, in “ Beitrage zur Erziehung 
ini Hause, “ Unser hoheres Schulwesen ist schwer krank,” “ GediT- 
chtnisskunstund Vokabellernen,” 1882. Contemporaneously appeared 
in 1882, “Der Sprachunterricht musz umkehren,” by Quousque tan
dem, since known to be Professor W. Vieto-, and the gauntlet was 
formally thrown down. I should say, incidentally, that the way for 
reform had been paved by phoneticians like Sievers, Trautrnann 
Krauter, Victor, Techmer, Ellis, Bell, Sweet and Storm.

Vietors book is a violent attack on methods and results—brief 
lively, sarcastic A fair idea of its style may be gained from his apt 
quotation or Schartenmeyer :
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“Sprecht ihr aber doeh franzosisch,
Noll s nicht lauten wie chinesisch,
Prang, Detalch und Reglemang 
1st ein sonderbarer Klang.”

Or, again, in his own assertion, “Unsere Realabitu rien ten konnen 
so we mg emeu franzosischen und englischen Brief schreiben, als sie 
sich in London Oder Paris m ihrem Jargon oline Stocken ui.d Hacken 
um die nachste htrassenecke fragen konnen.” Nor is he less severe 
his cassical brethren: “Man weisz welch elendes Phrasen-Zusam- 
mengestoppel unter dein Namen ‘ lateinischer Aufsatz’ <*eht ” or 
his denomination of their fine talk about the beauties of “classical 
rhythm founded on ignorance of the real sounds as so much empty 

Phrasengeklingel and “ Wortgeplapper ” belonging to the trade 
His estimate of language teaching in German schools may be
—maximum °f ,die pcdautr>'and

At the close the pamphlet he sketches a method of lamma^e- 
teaching in substance as follows : A preliminary study of the sounds 
and, perhaps, of the principal grammatical forms.
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teacher reads a short piece a
meanLgoTutmwrwort oXZ“’ T !eacher SUPP'>the 

is read, and re-read with open books T , 7 °l"‘n,'d' The piece
possible to be given in the 1 Wien follow questions, as soon as
Answered also in the Lin L lt'ained* -hich
are closed, and pupils re cast the^nie”6 •“ ete sentences. Books it may to’ written ZtmotZZ VZT Th'n
Kejietition of the piece follows i„ the next hZn l>* <JUPStio,ls;

tr^rr0" -nected pieces. The pun,1 i, to ti.Z I"0" °f se"tel"», or of con-
foreign tongue. Translation is an art“ wlnch^lT "* tll0Ught in the 
school. The aim of the teaching • Pn ! " d not concern the 
What about the granm “f Re|lr°d,“Ction-
reference to chapter and verse of ttogrammLr ShnldM'l ^
languages be spoken in the class-room ? Undoubtedlv

::izT;£r*'appaal for less woik -s

GSUrder T Ï fd“

theoretical reformer. A preliminary inquiry J^bfu, “ÿ6 of tbe 
sion that language is either m “ r. i u " Jea(ls him to the conclu-
“ form unseres DenWns' lwe nmu u ' T"'™, Uenke,<’ ”r (2) 
may learn to use the language The n!.n ° the-language, or we 
states to to: “ J„ whatZf... P ° ’le”! of '“"«““go learning he
of a foreign language so that it shari^"han7inh“n<|tewhhou“ul,anihm
like our mother-tongue with the Rni.?u 1 * Wlth our thought,
and strength 1” ° ü~
spoken language, which is the real lang age p- turio^?8 '° U,e 
of sense as far as possible, especially" tl8 Le and iâr«??

language are condemned. The thZetica, toaUtor'àîlZ ttlZ

as compared with the old s"ft X'Zil""'^ V°"8,Uf' This metlrod, 
over the Alps as compared will, the refdinTrV*’ ‘ ''kea.haPP.V 
zerlaod by one’s own fireside ” The l “r H,leuek' r on Swit-
cussion of practical ways and means Cm, °, b°°k is » dis- 
by practice, ,y,te,M,ic practice, by which'he Tneans^el ‘T''*

"<!»-- ««*

makes the pronunciation possible” for'tho* Z giSi wUh“t^Sf “

tœ ,oTtoZCvu,d,niastery/ P ' xt read is to be the basis for their inductive
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Very prominent among the reformers is Dr. Julius Bierbaum of 
Baden-Baden, whose book, “Die Reform ties Fremdsprachlichen Un- 
terrichts,” 1886, I shall now deal with briefly. By the >yay, his 
niutto is “ Der Buchstabe totet, aber Der Deist macht lebendig.” 
The problem, as he states it, is the same with that of Franke, and he 
answers it thus in substance:

The teaching should proceed from the sound, on the basis of pho
netics, since speech is physiologically sound, not orthography.

2. All forms of the spoken, i.e., the real language are audible, 
hence the teaching of grammatical forms should be based on phonetics.

3. Language is a psychological organism, and hence should not 1 e 
paralyzed by analysis, and cannot be learned by study of vocables or 
disconnected sentences, but in connected reading and conversation.

4. Since language is inherent in the individual or the nation, 
language cannot be taught or learned through another, i.e not bv 
translations.

1.

one

5. Since language cannot be at once content and form of thought, 
grammar leads to thinking about language, but not to thinking in the 
language, and hence has a subordinate part to play in language 
teaching.

These propositions are fully developed in a very able and sugges
tive pamphlet of 136 pages, of which I have only space to quote the con
clusion, in which he contrasts the fundamental differences between the 
new method and the old as follows : “The sound, the living element 
of language, comes to the front, spelling goes to the 
reading aud speaking as the real living expression of language c:_ 
cultivated most of all, whilst writing, as a mere image of language 
or a defective artifice for its r,production, takes second place—in both 
points the very opposite of previous methods. The second important 
difference to be emphasized is that the teaching proceeds from con
nected reading as a basis—it being the nearest approach to human 
speech , and not from grammar, which is the abstract side of language, 
and has no significance of itself. Hence the translation method falls to 
the ground, and the exchange of thought in the foreign language, as far 
as possible, takes its place. The art of translating is no longer the 
goal of language learning, but the capacity to express thought in the 
foreign language as well as may be.” Through this method, he asserts, 
the scope of the instruction is widened beyond the school-room, and 
its work becomes, as it should be, a preparation for after life.

hor the sake of fulness I give in somewhat condensed form an 
enumeration of the principles of the Reform party as drawn up by 
one who is not fully in sympathy with the movement, Albert 
Roden, of Wismar, 1891 :

1. Modern language teaching is to be given according to correct 
psychologic and natural principles. The learning is to be based on 
observation and imitation.
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6. Knowledge of grammatical forma is to £ barod on n. 
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were seventy-two in all, and the reading of them in full is about as 
suggestive to modern language teachers 
with. For our

as anything I have ever met 
purpose just now they serve not only to indicate the 

progress of tiie reform but to give a fuller idea of its scop». I shall 
take up the questions seriatim, and quote the substance of a short 
summary of the answers from the periodical mentioned.

1. In teaching pronunciation do you proceed from the sound or 
from the text? Only 9 or 10 begin with the text; 2 or 3 are 
undecided, and all the rest of the 72 begin with the sound.

2. Do you use (a) phonetic charts, or (*>) phonetic transcription 
as an auxiliary ? To the phonetic charts, 19 answer “yes,” and 32 
“no.” The rest give no answer. To the phonetic transcription, 29 
answer “yes” and 28 “ no.”

3. What phonetic transcription do you use for French and English ? 
This is merely a question of detail. Victor’s Lautschrift is used 
by 12, Sweet’s by 6, Kiihn's 5, Passy’s 5, etc.

4. When do you pass over to the ordinary orthography ? Some 
answer, “ after a few lessons,” others, “ after two or three months ” 
one “ only at the end of a year.”

5. Have any disadvantages followed, and, if so, of what kind?
l T’ " •°U*1 °* weak pupils at first sometimes write

the phonetic transcription instead of the conventional orthography, and 
one has given up the phonetic transcription on this account.

6. Is the rudimentary teaching of pronunciation given from 
poems, reading extracts, or pictures ? The large majority decide for 
the connected reading matter, although most o them soon introduce 
poetry.

7. Do you use exclusively connected reading matter or detached 
sentences as well ? Only a few vote for detached sentences.

8. Do you have your pupils translate from German into the foreign 
languages, and, if so, do you use uetached sentences or connected pieces ? 
Only a few are entirely against such translations. Some translate 
sentence by sentence Irom the old-fa.-hioned text-book. The majority 
use translating only after considerable familiarity with the foreign 
languages has been attained, detached sentences being used rarely and 
only for certain grammatical purposes.

9. In which class do you introduce translating? Much difference 
of opinion. One immediately, another only after four years.

10. To what extent do you use picture-charts? About twenty 
these, and mostly the « Holzel’sche Bilder der vier Jahreszeiten ” 
most use none because they have none. One emphasizes the fact 
that the best object lesson is what immediately surrounds the pupil 
Ihey are used for conversation and grammar.

How, and to what extent do you teacli conversation ? Almost 
all base conversation on the reading matter—questions by the teacher 
and answers from the text. Later, re casting.

12. Is grammar learned inductively, or^'by the translation of

use
The
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detached sentences ?
twenty five exclusively so!6 Agreementon tT ll.le,,,MJuctive method, 
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tion, but the answers 
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are very important ques- 
”>any and so varied as to defy classitica-are so

14. How are you satisfied with 
fullyr satisfied, Reformers 
particularly so, however.

for teacher M, ^ ^ 
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seminar an independent practical seminar for practice and writing in 
small groups and for the study of literature, sociology, politics and 
culture of French and English is demanded. (0) Move attention 
should be given to the literary and linguistic development of the 
present day, and to the authors afterwards to be taught, (c) The 
candidates for positions in the lower classes in the schools should be 
required to study abroad for several months, since the required know
ledge and practice are not to be had at home. (d) Candidates for the 
higher classes should spend the time in England and France, and 
should study the country and the people as well as practise the 
language, (e) Governments and municipalities are urged to contribute 
to this, and to grant leave of absence for the purpose. (/) Summer 
schools of language conducted by French and Englishmen for those 
who cannot go abroad are recommended, (g) Candidates are to be 
recommended only to institutions whose directors understand and have 
an interest in the special objects of modern language teaching.

This was followed by the address of Professor Rambeau, late of 
Hamburg, now of Johns Hopkins University, “Die offiziellen Auffor- 
derungen in Bezug auf die Sprachfertigkeit der neueren Sprachen und 
die realen Verhaltnisse.” The address covers the same ground as 
the second part of Professor Waetzholt’s, with special reference to the 
Realschulen in which, of course, French and English take first rank 
as linguistic studies. His points are :

1. It is desirable that the teachers for the lower forms in French 
and English should be required to read fluently, correctly, and have a 
good pronunciation and a competent fluency in conversation, and that 
the other requiren ents should be moderated.

2. It is desirable that phonetics with reference solely to the sounds 
of the mother-tongue and to the foreign language which the candidate 
is to teach, should be obligatory on all, because it forms the surest 
basis of a good pronunciation and of competent speaking power.

3. The authorities are urged to entrust French and English teach
ing, especially in the lower forms to modern language masters, and 
never to classical, mathematical, or other masters without special 
qualifications.

4. The authorities are urged to diminish the correcting of exercises 
as now prescribed.

5. Students in modern languages should have in every university an 
opportunity to obtain a fundamental, theoretic knowledge of phonetics 
and a good pronunciation and conversational power, as far as this is 
possible without going abroad.

6. The regulation prescribing two years on trial is useless and 
even harmful for the development of modern language teachers, and 
it is urged that this be commuted to one or one and a-half years abroad.

7. The Ministers of Education of the different provinces are urged 
to contribute to the expenses of students so studying abroad.

8. Also leave of absence for six months is asked for regular 
teachers to go abroad.
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U. Relief for the University professors of modern languages is asked 
for by a division of the work and the founding of new chairs.

^ 10. It is urged again that the professorships of Romance and 
English philology should be separated, and that the department should 
not be left to a Privatdozent or a professor-extraordinary.

11. A division of university work along the lines of the older 
and newer stages of the languages is recommended.

12. Each university should have a professor of phonetics to treat 
thoroughly German, English and French phonetics, and a professor 
of comparative literature, especially for Teutonic and Romance 
languages.

13. A request is added for the appointment more frequently than 
heretofore of experienced teachers to university chairs.

Before the close of the session a warm discussion took place, and 
the meeting adopted, in general, the theses developed in the two 
papers, and ordered the executive of the society to bring them to the 
notice of the various educational authorities. You will readily per
ceive that what this body accepted by vote is not exactly identical with 
what has been laid down by Victor, Franke and Bierbaum, and yet 
it is in the same direction and is considered by the Reformers 
decisive victory, since the society in question is a representative body 
for Germany to the same extent as our Association is for Ontario.

Here I must end this brief outline of the reform movement. I 
should have liked to add some criticism, but, as I have already said, 
the time at my disposal does not permit. I do not hesitate to say 
that I am in general sympathy with the movement ; indeed, I fear 
I stand more or less committed to it, since I read a paper before this 
Association more than six years ago, before I had heard of the German 
Reformers, which 1 find on comparison to have much in common with 
what I have been describing. My opinions held then have only been - 
confirmed by experience. I am not a revolutionary, but there are 
reforms that are necessary here as well as in Germany, 
making general progress, it is true, and I think in the right direction, 
but each individual can
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do a great deal to reform his own method by 
giving time and thought to it. Methods Are not to be had ready
made—each man must make his own—, and for those who are in 
earnest there is nothing I can more confidently recommend than a 
further study of the reform movement of which I have attempted 
to give some account.
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Note.—For the sketch of the origins of the reform movement (see paragraphs 
second and third) the writer is indebted to Dr. Ernst O. Stiehler's excellent pamphlet 
"Zur Methodik des neusprachlichen Unterrielits,” from which the facts of these 
parapraplis have been taken, and in which also are mentioned many important 
reformers whose work it has been impossible to treat of within the limited plan of 
this paper.
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NOTES ON CURRENT GERMAN LITERATURE.

[An Abstract.]

W. 11. VANDKRSMJSSEX, M.A., TORONTO.

As Mephistopheles, “ the spirit who still denies,” did not walk for 
the first time in Goethe’s great drama, so he has not ceased to the 
present day walking to and fro upon the earth and seeking whom he 
may devour.

“ Vanitas, vanitatum ! omnia vanitas ! ” was the cry of the wise 
and somewhat blase King of Israel, at the height of Hebrew po 
and culture ; stoic and cynic philosopher follow the intellectual age of 
Pericles ; even Horace, the usually jovial singer of Rome’s Augustan 
age, sings :

wer

“ Damnosa quid non imminuet dies ?
Aetas pareil turn, pejor avis, tulit 
Nos requiores, mox daturos 
Progeniem vitiosiorem. ”

Rome, at the height of her imperial power under Constantine, 
offers a favorable soil for the propagation of Christianity, with its 
inculcation of the negative virtue of self abnegation ; the despairing 
cry of Freidank follows on the splendors of the Hohenstauffen age in 
mediaeval Germany ; Hobbes follows on the heels of Shakespeare and 
the Elizabethan men of action and of letters ; and even Shakespeare 
has his negative hero, Hamlet; after the glories of Louis XIV 
Voltaire, and, later, Rousseau, with his negation of conventionality 
and culture, and his cry : “ Retournons à la nature ! ”

Periodically, then, whenever the world has been saturated with 
culture and prosperity, humanity seems to call a halt in the upward 
march, and to survey the ground covered from the height so far 
attained. The retrospect seems discouraging : but little seems to 
have been gained ; and men come to the same conclusion as Faust in 
his introspection, when he exclaims :

“ VVenu wir 8um Guten dieser Welt gelangen,
Dann scheint das Bess’re Trug und Walm.”

It is therefore no matter for surprise or discouragement if, after 
the era of unprecedented intellectual expansion and materiai progress 
marked by such names as Darwin, Spencer, Huxley, Tyndall. Helm
holtz, Siemens, Koch, the world, at the close of this nineteenth 
century, should assume an introspective and pessimistic mood, and be, 
for the nonce, “sickbed o’er with the pale cast of thought.”

1 he leading spirits in this present phase of pessimistic negation of 
“ das Gute dieser Welt,” are Ibsen, the Norwegian ; Tolstoi, the 
Russian ; and Zola, the Parisian. All preach the vanity of things in 
general, but each in his particular way. Ibsen’s negation has regard 
chiefly to matters social and political ; Tolstoi, the fanatical obscur
antist, deals principally with religion and the present state of Chris-
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tianity ; Zola with art, specifically of course with literary art, in which 
his methods have been not inaptly compared with those of the photo
graph and phonograph. All these are Mephistophelean rather than 
Faustian, since they are negative, and deny all existing things, reject
ing, like Faust, all illusion, and especially, with the exception of 
Tolstoi, patience and resignation. They ate all, as a recent writer 
says, “ abstract idealists,” dealing with the abnormal and exceptional, 
instead of with what is general. Ibsen despairs of a cure ; Zola seeks 
none, but only describes the disease ; Tolstoi’s remedy is complete 
abnegation and renunciation. Ibsen pictures the narrowness and 
smug hypocrisy of Norwegian life ; Tolstoi, the corrupt semi-barbarism 
of Russia, with its veneer of refinement ; Zola, the absinthe-drinking 
boulevard-trotter and the degraded peasantry. Science, art, religion 
and intellect are to them the curses instead of the blessings of 
humanity.

As to Germany’s share in this movement, it is characteristic, in 
the first place, that the earliest leaders were philosophers—Arthur 
Schopenhauer and Friedrich Nietzsche. Schopenhauer is the pessi
mist, and his remedy is extinction, though he acknowledges that even 
this would be useless, since the world would reconstruct itself in 
precisely the same way. Nietzsche changes all moral values, setting 
them topsy-turvy. In his eyes the cardinal vices, which have brought 
about the decadence and degeneracy of the present generation, are 
morality, humanity, sympathy, love, pity, altruism ; the instruments 
by which this decadence, or culture, which with him is synonymous 
therewith, has been brought about, are religion, science, art, and 
intellect. Culture has turned man from a magnificent beast of prey 
into a tame and spiritless domestic animal, whose regeneration can 
only be effected by the cardinal virtues of unbridled selfishness, 
cruelty, brutality, lust, ignorance, stupidity and malice. His highest 
type of man is the “blond beast;” his greatest hero, Cæsar Borgia; 
his motto, “Nothing is true, everything is permissible.”

Coming to German literature in the stricter sense, it is again 
characteristic of the universal receptivity of the German mind, so 
strikingly typified in Goethe, that Germany has readily assimilated 
all these foreign elements. Of all these, Ibsen has had undeniably 
the greatest influence ; and perhaps it is owing largely to this that 
the dramatic form is at present most prominent in German literature. 
In this branch of literature there may be mentioned in particular two 
recent dramatists of great original power, who are likely to leave 
their mark permanently on the w-orld-literature of the age, Gerhard 
Hauptmann and Hermann Sudermann.

An abstract was then given of two plays of the former author, 
“ Vor Sonnenaufgang ” and “Die Weber,” and of Sudermann’s comedy 
“ Die Ehre.” Other works briefly referred to were : Hauptmann’s 
“ Hannele” and “Kollege Crampton ;” Sudermann’s romance, “ Frau 
Sorge,” his comedies, “Sodom’s Ende” and “Heirnat;” Wolzogen’s 
“ Lumpengesindel ;” and Ludwig Fulda’s “Talisman.”
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1 shall coniine the present discussion to the use or omission of pas 
with pouvoir and savoir, neglecting the cases of bouger, oser and cesser, 
on account of the fact that these three occur much less frequently 
than the two first mentioned.

It was my intention to read a number of works in model .1 French 
ot a variety of kinds—such as novels, plays, critical works, histories, 
etc., and to note every case of pouvoir and savoir used negatively’ 
so that it might be possible to make some general statements on the 
point which might be fairly trustworthy, but I found that the time 
at my disposal would not allow me to read more than a very few 
pages. So 1 decided to read Les Mensonges, of Paul Bourget, and Mr. 
füg-n S1‘aW kindly undertook to read Le Monde oh Von s'ennuie 

or Pailleron, and to mark every case of pouvoir and savoir occurring 
therein in the negative. Both of these books, the former a novel, and 
the latter a comedy, are modern, and by men who are considered 
excellent writers of French.

In Les Mensonges it was found that pouvoir occurred in the 
negative (omitting the cases with ne . . . que, jamais, plus,
guère, personne, etc.) 68 times, of which 42 cases were with pas and 
26 without ; in Le Monde oh Von s'ennuie there were 7 cases of 
pouvoir used negatively, all with pas. As regards savoir, used 
negatively, there were in Les Mensonges 23 cases, 17 with pas and 6 
without, and in Le Monde oh Von s'ennuie 17 cases,
3 without. Adding the cases in the two books tog 
cases of pouvoir in the negative, of which 49 are*w „ 
without, and 40 cases of savoir in the negative, of which 31 
pas and 9 without. The percentage of cases, then, of savoir with pas 
omitted, was quite small (22.5,, and with pouvoir, a little larger

with pas a d 
u* we have y 5 
h «as and 26 

are with

• « • • °f, t!ie 75 case? of V°^voir all but 10 are cases in which the 
infinitive follows, and in these 10 pas is used invariably.

(2) Of the 26 cases of pouvoir without pas they are all but 1 in 
some of the past tenses, and this 1 (pardonnez-moi si je ne peux vous 
prier chez moi) follows si, which might be a sufficient reason for 
omitting pas, even if any other verb were used.

(3) Of the 25 cases of past tenses without pas, n’aurait pu occurs 
twice ; ne pouvait, 5 times ; ne, put, 12 times ; n'avait pu, twice ; n'ai 
pu, once ; n avoir pu, 3 times.

(4) Of the 39 cases of pouvoir with pas followed by the infinitive 
ne peut pas, etc., occurs 17 times ; ne pouvait pas, etc., 15 times ’; 
ne put pas, once ; n'ai pas pu, once ; ne pourrait pas, etc., twice • 
put pas, once ; uü aurait pas pu, ; ne

once.

SyUAIR, B.A., TORONTO.

THE USE O F PAS WITH CERTAIN VERBS.
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(5) Of the 9 cases of savoir without pas, 4 of the 9 cases are the 
peculiar phrase, je ne sais quoi, etc. ; of the remaining 5 only 1 is 
with an infinitive following : il n'uurait su dire quoi ; je ne sais si 
occurs twice ; je ne sais ce qui, once, and je ne sais pourquoi, once.

(6) Of the 31 cases of savoir with pas, savoir is followed in 5 
coses by the infinitive ; the phrase, je ne sais pas occurs 6 times ; 
and savoir followed by a noun, pronoun or clause, 20 times.

It is true that in these two books we have not sufficient data for 
making large generalizations, but it would seem that we can draw 
rule which elementary classes in our Canadian schools may safely 
follow in their spoken or written French composition, viz., that since 
the cases of pouvoir and savoir in the negative with pas so far out
number the cases without pas, and since apparently any mood or 
tense may be used with pas, it is better for beginners to use pas 
in all cases. (Exception is of course made in the case of je ne sais 
quoi, etc., and of je ne saurais which latter does not occur in either of 
these books.)
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Pouvoir with pas in “Les Mensonges.”

où elle ne pouvait pas aller 
Bah ! Ils ne pourront pas 
2>uisque S. ne pouvait pas savoir 
je ne pouvais pas songer 
qui ne peut pas se dissimuler 
mais je ne peux pas vous expliquer 
et je ne peux pas me montrer
quelle e'trange chose qu’elle ne pût pas secouer cette idée 
elle ne pouvait pas avoir 
demain, je ne peux pas 
qui ne pouvait pas tenir compte 
est-ce qu il ne pourrait pas travailler 
elle ne pouvait pas suivre le détail 
non, il ne le pouvait pas 
elle ne pouvait pas se donner 
sinon que je ne peux pas supporter de 
je ne pourrais pas supporter que 
je n’ai pas pu le supporter 
je ne peux pas
s’il avait dû l’exprimer, il n’aurait pas pu 
sa présence ne pouvait-elle pas s’expliquer 
il ne pouvait pas demeurer l’ami 
elle ne pouvait pas croire que 
je ne peux pas te laisser me donner 
cette vie ne peut pas durer 
je ne peux pas te les répéter 
je ne peux pas l’articuler 
si douloureuse qu’elle ne put pas la supporter 
non, non je ne peux pas 
je ne peux même pas être jaloux 
elle ne pouvait cependant pas me demander 
S. ne pouvait pas le penser
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où v us pouvez pas douter que 
tu ne pouvais pas douter du sentiment 
je ne peux pas vivre
comme si la réponse du S. ne pouvait pas être douteuse 
non, je ne peux pas
non, je ne peux pas non plus (three times in succession) 
je ne peux pas les manquer

Pouvoir without pas in “ Les Mensonges.”

il n’aurait pu le dire 
elle n’avait pu retenir un cri 
il ne pouvait se retenir de 
quand F. aperçut le visiteur, il ne put retenir 
ce dernier ne put empêcher que
comment eût-il deviné que sa réponse ne pouvait déplaire 
dont on n aurait pu dire 
je n’ai pu y tenir
elle ne put se retenir d’une comparaison 
elle ne put s’empêcher de dire 
je regrette de n’avoir pu encore vous présenter à M. 
pardonnez-moi si je ne peux vous prier chez moi 
il ne put s’empêcher d’établir 
elle ne pouvait, vis-à-vis de ses gens, aller au delà 
eile ne put s’empêcher de jeter 
si sincere qu elle n'avait pu dissimuler 
il se coucha et ne put dormir 
il ne put s empecher de raconter 
si bouleversé que F. ne put se retenir d’ 
l’analyste lucide ne pouvait se retenir d’observer 
elle aura été désolée de n’avoir pu causer avec vous 
leur train de vie ne pouvait se soutenir sans 
car elle ne put dissimuler 
il ne put s’empêcher de 
jusqu à n avoir pu rouvrir le manuscrit 
qui ne put résister au plaisir de

Savoir with pas in “Les Mensonges.’ 
je ne sais pas
vous ne savez pas sa boisson ordinaire 
elle n’a pas su la faire parler 
elle ne le saura pas 
il ne savait pas mes heures 
il faut ajouter qu’elle ne le savait p 
trop habituées à chiffrer pour ne pas savoir 
elle réfléchit quelle ne savait pas l’adresse 
je ne le savais pas
vous ne savez pas ce que c’est que cette vie 
que ne sut pas dissimuler la gêne 
je ne sais pas
vous ne savez pas ce qu’elle était pour moi 
vous ne le savez pas 
je ne sais pas ce que j’ai 
vous ne savez pas ce que c’est que
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Savoir without p<is in “Les Mensonges.”
elle gardait ce je ne sais quoi 
ce je ne sais quoi 
je ne sais si je vous enverrai 
un je nu sais quoi d’attristant 
le je ne sais quel caractère qui, 
il n’aurait su dire quoi

Pouvoir with pas in “Le monde où l'on s ennuie.”
ca ne peut pas être là-dessus non plus 
elle ne peut pas être tombée autre part 
tu crois qu’on ne peut pas aller à son cours 
je ne pouvais pas rester là, voyons 
je ne peux pas
tu ne peux pas laisser éternellement tes invites 
je ne peux m’en empêcher

Savoir with pas in “Le monde où l'on s’ennuie.”
ceux qui ne savent pas s’ennuyer
je ne sais pas (four times)
je ne savais pas que tu arrivais
vous ve savez pas ce que vous avez perdu
elle ne le sait pas
je veux croire que vous ne savez pas la gravité 
je,ne sais pas ce que je lui avais fait 
elle ne savait pas ce que cela voulait dire 
tu ne sais pas combien je t’adore 
je ne savais pas que cela s’appelait comme ça 
je ne sais pas dire ces chose°-là

Savoir without pas in “Le monde où l'on s'ennuie.”
mais je ne ssis si c’est la fatigue
je ne sais pourquoi, ce soir
je ne sais ce qui s’est passe' en moi
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PRACTICAL AIDS TO SPOKEN FRENCH.

JOHN HOME CAMERON, 13.A., TORONTO.

The general history of the new movement in the teaching of modern 
languages has been very clearly presented in Mr. Fraser’s paper. It 
will be interesting to note the particular shape which the reform has 
taken, as regards French more especially, in the last year or two.

There is centred in Paris a vigorous society which includes most of 
the leading men of the new school of methods throughout Europe. 
This is the Phonetic Association of Teachers of Modern Languages 
(Association Phonétique des Professeurs des Langues Vivantes). Any 
one may become a membre adherent of this society by paying three 
francs a year, or a membre actif by paying five francs.

The fundamental principles accepted 
are, in substance, the following :—

1. The study of a foreign speech should begin with everyday 
language, not literary forms.

2. lhe first care of the teacher is to familiarize the pupil with the 
sounds. To this end he will use at the outset phonetic transcriptions 
exclusively.

3. I hen follow the more usual idiomatic sentences and expressions. 
This requires the study of continuous texts of various sorts, as easy 
and natural as possible.

4. Grammar is to be taught inductively, until the pupil is well 
advanced.

5. Translations from and into the mother tongue are to be avoided 
rigorously, and replaced by object lessons, pictures, and explanations 
in the foreign language.

6- The advanced work is to take the following order : First, 
ductions of texts read, then recitals made by the pupils vivd 
then free composition, and, lastly, translations both ways.

This programme indicates the general tendencies of the Association, 
and not the individual views of each member.

The official organ of this Association is the Maître Phonétique, a 
little journal appearing monthly and sent free to all members. I t 
contains the most practical material in English, French, and German, 
with considerable quantities of several other languages, all printed in 
the phonetic type forming the International Phonetic Alphabet 
adopted by the Association. The editor is M. Paul Passy, who is a 
professor in the Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, Paris, and the 
leading French reformer in modem languages.
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)PRACTICAL AIDS TO SPOKEN’ FRENCH. ill
teachers will find nothing more useful and suggestive than this little 
journal, which aims at being of practical use to everyone who teaches.

In the way of text books, the most important is the work printed 
in Germany known as the E! ementarbuch des yesprochenen Fravziis- 
isc,h, by Franz Beyer and Paul Passy.-' This book contains forty-t 
specimens of every-day French in phonetic type, followed by a gram
mar of the French language in German, full of the most instruc
tive information regarding pronunciation, and divided into Laut-, 
Form-, nnd Satzlehre. Then follows a glossary of all the French 
words occurring in the book, with their German equivalents. Cor
responding to this book there is an Erganznngshej't, which gives the 
ordinary French type for the forty-two specimens, and a number of 
practical hints and explanations in elucidation of the text.:<

A very original work has just been published by M. Paul Passy.1 
It is a familiar translation into French of the Gospel of Luke, printed 
in phonetic characters. The style is that of every day, and nothing 
could be more instructive than the study of the book side by side 
with the ordinary literary version. M. Passy has in preparation a 
similar version of the Acts of the Apostles. Among the smaller 
books are three—one a
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collection of twenty-five popular hymns, 

another a first reading book, and then a second reading book—the 
prices being 25, 20, and 50 centimes respectively. These are also in 
phonetic type.

The well-known book of M. Passy, Les Sons du Français, has been 
reviewed, and is now in its third edition.

ryday

h the 
itions /

It is indispensable for a 
plete understanding of his system of phonetic transcription, while 

it is full of information regarding French sounds in general.
It is not too much to say that every teacher of French and German 

in Vanada ought to possess and perseveringly studv three of the woiks 
mentioned above : (1) The Maître Phonétique, (2) The Elementarbuch, 
with its Erganzungshejt,, and (3) Les Sons du Français. One of the 
great advances made by the reformed methods in modern languages 
is the insisting upon phonetic study, and we in Ontario cannot afford 
to neglect the many aids to it now within our reach, both in the 
instruction gratuitously instituted in the University of Toronto by 
Mr. I raser, and in the publications which are becoming more and 
more numerous and practical.
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^ 1. M. Paul l'assy’a address is 92 Rue de Longehntrips, Neuilly-St. .James, 

France ; but subscriptions may be sent either to Professor A. Rambeau, John 
Hopkins University, Baltimore, or, for Ontario, to John Home Cameron, Uni
versity College, Toronto. There are at .present (July, 1894) some twenty four 
Canadian members.

2. Cothen, Otto Schulze, 1893. Price (bound) 3 marks.
3. Same publisher. Price 1 m. .10.
4. L’Evangile dejLuc, version populaire, Paris, Firm in-Didot, 1893. 2 fr. 50.

Key to the same, in ordinary type, O fr. 50.
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CLASSICAL ASSOCIATION.

THE SEMINARY IDEA AS APPLIED TO MEETINGS OF

the classical association.

E. W. HAGARTY, B.A., TORONTO.

The Association is organized to promote the interests of classical 
study. How can this best be accomplished 1 Obviously there 
two battle grounds on which the cause o Classics must be upheld : 
first, that of rivalry for place and due recognition in the school and 
college programme; and second, that of the healthful development of 
classical teaching from within.

The first involves a very important part of the work of this 
Association; in fact, it was the necessity for safeguarding the 
interests of Glassies against aggressive and not overly thoughtful foes 
that called the organization into existence. So far our efforts have 
met with gratifying success. Thanks to our able champions, thanks 
to the cohesiveness given to classical men by meetings of (his Associa
tion, a determined attack has been frustrated. It will still be our 
duty to watch and guard. No doubt a great deal remains, too, to lie 
done in the way of completing and rendering effective what has already 
been accomplished. The school programme is overcrowded by other 
studies that can be dropped, curtailed or made optional. Undoubtedly 
the Classics are being crowded out by a mass of work that should be 
relegated to the Public Schools. In the opinion of many enthusiastic 
classical teachers, the programme is overcrowded partly by the pre
scription of too much purely laborious and non-productive work in our
olTthe^Association A“ ^ demaUd the time antl Mention

I hope, however to be pardoned if I venture the opinion 
that lather too much time has been devoted in the past to desul
tory discussion on minor points in the controversy between Classics
anh iL1Va h ^irtniLntv Indeed’ ifc is a q«*tion in my mind 
whether Classics, whether education generally, would not better be
served^ controversy were reserved for the wider arena of the College 
and High School Department, where missionary zeal would count for 
more and where a calmer style of discussion on the part of opponents 
of Classics might, by hearing the other side, be engendered. I sin
cere y believe that the mutually tolerant spirit thus promoted would 
prove the key to the solution of that vexed question of overcrowding 
that now confronts us. Certainly, the leaving of more time to the 
sections tor purely scholastic topics would tend 
of learning in our midst.
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Surely teachers of Classics throughout the Province must feel that 
the chief advantage of this annual gathering lies in the nnnnrt 
thus afforded of concentrating our minds for t brief space upon some 
phase of classical study ; of leaving behind us the cares and distrac 
tions of school-room routine and becoming students once more student» 
roni a teacher s standpoint ; of meeting with our old college professors 

and others engaged in university work, hearing them discLs tonics 
earing on our work, and even perhaps communicating to them sime

of the sympathy for school-boy diffic lties and scl ol-boy instincts 
that we de ve from ever ' ” - * ,,s>tmcts
labor i th r °if b0°.kS and learninK) of large libraries and IndultrFous 

the, n8her Plane of Jtterature and scholarship 
Who will say that when he left college he knew enough of C esar 

Xenophon, Homer or Virgil to make him perfectly familiar with 
every question that may arise in the ordinary class discutons 
these authors l W ho, even after years of faithful toil, when he resigns 
his task to younger men, will then say that ho is satisfied with whathe 
knows of these authors as exponents of classical style, or as a medium 
foi studying the mechanism of human speech ? Yet these authors are 
the common currency of the school-room. VVe have had an admis 
sion from a young teacher that when he entered the profession lie 
found his knowledge of Latin grammar insufficient, or too poorly 
organized for h,s purpose. Yet Latin grammar is supposed o be 
covered by honor matriculation. I mean, of course, second hand 
Latin grammar, studied out of text-books. How 
know the grammar of Cæsar 
critical study of these authors ?

And here I would dwell for 
of the weak spots of

an

Oil

, many graduates
or ot Xenophon, from a personal and

a moment on what appears to me one 
... , , university curriculum. It is claimed tint

the chief work of the Provincial University is to train teachers for 
the secondary schools. Yet there is little provision throughout the 
c.mtse for specializing on those authors that are read almost exclu 
sively in our High Schools. Would it not be well if the University 
would embody in its curriculum, and University College in its course 
of lectures, provision for the exhaustive study of some one author 
of the school course ? Or, still better if mnnii , i
devoted in the School of Pedagogy to “methods ” and to theorizing^ 
the raw material of knowledge ” were applied to a course of cost 
graduate study tending to a proper digestion of those “ raw materials» 
bolted during the student’s hurried college career ?

However, such provision has yet to be made, and when made 
ever, will affect only future recruits to the army of classical teachers 
Ct has occurred to me that those of us who are already in the profcs' 
sion might so far as we ourselves are concerned, take the matter into 

hands. With university men to lead us, what is to prevent
co one t 8 a S6r-eS °f P?st-8riiduate inquiries or discussions^ the 
co-operative or seminary plan, attempted not in too lofty, learned or
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t

scholarly a spirit, but with a practical view to the necessities of the 
school-room ? The time of our meetings is limited, our opportunities 
for united study and collation of results are small. But small though 
the actual amount of work may be, the method after all is the main 
thing, and the stimulus thus given to individual investigation may lead 
to discoveries creditable to Canadian scholarship. 
mus” is a motto the truth of which none of us took long to discover, 
but “Ducendum ad docendum ” perhaps furnishes a more truly inspir
ing maxim for every enthusiastic teacher.

(The rest of the paper was taken up with outlining a plan for 
carrying out the seminary idea, the general principle of which 
adopted and referred to the Executive Committee for embodiment in 
the programme of the next meeting.)
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MY FIRST YEAR'S EXPERIENCE
CLASSICS.

F. W. SHIPLEY, ti.A., LINDSAY.

IN TEACHING

It is now two years since, with testamur under mv arm T

8;m6 : ,th6 “me "'et *—• theTmeTitiXm,,:!::
came to Hercules, but to them came Qeîa ôveipara to decide th • 
choice. Lucian on entering life was chaperonedX the of
education, Hercules by that of virtue and nn« °n of
educationists by that of nedamwv With ip i °Ur Proi,llneilt

and Odyssey a delight, who has not had his Oeiov tvtmvmv his 
heavenly vision in some shape or other, at the prospect dî Lit
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Science of Education and in methods of teaching, yet on entering my 
first school I found myself teaching in very much the same way as J 
myself had been taught by the majority of teachers—though there is 
one grand exception—under whose instruction I came, whose methods 
did not pretend to follow the principles of the development of mind. 
The fault lay not with either Dr. McLellan or his assistants, whose 
work has been invaluable to me, but was owing to no provision 
having been made for teaching real pupils in my course at the School 
of Pedagogy, and to my having no opportunity to study the child ; 
and instead of having the subjects of my future instruction to experi
ment with, my knowledge of the principles of teaching resembled 
that of men who study chemistry from books, without experiments 
with actual chemicals, and consequently a great deal of the benefit to 
be derived from that institution was lost, for the time being at least. 
Thus as 1 had no practical knowledge of the child, my teaching 
instead of taking into consideration the state of the pupil s knowledge 
and of the development of his mind, as well as the presentation of 
the subject to be taught, concerned itself with the latter merely, and 
at the outset my lessons resembled those of the text-book, a logical 
presentation of the subject, suited to a man of twenty rather than to 
a boy of thirteen. Thus, then, like an amateur orator who has pre
pared in his study a very tine speech and memorized it, but who when 
the time conies to deliver it finds that the circumstances have so 
altered that his finely prepared speech will not suit the occasion, and 
has to come down to very commonplace eloquence, I, too, had for the 
time at least to cast the principles of pedagogy to the winds, and to 
make use of the same hackneyed methods by which I had been 
instructed, and which have rendered the line of Virgil applicable to 
the school-room : Umbrarum hie locus est, somni noctisque soporw.

Yet I used these hackneyed methods in full conviction that they 
were wrong. The study of the Science of Education at the School 
of Pedagogy, the recollection of my own school experiences, and 
what little thought I gave to the problem of education, could 
fail to make me see that there must be some reason other than stupid
ity for a great many of the difficulties which boys used to encounter. 
That they knew all their verbs in terms of amo, moneo, rego and audio, 
that they had such insuperable difficulty with the exceptions, that 
they did not know as much about a book of Cæsar after a whole 
year’s study as they know of an English story of much greater length 
read through in an hour, were phenomena to be attributed not so much 
to inborn stupidity as to bad teaching. I recognized that these old- 
fashioned methods did not follow the principles of the development of 
mind, and that they ought to be supplanted by more scientific 
methods, which had at heart the real education of the child, the draw
ing out of his faculties instead of cramming in the knowledge of the 
teacher—methods wherein the individuality of the teacher would be 
separated from that of the compiler of the text-book in
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believed there were abstractions in the teaching of lan«ma«re 
tor boys of thirteen, and that they ought to be
that Latin words ought to mean ideas and not English words that 
ynus ought to call up the picture of a horse to a boy, rather than the 
English word horse, and that methods could and ought to be adopted 
which would make the ideas in a Latin sentence as vivid and présen
tât! ve as those of an English sentence. But though convinced 
trom the lectures in the Science of Education that these old 
methods were wrong, I used them ac the outset chiefly because 
t le instruction at the School of Pedagogy had been in the general 
principles of education, and I had as yet had no experience in 
dealing with an actual class. To me, at the beginning the subject 
was the important thing and not the class ; and it was only on 
becoming acquainted with the pupils to be taught and the char
acter of their needs, that f was able to apply, and only tentatively at 
hrst the principles of education I had learned. Apart from this 
point, the Schoot of Pedagogy has been of the greatest value. It has 
established a perspective in education, it has given an insight into 
what education really is, and what the aim and scope o teaching 
ought to be ; the lectures on methods outlined by examples the direc
tion which teaching should take ; in sh rt, it has presente the general 
problem of education, leaving the solution in matte 
self, the working out of my ow methods by the a

an inconvenienc it is erhaps 
this to do, and should not be

my
is for 
shouldbetter that the 

ready-made.
My greatest disappointment at the outset, however, was in Greek 

and Latin grammar, and I think that I am here giving the experi
ence of every new teacher, whether he cares to own it or not As an 
honor graduate in Classics I had every confidence in my knowledge 
and that as far as the teaching of grammar was concerned, the sailing 
would be plain ; but it did not take more than one day’s teaching to 
show me the character of my knowledge in that subject, that it con
sisted of a chaotic mass of unorganized materials which for teaching 
purposes was not knowledge at all, and the maxim of the Delphic 

GaVTOV, was driven home in a very forcible manner 
in grammar particularly, though also to a certain 

extent in the other subjects as well. While I knew the rules of 
grammar and enough of the rules of syntax to avoid any serious mis- 
takes in writing prose, and could give correctly the genitive plural of
, 1 th® W,ords w,h.lch had tUM' yet in teaching, the mere knowledge of 
how to do a thing will not do at all, unless the pupil understands 
why he does it ; and in the case of an irregularity the explanation of 
it is the hammer which drives the nail home. What I lacked was 
not knowledge but organized knowledge, and it is likely that many a 
young teacher has found his case very similar, if he cared to confess it. 

lhe reasons for my short comings—and when I say short-comings
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I do not mean any inability to tell the pupils what to do, but the 
inability to tell them why they should do it—are due in a lar»e 
measure to the character of my own work, but the High School and 
the University have each to take their share of the blame. With one 
grand exception, whom I shall always remember as an oasis in the 
desert of my High School classics, the teaching in the High School 
consisted of the two-pages-for next-day system, memorizing of book 
rules and guides on the irregularities, and rules for gender which were 
forgotten as soon as learned. The majority of the teachers, having 
said that a thing was so, considered that their duty had been admir- 
ably performed, and with arms folded each one said to himself 
certe officium meum prwutiti. That the Roma., had any reason for 
thinking a thing out differently from an Englishman, and expressing 
himself accordingly, and that there was any reason in his vagaries of 
language, why he said turrium but trabum, why he said monui but 
coniplevt, never struck the pupil because the master had never taken 
the trouble to think it out, and so memory had to do double work for 
the memory and the understanding as well, a task for which in many 
cases it proved itself entirely inadequate. The University, on the 
other hand, acting on the supposition that a pretty thorough know
ledge of grammar had already been acquired in the schools, and look- 
ing on it as a ror tter altogether beneath its high and loftv ideals, 
devoted itself to gi ing a knowledge of the literature of the Greeks 
and Romans, neglecting systematic grammar altogether as a dry and 
prosy subject. True, a great deal of light was thrown on the subi t 
of grammar m connection with the lectures on the text, and by re - 
ing texts, doing sight translation and writing prose, the use of correct 
forms became a habit ; but this
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. , process lacked one essential, that of
organization. A series of valuable lectures in grammar was com
menced in the last two months of my fourth year, which merely 
showed me how much I had missed during the other three years and 

half, whereas had they been commenced in my first year, my know
ledge of the ways of thinking of the Greek and Roman, and the 
reasons for his expressing himself as he did, would have been increased 
tenfold, and I should have had the opportunity of using the know- 
edge acquired and of testing it in connection with the reading of the 

texts_ Thus the opportunity for a comparative study of grammar 
and the science of language was Jost, and I departed from my Alma 
Mater to the school with a knowledge of the rules o grammar, it is 
true, but in a condition too unorganized and too mechanical to be of 
value to a teacher; a condition of things which, to ray mind, should 
not exist, believing as I do that grammar, intelligently taught and 
intelligently understood, is one of the best educational instruments
w ich we have on the High School curriculum, and that of the 
University as well.
it .And wl,e,r 1 say tllis about grammar in the High Schools and the 
University, I need not confine
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modern language teachers, with whom I have conversed about this 
subject, I have learned that their case is similar. The University 
appears to leave the whole matter to the schools, forgetting that in 
order that the work may be thorough there, the teachers must be 
thoroughly trained, and that that training must be given by the 
University.

But my own difficulties and perplexities on which the school 
failed to throw light have their use in directing my caching now 
lhat myself have had a difficulty with a point winch was long 
c eari g up, is a sufficient guarantee that the average pupil will find 
trouble there also, and that if he is to understand it some other method 
of enlightenment is to be adopted than that which caused me many 
a hopeless jumble; where teacher’s telling and memory work have 
failed in my own case, they are not likely to be successful in the case 
of the schoolboy now. Thus, my own schoolboy experience brings to 
me the recollection of the rocks in my own path, and the necessity of 
avoiding them in teaching by other methods than those which in ray 
own case were a failure. J

These difficulties lay chiefly in the irregularities ; I never could 
remember the words which had turn in the genitive case, the declen
sion of deus, of vavS and of ovtos, until by actual practice and con
tinual meeting with them in the texts, they were so dinned into me 
that I could not forget them if I tried. n each o these cases an 
explanation of the irregular forms seems to me to be the 
nailing them in the pupil’s mind, and 
correct it will still answer the same

way of
though it be not absolutely 

. .. purpose. Take, for instance,
dens, which is in the singular uncontracted, but contracted in the 
plural, although the same form dei is common to both. A boy in the 
first form wanted to know why that was. I was at a loss for a while, 
but finally explained that the Romans were polytheists, and like 
other mortals, were given to profanity, that men when profane are 
generally under the influence of passion and speak hastily, and do 
not use long expressions where shorter ones are just as expressive ; 
that these contractions occur in the cases which would be used most 
frequently in swearing or in addressing the Deity, and do not take 
place in the singular, because when they swore by one god they used 
his name, Melœrcle, Edepol, etc., and that there, too, the same con
traction occurred. That was at the beginning of the year’s work ; 
only a couple of weeks ago I had an examination, and gave the word 
deusto decline. The explanation may, or may not, have been correct, 
but it fastened the word so securely in their memories that only two 
or three out of a class of 25 made a single

OvtoS is another word whose declension I never could remember ; 
but by an attempted explanation of the irregularities, that the vowel 
preceding the v in the first syllable, depended by attraction on the 
vowel of the ending, according as its basis was a or o. The matricula
tion class have remembered it without any difficulty, though even at the 
University I have written ravrcov in genitive plural feminine.

even

error.
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These explanations give little trouble, and save the pupil a lot of 
useless and ineffectual memorizing, as well as excite his interest in find
ing out reasons for himself, and it is among these very irregularities 
which used to be the bane of my existence, where I have taught my 
most interesting lessons, most interesting to myself and to the class 
Docendo <hscimus, says the proverb, and by teaching Latin grammar 
J have learned a great deal. To teach this subject intelligently one 
has to understand all around the points he wishes to teach top 
bottom and sides, and to give attention to points which would other
wise be passed over ; and, further, to become acquainted with the laws 
of thought both of the Greek and Roman, and the Englishman, and 
how they differ in expression, and why. In short, I have learned 
more grammar in my year of teaching than in nine years studying it • 
and to one who meditates taking a post-graduate'course, 1 think a 
year or two years teaching indispensable, to organize the knowledge 
acquired in Ins undergraduate

I have already mentioned that my first year’s teaching has been 
necessarily a year of experiments in methods. I shall merely mention 
two which have had a measure of success. H 
of the First Form has been 
does not
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How to obtain the interest 
. vexed question to me ; the average boy 

, t nnL n'u .to interest him in exercises consisting of sentences
SU<T , , b°y‘S glving another father to the girl,” translated
out of the book and corrected ; and it is not surprising, for there is 
nothing in them to raise a responsive note in his bosom, and if the 
ge ting of Ins interest is not done by the teacher it will never be 
obtained by the book. In order to vary the monotony of book 
exercises, I have for some time past, had them bring in their own 
exercises in the shape of sentences of their own composition on any 
subject which took their fancy. There are twenty-five in the class 
and twenty-five such sentences make an exercise long enough to cover 
a whole space. This expedient has a fourfold advantage : as I read 
them out with errors corrected they have a splendid exercise in trans
lation at hearing ; the. correction of these sentences which are wroim 
is good practice in false syntax ; the words discovered and used by 
twenty-five different pi pils daily widen their vocabulary; and lastly 
the sentences have the interest of the pupils for ' ' ' ‘ ‘ ’

: is generally interesting to another ; they’are.......... piOTOl ttWVt5
because they are expressing their own ideas, and possess variety and 
novelty, for according to the interest of the particular pupil, thei’r sub- 
jects vary from remarks about their teachers and fellow-pupils, to 
dog-fights and the episodes in which the schoolboy takes delight, 
lins expedient was used merely as an experiment, but it has been 
so successful that if I neglect to mention this 
they do not fail to remind 
viction that if it is 
is right.

Another matter to which I gave a good deal of attention
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understanding of the Latin complex sentence, for in this there seems 
to be a great mountain of difficulty for the boy who is beginning to 
translate C.vsar. Aware from 
to let him blunder

id

es,
my own experience that it was useless 

i T ,. • , , away *n t*,e hope of its clearing up for him some
day, I first tried the expedient of taking up the complex sentence as 
a simple one, calling attention to the fact that each clause was really 

ot the parts of speech, but without any material result, and Ï 
again despaired until a couple weeks ago I resolved to try another 
expedient. Instead of wandering away in the labyrinth of the com
plex sentence, I had the class—the Second Form—first get out in their 
order all the ideas going to make it up,—for they can recognize with
out difficulty the idea in a clause—and make of each idea a simple 
sentence - then without the book put each idea or simple sentence 
into Lati —a capital exercise in prose composition ; then group these 
ideas wherever a number were connected and grouping could be done 
and having done all this id seen the relation between the thoughts 
and having m fact gone hrough all the processes of thought which 
Læsar went through in its composition, supply the connectives, and of 
themselves again build up the complex sentence. This is an experiment 
1 tned as late as week before last and consequently I am not able to 
give defamte results, but on that occasion there were at least some in 
the form who were able, after all the work had been erased and books 
closed, to w rite out from memory the whole chapter on Cæsar’s land
ing in Britain. The same plan also worked excellently in getting a 
good English translation : for half the reason why translations are so 
bald is because the Latin means nothing to the class, and they trans
late word by word instead of expressing the idea which they d 
grasp. " J

In my year’s teaching I have met, and still continue to meet, with 
many disappointments, particularly in the teaching of Greek and 
Latin authors, chiefly because it is there I expected to find, and ought 
to find, the greatest pleasure, and there are so many possibilities which 
tantalizingly present themselves, but fly as soon as one follows; and 
here chiefly have I been confronted with the ancient antagonism 
between the idea and the reality, what one should reach, and what he 
has to reach.

There is in the teaching of Latin and Greek abundance of oppor
tunities to make our subject exceedingly interesting both to ourselves 
and to our classes—more interesting, I believe, than any other—but 
we are prevented from making use of even a fair percentage of them. 
VV e might in the junior forms create a passion for Classical literature, 
and also develop the imagination of the pupil by reading or telling 
stories of the ancient Classical world of the gods and heroes of Greek 
and Roman story in which we ourselves took delight as schoolboys, 
and from which we derived in a great measure our inspiration to 
study the classics. Wo might read to them the Lays of Ancient 
Rome, or read from some interesting history of Marius, Sulla,
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Pompey, Caesar, Alexander and other ancients who have made history 
w ich would not only interest a boy in the languages which these men 
spoke, throw light on their literature and arouse the main essential 
in education—interest—but also stir up in the boy’s breast that pre
lude to a laudable ambition—hero-worship. We might, by wav of 
varying the ordinary lesson, read with these classes easy Latin on the 
subject of these men, where the subject-matter v-ould arouse sufficient 
interest and attention to enable the pupil to retain a fairly vivid im
pression of the garh in which it is clothed.
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In Latin and Greek
poetry we ought to read each work in conjunction with an English 
poem of the same stamp, encourage poetical translations, criticize the 
var.ous verse translations, Pope, Dryden, Derby, etc., and adopt many 
other ways of bringing the poetical nature of Homer and Virgil home 
o the pupils mind, instead of the present m notorious round of prose 

translation and parsing. In philology there is an abundance of inter
esting problems, illustrations of Grimm’s Law, the relation of Greek 
and Latin to each other and to the other languages of Europe, and 
the use of language as a proof of history. The writing of original 
compositions in Latin and Greek, translating at sight and at 
hearing, encouraging the understanding of Latin read aloud without 
translating, and a greater use of the viva voce method in teaching 
them at present, are things which we would all like to carry out" 
But these expedients and methods which would not only be pleasur
able to a teacher who is interested in the unfolding of the youthful 
mmd, but also profitable to the pupil, as widening his ran^e 
arousing his attention, developing his imagination and reason, and 
educating along true psychological principles, though occasionally 
resorted to, have generally to remain as experiments, through crowded 
time-tables, short lesson-spaces, pressure of examination, the necessity 
of covering a given quantity of work in a given time, and the pressure 
of parents who are too eager to hasten on their boy’s promotion. 
Thus, oubulco judice, we are condemned to forego a great deal of 
pleasure for the ordinary drudgery of the schoolroom, which makes 
the teacher, as Mr. Carruthers has said, appear to carry on his 
shoulders and countenance the intellectual cares of the universe.
it A "°Ut Ancient History and I am through, and I mention 
it, not that I may give any information as to what I have myself 
done, but that I may get suggestions from others. It is the subject 
from which I expected to derive the greatest pleasure, but after 
teaching it for chree terms I have not yet experienced the paradise. 
Ancient History is a subject which cannot be severed from the 

assies and is, in fact, one of the greatest incentives to their study.
It was the reading of Roll in’s Ancient History, when I was still at
lu !1CeSu 10,° ’ WAhlcli1 Created my Preference for Classics on entering 
the Hi h School At that early age I read it nearly through, for it 
proved more enchanting and more interesting than all the stories for 
boys then within my reach ; the Miltiades and Themistocles,
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?vP,> are n0t the characters of G rote and Curtius, hut the heroes 
of KoUin s page, and had my taste for the study of Classics depended
on a book like the present text-book, it should never have been formed 
at all.

What the teaching of History should consist of at this stage of 
the pupil s development is a very important question, as I have found 
by the partial failure of my own year’s work with the Junior Leaving 
Form. With regard to the Greek History, I took it up politically, 
and from the philosophical standpoint of cause and effect, dwelling 
such matters as the evolution of government, the reflex effects of* 
Greek colonies

on
tne

... Greece herself, the discipline of Lycurgus, the
legislation of Solon and the democracy of Pericles : but, though the 
older ones did profit by these lessons, and have a good grasp of Greek 
History, yet the teaching must be for the youngest in the class and 
not the oldest. I have felt that my lessons have not been interesting 
to the younger ones, and I have found out that what the boy of 
fourteen wants is not the abstract state, but the concrete individual. 
The statement has been made by a Frenchman, whose name I do not 
remember, that whenever he read Homer he felt twenty feet tall ; and 
after all should not the history for the growing youth be’ like 
Horner^ a history of men and of heroes, whose motto has been

apiffTevaiv, xaà vneïpoxov i'ppevou aWojv, instead of 
social and political abstractions which he does not comprehend. Her
odotus comes in time before Thucydides, and there is in education the 
time when Herodotus and his stories are the proper thing, and the time 
later on for the Thncydidean spirit in history : the one belongs, 1 
think, to the school, the other to the university ; the one to growing 
boyhood, the other to maturer age. But for neither of these periods 
is the present text-book of value. In order to make it brief, all the 
interest is taken out of it for the pupil, and its study becomes the 
grinding of dry bones, a gathering of dates and names which will 
never inspire a pupil’s ambition, or cause him to emulate the men of 
whom it tells. And taking the second conception, the philosophical 
interpietation of cause and effect, there too it loses value : and thus 

aking it brief, the boy is compelled as it were to chew dry biscuir, 
when, by the addition of a little moisture, its quantity would indeed 
be increased, but it could be swallowed with a great deal less difficulty. 
In fact, had we a text-book where history is taken up biographically, 
and made as interesting for the boy as that of Hollin, half the work 
would be done, for the pupils would read it of themselvês, and there 
would be little need for the teacher to dwell on points which now take 
up his time.

conclusion, then, my year’s teaching has organized my know
ledge as it was never organize. 1 before ; it has established a perspec
tive of what is difficult and what is easy ; it has given me experience 
of the principles on which knowledge comes ; it has satisfied me that 
by teaching Classics no irreparable injury is done to the youthful mind,
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as some seem to think. The classical boys are neither book-worms 
nor ancients, and no pupils are found more persistently in the reading- 
room than they, posting themselves on current events, and none take 

active part on the school paper, in the school societies and 
school sports. I have not yet found any of the monotony I had 
expected at teaching the same things over and over again, and should 
the original enthusiasm fade away, it 
ing once more from the fountain head.

On the whole, I
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am able to say with Wordsworth, “Joy have I 
had ; ” and if for entering teaching I do not bear away my recompense, 
the fault will be my own.
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When this paper was written for the Easter meeting of the Classi 
—n, it had no ulterior object but the bringing into prom- 

of Cæsar’s grammatical idiosyncrasies. Having been 
hurriedly written at that time it required a good deal of revision and 
in its present form differs somewhat from its original character.’ Its 
object, however, is the same, seconded by the hope that its publica
tion may prompt some of our classical students to further investiga
tion of the value of Comparative Syntax, a country almost wholly 
unexplored. J

Note the following few of the many irregularities in Syntax to be 
met' with in Cæsar’s Gallic War. The list is confined entirely to the 
Third and Fourth Books. J

In Book III., Chapter i., we find, “ Galba, missis ad eum undique 
legatis, constituit cohortes,” etc., where “eum” refers directly to 
“ Galba,” the subject of the sentence.

I., Chapter v., is written, “ Cum j 
gnaretur,” etc., where general usage "woul compel 

a^so« in Book IV., Chapter xxxvii., “ Atque 
amplius horis fortissime pugnaverunt.” To the writer, it seems very 
misleading to explain either of these cases as being a form of the 
Ablative “ within which.” How could the first example be so 
understood 1 r

men ce some

am sexcontinenter 
“ horas.”

In Book IV., Chapter ii, may be found, “ Equestribus proeliis 
saepe ex equis desilmnt.” Is not “ proeliis ” here a very near relative 
of the Ablative Absolute, rather than a pure local Ablative ?

In Book III., Chapter xvii., we read, “ Sabin us castris 
tenebat,” where “ castris ” is so

sese
. frequently explained as a compromise

between the local and instrumental Ablatives. Surelv this will bear 
further inspection.

In Book IV., Chapter xxi., 
pollicitus hortatusque ut . .

find, “ Quibus auditis, libéralité 
permanerent, eos douium remittit, 

where custom suggests “ quos auditos.” Exception was taken to 
the above criticism, and the suggestion made that the passage means, 
“ Having heard these things,” etc. The suggestion is untenable, and 
the contrary in the writer’s opinion easily proved, but space forbids 
the discussion of the point here.

In Chapters viii. and xvi. of Book IV., we have marked examples 
of C.æsar s violation of the usage of tense-sequence in indirect narra
tion. The examples are patent, and there is no need to dwell upon 
them. Other instances are numerous, and a collection of them would 
certainly be interesting reading.

In Book IV., Chapter xxvii., we see, “Obsides daturos quaeque im-

we
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Again, m Book IV., Chapter xxi., 
obsides dare atque . 
of the eases above noted.

IZ Uumetrü,;P"Cati0n *" * U wHth« W b-™. both
Ther are two kinds

have, “ Qui polliceantur 
• • obtemperare,” occurring just beside

we
one

language in this world, and there always 
a psychological and an analogical. The highest form of 

the hrst is the illiterate talk of the child, the highest forin of the latter 
is the crystallized thought of a cultured writer.

Jo take a humble example borrowed from Kellner’s Historical 
English Grammar, a child wants butter, and says “ Butter'” We 

°“r »^om, trained analogically, say, “ Please, pass me the butter,” 
use Ins torn, for no better reason than because other men have

Butter,^; pi’ Paych0l0gica"^ W0“w P-bably be,

The grounds for Ca-sar’s deviations from rule must, in the writer’s 
opinion, be sought in the colloquialisms of Rome in Cæsar’s time 
XV hat conversation allows, literature often rightly neglects 
.subject is interesting, and will well repay the inquirer °

One more quotation, this time from Professor Greeno.mh • “ It
^“ai tiOn ten/?rted,that ancieUt literature is addressed to 
the tai, and proceeds like conversation, with changes of the point of
Mew. and corrections as the thought proceeds.” P
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HOMER IN THE HIGH SCHOOL.

[An a!btttract.]

E. O. SLITER, M.A., KINGSTON.

The question as to what class of students should study Homer is 
not simply one of ability to read and understand him As Greek 
must be commenced with Attic, it should be evident, in view of the 
differences m dialect and vocabulary, that a fair knowledge of Attic 
inflection and syntax, with something of vocabulary, is necessary 
before Homer is begun. The average pass candidate for matricula
tion does not possess these requisites ; and in consequence—though it 
must be admitted that lie will And Homer interesting and compara
tively easy of comprehension—any advantages lie may derive will be 
tar outweighed by the confusion and indetiniteness in grammatical 
knowledge which is the inevitable result when Homeric Greek is 
studied under these conditions. The inference is, that more time for 
preparation must be allowed, or Homer should be dropped from the 
pass matriculation curriculum.

For well grounded students Homer is excellent. On the principle 
of doing one thing at a time, it is recommended that (a) translation 
grammatical and linguistic study, (l>) literary study and (c) study of 
scansion and metrical reading, be kept distinct so far as possible. Let 
one careful and thorough reading be devoted to the first of these ; 
then let portions of the book, noteworthy for style or sentiment 
be taken up for analysis, in particular such passages as contribute to 
our knowledge of the modes of life and thought characteristic of the 
heroic age. Then a series of lessons may be set apart for the study 
ot metre, scansion of numerous lines, and metrical reading of selected 
portions. Such a method of treatment requires very little more time 
than is ordinarily spent, while the gain to the student in definiteness 
of knowledge must be considerable.
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ON THE FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS, AND METHODS 
OF OPERATION IN GEOMETRY. L<
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N. F. DUPUIS, M.A., KINGSTON.

Ladies and Gentlemen,—I should be very much pleased to be able 
to attend all the meetings of this Association, and to take an active 
part in furthering its interests, which, as I understand them, are the 
general consideration, and discussion, and improvement, if need be 
of the mathematical teaching and general mathematical interests of 
Ontario and, through Ontario, of the whole Dominion. I should 
like to hear discussed, not only the character of the mathematical 
teaching in the High Schools and Universities of our Province but 
also the character of the mathematics taught. For mathematics 
unlike classics and modern languages, and much like speculative 
philosophy of which it in reality forms a part, is capable of bein«r 
developed along different lines ; and it may require a great amount of 
discussion, and thought, and experience to determine which line of 
development is best adapted to all the varying circumstances which 
surround school and college life in our country.

I have said that I would be much pleased to attend these meet
ings. Circumstances, however, frequently make it impracticable I 
have no Easter holidays, and, living at a considerable distance, I can 
scarcely get here without doing more or less of an injustice to my 
classes. I can only promise you, then, that I will be present when
ever I can fairly do so, and l trust I shall always be found ready and 
willing to do what I can for the good of the Association.

I am going to address
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you upon the subject of geometry, and 1 
propose to give you some of my ideas upon the fundamental concep-

lines along which’in my opinion’

Upon this matter I have thought a great deal for some years 
past and I can assure you that what I shall give you are conclusions 
which have been arrived at after full deliberation upon my part.

I start with the principle that every science should, as far as 
possible, be developed from a natural and, I 
naturalistic basis.

Our knowledge is principally derived from 
modern principle of evolution tells us that what . 
are but the inherited experiences of the human

am disposed to say, a

experience, and the 
we call our intuitions 

Arithmeticrace.
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had its beginnings in the experience of primitive man in counting 
on v T °Wn Saf,et7 or convenience, and elementary algebra it

“ l u'TC eXte,'ded and general,zed. So also geometry is a 
gr w which is rooted in man’s primitive experience and which has 
grown w.th the developing powers of the himian mind. Hence 1
!-------- - lustrations orm poor and unsatisfactory beirinninU
however useful they may be thereafter, and that in establishing first 
principles we should as far as possible, go back to experience. °

Let ua consider first, then, the geometric element which w 
, rid in doing so, I shall generally refer to a line which iwe call a 

is osten- 
, although such

. . - — necessary.
I he only conception that we can form of a line must have some 

analogue in our experience, and hence our definition of a line should 
be insome way related to that experience. ‘d

Clifford says that a line is the edge of the black band which 
make by drawing a pen across paper ; but he admits that this is not 
a good working definition. Euclid’s definition of a line, as bein<r that 
which has “length without breadth,” is too abstract, and is impossible
len V°i‘CePt’ Slhce tuhere ls "«thing to be conceived o . Besides 
length done is not what constitutes a line, inasmuch as it must at the 
same time have both direction and position.

i16 aPPears t0 me that the only natural way is to start from the
.reomeiricaf H ZZ "u* °UV Way UP t0 the abstra(jt and the
geometrical, if we are to furnish or to retain any firm ground for the
length onlv° fC°"Cef-'S' No ,perSOn ever thinks o{ a line as being 

f n u-18 mental consciousness there is always present
Whi heaexOtendSs0f,ething’a! aUenUated aS ^ P'ease> but al.nmth^ 

hich extends from point to point along the line. The first idea
seems to be that of a visible physical line*: From this we gradually
eliminate the character of breadth, until it ceases to be considered as
. n elemental part of the line, but in our conception we still clin» to
the phyg'cal 1,ne though vague and infinitesimal in breadth it may
be an the soinrthing whieh marks out the course of the geometrical
line. I his does not in any way interfere with the logic of
mène, for wherever the idea of breadth intrudes itself
aside as something not belonging to the line.
t, I* Sefe"1S t0 that the Proper way to define a line i
the limit towards which a physical line approaches, when
is continually diminished In this way the physical line passes away 
mto the invisible, but whether visible or not, we retain a conscious- 
ness of a something which, passing along the physical line and bein»
rical I?ney Th^ ^ "° ^ it$$ breadth’ is the geomet*
ncal line Jins gives us not on y a real concept, but a true one
Id l1 V U 68 aL°ng Wlth the idea of lengfch those of both direction 
and position ; and it seems to me that this is the most logical defini
tion that can be given, inasmuch as it is in accord with experience
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possesses the required accuracy, and leads readily to the only concep 
tion of the line which our finite faculties 
bending.

Let us next consider space.
Euclid, and all geometrical systems which go under the name of 

Euclidian, assume

of t 
becc 
para 
Eue 
worl 
is e' 
mat!

capable of compre-are

that space is homogeneous, of one kind and 
property throughout, and that the properties of a geometrical figure, 
whether relative or absolute, are consequently independent of the 
position which the figure occupies in space. This assumption requires 
that space shall be infinite and unbounded, for if it be bounded, those 
parts which lie near the boundary cannot be the 
as those which are

one

his
angl 
of m

same in every way 
situated far from the boundary. This is also, 

therefore, equivalent to assuming that a straight line can never return 
into itself, and that parallel straight lines can never meet.

Of late years, and especially since the advances made by ltiemann. 
speculative geometry has entered upon an inquiry in regard to the 
necessity or the validity of the Euclidian assumption, and has shown 
that a whole system of geometry can be built up upon an entirely differ
ent assumption, and in fact upon several different assumptions in 
regard to space. In this new space several of Euclid’s fundamental 
principles and axioms would be invalid, inasmuch as in this space 
parallel lines would meet, and a straight line would return into itself.

Thus Clifford, Helmholtz, and others have speculated upon the 
nature of what has been called spherical space, ellipsoidal space, etc., 
and Clifford has gone so far as to postulate that such phenomena as 
magnetism, electricity, etc., may be due to something like stresses 
brougnt to bear upon matter by its necessity, as a part of the solar or 
even steliar system of having to pass through a non-homogeneous 
space. And another mathematician has quite recently said that it 
can be proved to a certainty that a straight line can and does return 
into itself if sufficiently produced.

I admit that it is possible that the Euclidian idea of space may be 
false, but at the same time I hold that it is the only assumption that 
satisfies the logic of the human mind. It may be said that we cannot 
conceive infinite space. But neither can we have any logical concep
tion of a space which is necessarily bounded, for it is a contradiction 
in thought. A bounded space necessitates the idea of a boundary, 
and therefore of something being beyond the boundary, and as that 
something must be space, our boundary is an arbitrary thing making 
a part of space lie without its own limits. So that with all deference 
to Clifford and to all others who hold like views, I still believe with 
Clark Maxwell that, whether the Euclidian assumption be correct or 
incorrect, space as a mental concept is necessarily infinite, and that 
what is called spherical space is in reality only a part mentally 
separated from the infinite whole, and endowed with such properties 

may be supposed to belong to it.
Upon the assumption of spherical space, a pi
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My own opinion is that a straight line cannot be 
dehned upon any principles such as those here involved

lhe preceding definitions are both faulty, from the fact that the 
straight line as a geometric figure has no extreme points, and should 
therefore be dehned without any reference to such points. This is 
expressed m the language of modern geometry bysayin* that a 
traight line goes to infinity, or extends to infinity. These expres

sions, while convenient and very suggestive, need produce no difficul
ties when one conies to understand what they reallv mean. Infinity 
as thus employed, is not a place but a property, and the meaning of 
the phrase is that we can form no conception of any point in a line 

• remote that the line must necessarily stop there and cannot be 
p uce beyond it. As this idea is necessary in thought, as it plays

Pr?,1" *U extended geometry, and as some of the molt 
extensions in tl elemer.tnrv ru-tr+wmo _

satisfactorily

an

subject due to it, it worthy of introduc- 

ine. Prof. Halstead

me
our

of the surface of 
becomes

indefinitely great sphere, and a straight line 
, a«rea,t c!rcle of ^e sphere. And as there is no doctrine of

Fuelid d ti'1 -enC 8e?m?try» 80 there can be no such parallels as 
Euc d defines, in spherical space. 1 do not think, however that it is 
wor l while to carry this subject any further, but Prof. VV.’ B Smith 
is evidently of the opinion that something should be said of this 
matter even m very elementary geometry, and he accordingly says in 
his recently published elementary work, that either the sum of the

noSt°. 6V!ry- t:iang!e,1S tW° ri«ht ang*es> or the sum of the a,,„ts 
of no tiiangle is two right angles. °

For my own part I dissent totally from such a vie To mature 
minds exercised in all the fundamental principles o tl subject such
to be hnlh? T 8P/-eriCa tpaCe aud four-dimensional space may prove 
to be both interesting and profitable. But if geometry as presented
o beginners cannot be placed solely upon that rational basis which 

is m evident conformity with our powers and li " 
it can be productive of nothing but bewildering 

Let us next consider the straight line. °
nm.Euclid8ay® that ifc is a line wldch lies evenly between its
points. But the meanings attached to the word
are almost as numerous as the commentators
it these are not agreed as to the idea in the
not l.kely that our youths can make much on
ing definition, and
is that “

an

glit,

extreme 
nly (eg i gov) 

on Euclid’s works, and 
*eek mind, it is

. ----------- A better work-
* • . . “‘“twouM have saved Euclid some theorems 

• , » « *?lght 1,ne 18 the sh°rtest distance between its extreme 
points for this seems to be self-evident even to many of the lower 
animals and it is certainly intelligible. Of course it partakes of The 
nature °f an axiom, but not to a greater extent, I think, 
definition does. ’
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thinks that in laying down the fundamental principles of geometry, 
such an indefinite and evasive thing as direction should be carefully 
excluded.

I would like to ask the reason why. Geometry has only two 
fundamental conceptions—length or distance, and direction, or, to 
express it mechanically, transference, which has to do with length, 
and rotation, which has to do with direction, and these two are totally 
and necessarily distinct from one another. Pure transference meas
ures out distance, and pure rotation measures out angle, and the 
most forcible and natural definition of space that can he given is that 
it is that which admits of all distances in every direction.

That these two conceptions are independent of one another is 
patent to every person who thinks upon the matter, for no amount of 
transference can produce rotation, at least upon the Euclidian assump
tion of space, and no amount of rotation can produce transference of 
the point about which rotation takes place. The reduction of all 
geometry to these two conceptions is forcibly brought out in DeMoivre’s 
formula, and the resulting geometrical treatment of the complex vari
able, as also in the related quaternionic method wherein all relations 
are expressible as function of tensors and versors, while these in 
themselves are so distinct as to be subject to quite different laws of 
transformation. It is also worthy of notice that while we have no 
system of geometry of any importance founded upon length alone, 
have a whole complex system, spherical trigonometry, founded upon 
direction alone.

But some person may think that length is something real, tangible, 
absolute, while direction is not. That is a totally false idea. The 
very conception of length involves the existence of a line, and 
inseparable property of a line is direction. Also, unqualified length 
is just as vague as unqualified direction. In geometry we always 
compare lengths ; and in the same way we compare directions, and 
everyone who understands the English language forms just as defi
nite an idea of what is meant by different directions as he does of 
what is meant by different lengths. In like manner, the statement 
that two lines have the same direction is just as definite and exact as 
the statement that two finite lines have the same length.

And how does Prof. Halstead define a straight line! He says 
that if a piece of space be taken from any part of the line, it will tit 
every other part. This definition may be ingenious, but certainly it 
is anything but elegant, and it seems to me that a piece of space is 
fully as evasive an idea as direction is.

Holding as I do, I should then define a straight line as a line of 
which every part, or of which all the parts, have the same direction. 
This subject of direction is too important to be dismissed just yet, so 
that I will return to it again after a short digression.

A piece of a line Euclid calls a finite line. No objection can be 
taken to this, except that it is somewhat long. Halstead uses the
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geometry, 

; carefully word sect. This is certainly short, but I think unfortunate as we
have sects enough already ; besides, it is too nearly related in ^ a
to sector, which has an entirely uncognate meaning. I U8e the tenu
line-segment or, simply, segment, which means a part cut off T
aware that the word is used in different senses, as the Segment of a
circ e, o a sphere, etc. ; but in these cases we always qualify the term
by stating the kind of segment. If, then, it were agreed that Z
unqualihed word should mean a segment of a line, as being the one most
frequently brought to our consideration, no diiliculty could arise in
regard to its application 1 may say, however, that f am not wedded

the term, although I do not know of any one that is better and 
more convenient. ueiter and
om:S6 n,OSt Peculiaf Perversion of terms that I know of is W B 
Smiths use of ray for a straight line. The word ray has a verv 
definite and restricted meaning, and it occurs so frequently in physical 
work as to render it totally unfit to express the general Le^s an J 
wo rays must radiate from a common point. We might possibly <reî 

aiong with it in plane geometry, but how would it apply in sifatlal 
geometry, where two lines do not necessarily 1 PP 7 patl"
either tinite or at infinity?
tl,from this digression with these ideas before us, I think
^ fl" simM S;‘ ,,,any other emd—“

Just as length is measured out by the translation of a point along
Tl eneàS°iang 6 18 meaSlired °Ut by the rotation of » line about a poinf 
The analogy is complete ; but as translation and rotation eLch
operates m its own way, it follows that angle can be measured onlv 
by angle, and length only by length ; and as^we practically measure I 
length by an inch, ora foot, ora metre, each of which is Ttsëlf » 
length, so we practically measure an an<de by a degree or a r«rli 
each of which is itself a,, a„g,e. The s^araUonoTese 
copiions has been one of the great strides in geometry, and any of 
>ou who have read old works upon trigonometry, such Is Vince's^ro 
aware of the great simplification that has been eliected by leavîng out
ttirt^X/" radiUS’ and th,M re*e=atin6 lengt,

Thence it follows that an angle is not the opening between two 
bÂt n°f,1S a\°ne wnter says, the pointed piece of plane lying
lZ '\een !eJmeS’ ,Ut SUnply a difference in direction ; and when any 
two lines differ m direction they form an angle with one another and 
this definition applies as well in space as on the plane. ’

Lines which do not differ in direction, i.e., which have the same 
direction, are parallel, just as line-segments which do not diffVr in
“SV*. wlnch llave tlie same length, are equal. Thus “parallel” 

holds the same relation to directions that - eq„2l " does “ length
so ti Lv 1 ‘fr Parall,!l Strai8ht »-«■ not meet, for if 
so, they cannot have tlie same direction at their point of meeting.
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and hence they are not parallel, or one of them at least violates the
definition of the straight line, i.e., a line of which all parts have the 
same direction.

Thence it

one 
con si 
angl

follows, also, that the magnitude of the angle between 
two lines is the amount of rotation required to bring one line into the 
direction of the other, this rotation being expressed in any arbitrary 
unit; and this applies equally well to plane or spatial geometry.

laknig the analogous case, the excess of one line-segment over (or 
with) another is the amount of production which will bring one seg
ment to be equal to the other, i.e., the extent to which one line must 
be produced to make it equal to the other.

I do not wish just here to deal with what the French geometers 
cal the sense of a magnitude, but these analogies between rotation 
and translatmn are worthy of careful study, if we are fully to catch 
the drift of modern geometry. It is then worthy of mention that 
when two lines differ in direction, either one may be rotated into the 
direction of the other. But these two rotations being exactly opposite 
in character so that if one follows the other the effect is nil, are to 
be considered as having different senses, or, in the notation of algebra, 
are to have different signs. Similarly, if two line segments differ in 
length, either may be brought to be equal to the other, the shorter to 
the longer by producing the shorter forwards, or the longer to the 
shorter by what we may call “producing the longer one backwards,” 
t.e., by making our productions, in these two cases, in opposite 
directions, starting in each case from the corresponding extremities of 
the two segments ; and as in the case of the rotations, if one of these 
productions follows the other the effect is nil. These distinctions 
come out prominently in trigonometry, and owing to the great modern 
development of this subject, or probably, rather to the fact that this 
subject was not stereotyped by the ancient Greeks, the nomenclature 
is much more complete for rotations than it is for translations

Then as to measurement of angle. Rotation in a plane is 
operation which necessarily has a cycle, the rotating line 
after a time, exactly to its initial direction.

This complete cycle which I have ventured to call a circumangle, 
but which Prof. Smith calls a round angle, seems to me to be the 
simplest natural unit of angular measure, as there can be no question 
of the uniformity of our standard. Then the straight angle is best 
defined as one-half a circumangle, and the right angle as one-fourth 
of a circumangle, or one-half a straight angle.

This definition certainly makes all right angles equal, and thus 
avoids a weakness in Euclid’s definition, which without extraneous 
aid either does not necessarily make all right angles equal, or does 
not necessarily make four right angles with 
plane.
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iolates the 
3 have the

one side of a straight line is a straight angle, or two right angles, and 
consequently, that if a straight line i, rotated through two right 
angles, it is reversed in direction, and conversely.

Taking now these ideas and definitions, in conjunction with the 
Euclidian assumption of space, the theorem that the sum of the three

gles of a triangle is two right angles, follows in the most direct and 
simple manner.

ABC is a triangle. Rotate the side AC 
about the point A until it comes into the 
position AB. as indicated by the arrow. This 
rotation describes the angle A. Now rotate 
AB about B until it comes into the position
CB. This rotation describes the angle B. «__/
Lastly, rotate about the point C until CB /A 
becomes CA, and thus describe the angle C.

We have thus described the three angles of the triangle, but in so 
doing we have reversed the direction of the original line AC. Hence 
the three angles of the triangle are together equal to a straight angle.

Numerous illustrations might be given of the application of the 
same prolific principle, but the following one, which finds 
tion in the theory of the mariner’s sextant, must suffice :

a trian8le- AT, the internal bisector of the angle A 
and CP, the external bisector of the angle C, meet in P. To prove 
that the angle APC is one-half the angle B : Denote the angle BAP 
by a, and the angle BCP by fi. Rotate CP to direction AC about 
the point C. The angle described is y. 
into direction AP. The angle described is 
APC is y - a.

Now rotate CB to direction AC about C, and rotate AC to direc- 
tion AB. The whole angle described is 2y - 2a, which is the angle 
d ; and the theorem is proved.

Feeling that I have dwelt long enough upon this part of my 
subject, I shall proceed, after making a single remark.

For some centuries past it appears to have been the prevailing 
opinion in Great Britain that there could be no logical sequence in 
geometry except that given by Euclid, and that no methods of opera
tion were allowable except those employed by Euclid. In fact, the 
English mathematician of the eighteenth and the earlier part of the 
nineteenth century was so lost in his admiration of Euclid and Newton 
that he either assumed that these two great men had completed the 
whole fabric of mathematics, and that then was little, if any more 
to be done, or he was too busy in doing homage to his heroes to observe 
what was going on about him. As a consequence, and to his loss and 
asting disgrace, he allowed the French and German geometers to 

leave him far behind in the race ; and no English name, as a result 
be placed by the side of those of Steiner, and Gauss, and Poncelet’ 

and Chasles, and Monge, as being equally or similarly connected with
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the great advances which have been made in modern geometrical 
thought and methods during the past two centuries. Even yet Oxford 
and Cambridge, those two great eyes of British liberty, as they have 
been named, still cling to the old Greek methods, although an impor
tant association of nearly four hundred of the most eminent teachers 
in Great Britain, and including such men as Sylvester and Henrici, 
has been for years agitating for some radical reform in the methods 
of dealing with elementary geometry, so as to bring it into line with 
modern thought and modern usage.

These feel, as many intelligent teachers in this country feel, that 
however complete and finished Euclid’s work may be in itself, it forms 
but a poor introduction to that line of thought which has been fore
most in developing the beautiful system of modern geometry ; for 
although the methods of the Greeks are to be praised for their logical 
presentation and rigor of demonstration, yet as Prof. Cajori has said, 
they are not capable of advancing geometry very much beyond the 
point at which the Greeks have left it. And even the Greek mind, 
in its progress, would have found it necessary to discover or invent 
new methods of dealing with the many problems which pressed for 
solution.
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The tendency at the present time is to introduce, as far as is 
practicable, and in an elementary way, most if not all of the methods 
which play so important a part in the extensions of pure geometry, 
such as superposition, continuity, motion, sense, limits, etc., and with 
this tendency I am heartily in accord, for instead of leaving an abso
lute and complete chasm between the elementary geometry and the 
higher, it makes the former to be a natural and fitting introduction 
to the latter. A variety of methods not only gives interest to the 
work, but some methods are better adapted than others, even peculiarly 
adapted to throw light upon certain metric or descriptive problems, 
and to give the student a particular insight into their relations and 
generalization.

Thus, if Euclid had dealt with the circle in a somewhat different 
manner, and had employed the modern and more accurate definition 
of a tangent, his theorems on the tangency of circles might have been 
thrown into concise, elegant, and highly suggestive forms, which is 
certainly not the case with them at present.

But to proceed, superposition furnishes the simplest and most 
satisfactory of all geometrical proof, and lies at the basis of all 
geometrical demonstration. Our definition of equality depends upon 
superposition. For two line-segments are equal when their extreme 
points, or end-points, can be made to coincide by superposition, and 
angles are equal when their
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position. This fact should be put prominently before the pupil, that 
superposition is the ultimate resort, the final court of appeal in 
geometry, and that out of it, as one of the undeniable facts of our sense 
experiences, grows the whole structure and system of the science.
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Euclid does not make as much use of this method as he might 
have done and not as much, in my opinion, as he should have done. 
In many places in his First Book, especially in the celebrated now, 
asmorum, in the theorems concerning the equality- of parallelograms, 
and triangles with equal bases and altitudes, and in other places, he 
might have employed superposition with a very marked advantage 
over the methods actually followed.

Instead of employing any word having a similar meaning to our 
congruent, Euclid uses the word equal in a double sense, and 

thus necessarily makes his demonstrations in many cases longer than 
they would have been if he had used a distinct word to” signify 
capability of becoming one, or identical, by superposition.

In his Second Book he employs superposition to a considerable 
extent, but not always as happily as he might, as, for example, in his 
eighth. His ninth and tenth would have been much more readily 
proved by superposition than by the method there given. Take his 
tenth, for example.

He works, also, altogether by additions, and hence some of his 
results are not in the most convenient forms for modern use. Thus 
his fifth, Book II., is more conveniently stated thus : “The rectangle 
on the sum and difference of two finite lines, is equal to the difference 
of the squares on the lines.”

Again, I cannot see that there is any necessity, in beginning a 
course in geometry, to mix up constructive geometry with descriptive 
and I do not believe that it is the better way. We can prove, for 
example, that a given line segment has one and only one middle point 
by superposition, and we thus come into all the properties of this 
point without entering into any graphical method of finding it. 
Similarly we define a right angle and perpendicular lines, and we 
found our geometrical arguments upon these definitions and not 
upon any construction for making a right angle or for drawing 
line perpendicular to another.

There is no doubt that constructive geometry forms an excellent 
exercise for the student, and in the advanced parts of the subject 
may lead to new and beautiful theorems or to other important con
structions. But it serves its purpose best as an exercise, when the 
student has acquired a sufficient mastery over elementary principles 
in descriptive geometry to enable him to make some choice of methods 
in his constructions. The mere learning of a construction from a 
book, and where no important principles are involved, and 
sions are in view, is of very little educational value.

The principle of continuity is of singular importance, if the 
theorems of geometry are to be considered in any other than a merely 
local and restricted sense. The beginner is very apt to think that 
the relations which he obtains by reasoning upon a diagram are in 
some way connected with that particular figure. If the figure is much 
changed in form, he begins to doubt as to whether his derived proper
ties still belong to it; and if by continuous variation it passes into
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novel but quite logical transformation, he fails completely to 
connect the new form with the old, and he no longer thinks of apply
ing to this new figure the relations of parts which he has shown to 
belong to the old. The student who has

L some
grea
mem
longi

no deeper insight into 
geometry than this, can have no true conception of its scope and 
meaning, even though he knew every proposition in Euclid- for 
Euclid lends himself to this very restricted view of geometry by 
making at times several distinct cases where only one is necessary 
and by carefully avoiding any attempt at generalization through the 
principle of continuity.

It should be strongly impressed upon the mind of the beginner 
that geometry is founded upon fundamental concepts and upon 
definitions, and that the diagram, although a necessary element in 
demonstration, is nevertheless an accidental one, a mere type which 
in general, may have any one of a thousand forms or sizes, provided 
only there are present the relations involved in the demonstration 
1 he sooner this fact is grasped by the student the better it augurs for 
his future success in geometry.

But, as far as I know, the best way to enforce this principle is to 
vary the form of figures continuously, and to trace any changes if 
there be any, which take place during the variation, and to push such 
variation to extreme and even to limiting cases.

To quote a recent author: “There are two principles which 
underlie modern plane geometry, and distinguish it from that of the 
ancients and from Euclidian methods. These are the principle of 
continuity and the principle of duality. By the principle of con
tinuity is meant that a theorem should be of universal truth and 
application, and should involve no exceptions. If altered circum
stances seemingly make the theorem untrue, the circumstances must 
give way and not the theorem—that is, suitable conventions must be 
introduced in interpreting the circumstances, so that the enunciation 
ot the theorem is not invalidated.”

Now in order to carry out the ideas of this writer, and to under
stand and apply this principle of continuity, it is essential that 
introduce the convention of
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AweI °PP°site senses, and express these by 
appropriate words, or, if we employ algebraical symbols, that we 
introduce the use of positive and negative signs. This usage renders 
geometry consistent with itself, and supplies the deficiency arising 
from the necessarily restricted use of the words of a spoken language 
No word or phrase in language can be as broad in its significance and 
general in its application as the symbols of algebra or the relations of 
geometry, since these latter, from their very nature, include what in 
a spoken or written language, may at times appear to be contradic- 
tory. Thus, the addition of - b to a, or of - 4 to 6, is a subtraction 
rather than an addition, so that the sign + has at times to express two 
seemingly contradictory operations. Similarly, we speak of dividing 
a line-segment when the point of division is on the line but without 
the segment, and thus apparently make a part of the segment to be
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greater than the whole ; and we may also speak of producing a seg
ment, when the operation actually makes it shorter rather than 
longer.

But these aie necessities, not belonging to geometry, but arising 
out of the fact that the generalizing power of our reason is tied down 
by the restrictions of that language in which we have to think and to 
express our thoughts.

The carrying out of the preceding ideas involves nearly all the 
modern methods referred to, and also requires some modification in 

usually accepted definitions of rectilinear figures. ‘Thus a triangle 
should not be defined exactly as in Euclid’s work, but as the closed 
figure formed by three non-concurrent lines and their determined 
points, or by three non-collinear points and their determined lines (using 
“ line ” for a straight line, as a curved line is usually called a curve). 
This way of defining a triangle, while perfectly exact, generalizes 
matters and avoids the necessity of speaking about sides produced.
. '^.ie.n suc^ theorems as the following very general ones become
intelligible : (1) “ The sum of the three perpendiculars from any 
point to the three sides of an equilateral triangle is constant;” a 
theorem which is true for every point in the plane, if sense be con
sidered, and the sides of a triangle be taken generally as the lines 
which determine the triangle ; (2) “ To find a point equidistant from 
the three sides of a triangle;” and the generalization of the construc
tion which gives the one point, will give other three.

The principle of duality cannot be introduced to any great extent 
into elementary work, but it is worth while to lead the student to 
think about these things by showing him that just as two points 
determine one line, so two lines determine one point, and that just as 
four points determine at most six lines, so four lines determine at 
most six points ; and as he can find four points equidistant from three 
given lines, it may interest him to try and find four lines which shall 
each be equidistant from three given points, which form the vertices 
of a triangle.

As illustrations of the preceding principles, I give the following 
examples of the principle of continuity, and allied processes and 

their results :
1. AB is a chord of a circle, and P is 

any point upon the circle. Then since 
l. APB is one-half the angle at the centre, 

and standing upon the same arc, it follows / 
that the l APB remains constant while /
P moves along the arc from A through 

Now when P passes B and l 
comes to Q, the i. APB, apparently at 
least, changes to l AQB, which is the 
supplement of 4. APB, and this change 
appears to take place suddenly, just at 
the moment that P, in its motion, passes 
B ; and if P moves on along the circle, 
the reverse change will take place when P passes A.

*
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This seems to interfere with the principle of continuity, for if the 
r , . rem?mis constant while P passes along any portion o the 
circle, it must be constant under all circumstances of motion in the 
circle.

segin
meat

1
at A, 
by a 
-2A 

bolojj

Let us then

_ AQB pass through Y, and that the external bisector of APB and 
the internal bisector of AQB pass through X ; and as X and Y 
fixed points, it follows that the internal bisector of u APB always
rZTt}hr°Ugi\iR e,tC;’ aiud thaAt f cordil‘gly the L APB has not be- 

e the ^ AQB, but the u AQR, and that the principle cf 
tinuity is not violated. r r

2. ABCD, in Fig. 1, is a 
normal quadrilateral, and the 
sum of its angles a, /i, y, ô i 
four right angles. Now let 0 

to the left until it passes 
D, and gives the crossed 

quadrilateral, as in Fig. 2.
I’he angles denoted by y and â Fig i.
m Fig. 1, become external angles y and â in Fig. 2, and the sum of 
he four angles a, fi, y, â is still four right angles; and not only is 

the principle of continuity inviolate, but its application shows us how 
we are to interpret the angles of the crossed quadrilateral.

o. 1 he diagonals of the quadrilaterals 1 and 2 are AC and BD 
and we thus see that in the normal quadrilateral both diagonals lie
within the hgure, while in the crossed one both diagonals lie without 
the hgure.

Rf?l mlA"liddAlei0inn°f the diaS°nals’ then the relation 
m, f+, + D,A = AC + RD + 4 E F is equally true for both
quadrilaterals—a rather remarkable fact when we consider the ditfer-

the disposition of the diagonals, and of the join EF in the 
two cases, but a fully expected fact when we recognize that one 
hgure passes into the other by a continuous motion, and that in all 
such cases the law of continuity must of necessity apply.

■ In ‘hf no/,nal quadrangle, Fig. 1, we know that the joins of the 
middle points of opposite sides taken in pairs, intersect one another. 
And by noticing that th applies equally to the crossed quadrangle
beeoonVe t 77 theF" a!ized theorem' If four Points on a plane 
noint«nef H*1 and tW°’ hy Six lines> the three joins of the middle 
points of these connectors, taken in opposite pairs, pass through a 
common point and mutually bisect one another.

lustrations similar to the foregoing might be multiplied 
mdefanitely, but the following, which have relation
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segments, and which involve the employment of terms opposite in 
meaning, are all that can be given at present ;

1. ABC is a triangle,* Fig. 1, acute angled 
at A, and CD is perpendicular upon AB ; then, 
by a well-known theorem, BU-=AB* + AC*
— 2ABAD, as expressed in algebraic sym
bology.

c

L\ Let D be the foot of the perpendicular /_ 
from C to AB, and let the triangle so change A 
its form that D moves along and arrives at A, 
as in log. 2. Ihen, since AD is zero, the last _
term of the foregoing expression is zero, and ^
we have the theorem, Eue. 47, I.

3. Let the triangle continue to change e_
that D passes through A and appears upon the 
opposite side of it, as at Fig. 3. Then, as 
AD is measured in one direction in Fig. 1, '
and in the opposite direction in Fig. 3, the
segment AD has opposite senses in these 
two cases, and as we have written 
AB AD with a negative sign in the 
case of Fig. 1, so we must write this 
rectangle with a positive sign in the 
case of Fig. 3, and we then have theorem 
Eue. 12, II., which applies to obtuse- 
angled triangles. Or, if we see tit to 
state the theorem in words, 
that for the acute-angled triangle the 
square on BC is less than the sum of 
the squares on the sides AB and AC, and in the case of the obtuse- 
angled triangle, greater than the sum of these squares by twice the 
rectangle on AB and AD.

4. If, in Fig. 1, C comes down to the line AB at the point D, or 
any point between A and B, the theorem reduces to Eue. 4, II. ; and 
if C comes down to D, in Fig. 3, we obtain Eue. 6, II. Thus we 
learn that the five theorems referred to are all interconnected, and in 
fact that they are all modifications, or rather, particular cases of one 
general theorem.

As a final illustration, we may take the following : Modern 
geometry recognizes the fact that every plane angle has two bisectors, 
an internal one and an external one, and it properly assumes that 
every descriptive and metrical property belonging to one of these 
bisectors belongs also in some way to the other. In some cases this 
is very obvious, as, for example, that the internal bisector and the 
external bisector, of the same angle of a triangle, divide the opposite 
side in the same manner, the first one internally and the second

D B
Fig. 1.

e so

Fig. 2.

we say D f\ B
Fig. 3.

one
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externally ; and this fact is fundamental in the theory of harmonic 
division.

In other cases, however, a change of word has to be introduced 
which is symbolically equivalent to a change of algebraic sign, when 
we pass from one bisector to the other.

For example, if ABC be any triangle, and P be any point on the 
internal bisector of the angle A, the difference, between PB and PC 
is less than the difference between AB and AC. 
extei nal bisector, the sum of PB and PC is greater than the sum of 
AB and AC.

I

But if P be on the

C
Here we notice the change from difference to sum and from less to 

greater, and this may be taken as a typical example.
These illustrations might be extended at pleasure, but J feel that 

I must draw these remarks to a close, although I have not overtaken 
one-half of the matter that passed through my mind when I began 
the preparation of this address.

I would like to have discussed the subject of purely descriptive 
geometry upon which Euclid scarcely touches at all ; to have dealt 
with metrical geometry in its relations to the fundamental principles 
and rules of mensuration; to have considered the legitimacy, the 
methods and the advantages of employing, not algebra, but algebraic 
symbolism in geometric investigations ; to have dealt with the matter 
of ratio and proportion, and the theory of similar figures in the light 
of modern developments, and to have dwelt for a little upon the aid 
which geometry receives from algebra, and upon the light which 
geometry, in many of its constructions, throws upon algebra, and 
especially upon the theory of the quadratic and other equations. 
But these must be left for some future time, i indeed we are all 
spared to see the advent of such a time.

And now, in conclusion, there
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are two ways which lead up the 
steep ascent of the hill of geometry. One is an old pioneer road, cut 
through by mighty workers and without the aid of modern appli
ances, and travelled for ages by thousands of anxious searchers after 
the truth which lies hid in the divine sci

i

Le
, science. Every obstacle has
been removed, and not a stone or a weed remains to obscure the path, 
which is trodden smooth and hard by the thousands of passing feet.' 
But on either side the underwood stands close and conceals from view 
the surrounding regions, and no promising vista spreads out to cheer 
the plodding traveller.

The other way is a broad and a new one, less travel-worn, but leading 
its frequenters through open fields and more attractive scenery. Here 
it leads into the shady grove where the toiler may rest—there'it opens 
out into wide expanses and flowering meadows, and all the while the 
sweet radmnce which emanates from the summit of the hill, rests on 
all and over all, and binds each to each in the bonds of universal and 
eternal truth. Of these two roads it is ours to make the choice.
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DEFECTS IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM.

A. M'MILLAX, TORONTO.

s,h„:s:
Haxe ue not a very complete system of High Schools ; and, to crown 
all a university which is the pride of every Canadian i With this 
evidence beforeus.it would seem rash to say anything which could 
be construed as a reflection on any part of our system Yet educa
tional systems, ike all else, obey the laws of evolution, in their
Cle * develoP,nent theV‘e suscePtil,le ^ environment, and are 
liable, at times, like other things, to exhibit unhealthy tendencies

tlmtree5 &W ^"“’r ** necessary as in the growth ofthe tree. We do well, in educational matters, as in business to take
stock occasionally that we may know how we stand, i have there
lornL n1! ap° T t0 maike ,f°r what may be regarded as a stricture on 
some phases ot our school system-a system which we are pleased to
sav merits to a large extent the confidence of the people.

In dealing with the subject it will be necessary, following the line 
xv Inch I Prppose to refer to our school system as it relates to the 
Public and High School, and in doing so permit me to observe that 
the most palpable defects of our Public Schools are due partly to 
wrong conception of what the Public Schools are for, and par’tly to 

undue predominance of the High School in our system P 7 
it ■ HÎ "ie here disclaim any desire to reflect unfavorably 
High Schools. \\ e all know the zeal and intelligence which charac-

f,!!!!rFkm;a-n„a3e!.nent a“d 0f a11 ^at pertains to them
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tiona! policy !s t° magnify the High Schools at the

Eps ArjLTSAîsrg? ü
his definition gives us at once the correct conception of the Public 

^school. tu 1-Dety,"fiVe Per cent- of a11 in attendance at school belong 
to it. Their education begins and ends here. It is. therefore a 
truism to assert that, for weal or for woe, the influence of the Public 
school on our national life far outweighs all other influences.
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But, let me a^k, is the Public School fulfilling its mission! To 
answer this, we must first define the scope of the work assigned to it 
and then inquire whether it is adequately equipped for doin" this 
work. There are, as you know, two theories, to some extent con
flicting, as to the duty of the State in the matter of education. One 
maintains the right of the State to provide for such education only 
as will enable its citizens to provide the means of existence, and is 
commonly called the utilitarian or materialistic theory. The other, 
recognizing that man is something more than material, holds that 
culture should be the basic element in education. The mean between 
these appears not only the most rational, but that which at present is 
most in favor. Surely it will not be urged that purely utilitarian 
views should prevail in our Public Schools, where, as already stated, 
ninety-five per cent, of our population receive all their school training! 
Were this granted, what more effective means could be devised for 
creating and perpetuating in a democratic country, class distinctions? 
Thus would we adopt in the New World the almost effete systems of 
the Old. This, it need scarcely be added, would not harmonize with 
the spirit of modern civilization. If the masses are to govern, then 
must they be educated, and that education must be in keeping with 
the requirements of the age. The fact must not be overlooked” that, 
within recent years, great advances have been made in science, in 
government, as well as in the social conditions of the people, and that 
an educational standard adapted to primitive conditions of society 
will scarcely meet the demands of the present, much less the future. 
While it is necessary that our Public Schools should furnish a good! 
sound training in the instrumentary branches—the three R’s” for 
example—it does not follow that the line should be drawn here. The 
complexities of modern civilization call for more than this.

specific, I venture the opinion that our Public Schools should
furnish not only a thorough training in the three R’s, but c.__
definite knowledge of Jhe history of our race, with its geography__
some practical knowledge of elementary science, the advances in 
which have in recent years done so much to revolutionize the indus
trial, the commercial, and the social life of the world ; and not least, 
though last, should, as far as possible, lay the foundation of 
for the language and literature of the mother-tongue.

But, it may be answered, that our system already makes provision 
:or this, or the greater part of it. Theoretically, it does in part ; 
practically, it does not. The average schoolboy receives more training 
in the solution of complex problems in arithmetic than in expertness 
in applying the first principles of the subject to practical purposes. 
He is, as a rule, well stocked with the mere technicalities o English 
grammar, but he has little facility in the correct use—either in 
speaking or writing—of the mother-tongue. His knowledge of the 
fundamental laws of science—the operations of which might daily 
constitute for him simple object lessons—is practically nil. Why
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as a rule, excising 'cLLky* Thants n0t’

not too often accurately gauged bv the thi \ *? read,n8» is it
stories of a sensational or WoodLrdL, oh ?' he Letra>’s for 
columns of the newspaper which contain*f£haract?r> .or for those 
the most recent “ slugging ” match 1 Tn ^ Ca$tlvftlnS details of 

young people leave school with Z ^ ^ maj°rity of 
for the ordinary duties of life, much less foî th^T^6 <P™Paratiou 

What, then, is the cause of This? While iîrl Vl citizenship, 
to what has already been su^esipd , • ” ™ y not be du« solely
tlie Public Schools^ a result of tiu!*’ ^ jWered conception of 
the High School, yet thL enters trlVrr a,d°Tg influences of 
a paper read by Mr. Reazin before question- ln
year, the injurious effects of the Fntr B J *ent^ra Association last
pointed out, and the more we Xammati°n were forcibly
the more fully are we convinced thatch is18 Stf*eme.nt of tbe case,

. Since the Public Schools mustfurnish ailThT ? un.assailable.

requirements of the High Schools) m,7 sul»rdmated to the 
cent, suffer for the five per cent ! Thf. r ‘he per
We are absolutely dominated hy the Hi«h SchoTl^T WeThave erred-
-no doubt an honest „ne, though vèfv short ! hf n 7 °Ur desire 
umty m our system and to mVe°it / ' hort‘slSbted—to preserve
have overlooked the fact that the PubliT^cl°TM aPPearance> 
the, High Schooh, blU/or the J whi,^“j^reseated/or
lating ourselves on the perfect harmonv of !ll7t hdve be*n congratu- 
we have been working serious ininrv t ^n. the parts of the system,
our programme of studfes I ’72 CTL?*,1 T 
conformed to this one ideal—.,h» i P< n ? teaching has been 
absolutely overmastering ShnnlH ' Ï bdlacious, it is true, yet 
itse'f l»rtWrd!7l ;7di,t®n=t !nZt,2'i,h ’ iC Sc,1°o1 9*- *»

to High School requirements ) Why slmuldtiu-pô? Sp“'î re,’ard 
tion be made the “ be all ” and *»,, « , ,, the Entrance Examina-
course, There would be some 1 «!"?■ °f th« PMi° School 
as this, if it were true that nnv •‘ÎÎ f°r " ?° l0y 80 one'sMed
population continued their ed , * Ppreciable number of our school
« sometimes h!ar the krm "at:°n ‘7 ,Hi*h Of late
Public Schools, and this to si«n o 2 Sfl,0°.18 aPPlied *• - 
certain quarters to degrade th + ' * aS sbowing the tendency inBy wha7 authority! ttn has l î™,t‘USP"blic Sch“>8'

tins and although it may not be easy to locate the 
''"’’No"? onlyVifth 7 n0t;.nli«hte“7 l'"Uic opinion.
Public School has bJnTowered butte thC tr“e StatU“ of the 
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PUBLIC SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.

increasing its efficiency within the narrower limits by which it has 
been circumscribed.

According to the Report of the Minister of Education for 1891, 
there were 8,336 teachers in the Public Schools. Of this number, 
255 were first class, 2,999 second, 4,274 third, and 812 nondescript 
—the latter two combined exceeding the two former by 1,836, while 
the third class alone exceeded the first and second combined by 
1,024. In other words, sixty-one per cent, of all our teachers 
possess the minimum or lowest qualification. It is not necessary 
to remind you of the nature of this qualification—that it is covered 
by passing the primary or lowest examination in the High School, 
with a very short grind at the County Model School. It will not be 
denied that the teacher should be possessed of some breadth and 
culture—a model not simply for his class, but for the community in 
which he moves. Will anyone seriously assert that the average 
prim' j certificate necessarily represents sufficient culture for the 
teacher! If so, it should be remembered that the standard for 
admission as a student to our University is from one to three 
years in advance of this. Surely the times demand more than a 
mere modicum of culture in those charged with the education of the 
people. Model School masters of long experience have informed 
me that, not unfrequently, candidates for the Model School are sadly 
deficient in orthography.

Then, apart from literary culture, consider tin pedagogical outfit 
of the average graduate of the Model School. If we add to his 
meagre literary attainments, his youth and immaturity, his almost 
total ignorance of mental science, either theoretical or acquired, it is 
not surprising tha a short term in the Model can do but little for 
his pedagogical eq pment.

It will scarcely oe maintained that the work of the teacher—em
bracing as it does so much of a psychological character—is less 
delicate, less intricate, or less easy of mastery than that of the student 
of medicine. The latter has to deal mainly with the physical, but 
the teacher with the mental and moral ; therefore successful teaching 
demands talent of as high order and as much training as success 
in medicine. But imagine a medical profession composed largely of 
members who have barely any preparation for their calling beyond 
that which is furnished by their entrance examination. Or imagine 
the practice of law monopolized by students who have just gained 
admission to the Law Society.

But this is not all nor even the worst phase of the question. 
Granted that the teacher has literary culture and professional train
ing, a very important, if not the chief, aid to success is experience. 
What do the statistics say in this respect ! During the last fifteen 
years 18,281 candidates passed the examination for Third-class 
certificates. This, let me say in passing, was ninety-five per cent, of 
the whole number in attendance at the Model Schools. During the
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NorLTsctoot s to8n,t™T’tth-re. haV6 bee" in « the
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prolMbly little below that of the ModeMeliool’ buVhc Pcre™t»ge is 
law o selection, it so harness tLt L n By,sre “J'1*'™"* 
examinations are adjudged1 competent after* Candldlatoa for these
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Consider for a moment the inducements which teaching offers
1 ^t847mt°LthLp,^"7„e' Z

Legislature makes it less for 189° In tho ^ \n tht-
i oni . „ Ioy— in the htteen vears prior to, ’ the average salary of male teachers increased but $16? -
lower now than during the five * ’

Some time

The

. . ago the city council oH” “„p^ Tb^S S 

the minimum wages of corporation laborers at fifteen cents an hour 
and no one will assert that this is too high. Yet it is a fact that with 
steady employment the earning capacity of the corporation laborer at 
th s rate is quite equal to that of the average male teacher and com
fh Tk ^ exc.e®,s that ot th6 female teacher. It mav have been 
the laborer s misfortune never to have entered a school • he may not 
know how to read or write, yet his earning capacity may equaUhat 
of his unfortunate brother, who, instead of plying his avocation with 
pick and shovel, has elected to tread the thorny path of ped

It may be urged that the public will not endorse increased ex pen- 
lture foi education. In 18/7 the total cost per pupil 0f public school 

education was $6.26; in 189 it was $8.34, an i P
1 he advance in teachers’ s laries during this

th,s increase is largely due to other causes, chiefly to a 
hbera! outlay for new buildings, so that while the public has been 
generous in providing adequate school accommodation it has not shown 
he same liberality m dealing with the teacher. Why should it Zk 

mg at it from a purely business standpoint? Is it not a question of 
supply and demand ? Is there not always a superabundance of
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material available to conduct the education of our youth at an average 
annual cost of $5 a head. The average citizen need not be expected 
to pay as much yearly for his child’s education a-i for the shoes which 
his child wears, especially as the price of brains in the pedagogical 
market rules lower than the price of leather.

I have said that this is a question of supply and demand. But 
what is the cause of this abnormal demand for cheapness in the 
teacher? Coincident with the predominance which the High School 
has acquired in our system has been the elimination of the higher 
classes from our Public Schools and their absorption into the High 
Schools. Material must be found to feed these schools, and so, 
was well shown in the paper already referred to, came the lowered 
status of the Public School with its deterioration. Anyone could 
teach the babies, a mere boy or girl could till the bill. Third-class 
teachers, or rather the apprentices, underbid the higher grade and 
more experienced teachers, who in many cases quit the field, with the 
result that we have more third-class teachers to-day than at any time 
in the past.

This unfair treatment of the Public Schools provoked criticism in 
the Legislature. A remedy was provided, the chief characteristic of 
which was its mildness. We were given the Public School Leaving 
Examination, but as its ostensible purpose was to benefit the Public 
Schools, it must cost, nothing. And it did not. The rigorous condi
tions attached to it made it perfectly safe in this respect. However, 
a little more pressure from those interested in the welfare of the 
schools led to some relaxation of the conditions, still we are but toying 
with the evil. The last report from the Education Department gives 
no particulars regarding the operations of the Leaving Examination 
for last year. It is known, however, that for the whole Province 
probably less than three hundred certificates were issued and about 
$1,000 granted on the conditions which the regulations prescribe. 
This munificent sum means an average of seventeen cents for 
Public School in the Province. But this, it must be remembered, is 
for the advancement of Public School education.

How different has been the fostering care bestowed upon the High 
School ; and this, too, when public opinion is divided on the question 
of granting State aid to higher education. As teachers we realize 
the value of higher education to the State, and it should be our desire 
to see an efficient High School system maintained. But it should be 
a system such as the needs of the country demand. Owing to geo
graphical conditions we are necessarily an industrial people, and any 
system of education which ignores this fact must in the end prove a 
failure. We need good Public Schools everywhere, but it is doubtful 
whether we need a High School in every village or on every cross
road. We now have one hundred and twenty-six, and many believe 
that fewer schools well equipped would suffice. Even then we should 
be better supplied than most, if not all, other civilized nations.
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SS'*--™--

M ma,Xth wJf gr:,le,r than °“rs *« have Hve times

population, V h." „„e fîi evt; l" 4°00 V'tZ 9°’000 °f T eaeried further the disproportion i/com^vLiv grteter°mParlSOn 

ihis multiplication of High Schools, apart from its iniurious 
effects upon our Public Schools, has not been without ad Zlts ffi 

er directions. Many are attracted to the High cnool whose 
W0U dfbe eïhanced by a S°od Public School training but

evervwherernrevdernt th g6nteel OCCupatioils’ which seems
leave Tt to stdl f?rH ’ ^i ^ a T™ ln the High School, and
rnwd d T • ra:,ks °f Professi°ns already over
crowded. The rger proportion, however, take a short course
receive a modicu of preparation, and at once, or all too soon, blossom
SchnokTtT -iîfc ma3[ n°î be fair t0 charSe this solely to the High 
School, off v0t *>e denied that OUr coPious system of High

ouXht s h°l °r lPerpetUating the most flag™t defect ofb lC Schools- v,z> tlie transitory character of the teacher’s

are

calling.
I have referred to the Leaving Examination as an instance of the

Legis7aUturteeatTientt ^ P-UbHc Schools have received from the
treatment of more f,% the contrast in the
treatment of our High Schools, let me quote the following figures:

in 1 «y 1 there were registered in the Public Schools 491 741
SPeer\anfd the !eSislative grant for the year was $289,610 or
tho7 !l7rnaCh,reg,Sîered pUpd; the grant for 1892 being several 
thousand dollars less than that for 1891. In the same year 1891
there were registered in the High Schools, 22,230 pupils, but the
rnrnil Thgrant Was rarly Sl00’000> on]y $300 less, or $4.48 per 
ÇT, The;® are no £fi8ure8 showing the additional grants to High
ktion ff willhh SC°re °/, e(ïu,Pment> but having this out of the calcu- 
ZreTer f flbeueell f*1® grant per caPita » nearly eight times 
belong tnMie H,g ‘ Scboo,s- L T,1is money, it should be remembered, 
be on s to the people, all o whom are vitally interested in the Public
School, and the great ma,ority of whom are but indirectly interested 
in the rest of our school system.
tt. Fh« ,plea .usua,|y advanced for this discrimination in favor of 

nh Schools is that their efficiency must be maintained in order to 
supply teachers for the Public Schools. Bearing in mind what has 
already been said about the Model Schools, viz , that 1 200 
are annually turned out from them to fill positions, which, with any- 
thing bke adequate safeguards for their protection, should not number 
more than 200 ; bearing further in mind the fact that a large propor-

teachers
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tion of the 1,200 put in but a brief and perfunctory apprenticeship 
to the business, and while still prentice hands forsake the calling, 
making way for the new army of recruits ; bearing still further in 
mind what has been said regarding the undue stimulus which the 
omnipresence of the High School has given to aspirants for genteel 
occupations, how transparently fallacious does this plea become ! Is 
it not the sheerest mockery to urge that this is in the interest of the 
Public Schools ? Increased expenditure may be justified on other 
grounds, certainly not on this. Our High Schools could even, if 
made largely self-sustaining, furnish many more than the necessary 
number of teachers, and this, too, with little fear that some “ flower 
might be born to blush unseen.”

This degradation of the people’s schools lias gone on with such 
constancy that it has become familiar and has ceased to excite wonder. 
True, we have deplored it and have recognized the blighting influence, 
but, apparently, we have become convinced that it is inevitable. This 
is where we most seriously err. Silence on our part implies either 
want of faith in ourselves or indifference, not only to our calling but 
to the interests of the schools.
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1 confess that it is easier to point out these defects than to provide 
a remedy « hich will be at once feasible and effective. Evils that have 
been allowed to grow without any adequate attempts to curtail them, 
do not readily yield except to heroic treatment. Yet the status of 
the teacher, or in other words the condition of the schools—the 
determines the other—is a matter vital to the State, and the State, 
which means the people, will in this, as in other questions, look for 
light to tlio-e who are specially concerned in the work and welfare of 
the schools, and who are in a position to give expert testimony regard
ing the same. The public is to blame only so far as apathy on its part 
permits the continuance of evils, the existence of which has been 
clearly pointed out. It should be borne in mind that the
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citizen is better fitted to judge of matters pertaining to his own par
ticular avocations than to questions which may be foreign to it. 
then is a field for effort.

Here
If we shirk the responsibility which the 

situation imposes on us, and trust—as I fear we too often do—to our 
legislative godfathers, then we need not hope for impiovement.

I have indicated some of the weakest spots in our system, and 
likewise some of the contributing causes. There are other defects 
which are allied to, or spring from those suggested. Let us inform 
ourselves fully as to the effect upon our schools and teachers of what 
has been feebly pointed out here. Then our part will be clear.

In conclusion, let me say a word bearing on the relation of the 
teacher to the State. Is it not strange that the teacher—and think of 
what this word should suggest—is in the position of a ward to the 
State? It is difficult to realize how a condition of tutelage can be 
compatible with the development of true manhood or womanhood. 
Yet those qualities are expected in the teacher, and rightly so. But
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ShItw.iZf uiaVheir abse,nce in,f,lies ? We may almost say with

tins, direction, at least, lie some of our responsibilities. The me has 
long since passed when teaching should be something more than a 
mere temporary convenience for the many at the expense of those 
who are giving their life to «-something more than the bv word 
makes jt, viz., A stepping stone to something better.”

With the assurance that springs from a righteous cause, we should 
insist on such changes as will give more stability, and, therefore, more 
dignity to the teachers calling. We can insist on this, too, with the 
nil conviction that it is not only compatible with, but essential to, 

the highest interests of the community. The conditions now are such 
that we can and should have a higher standard for entrance to the 
ranlts mgher from the standpoint of age or maturity, higher from 
the standpoint of literary culture, and higher, too, from the standpoint 
ot professional training. r

Of this we may be assured that apathy on our part means the per
petuation of existing evils. If we are convinced that these evils 
exist, our duty is clear. The words, “ Who would be free himself must 
strike the blow,” even if trite, should possess inspiration for us: 
and it we cannot achieve all we desire, let us for the cause—which, 
though too often trailed in the dust, is yet noble and dearly loved— 
transmit to those who follow an improved heritage.
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aboLESSONS LEARNED IN THE SCHOOL OF EXPERIENCE.

MISS A. C. PURVES, BRANTFORD.
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Lessons learned, not in the Model School, nor the Normal School, 
the County Institute, nor the Provincial Association, but in the 

school-room itself, by the faithful and earnest doing of the daily task, 
and the wise appropriation of wisdom’s experimental hints : that is 
the way every faithful teacher, who is properly constituted and evolved, 
gets that final and supreme training which is* the secret of professional 
success. The teacher may come from the Model School armed cap-a- 
pie with all the equipment of knowledge and method, but she will be 
as awkward and as ineffective as David in the armor of Saul until she 
has put off her profundities and her theories, and stooped to pick 
of the smooth stones of wisdom from the brook of practical experience ; 
and the crucial question with School Boards in selecting a teacher is, 
or ought to be, not how much does this or that applicant know, but 
how much of what she does know is she capable of imparting to others.

Admitting, then, that the best lessons for a teacher—lessons which 
consummate and crown and make fruitful the whole educational pro- 

learned by practical experience in the school-room, it will 
be interesting to study for a few moments the methods by which this 
reflex educational process is accomplished, and to note the results 
which follow this course of instruction. First, the teacher is directly 
taught by the pupils. What a debt of gratitude we all owe to our 
classes for the discovery of new points of view, for fr^n and unhack
neyed interpretations of truth, for een, earnest questions that pierce 
to the very heart of a subject, fo nutritive hints and suggestions 
throwing their light far beyond the topic under discussion. No 
amount of mere knowledge can supply the place of this, which is gained 
only by coming in contact with child-nature ; and children are some
times permanently injured by teachers, who, however well-meaning, 
have not learned to supply their pupils’ mental needs, who praise when 
they should be si’ent, bring into prominence when they should ignore, 
discourage by blame or punishment some really healthful tendency, 
who, m short, from want of direct, sympathetic insight, have failed to 
learn the lessons which unconsciously the children 
teach.

nor

some

cess—are

are so competent to
AIt may be that the lesson comes in the way of rebuke. Many a 

teacher has blushed with honest shame at the quiet, 
naive criticism of a clear-eye child. No one so quic , so sure to spy 
a fault, and, having spied it, o frankly point it out, as a schoolboy or 

schoolgirl. Respect the honest faces of children. It will not do to 
be anything but sincere and genuine before such batteries of innocence 
and sincerity. Have you never felt genuinely foolish and unprofit
able before one of those wide-awake, common-sense, intelligent little
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fellows who comes into our Public Schools, and who knows more 
about so many things than you do 1 Before he could read for himself, 
his father or mother have read their long stories of Indians, animals, 
fairy tales, history stories, and he has augmented this knowledge by 
copious draughts from the same spring. His street lore, too, is 
appalling. He comes to school expecting wonderful things, and I 
know of nothing more pitiful than the contempt, the surprise, the 
rebuke, depicted upon the countenance when, instead o teaching him 
something on a level with his intellect, and satisfying his thirst for 
knowledge from the clear, living fountain of wisdom, the teacher 
regales him with the muddy waters of a stagnant pool, merely repeating 
that knowledge along the line of which he has already advanced 
far. V\ hat are the results 1 The teacher is troubled, and foreseeing 
breakers ahead, reports the boy “idle” and “inattentive.” The 
parents are disappointed ; the boy himself grows to be a moral and 
mental pachyderm—and this trouble to the teacher, this cramping 
and dwarfing of the ambition and courage of the boy, become more 
and more apparent as the time goes on. The rebuke and its accom
panying punishment have been given. How is the teacher going to 
profit by them ? By sympathetic insight, by laying aside her pre- 
concmved formula- and methods, and putting herself en rapport with 
child-nature, and the particular phase of it exemplified in this one 
particular boy. He asks for bread—the bread of knowledge To 
supply this want with the piece that is best suited for his capacity is 
nuMj!**aDCe’ k|lt harmony between the teacher’s perception and the 
child s need. Thus the child’s confidence will be gained, and the way 
to future research and instruction be paved. If, on the contrary, 
she be so absorbed in her own theory of what he ought to want, and 
gives him a stone instead of bread, neither is that chance, but discord 
produced by disregard or ignorance of the laws of nature, and cannot 
result otherwise than injurious to the boy. Study of child-nature 
needs patience. It is necessary to look beneath the surface, to give 
our attention to cause rather than effect, to find out the real meaning 
that lies beneath the outward forms, and to avoid forming hasty 
.judgments of individual cases. And this study of child-nature cannot 
be pursued so successfully any place as in the schoolroom, where 
the teacher is brought in contact with such widely different intellects 
and dispositions.

Again, instruction may come to the teacher in the way of appeal. 
One of the greatest benefits of dealing with young people is the mag
netic way they have of drawing a person out. Their needs, their 
emands, even their manifest failings, make a certain helpful draft 

upon the teachers resources. The lack in the pupil must somehow be 
supplied by a greater sufficiency in the instructor, and this is a health
ful and invigorating demand. It puts new strength into the helper’s 
mind just as guiding and lifting over hard places puts new strength 
into the helping hand. The teacher who has had no experience in the

so
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way of supplementing the needs and deficiencies of pupils has lost or 
neglected one of the most valuable aids to self-development and equip
ment for her chosen work. The appeal of the student should be 
of the teacher’s most potent inspirations and incentives.

In the school of experience we learn also by our mistakes. No 
worker of any kind is worth much who has not made mistakes, and 
profited by them. This is wholesome discipline and instruction. One 
never forgets the lesson of a mistake, and the first few years of any 
teachers experience are sure to be checkered by many errors of judg
ment, but instead of being a period of depression, as this time too 
often seems to be, it ought to be a time o perpetual thanksgiving, for 
throughout it all wisdom is conferring her most precious gifts upon 
the novitiate. For every received and acknowledged mistake you 
receive as a voucher one of the golden coins of experience ; and more 
than that, fortune supplies you with a safety-valve in which to keep 
your wealth. For if you had learned these very lessons theoretically 
you would he very apt to forget some, but having learned them through 
the hard discipline of mistakes, you will never forget one of them. 
The soundest and sweetest fruit of experience is made up of amended 
mistakes.

one

A few of these golden coins may be acceptable. It is a mistake to 
think you can overestimate the influence of manner and voice. “ Pre
vention is better than cure,” and she who appears before her class 
calmly lets nothing visibly irritate, hurry or confuse her, speaks 
firmly but in an ordinary tone, has prevented more than half the difficul
ties that would have arisen had she exhibited any sign of nervousness, 
such as anger, haste or irritability. The effect of the teacher’s voice 
alone is incalculable. It will cause either harmony or discord, main
tain order or destioy it. Assume a high, unnatural tone, as if you 
were in the midst of warring elements, and the children will soon let 
you see that your eflorts are not wasted. Continue raising your voice, 
and the confusion will only increase. Try, instead of this, a low, 
calm, firm tone, such as you would use in conversing with a friend, 
and the subdued restlessness will show how quickly the children again 
respond to the magic influence of voice.

Another coin—Aimless work is worthless work. There must be 
an ideal, and the ideal school is one in which the proper work is done 
quietly, faithfully, well ; where both teacher and pupils know their 
own places and keep them ; where the voice of only one person is 
heard at a time for all study, to be polite ; where the teacher pro
ceeds with no lesson, no explanation unless all attend, for inattention 
is as contagious as scarlet fever ; where the pupils control the r desire 
to talk, and thereby acquire one of the noblest virtues—self-control 

the teacher herself talks but little, but that little is surprisingly well 
said, and shows careful forethought ; where good cheer prevails, 
polite request accomplishing that which loudly-spoken commands fail 
to do; where peace seems to dwell like a benediction, as she ever
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abides with strong authority ; where pupils knowing the purpose of 
the school learn to be self-reliant, never borrowing, never getting 
help, never depending upon another for that growth which only strong 
personal effort makes possible—always busy but never bustling ; both 
teacher and pupil growing stronger by exertion. A high ide„l is it 
not1? but “aimless work is worthless work,” and “not failure but 
low aim is crime.”
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Study of child-nature in the best of all studies ; 
the schoolroom is the only means of attaining this excellency. 
Development, not repression, is discipline. You would not think of 
saying that a boy was responsible for the shape of his nose or the 
color of his hair, neither is he responsible for his disposition. If 
stubborn or ill-tempered, and it be his misfortune to fall into the 
hands of a teacher of the same disposition, it is merely a contest of 
stubbornness, and the one having the most muscles usually prevails. 
But after succeeding in subduing him the boy is in no better c ondition 
than he was before. The same sentiment, the same disposition to 
resist authority still exist, and will exist, until he meets with 
one wise enough to look beneath the surface and study causes rather 
than effects. Sympathetic insight suggests finding out something that 
will interest the boy. If you are really in earnest you cannot fail to do 
this ; then after having gained his confidence it will not be difficult to 
convince him that it is to his interest to have the school orderly, and 
that it is much against his interest to have it disorderly, 
understand that the bravest, most manly boy in the school is the one 
who insists upon the observance of its rules, that only a mean sort of 
fellow will defy authority. With this sentiment prevailing, there will 
be but little business for the rod. The business for the school will be 
getting an education and the uplifting of all elements that go to make 
up a manly character.

You ask, what are the elements of good government! Sympathy, 
will power, firmness, decision, are some of them, but there can be 
no stated formula. Each teacher must originate for herself according 
to the circumstances in which she is placed, and the dispositions she 
has to deal with. Sympathy is the key-note. Training along this 
line can only result in the development of the noblest of God’s 
creatures—good men and good women.
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The training of teachers is now recognized to be a thing of such 
vital importance to a national system of education as to challenge the 
best thought of our leading modern educators. But though there is 
still some divergence of opinion as to the exact sphere of the training 
school, and though there is no marked evidence that the ideal Normal 
School has yet appeared, we may nevertheless discern a growing con
currence of view, which is a reasonable ground for belief that we are 
at least reaching a higher professional standard, gradually if slowly.

In Ontario, we have apparently been acting on the conviction that 
the perfecting of system of training may be attained through a 
process of gradual development rather than by application of the 
insight and constructive genius of any one person.

As I sympathize with this view I can make no pretensions to an 
exhaustive treatment of the Normal School question. I can do nothin** 
better than to discharge, as briefly as possible, the functions your 
committee has entrusted to me—that of introducing for your discus
sion the subject in which we are all intensely interested. To this end 
1 shall take occasion to indicate what I conceive to he

our

some of our
and limitations, while emphasizing features that

intensify. For, as I under
stand it, this convention is assembled neither to advance nor to 
damage any personal or political interest, but by candor of expression 
and sincerity in discussion, to labor loyally for the welfare of an entire 
system, helping it on to higher unity and excellence.

Though there is still some difference of opinion as to the progress 
Ontario has made within the last decade, in the quality of her 
education, probably all are agreed that there has been a considerable 
growth toward greater unification of the system. And this unification 
has naturally been characterized by division of labor and specialization 
ot function. We have practically determined, for instance, that the 
function of our Normal Schools must be of a professional nature, and 
that the strictly academic studies must be relegated to other depart
ments of our system. Herein we have made an important decision 
m advance of many other communities—an advance that is highly 
consonant with scientific principles of progress, since specialization of 
function is one of the marks of higher organic development.

But no mere system of education, however unified in design, can 
be an agency for much good if those who work under it confine their 
sympathy too exclusively to one particular branch of the system, and 
fail to manifest a loyal interest in the whole. The interdependence

we
conserve
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of parts must be recognized, and misgivings as to the undue ampli
fication of one part to the detriment of another must, as far as 
possible, be kept in the background. We 
amplification would soon defeat its 
were

)N FOR can rest assured that such 
, , , . , _ e,lds Î for if the High Schools
to 1x5 favored by Government at the expense of the Public 

Schools to-day, it would result in the High Schools being developed 
at their own expense to-morrow. r

Each branch of 
and our educational 
degn 
have

own

ling of such 
liallenge the 
ugh there is 
the training 
leal Normal 
rowing con- 
that we are 
if slowly, 
viction that 
1 through a 
Lion of the

our system has its relation to every other brauch 
I organism, as a whole, has arrived at such 
no one part can safely say to any other part, “ 1 

If we, then, recognize this fact we can’best 
good f our system by working asSiU ousiy m our

............-, -naint nmg at the same time a gener 1 interest in
the whole, strengthening as we may every right tendency, and helping 
to define and eradicate the things that are inconvenient.

In the Ontario system the Normal School stands in very direct 
relation to the Public School ; in fact, it exists for the Public Schools 
and its functions must be determined by the needs o the Public 
School. At present, our Public Schools are, and for some years they 
must remain, pre-eminently the schools of the people. They furnish 
all the education that the State has the opportunity of giving to the 
majority of our young people. In these schools we have an assembly 
of individuals whose faculties are in a comparatively nascent state 
1 'ey are to be prepared for the business of living. A curriculum of 
studies is prescribed as part of the means to that end, and along 
with the curriculum a scries of text-books that particularly define it 
"hen there is the teacher, who is chief functionary in adapting means 

,16 formal School is deeply interested in the teacher, the 
child, and the curriculum of the Public School ; and it 
ably be expected to perform at least three general duties:

I. It should give a true view of the Public School work.
II. It should prepare the teacher for his part in that work.

III. It should be a centre of educational
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I* It the Normal School is to give the teachers a true view of 

Public School work, it must begin by having that view itself It 
should be convinced of the high purpose of education. It should 

phasize the fact that the development of faculty and the evolution 
of right character are infinitely more important than the standard of 
attainment that examinations guarantee. If the Public Schools send 
into society boys and girls who are loyal to the right, and wise to 
pl<an, and skilful to do, the amount of information they carry awav 
will at once have become a matter of secondary import.

The age in which we live has become impatient of abstractions. 
Its faith is in the practical, the useful, the concrete as the divinely 
ordained media through which men may best attain to the highest. 
We are growing away from the ancient notion that matter is ’
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tially evil, and a horrible nightmare it was. The claims of 
natural and tangible environment are borne in upon us as never 
before; and it is fast becoming c'.ear to us that the practical and 
useful are, in a high sense, lawful ends of a true educat on. In 
Ontario, at least, philosophic dualism has had its day in our educa
tional system, and we shall soon be prepared to stand or fall by the 
thesis that the school ought to respect the unity of the child • that 
in school we must not divide the living child in two; that the 
highest ideals of development include the physical as well as the 
spiritual aspects of the pupil ; that we can best produce a true saint 
by first producing a good citizen.

We say wo are free men ; we say that our country is free ; hut, as 
the poet sang, “ by the soul only the nations shall be great and free.” 
And strength of purpose and bigness of soul must be the test of a free 
man, and a free government, too The State ought to combine heart 
with purpose in providing an education that will bring every child in 
the land to as high a standard of manhood as possible. It is essential 
that the Normal Schools should become seized of this view, if they are 
ever to fill the Public Schools with teachers who will do more than tit 
the children for purely academic tests. To cover the Public School 
curriculum and to master the examinations, is not the end. 
are but means, and good means if kept in their place. As the high 
pu'-pose of human life is to rise to a realization of the true, the "ood
and the beautiful—to know the self and to know God__so^ the
greatest end of the school is to develop faculty, to energize the soul 
and emancipate the will. The child himself is the end in view ; and’ 
if the Normal School has the right power it will transfigure the 
commonplace of the curriculum, and reveal mathematics and literature 
and object lessons in such a light that the young teacher will see how 
there inheies in these a power to mould the moral nature and enlarge 
the life. ' °

II. A second function of the Normal School is to prepare the 
teacher for his part in Public School work. A prime characteristic 
of the teacher is that he possesses organized knowledge and the power 
to organize knowledge. The graduate from the good High School 
always comes to the Normal with this preparation, for it is one of the 
fruits of good teaching. And whatever the Normal School had to 
contend against in the past
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High Schools, there will be little ground of complaint in this respect 
in future ; for with the proper equipment of the School of Peda»o<ry 
tor which we should all earnestly pray-every High School will loon 
be reinforced with those who are fit to teach.

If, then, the Normal School student has been under the influence 
of good teaching, the work of the Normal School in giving him right 
methods will proceed with greater facility. But methods are not all. 
In the Ontario training schools we have been inclined to magnify 
methods, to lose our individuality in the technics of the work__just
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as our colleges have tended to look askance at pedagogics, 
stress on methods has suppressed individuality and has resulted in a 
dead level of uniformity. Individuality may have defects against 
which a system must protect itself, but an educational system must 
encourage a strong, free, healthy individualism if it would" be a living, 
life-giving system.

The shortness of the term is perhaps the Normal School's greatest 
disadvantage at present. The student finds himself on a short and 
narrow way, at the end of which stands the inexorable examination 
gate. Considering the length of the time, the Normal School 
culum ;s an ambitious one. There is scarcely opportunity for proper 
assimilation. The majority of the students feel the rush and pressure 
of the work, and to them the examination test is of paramount 
importance. With little time to select, and less to reflect, it is 
natural that they should conclude that there is at least safety in 
imitation. The external methods are more quickly acquired than the 
spirit embodied in them.

In the Model School the manner of the teacher and his method of 
presentation are the chief thing that the student sees ; and in nine 
cases out of ten he copies the teacher as closely as he can when his 
own turn to teach arrives. Ten or twelve practice lessons are not a 
lengthy course, but these lessons are a chief factor in determining the 
student’s rank as a teacher ; and when every circumstance of the 
position is considered, it is difficult to see how the student can work 
with the absorbing earnestness and independence of the right spirit. 
Each student teaches but twice or three times before each critic ; he 
has little opportunity of knowing his critic, and the critic has less 
opportunity of knowing him. Thus there is no occasion for the 
growth of confidence between student and critic; consequently the 
power of criticism, under present arrangements in our Normal Schools, 
is not very effective. The management of criticism is at once our 
most important and at present onr weakest point.

Apparently our students do not grasp the fact that no method is 
absolutely orthodox, at least they do not practically apply it. The 
method must be regarded in its relation to the personality of the 
teacher on the one hand, and in its relation to the personality of the 
pupil on the other. And as there is infinite variecy in personality, 
infinite variety in methods is permissible, even desirable.

But a method cannot teach school—it takes a man or a woman to 
do that. There is no true teaching without contact of spirit with 
spirit, and the method that off rs least resistance to the interflow of 
influence between a teacher and his pupils is the best method for him. 
But the interflow of influence is the very thing that the student 
observes least of all—the very thing that examinations, unfortunately, 
can do little to discover. The pupils, therefore, are usually so many 
machines to the student teacher; his method and the facts to be 
presented are of absorbing interest, and it cannot be denied that he
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is measured chiefly in these matters at the final examination. Thus 
it tails out that the imprimatur of the Normal School is not an 
exceedingly reliable guarantee as to the comparative efficiency of its
to thisteS EVery insPecfcor in the Province can bear testimony
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is inemphasis of method With exan lations in the foreground, the 
external and artificial aspects of professional work must remain pro-
Uonateiy'obscure^ Wh'Ch ^ the pith and soul oi teaching is propor-

Of course there is difliculty in prescribing a substitute that would 
entireJy take the place of the examination, especially in the judgment 
ot the people whose money sustains our school system. But the less 
mechanism there is about our way f measuring the teacher the m re 
rational and reliable it can be mad With the Normal School term 
lengthened to a year, the Department could afford to lay less stress on 
the final examinations ; much more valuable training could be done 
and the sanction of the Normal School could be more fully based on 
the character and personal power of the teacher.

Men are always greater than the systems they devise : and under 
a highly organized system like that of Ontario it is now very essential 
that the independence of the teacher be everywhere impressed and 
insisted on. If, then, the Normal School keeps in view the fact that 
the teacher must remain a free, aggressive, personal power, the sphere 
of method-study will become all the more productive and useful.

but freedom to choose the “how” involves, to some extent, freedom 
to choose the “what.” Now, our authorized text books are rather 
explicit regarding the “what,” and if the Normal School master is to 
respect them he must often do so at the sacrifice of his own choice. 
Here we have a ground of conflict, a cause of confusion : and, be it 
little or great, there is of necessity a resulting loss of power. The 
most earnest friends of our educational system recognize that the 
text book question is still a serious one. Our text books seem to be

, C.en,t^ of inertia of our system. Ten years ago we had good, bad 
and indifferent text-books in our Public Schools; and to-day we have 
good, bad and indifferent books on the authorized list They 
thoroughly representative of our highest scholarship and professional 
skill, borne of them would never have passed the judgment of this 
Section or of the Normal School. If the Normal School is to be a 
head-centre for the dissemination of right methods and 
seems but reasonable that it should have 
Public School text-books.

At present, there is no organic connection between our system and 
the text books, and whether these books are excellent in themselves 
or not, they can never be so generally serviceable until they become 
the product of the system. One or two persons may succeed in com- 
piling a good text-book, but the most widely acceptable books can be
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produced only under free competition and the 
the highest amending influence of

T, porate professional judgment.
if knowledge of method is of some importance, how verv inn,nr 

tant is knowledge of mind as a qualification of the Publm School
rwnt1y^arsai,PItrit.,e™ 'iflu®®11 a »rowin8 recognition of this within 
recent years It is mind that creates the cosmos—the world set L
order ; and because there is an orderly unfolding of the child’s mind
nrelTr f Pnatr? thi$$ U,USt Postula*e » science of peda rol ^ 
presence of Psychology on the Normal School course has doM some 
thing to argue or such a science. If we admit an internal structure
science8ofaminder T1 StUtf'eS’ 111 the very same breath we admit a 
c ence of mind. Then there must of necessity be a function for the

mal School to Perf°rm—m bringing objects of knowledge and the
11111‘we h Vlta frntîCt' ,Th'S is the 8Phere of applied Psychology 

We have often heard it said that the' teacher lik,» tlm •
born not made. The fatalism of such a dictum as this, if accepted
must be mischievous in the extreme. Perhaps we have hitherto been
influenced too much by the assumption that there is a special genius
for teaching. If so, the recognition of Psychology as a necessary
pait of formal School work is evidence of the growing conviction
iill do31,11 18 a,S.C,e,;Ce tbat. may be --ationall letrned. Psvch W 
will do aw y with the empirical in our
that the empirical has prevailed to an alarming CAIC11 we
were not alarmed because we did not perceive. Psychology will 
create in the teacher a habit of introspection. He will be led to take
nîind H nVhe pr0CeBSeS that are S°in8 forward in the pupil’s 
mind. He will come to a scientific knowledge of the conditions of 
progress Psychology will rationalize his methods.

.but knowledge, and knowledge of method, and knowledge of mind 
are not the whole equipment of the teacher. Greater than all these 
is heart-power and moral interest in the highest aspirations of the 
human spirit. The teacher must have an educational ideal. This 
meal will be measured by his purpose and moral interest in life his 
sympathy with humanity, his love of the good. He will be helped to 
a higher view of man, the heart of man, and human life” byP 
knowledge of Ethics as well as Psychology. ^
wJl,,Vlian Wih? iS j?diti.eren .toward irnoral i(leas is indifferent to- 
ward hfe and he, who is m ifferent toward life, can never be a 
goo. teacher if character and faculty are the end of education. It 
is, therefore, incumbent upon the Normal School to give the utmost 
possible gua.antee as to the moral interest, iaeais an heart-power of 

le eac 1er. This is more than all whole burnt-offering in the form 
of .®ch0'a.rSll,P’ I1,ethod> tact, fertility of expedients, and all the rest 
of t The study of Psychology and Ethics will give emphasis to the 
right spirit, and if also in the Normal Schools the teachers in training 

surrounded by the vitalizing influence of men of scholarship, broad 
sympathies, high ideals and force of character—the Public Schools
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of our Province will stand a national pride, and a signal triumph of 
free education.

III. In the third place the Normal School should be a centre of 
educational progress. If our system is truly organic it cannot 
in a static condition. It will conform to the organic laws of growth. 
The growth will be endogenous—from within outward. There will 
be a due development of the system in all its parts. If so, the 
training schools, as fountains of inspiration, as the conservators of 
our educational ideals, ought to be centres of vantage for the pro
pagation and distribution of progressive views.

If, for example, we are convinced that an intelligent agrarian 
life is a good basis for an inalienable patriotism ; that scientific cul
tivation of the soil means increased prosperity, morality and vigor 
in our national life—what better plan than to give prominence to 
agriculture in the Normal School course. For teachers may be 
powerful centres of influence in such matters, and the results of their 
interest and co-operation can scarcely be overestimated.

If again, the extension of object teaching and physical training 
in the Public Schools is desirable, where is there a better place to 
illustrate this than in the Model School 1

To-day, there is a strong call for a better balancing and blending 
of the subjective and the objective in our common school education. 
In approving of the Kindergarten, we have admitted the thin end of 
the wedge. But why stop short with the Kindergarten I We should 
be at least consistent and whole-hearted in our educational designs. 
If the principles underlying the Kindergarten are right, we should 
by this time have had an orderly incorporation of them in the work 
of the other classes in the Public Schools. If the Normal Schools 
were to take the matter up a ereat impetus would soon be given, in 
practice, to an all-sided education—a thing we have been sagely 
theorizing about for many years.

Manual and Industrial training schools have proved their right 
to exist, wherever they have been tried ; while the exclusively sub
jective methods of our Public Schools are becoming more palpably 
inadequate to meet the needs of our age. If we do not believe that 
the world is ever moving on to the highest and best, it matters little 
what happens to our institutions ; but if we have faith in the pro
gress of the age, we should heroically modify our systems to satisfy 
its requirements. Our educational system must continually embody 
advanced ideas if it is to be the faithful servant of a living nation.
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pupil in our Public Schools. This work is natural, that is, the physi
cal as well as the mental nature of the child is employed and he 
learns. He learns because the things to be taught are put before him 
in such a way that learning is involuntary as well as pleasing.

There is no question but that among the first awakened faculties of 
the child is the observing faculty. This fact is made use of in the 
Kindergarten system. And truly wonderful are some of the results 
accomplished by following out the natural order of development in 
the child-mind.
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There appears to be a serious break between the Kindergarten and 
the Public School, for no sooner does the child enter the Public School 
than the natural order of teaching is to a great extent reversed. He 
is shut up between four walls, for fear, it would seem, that he should 
see something. His observing faculties are, to a great extent, left in 
abeyance, and the main effort of the teacher is to cultivate prema
turely the reasoning faculties by means of problems, instead of train
ing the observing faculties, which are then in their most plastic state. 
The little Kindergarten child w ill eagerly notice the way-side flower, 
the passing butterfly, and the flying bird, the Public School boy is 
even less moved at these than was Peter Bell by the wayside prim
rose, and is very apt to shy a stone at the bird.

Are we not committing a great mistake in letting slip those years 
between seven and fourteen during which the observing faculties 
at their best, instead of turning them to account. If these faculties 
be not cultivated they are dwarfed and weakened from disuse, as the 
failure to use a muscle weakens it This weakness is very apparent 
when the pupil, at the age of say fifteen, for the first time is put at 
the study of Science which calls largely upon the observing faculties. 
In conversing with teachers of Science in our High Schools, and I 
have noticed it myself, they say that they find it a most difficult task 
to get a pupil to acquire the habit of observing closely and rationally. 
They show no skill in noticing resemblances or discriminating differ
ences. Now, if the development of the observing faculties 
begun at the proper time, he would have acquired such power in the 
fundamental principles of scientific investigation that such a dispro
portionate time would not need to be devoted to the study of Science 
in the High School as is now done, to the detriment of other equally 
important branches.

The next thing to consider is, “ How may we develop these useful 
and important mental facultiesÎ” The reply is by the study of 
Nature, or what we usually term Science, in our Public Schools.

It may seem strange, but is a fact, that the beginnings of Science 
are taught in the Kindergarten. Children are taken for walks, 
flowers are gathered, and the little ones soon know many by 
Differences are noticed and resemblances remarked, 
visited and they are told of fishes and tadpoles. If these things may 
be done with children of six or seven, what may be done with child
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ren of from seven to fourteen ? The different 
that may be taught, protitably and easily, are 
I do not advocate the teaching of technical 
easy w.ien the need for 
interest and enthusiasm 
simple studies

branches of Science 
13otany and Physics, 

terms, but even these. , are
a term is felt. In education, as elsewhere,
—1 overcome all difficulties; besides, these

w„k, Thu 8i,o„id lt: tr7
in our Public Schools I hope that I will not be considered radical 
when say that, for example, arithmetic would be better learned if 
all except the purely mechanical part were put off till the child had 
reached the age of ten or twelve.

Let me briefly sum up era, at the risk of repetition, the benefits 
to hedenved from the substitution of the study of Science for some 
of the other subjects of our present curriculum, between the a„es of 
say, seven and fourteen ® *

1'We would be proceeding on strictly psychological lines.
adduced Sc,Ue„cePUttl,"PUP'1 “ the ”y °£ mUcl‘ progress in

3. As education is h 
resemblances and to deti 
to cope with his studies.

4. The pupil so trained would be more likely to follow a mercantile
or agricultural pursuit than to still further crowd the already 
crowded professions. J

met with the question, “What are we to drop from
Scienratrainh" r1^ PUpH t0 ^ the benetib this

The subject that we could most profitably postpone till the pupil 
takes up High School work is English Grammar. To understand it 
properly the pupil must have a tolerably wide ran"e of Ian»' 
which can only be got by extensive reading and long experience" He 
must be able to noti e nice distinctions as well as to form judgments
«ï» UP°n t,ie resuIts of his observances of similarities and"forms 

of difference. The practical value of language training in the use of 
our vernacular could be taught by English Composition The chief 
value of English Grammar, apart from its use as a mental train in" is 
when we come to study other languages. The greatest objection ’ to 
the study of formal Grammar is that it is mentally unsuitable to the 
age of the child to whom it is attempted to be taught.

The next subject I would wish to see dropped" is Physiology and 
Temperance. It is true that Pope has said, “ The proper study of 
mankind'is man,” but lie did not say that “The proper study of 
children is man.” There is no doubt that it is considered unfitted to 
be a school study by the majority of teachers. Its present place on 
our school programme is due, (1) to politics, (2) vaporing theorists. 
All science points to temperance in everything. Home training 
should, and in the majority of cases does, tend to favor total absti-
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nence from intoxicating liquors as a beverage. I am fully aware of 
the value of Temperance, but I consider that while our Government 
licenses the sale of liquors we should leave Temperance teaching, like 
religious training, to the home.

I shall now briefly indicate the English subjects that might be 
taught in our Public Schools. The first place should be assigned to 
English Literature, which includes reading and spelling. The ordi
nary reading books, beginning with the Second, ought to be largely 
supplemented by suitable selections. During the last two years I 
have tried this with my entrance class, getting six pupils to buy the same 
book and exchanging books every two weeks or oftener. Some of the 
texts read were, (1) The Deserted Village, (2) The Ancient Mariner, 
(3) The Prisoner of Chillon, (4) Evangaline, (5) The Crcket on the 
Hearth, (6) Tangle wood Tales, (7) The Sketch Book, (8) Sir Rodger 
de Coverly. I found that in the majority of cases that real interest 
was awakened. Now, there is no reason why this should not be 
extended to the lower classes.

The next English subject would be Composition. It is only in the 
last decade that this subject has received the attention that its im
portance deserves. It is unnecessary for me to dwell on its value as 
a mental training or practical benefit.

The other English subject that I would teach is History. More
over, as long as we remain an integral part of the British Empire, and 
I hope it will be for a long time, I should certainly teach English 
History. We have all noticed the avidity with which children listen 
to stories. Now, if History be adapted to the age of the child, it will 
furnish the food that the story instinct of the child demands. There 
is no subject more interesting, in the hands of a skilful teacher, or 
one that will make a deeper impression on the child’s mind than this. 
If our children are to grow up, true to their British extraction and 
true to our country, history must be taught, designing politicians to 
the contrary notwithstanding.

With respect to the Mathematics to be taught, I would make no 
change in the subjects now taught in our Public Sohools—Arithme
tic up to entrance to the High School and for advanced work, 
Algebra and Euclid. However, there is one thing that I have 
noticed in Public Schools as well as in High Shools, and it is this : 
In many cases, in fact the majority of cases, time is spent in trying 
to teach, prematurely, difficult problems to the pupils. Problems 
requiring considerable powers of reasoning. Now, this is wasting 
time that could profitably be employed in drilling on the fundamental 
principles. Besides, the teaching of the elements is in too many cases 
neglected. Last autumn I made a careful test of a fourth class of 
about fifty, and, incredible as it may seem, twenty at least were fail
ures in multiplication and division witli respect to accuracy and 
speed. Instances can be multiplied of pupils, even in High Schools, 
who are imperfect in the fundamental rules of Arithmetic.
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WHAT SHOULD BE TAUGHT IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

I shall now proceed to ofler some suggestions as to what should 
constitute the Science to be taught in our Public Schools. Each 
Public School should be supplied with ^apparatus which, though use
ful, need not be expensive, for the apparatus that is of real 
teaching the elements of Science is not costly. It is usually the 
apparatus that is of more use in displaying the knowledge of the 
teacher than instructing the student that is so costly. With this 
apparatus and the right kind of teaching, the pupils between the 
ages of seven and fourteen could be taught the elements of Physics, 
Botany and Chemistry. Not, let me say, as these subjects are under
stood in our High Schools of to-dijy, but taught inductively, giving 
the pupils time to do some thinking for themselves. They would 
have time for investigating simple statements and to collect facts 
about many natural things close at hand. As the majority of our 
Public School pupils are in the rural districts there would be plenty 
of raw material for them to work on. Further, as only sixteen per 
cent, of our school children reach the High Schools, this plan would 
enable the eighty-four per cent, to benefit by the training now enjoyed 
by a fraction of the sixteen per cent. Geography, taken in its scien
tific aspect, would necessarily occupy a prominent place in the science 
studies in our Public Schools.

In conclusion, I shall briefiy summarize the subjects that I have 
advocated to be taught in our Canadian Public Schools.

The curriculum to be in three divisions, (1) English, (2) Mathe
matics, (3) Science.

The English to include Literature, Composition, and Language 
training, History, English and Canadian.

2. Mathematics. Arithmetic, with particular attention to the 
four fundamental rules.

3. Science. By means of useful apparatus, teach the child to 
understand in some degree the nature by which he is surrounded. 
Teach him to observe and think, to collect and reason. Teach him 
cause and effect, and thus he will get, in a rational manner, the 
elements of Physics, Chemistry, Botany, and Geography.
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has.
The Secretary in his note requesting me to read a paper before 

this Association, intimated that it was the aim of the officers to make 
the Association, as far as possible, the educational parliament of 
Ontario, and that, therefore, they would prefer a paper bearing on 
the regulations referring to some pjirt of Public School work, 
then, together with the fact of its general interest to Public School 
teachers, as well as the urgent need of some change in the regulations, 
is my excuse for discussing that subject, which is annually discussed 
in every teachers’ association throughout Ontario.

The subject is so broad that I cannot hope, in the limited time I 
have, to treat it as fully as I should wish, and I shall, therefore, 
confine my remarks to a few divisions of the subject, hoping, at least, 
thus to provoke a discussion from which I trust good results may 
proceed.

In view of an approaching election, which, if we are to believe 
the Opposition, looms up before the Government like a hideous night
mare, it is not without some feeling of temerity tlat I undertake to 
discuss the subject of English History, lest I anticipate the Educa
tional Department in one of their sudden changes of policy, or find 
myself drawn into a controversy with some over-zealous admirer of 
the British Empire. Let us trust, however, that with the work of the 
present session, and with the excitement consequent upon an 
approaching election, the Minister and his deputy will be kept so busy 
that they will have no time for further interference, and that, there
fore, we may hope that the July examinations will be conducted 
according to the present existing regulations, for certain it is that, 
when bye-elections and other influences are brought to bear upon the 
Department, new regulations are formulated so frequently, or 
are rescinded with such dispatch, that we might well exclaim, 
in the canting phrase, “ Verily, we know not what a day, nor even 
an hour, may bring forth,” and the teacher living in the outskirts 
of the province, at some considerable distance from the educational 
centre, is kept constantly writing to the educational journals, or to 
the Department, in order to keep posted as to what is, or is not, 
the regulation on some particular point.

Aside from the humorous aspect of the matter, it is to be regretted 
that the subject of English History, and the teaching of it, has been 
drawn into the discussions of political cliques and parties.

No subject is ever discussed rationally by the average political 
campaigner, and wherever this subject has been discussed by political 
parties, it has been done with more than the usual amount of bitter-
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ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS.

ness and exaggeration ; the result is that the un reading and unthink- 
ing portion of our population are being so prejudiced, and so 
influenced and excited about matters they do not understand, that it 
will require years to allay the evil effects.*

It is, also, much to be regretted that the Educational Department 
has. for this or for some other reason, rescinded the regulation requir
ing that English History be taught in the Public Schools, but that 
pupils be not required to write on it at the Entrance Examinations. 
The Department in making this regulation claimed that they were 
acting upon the almost unanimous request of the most experienced 
teachers and inspectors of the Province. L pon whose advice or 
request, then, did they act when they suddenly made a change in the 
regulations in December, again giving English History a place on the 
Entrance Examinations ?

It is a reproach to our boasted educational system that those who 
at its head have been thus influenced by political schemers, who 

go about the country before an election like a flock of ravens before a 
thundercloud, tilling the air with their hollow 
to the intelligent teachers of Ontario to insinuate that they have 
degenerated to that low and sordid condition that they do not faith
fully and conscientiously perform their duty, and that they have 
become so slavishly base that they will do onl'v so much work as the 
great taskmaster, the pending examination, compels them to do. Do 
these self-appointed, patriotic demagogues forget that we, too, are 
British subjects, and love and cherish our British law, our British 
freedom, just as dearly as they, though we blush to vaunt it in empty 
boast 1 Do they dare to insinuate that we have forgotten the noble 
deeds of our forefathers, as they stood for civil or religious liberty t 
Are we not as proud as they of the great warriors and the great 
statesmen that have controlled the destiny of the greatest nation of 
the world Î And do we not admire the noblest ove:eign that has 
ever ruled this great nation—our noble Queen ? Ah, yes ; and we 
are as anxious as they that young Canada, now in the kindergartens 
and schools, shall grow up with that same love and respect for their 
country that we possess But we are not going to inspire either 
respect or love in pupils for their country through the medium of an 
examination. Certainly, English History should be taught in every 
school, and taught thoroughly and intelligently. It should be taught 
in such a way that the pupil will find pleasure in the studv of it. 
Let the teacher first interest the pupil, then teach him how to discover 
the facts for himself, rather than ;each him the facts. Let the 
teaching be such that when the schooldays have faded into the dim 
memories of the past, there will still remain a desire to acquire and 
the power to assimilate knowledge. Then we need have no fear that 
our children will grow up ignorant of the great Empire to which 
they belong.

To accomplish this we must hasten slowly, and, therefore, as long
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as pupils are hurried through the whole English and Canadian 
History, and crammed with meaningless terms and disconnected 
facts, just so long will the desired result be impossible. Hurried over 
the work, as they are now compelled to be, there is created in the 
pupils such a dislike for the study that they will remember it with 
repugnance to the end of life.

Now, if we really must have English History for examination, 
why should we go from one extreme to the other. It has been found 
unsatisfactory to attempt to teach all the History for examination. 
It has, also, been found inexpedient not to have it at all for examina
tion ; then why not adopt the only sensible course left, and take only 
a part of the English H istory.

I also wish to call the attention of the Association to the fact that 
we have no authorized text-book or exercise-book in composition. 
The Public School grammar contains a few exercises, but they are far 
from being sufficient to supply our need. .Some may say that we have 
too many text-books already, that the buying of so many books 
already taxes to the utmost the capability of many families ; or where 
the free text-book system is in vogue, it is found to be a heavy item 
in the burden of the ratepayer. There is, however, no necessity for 
an extra book. One book in grammar and composition, with a suffi
cient number of suitable exercises in each department, should be 
arranged and authorized. It is true that there is at present a very 
wise regulation which does not require pupils for Entrance Examina
tions to write on a composition paper composed of a number of puzzling 
questions. They are simply required to write an essay or a letter of 
reasonable length. But at the same time it is equally true that pupils 
cannot acquire the power to compose and write an intelligent and 
readable essay without a great number of previous exercises. They 
must be trained to think—to think connectedly and to express 
what they think. They must be able to write grammatical state
ments, and to join these statements into graceful and well-balanced 
sentences. They must be able to give variety to their forms of expres
sion. They must understand at least some of the principles under
lying the formation and construction of the paragraph, and then, and 
not before, are they in a condition to take up essay writing with any 
measure of profit to themselves. This condition can be reached only 
after a long and careful course of training in the many exercises 
involved in the work.

Many teachers, who have neither the time nor the experience 
necessary to prepare suitable exercises to cover this work, have availed 
themselves of some of the exercise books now in publication, but to do 
this is unsatisfactory, for since none of these are authorized they are 
not supposed to be placed in the hands of the pupils, and thus a great 
deal of unnecessary work, particularly in the fourth classes, is forced 
upon the teacher, and time, which could be employed much more 
advantageously, is thus unnecessarily consumed in copying or dictating
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ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS.

Not only is it unnecessarily employed, but injuriously, 
it is liable to produce the habit of careless writing.

There is an old proverb which says, “ He is a poor workman who 
quarrels with his tools. But even at the risk of being classed in that 
undesirable category, I want here to express my unqualified condem
nation of the Public School arithmetic, for the following reasons : 
(1) It dwarfs the habit of reasoning, and places a premium on the 
“ rule method ; ' (2) it is mathematically inaccurate, and therefore (3) 
encourages loose calculation ; (4) it does not meet the requirements 
of either teacher or pupil, particularly in the Entrance work. After 
having used this book more or less since it was first published and 
placed in the schools, I am satisfied that when I make these state
ments I am not speaking too strongly.

The first three of these defects are found in connection with 
cises taken up in classes lower than those preparing for Entrance 
Examination, and therefore 1 would not feel justified when discussing 
Entrance Examinations in spending much time in discussing these 
points. I cannot, however, pass them without giving first 
sons for making these assertions. Take, for example, the exercise on 
lathing and plastering. In teaching this, everything approaching the 
semblance of rule should be studiously avoided. Tt should be taught 
so that the. pupil will know the reason for each step he takes, always 
going on true mathematical principles, and not taking into considera
tion arrangements or agreements existing only in the commercial 
world. Why should the pupil’s memory be burdened unnecessarily at 
this early age 1 What the teacher should aim at is, that the pupil 
may acquire accuracy, rapidity, precision and intellectual power. I 
have sufficient confidence in the proficiency of the teachers of Ontario 
to believe that the great majority teach with this aim, and teach intel
ligently and successfully. The pupil, however, invariably works for 
the answer, and when he finds that his answer will not correspond 
with the one given in the book, as he certainly must, he makes use of 
the rule which he finds in connection with the exercise, and by 
of this he is able to get the desired result, and as a matter of course 
he uses the rule instead of his reasoning power. The following is the 
rule : “ Measure the total areas within the boundary lines of the work, 
including all openings ; from the gross area deduct half the area of 
doors, windows, etc., and take as the net area the whole number 
eat the remainder.” In the first place, deducting half the area of doors, 
windows, etc., does not give the net area of the surface to be plastered, 
as the rule states ; and besides, I emphatically object to the practice 
of finding “ whole numbers nearest.” If the pupil is to guess the 
answer in the end, what is the need of any accurate work 1 What 
need of the pupil's being careful about multiplying, adding or sub
tracting 1 One or two units astray does not seem to matter, and thus 
there is encouraged in the pupil a habit of carelessness, the habit of 
guessing.
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theThere is also given a similarly loose rule for solving problems in 
shingling, thus : From the total area of the roof deduct all the area of 
the openings in it, and divide by 25 ; the whole number nearest the 
quotient is the number of bunches required.” And again, the exercise 
on bills : Pupils are asked to reckon each item to the nearest cent, 
instead of taking into consideration the fractions thus accruing and 
carrying them all to a total. And thus the great object of all mathe
matical teaching is entirely lost sight of, viz., accuracy. But perhaps 
the climax of absurdity7 is reached in the exercise on papering, p. 78, 
where the author goes on the assumption that all houses are of equal 
height, and forms his rule accordingly, regardless of height of ceiling, 
regardless of the depth of base-board, regardless of commonsense itself. 
The author claims in the preface to have omitted a number of rules 
found in other text-books, in order to give place to problems. He 
might have gone much further, and omitted many more.

We do not need any rules and explanations in a book on primary 
arithmetic. No intelligent teacher requires them for his own use, nor 
will he allow his pupils to use them, if he can prevent them from doing 
so. No problem, no exercise is ever given to a class before all the 
principles involved have been explained and mastered, and therefore 
any rule or any explanation given by the text-book is, to a very great 
degree, superfluous. The text-book is only a convenience for the 
teacher to supply him with suitable exercises for seat work for his 
pupils, and thus to save the time of the teacher and labor of pupils 
in dictating or copying. It is with regard to the lack of suitable 
problems for a senior fourth class that this book is especially faulty. 
To supply this deficiency the teacher must purchase some supplementary 
exercise book, laboriously write or dictate each exercise, or run the 
risk of debarring his school from the Government grant by allowing 
unauthorized text-books to be used.

Let us now consider the subject of Literature. The Regulation reads 
thus : “ The examination in Literature will be based partly on the pre
scribed selections from the authorized Fourth Reader and partly on the 
remaining lessons in the same Reader.” What does this mean 1 It 
means that the pupil preparing for the Entrance Examination is 
expected to prepare 335 pages of literature, comprising at least one 
hundred selections, written by seventy different authors, whose 
method of treatment, diction, phraseology, and style is as diversified 
as the authors are numerous. They are expected to have a general 
knowledge of the lives and principal works of at least a part of these 
authors. They are expected to commit to memory any suitable 
selections from the literature through the Reader, which, at a vcy 
low estimate, would amount to at least three pages, and besides th s 
they are supposed to prepare especially for memorization poetry to 
the amount of 22 pages or 635 lines, making in all at least 25 pages or 
775 or 780 Unes. It is simply absurd to expect pupils from ten to 
fourteen years of age to prepare with any degree of satisfaction to
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the teacher or profit to themselves such an enormous amount of 
literature I appeal to all those who know the first principles of 
education, 1 appeal to teachers who have spent many weary hours in 
devising means and ways how best, they can cram their pupils through 
the requirements of the Department, and I ask >ou if the very 
thought of having so much to accomplish is not enough to discourage 
any child, and to attempt it is to violate all educational principles 
and to lose sight of the very object for which Literature is taught.

1 robably the object of placing the whole book on for Literature was 
to prevent teachers from cramming pupils upon a few lessons, but I 
believe that it would be better to teach a few lessons well than to 
attempt so much. Lven if this were the object to be gained, the
regulation has not only failed to accomplish its purpose, but has
rather intensified the evil, for instead of teaching literature as it 
should be taught, many teachers, in their vain attempt to cover the 
work, cram their pupils with facts which they reproduce at the
examination with little regard fur their bearing upon the question
which they are attempting to answer. In proof of this statement 1 
have only to refer you to anyone to whom has fallen the duty of 
reading a set of Literature papers sent in by a class of Entrance 
pupi’s.
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But perhaps someone will argue that it is not necessary to teach 
all the book, for any pupil who is prepared to enter the High School 
should be able to answer with intelligence questions based on any 
paragraph that might be given them This I admit to a certain extent 
to be true. They should answer intelligently all general questions 
bearing directly on the paragraph quoted. But they should not be 
expected to know the relation of the paragraph to a story which they 
have probably never read. They should not be expected to know the 
meanings of words they have never seen before, and never hear used 
in general conversation. They should not be expected to know facts 
regarding places of no commercial or historical importance. Nor should 
they be expected to write biographical notes on any, excepting the 
most prominent, of the world’s greatest

But if we are to judge from the questions on the last two papers, 
must conclude that the pupils have been expected by the 
to know these things. Take, for example, the paper of 1892, the first 
year the regulation was in force. In the second part of the paper is 
given a paragraph of about twenty-seven lines taken from the “ Con
quest of Bengal,” which was not one of the lessons especially set 
apart for Literature. One of these questions asks for events that led 
to the battle. This I would consider a fair question in History for 
Primary or Junior Leaving Examination, but surely no one who has 
given the matter any consideration would expect pupils at this age to 
be acquainted with detailed accounts of the sieges and conquests of the 
Bri is It nation. There are many things in the history of 
country which concern them more, and which they should first know
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before they have anything further than a general outline of British 
History. Regarding this as a question in Literature, 1 can not see 
how it would be possible for a pupil to give a satisfactory answer to 
it if the pupil had not studied this selection more minutely than he 
could possibly do in reading three hundred and thirty-five pages.

Then, agai another question ask for the meaning of such expres
sions as “ex diency of retreating, “insidious advice,” “onset of 
disciplined valor,” and so on through the whole paragraph. But why 
go further. I think that I have clearly shown that both the amount 
of work prescribed is too much, and the style of questions asked is 
entirely unsuitable for the mere children for whom they were intended. 
Seeing such questions asked, under the existing circumstances we must 
be led to believe that the examiners have been dealing so long with 
maturer minds that they do not know how much to expect from 
children.

There is also too much given for memorization, and also much 
given, the possession of which does not compensate a pupil for the 
time and energy expended in committing it to memory. For instance, 
“ The Forsaken Merman ” is one of the prescribed selections. There 
is not a selection in the whole book more difficult to memorize, and 
what is there in it when it is memorized 1 There are thousands of 

. gems worthy the gathering to till the mind with which is to enrich it, 
but surely this can scarcely be called a gem.

What is the object of teaching literature 1 Is it to fill the minds 
of the pupils with cold facts 1 Is it to give information in geography, 
history or science ? These are not the primary objects. The primary 
object that every teacher should have in view is to cultivate a love for 
that which is beautiful, for that which ennobles and broadens 
the mind and which deepens and purifies the thought ; to so influence 
the mind of the pupils that they will acquire the power to appreciate 
in after-life the works of great authors, and thus give them such a 
desire for knowledge that their whole lives will be influenced by it. 
We should also endeavor to make the pupils familiar wi' ,i the lan
guage and style of the author, and thus place before them an ideal 
worthy of imitation.

None of these objects can ever be gained so long as the present regu
lation is in force: nay, more, these objects can never be gained so long 
as we have to teach what someone has designated “ scrap literature.” 
To accomplish satisfactory results, we should take with each class the 
works of only one or, at most, two authors. Then an interest could 
be created in the work.

To do this we would require a book especially prepared for literature. 
This book should contain a number of selections from each of the 
five or six of the standard authors. By taking selections from 
two of these authors, a pupil failing at an examination would not lose 
interest by going over the work a second time, and thus, also, several 
years would elapse before a teacher would be required to teach the
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aami work again. Having only one author to teach each year, he
could afiord to supply himself with necessary books for parallel 
reading. r

followed not only would the pupils be benefited 
beyond any possibility of the present system, but the teaching pro
fession would also be benefited, and such an army of readers and 
literary students would soon be produced that their influence would 
be felt upon the literature of 
unborn.
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KINDERGARTEN EXTENSION.

MISS AGNES E. MACKENZIE, LONDON.

The time has now come in the history of the Kindergarten in 
Canada, when the necessity for a more active advance movement than 
has been carried on in the past, is felt.

Many places are seeking for further light on the subject of 
Kindergarten methods, yet there are many more that have never 
given it a thought ; so, in addition to satisfying the demands already 
existing, we require to put life into these dead places.

Taking an example from successful business men of the day, we 
must not only till chance orders but must canvass the country, adver
tising our wares and soliciting fresh orders.

As yet our Kindergarten system is comparatively unknown, and 
still less understood and appreciated ; more than this, the very 
mention of the name often rouses up the most unmeaning opposition. 
It is regarded in the light of a new kind of play, for the conduct of 
which little or no training is required—or of a nursery where babies 
are taken in charge—in Older that their mothers may have more 
leisure for running about. The very last thing to be appreciated is 
the educational value. To many, and, among them, we are sorry to 

find some to whom are intrusted the educational interests of
useless expense. These prejudices are 

some of the obstacles in the way of our progress, and only by the 
dissemination of truth regarding the system can they be overcome.

Kindergartens have been introduced in ways that could not be 
termed “ general methods,” and I shall refer to some of these 
exceptional cases that have come under my own notice, believing that 
they may prove suggestive. The first success of which I shall speak, 
was due entirely to the enthusiasm of one young lady. She was so 
filled with the spirit of the Kindergarten that wherever she was the 
conversation was sure, sooner or later, to turn on this subject. Now, for 
one result. An influential gentleman from a certain town met her, 
and was so thoroughly convinced of the truth of her theories that, oii 
his return home, he urged the members of the school board to give 
her an opportunity to explain the new method. This was done, and 
after much discussion, she was given $100 to furnish a room in which 
to try the experiment. She bravely began her work, and when I last 
heard of her, the people were almost as enthusiastic as she, for they had 
experienced the benefit of having a Kindergarten among them.
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must be tilled to overflowing with the spirit or we cannot communi
cate it to others.

The second instance is an illustration of the means that has, 
perhaps, hitherto been one of the most fruitful of results. A resident 
of a far distant State chanced (if chance there be in the world) to go 
into .1 veritable child-garden, where one of these enthusiasts cultivated 
many little child-plants. He entered, knowing little about Kinder
gartens, and caring less, but before the morning was over, so much 
food for thought had been given him that he left with brain busy 
planning how he could bring a similar blessing to his own home, and 
he lias succeeded beyond even his most sanguine expectations, for 
Kindergartens are now established in connection with some of the 
Public Schools there. Cases, similar to this one, might be multiplied, 
but one is sufficient to show how powerful a thing “ a word spoken in 
season ” may be.

Hundreds of people visit our schools every year, many of them, 
doubtless, to seek for information, but the majority merely to satisfy 
curiosity or to spend a pleasant morning. [Example : One lady 
remarked, as she was leaving a room, “ I have enjoyed it so much ; it 
is as good as a matinee.”] But these are golden opportunities, and 
we should not let them slip. The kindergartner should always try 
to give at least one seed for thought, and, like all seed, it must ger
minate and grow when the right time cornes.

Now, as to the more general methods. Among these, public speak
ing holds a prominent place. Let those who have this gift use it, 
and not only go when invited to speak, but make opportunities for 
themselves. XVe, in London, owe our kindergartens to the timely 
words of one whom we all know, Mrs. Newcomb, one of our inde
fatigable workers and greatest enthusiasts.

Some inquiry had been made about the “ new education,” and an 
invitation was sent to Mrs. Newcomb, asking her to explain it before 
a teachers’ association. The wide-awake principal of one of our 
schools was present, and when the necessity for opening a new 
room arose, he proposed to begin a Kindergarten. After careful 
inquiry, the proposition met with favor, and in Westminster town
ship one of the first kindergartens in the West was opened, and 
proved a success. When this district became part of London three 
years later, two more were opened, and since then five others, mak
ing eight large kindergartens in the city. Like the mustard seed 
which, from a small beginning, becomes a great tree, in which the 
birds of the air find lodging, so, from the seed sown that day 
has grown this great tree, where so many little birds find shelter 
and gain strength to take the long flights which lie before them.

A more neglected but most powerful method is the use of the pen. 
Many who cannot speak in public, can write. Every paper is on the 
qui vive for something fresh and new, and many a bright, short 
article which has never been written, except in the brain of some
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of our busy workers, would have produced untold good had it been 
published. Incidents in our daily life, facts about the after-progress 
ot’ the children, statements regarding the expenses entailed in con
ducting a Kindergarten—all would do something towards knocking 
down the barriers of prejudice which are now raised across our path. 
There is nothing so impressive as facts ; they win, when sentiment 
and everything else fails.

There is still another way open to those who feel that they can 
neither speak in public nor write, that is, by scattering Kindergarten 
literature broadcast over the land. Simpson, 21 University Place, 
New York, has published a series of tracts especially adapted for the 
purpose.

These methods have all been tried, but others might he suggested 
which would be quite as successful.

One briefly outlined is this. Let some experienced Kindergartners 
spend part of the summer in a place where there is no Kindergarten, 
and gathering together some children conduct a free class, showing 
practically the benefits accruing from the practice of the so-called new 
methods of education. Objections will be raised to this scheme, I 
sure, but yet in may cases it is feasible, if only we are willing to give 
our time and services.

In some places a good private Kindergarten would pave the way 
for its introduction into the Public Schools. There is, of course, a 
certain amount of risk in an enterprise of this kind ; but if there 
were a previous agreement with the trustees that if it were successful 
it would be inc oporated with the Public School system, there would 
be some encouragement to undertake it.

The last method I will speak of is as follows : Let our Kinder
garten Association send one or more of the members on a lecturing 
tour, that they may remove ignorant prejudice and explain our 
methods, and in this way prepare the way for the establishment of 
Kindergartens. This is purely aggressive work, but if it should be 
adopted, we are sure the happiest results will follow.

An example of this method has lately been seen, i.e., the wonder
ful success attending the meetings addressed by Lady Aberdeen in 
behalf of the Women’s Council. In every instance the desired end 
was attained, and so might it be if a Kindergarten enthusiast gave 
her time and her talents to this work. While urging the spread of 
this gospel of Froebel, we would not wish to see too rapid growth, 
lest the kind would be a hot house plant which the first breath of the 
chill winds of adversity would cause to wither and die.

We must also guard against sending untried teachers to the front. 
If possible no one fresh from her studies should go to a place where 
she will be alone. The first year, as we all know, is a trying one, 
and a teacher is the better of the support and sympathy of others 
The double work demanded of all directors, i.e., that of conducting a 
class and training assistants is too much for an untested teacher, so
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1 ^ould urge that an arrangement be made to let every graduate have 
at least a year under a director or supervisor before attempting 
pioneer work.

I believe that lack of experienced teachers has been at the root of 
all apparent failures, both in Canada and elsewhere.

Ihe strongest and best teachers usually prefer the larger life of a 
city, and often leave the places which require the strong to those who 
are weak, and the method is blamed, when it is simply the inability of 
an inexperienced teacher to show the benefits of the method.

Now to sum up. We have spoken of six ways which might be 
employed to introduce Kindergartens into new places.

1. By being so enthusiastic ourselves that our enthusiasm will be 
communicated to others.
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2. By speaking a word in season to those who visit our Kinder

gartens.
3. By addressing teachers’ associations.
4. By writing to local papers—sending articles written by others 

—and distributing Kindergarten literature.
5. By giving time and service to conduct a free experimental
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6. By sending out organizers to waken the country to a realization 
of the benefits to be derived fiom the establishment of Kindergartens.

If we really lived up to our belief, i.e., that every child who has 
not the advantages of Kindergarten training will be handicapped in 
the race of life, in comparison with one who has been so developed, 
then there would be no need to urge the sacrifice of time, strengtl 
service, for all would be eager to spread the good news. Self-seeking 
would be lost in seeking for the universal good of humanity, and when 
we think of wrecked lives and wasted years, because of efforts mis
directed, we surely see that there is no work grander or more fruitful 
than that of establishing in the minds of children the principles of true 
living. More and more the wise are coming to understand that phil
anthropy guiding the young is better than philanthropy trying to 
convert the old and hardened. Love may fail to touch the heart of 
the grown man, and the seeker of his good may become misan
thropic because of failure. But the child’s heart is hungering and 
thirsting for love : it is plastic to every good influence : and looking 
into the eager, happy faces of her children, a Kindergarten mother 
cannot help being an optimist.
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TRANSITION CLASS.
derr
andMRS. LEONTINE T. NEWCOMB, HAMILTON.

Emerson says, “No man can teacli another, only remove obstacles 
from the path and secure liberty in following nature’s indications.” 
Froebel echoes the same thought in the “ Education of Man,” viz., 
“ Education should not be prescriptive but passively following, lead
ing and directing.”

liuskin tells us that to “know what you have to do, and to do 
it, expresses the great principle of success in every direction of 
human effort,” but the unrest which still prevails among educationists 
of the present day, shows we have not yet reached the Elysian fields 
our eyes are turned towards ; and ever and anon we pause to consider 
the transition stages of the great unfolding. We are not builders for 
ourselves alone, and it follows that we must know far more even than 
the present time and needs demand. The broader and more thorough 
knowledge is, the better we may cope with its elements, and the 
firmer we may unite the relationships that exist in all the several 
parts.
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So, too, with our educational system ; and this brings me to the 
question, after the Kindergarten, what 1

The so-called “Transition Class” is knocking at the door of our 
consciousness ; and we, as kindergartners, must fully realize what 
seeds we are planting, and what nourishment giving, that will pro
duce the proper growth and fulfilment on the next plane. Again, 
those who pick up the thread where we leave it, must spin on to a 
finer and more difficult web that will embody the warp and woof of 
the whole fabric.

In the Kindergarten the children learn by doing, and the elemen
tary class following should unite instruction with the deed. Children 
from the Kindergarten, accustomed to all sorts of activities, find it 
difficult tu conform to ordinary school discipline, and to follow, more 
or less, abstract subjects. From the Kindergarten to school the 
child should go with faculties alert, and the power to conform to 
new conditions, if these conditions do not violate the natural law 
of rational progress, otherwise Kindergarten or school, or both, must 
be at fault.

No new treatment of life and things, or new steps of develop
ment, should stand in strong opposition to preceding ones.

According to Froebel’s principles, instruction in the class follow
ing the Kindergarten dare not stand in direct opposition to what 
has preceded it. Mental growth follows laws as immutable as those 
of physical and spiritual growth, and, if we respect gradual develop
ment in the mind of the child, as we assuredly do in the works
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•of nature, intervals and jerks will he fast obliterated in the practi
cal application of principles.

The “ Transition Class ” should he the highest division of the Kin
dergarten, and an extension, rather than an abolition, of its aims 
and methods.

The new element of the school question need not antagonize the 
familiar one of Kindergarten, but should aid and help the child along 
lines of familiarity which hear out Spencer’s idea of progression from 
the “ known to the unknown, from the concrete to the abstract.” The 
concrete in the Kindergarten recognizes all the advantages that 
from a training which starts without books, but which places the hand 
of the child—that marvellous instrument which is the complement of 
the mind in dealing with matter—in that of nature, and develops the 
very “stuff that books are made of, by parable or comparison.

Life and self-activity, rather than books, is the point of issue. 
Expression and free creativity on each plane of the child’s growing 

helps him to emerge from the chrysalis of vague thought 
to definite power, and renders him more receptive on the next plane 
of metamorphosis.

The “ Transition Class ” should be the vestibule of the school. The 
door that has been opened by the Kindergarten should lead to the 
larger room by way of this vestibule, which in turn has its doors open 
in both directions. Life, Light and Love should be the “open sesame ” 
in all three rooms, and the highest one of the college and the univer
sity will indeed be garnished for its guest. With the examples of 
traditional education as a warning, with the differences in national 
history, social conditions and, consequently, standards of life, the 
Kindergarten, guarded and modified, with some things eliminated and 
some things reinforced in the “ Transition Class,” may prove a bless
ing in elementary education, and a fortress of strength to the whole 
cessive school life, which must be an organism that not only reflects 
inner connection in outward forms of variety, but assists the func
tional power in all its necessary parts. The kindergarfcner should 
know for what she is preparing the child, and the teacher should know 
the experiences which the child has passed through and the work to 
follow, that the connection may be unbroken.

Many futile attempts to solve the problem of this connection have 
been undertaken, but experience leads me to the conclusion that none 
but thoroughly equipped persons, with a knowledge of both primary and 
Kindergarten instruction, can undertake the work with any degree of 
success. The day is not far distant when the demand for dual train
ing will be upon us, and the blended qualification of kindergartner and 
teacher will be required in all who guide and direct the development 
of all little children in elementary grades. Then, and not till then, 
will the problem of the “Transition Class” be solved. In the mean
time, kindergartners should make their efforts a power for good in 
laying the foundation upon which our hopes are to be realized. In
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the business world, the possessor of capital has the control over sub
sistence, .and he can wait, even at some loss to the original amount of 
his capital, but in the world of thought the possessor of a truth cannot 
afford to wait. To possess it truly we must act it out, or, “ let our 
light so shine that we stand as a cloud of witnesses for the hope that 
is in us. The joy springing from the true possession of a thought out
weighs the mere holding of prejudices, and causes them to sink into 
insignificance in due course of time. The genuine manifestation of 
the true principles of our work will win to the side of those evincing 
them strong helpers from the rank and tile of parents and educators. 
As kindergartners let us strive to perfect the work at hand before 
reaching out to comparatively unexplored regions in transition classes, 
lest we be overtaken by that worst of all darkness, lack of insight.

Groping along the line of empirical thought has produced many a 
“ mental tramp,” who is among all tramps the most incorrigible. He 
disdains the solid bread that is the “ staff of life,” and flings it to the 
roadside, clamoring for the dainty bits to please the insatiable and 
vitiated taste of the wanderer. The old but forcible adage of the 
“ rolling stone that gathers no moss,” is applicable to many lines of 
work to-day, and we must discern, with a clear vision, the . speck no 
larger than a man’s hand, on the horizon of the future, that threatens 
overthrow to educational principles. Imbued with Froebel’s spirit in 
our work, we will have a sunbeam in our hearts and minds that will 
give out its own energy to make all we do a living example of the 
truth and beauty of his principles; and just as the sun’s nature 
really becomes organized in the things which grow out of the earth, 
and in the creatures which live on the earth, so will Froebel’s truths 
penetrate and become properties of every act of the true kinder- 
gartner, and the real “gospel of education” become an energizing 
factor in the schools and homes of the land.

Let us be strong first as Kinderyartners. Any flaw in the title 
invalidates all claim to consistency, and if not consistent with 
Froebel’s principles and spirit, we fall short of the noblest calling 
of those whose privilege it is to guide “ these little ones.” We 
are now in the spring-time of our work and hopes, and our watch
word is “ Be strong ! ”

1

1

11

The late benumbed and torpid heart is waking,
The warm sap tloweth, creeping higher, higher ;

For Life hath seasons ; Winter’s chain is breaking ; 
New hopes and purposes the soul inspire.

All sights and sounds are prophecies,
Bidding the heart in joy arise.

Sweet Hope, its own fulfilment thus beginneth,
And out of Winter’s chill a glorious Easter winneth.”
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LESSON PLANS.

W. SCOTT, H.A.

IAn Abstract.]
I. System is of value to all, especially the beginner.

1. It aids the teacher to accomplish the work to be done—
(a) By securing efficiency everywhere.
(b) By producing good work.
(c) By giving clearness of grasp of the subject.
(d) By causing growth—unorganized knowledge has no seed

germs of growth in it.
2. It helps the pupil : —

(а) Pupils are like their teachers.
(б) They learn indirectly the value of order and system.

II. Definition of.
Notes of a lesson are the systematic arrangement of the 

information a teacher wishes to impart on a given 
subject, together with an outline of the method to be pur
sued in imparting it.

111. Why should notes of lesson be insisted upon 1
(a) Such notes lead to system.
(b) The student is, so to say, compelled to teach the lesson

to himself before he comes before the class.
Thus both the class and student, but the student especi

ally, profit by this.
(c) He discovers in this way the weak places in his armor,

and is thus much more likely to know the subject 
with a fair degree of thoroughness.

As we all know, for teaching purposes—half-knowledge, 
nebulous knowledge—indefinite knowledge is no 
knowledge at all.

(d) The notes compel him to freshen his present knowledge
and thus renders it available for use now.

We all know Thomas Arnold’s opinion of teaching from 
a stagnant pool, etc.
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(e) The fact that lie has been over every foot of ground, so 
to speak, and knows what, mountains are to be 
elimbed, what rivers are to be crossed, and how this 
is to be done, is of great service in imparting con
fidence to the beginner, and self-contidence and self- 
possession are large factors in success.

IV. In order to teach any subject successfully, ai d hence in order 
to draw up proper notes of lesson, the teacher must be pre
pared to answer clearly the question, “ Why teach this 
subject?” 
subject?”

“What end have you in view in teaching this

REASONS.

1. This knowledge serves as a guide in practice.
A wrong end is a radical error ; it subverts effort, w astes 

time, energy, and opportunity.
2. This knowledge serves as a measure of the success of one’s

energy.
3. Uhis know ledge serves as a guide to method and tests one s

means or devices.
-*• This knowledge is needed for definite preparation.

As well expect the gunner to hit the target who does not 
know where it is, as to expect good teaching from one 
who does not know why and wherefore he teaches a 
subject.

V. What should notes of lesson show' 1
1. The matter of the lesson, i.e., what is to be taught arranged

in short, comprehensive propositions.
2. The order of presentation, i.e., what is to form the intro

duction, the tirst point, the second, etc.
3. How each point of the matter is to be taught. The arts

and devices should be mentioned, diagrams shown, as well 
as the general mode of procedure.

1. The 13. 13. summary.

El1

VI. How to prepare a subject for teaching and the necessary notes.
1. The student should tirst fill his mind with the subject

—first freshen and quicken his old knowledge.
2. He should then set down on a separate sheet one point that 

must be taught, then a second, a third, etc., in any order 
until he considers the subject is exhausted.

3. He should then consider the work from the child’s point of 
view, or poirt of contact, and seek to discover something 
in the child’s previous knowledge or experience, to which 
the new may be referred or through which the new may 
be apperceived.
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4. He should then arrange the different portions ot‘ the matter 
he has decided to tench in abort paragraphs, so as to 
show the main points of information intended to be 
taught, and in such order as will enable him most scien
tifically to connect it with the old and the several parts 
with one another, i.e., the subject should be arranged 
logically. This will insure clearness and a proper and 
natural order.

f>. In connection with each part he should settle definitely :—
(а) Its relative importance, and hence how much time is to

be devoted to it.
(б) How it is to be brought before the class and the nature

of the illustrations used, so that the subject of this 
part may be clearly apprehended, and then, as far as 
possible, become organized knowledge.

VII. To write out the necessary notes.

1. Place at the head of the page :
(а) The subject of the lesson.
(б) The class for which it is designed.
(c) The time of the lesson.
(d) The apparatus to be used.

d, so 
3 be 
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Two modes of procedure :
I. The matter and method are mixed together.

nged *

itro- >ADVANTAGES.

(a) It is difficult at times to separate matter and method
in the notes, as it is difficult to separate them in the 
actual delivery of the lesson.

(b) When the separation is made it is often forced, arti
ficial, and partial.

arts
well

otes.
jject DISADVANTAGES.

(a) The effort to discriminate clearly between what is to 
be taught and the means employed in doing the 
teaching is as good a training as a young teacher 
can get.

2. To divide the page into two columns, one headed matter 
and the other method. Under the matter column state 
in short pithy propositions :—

(a) What is to be reviewed.
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(A) 'l'he points to be taught in the order in which they
to be taught, as already arranged for, and in the 
method column opposite eacli separate point show the 
method to be adopted in explaining, illustrating, and 
teaching the subject. Draw diagran s used, etc.

The method should not be a st( reotyped one which, 
under the circumstances now existing, it would be 
impossible* to follow, but should have a certain elas
ticity about it so as to be at once adapted to the 
thought suggested by the pupil. Each subject and 
part cf a subject will require a manner of treatment 

Adopt the method best suited for the 
point under consideration—sometimes induction, 
sometimes deduction, sometimes interrogation, etc.

Finally—Whatever mode of drawing up a plan is adopted a 
sketch of the B. B. work should be appended.

are

of its own.

VIII, Common Faults.
1. Mixing of matter and method in No. 2.
2. Some parts are too fully written, while other parts are too

brief.
The terms educe, elicit, show*, lead to see, etc., are used 

without stating how the matter is to be educed, elicited, 
shown, etc.

4. Diagrams are often omitted.
f). Matter in not clearly arranged under headings and in separ

ate paragraphs.
6. The B. B. sketch is often omitted.
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INSPECTORS’ DEPARTMENT.

GRAMMAR At.D UO .«POSITION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS.Iiicb, 
d be 
elas-

![An Abstract.]

W. E. TILLEY, M.A., PH.D., BOWMANVILLE.

Public School pupils frequently regard Grammar as dry, uninter
esting and almost useless. The method of presenting the subject to 
their young minds must be responsible for this—not anything in the 
subject itself. Grammar, including composition, is perhaps the most 
useful subject on the Public School programme, and should he one of 
the most interesting.

Too often the child is taught to regard Grammar as an extensive 
system of classifications and definitions which the teacher frequently 
condemns as faulty and inaccurate, but which, nevertheless, the child 
is required to learn either in the exact words of the text-book, or in 
what is equally difficult and useless to the pupil, the exact words of 
the teachei. The narrowness of this plan of dealing with the subject 
is often intensified by a carefully learned and studiously followed 
method on the part of the teacher in presenting information to his 
pupils. In his home-life and in his out-of-door experience, the child 
had learned the use and meaning of words and expressions by heating 
them from others, and by repeating them himself—not by defining 
them. Grammar would be more popular among our Public School 
pupils, and at the same time much more useful to them, if taken up 
more in harmony with their out-of-school life. Classifications, defini
tions and rules, so far as these are necessary, will not trouble a child 
after he has become familiar with grammatical terms by hearing and 
using them. Memorizing such faulty definitions, as, “ a clause is a 
sentence that is joined with one or more other sentences to make a 
larger sentence,” will not, in the least, assist a child to understand 
what a clause is, but rather will confuse his ideas in regal'd to both 
clause and sentence. As well might a window lie defined to be a 
house that is joined with one or more other houses to make a larger 
house. I do not think it wise to differ from authorized text-books, 
except where the text-books are clearly at fault ; but where funda
mental principles of classification or definition are violated, as is too 
often done in our text-books, the errors should be pointed out, and the 
principles which they violate should be definitely fixed in the child’s 
mind. But it is not my intention in this talk to deal so much with 
“ text-book ” grammar as with, what I shall call “sentence work ” in 
grammar.

I do not consider the order of taking up the work important, but
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would begin with the frame-work of the sentence. The discussions 
should be guided by the teacher, so as to secure a full consideration of 
all the elements of which a sentence is composed. Only a few of the 
leading elements can be referred to here. The teaching should be 
done mainly by examples. So far as possible, the pupils should be 
allowed to see and talk freely about what they are required to learn. 
It should be remembered also that it Is not always wise to attempt to 
have each step thoroughly understood before leaving it. 
and make frequent reference to back work, especially to difficult por
tions of it,” is not a bad motto for a teacher.

I would suggest that the subject be taken up somewhat in the 
following order :

1. Name-words, or nouns and pronouns. 
these will be sufficient, as they will constantly occur in the after- 
work. Special reference should be made to those written with a 
capital.

'1. Action-words, or verbs. Discuss with the class the two kinds 
of action, transitive and intransitive. Ask for examples of each 
expressed in sentences ; at first with the fewest possible number of 
words in each sentence ; as transitive—carpenters build houses ; boys 
eat apples ; intransitive, grass grows ; boys run. 
words and the action-words ; say which kind of action is expressed by 
each action-word. Observe that transitive action is done to some
thing, i.e., something is in some way affected by it, whereas nothing is 
affected by intransitive action. Verbs expressing transitive action 
called transitive verbs; intransitive action, intransitive verbs. Transi
tive verbs make as complete assertions without objects as do intransi
tive verbs; but, in the former, one part of the picture brought to the 
mind by the complete sentence is wanting until the object affected by 
the action is expressed. Hence, a sentence expressing transitive 
action has three distinct parts, subject, predicate and object ; 
expressing intransitive action has but the first two of these parts. In 
the examples above, the doer of the act is said to have the subjective 
relation to the action, and the object affected by the act, where there 
is one, the objective relation to the action. Transitive action may 
be expressed in two ways—example: carpenters build houses; houses 
are built by carpenters. The first is known as the active construc
tion, the second as the passive construction ; and the verbs are said to 
have the active and the passive voice, respectively. Sentences with 
intransitive verbs, and those with transitive verbs in the passive voice, 
have no word in the objective relation to the action.

Before passing from this, numerous examples should be obtained 
from the class, of (1) words in the subjective relation to actions, or 
in the nominative case, (2) words in the objective relation to actions, 
or in the objective case, (3) transitive action in the active construc
tion, (4) transitive action in the passive construction, (5) intransitive 
action. Again, pupils should be asked to express action, 0) naming
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189GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION.

the actor, (2) not naming the actor, and to determine ,he construc
tion in each case. They should also be questioned as to when they 
would use the one construction and when the other in ordinary 
position. Verbs not expressing action may now be discussed, or the 
discussion of these may be left for a later stage. Examples may 
also be given of the possessive case.

3. Relation words, or propositions. Examples, the bo} on the door, 
the man in the field ; the boy stands on the floor, the man works in 
the field. The first on shows the relation of the hoy to the floor, the 
second on, the relation of the standing of thebog to the floor. In the 
examples floor and feld are the objects of the relations expressed by 
on and in nd are hence in the objective relation, or the objective case. 
The preposition is purely a relational word having no connective 
force. Clearly point out that the word which stands in the subjective 
relation to an action has case—the nominative, while the subject of a 
relation has not, from that circumstance, case : also that the word 
which stands in the objective relation either to an actior or to a relation 
has case —the objective. Numerous examples should be required on, (1 ) 
subject of an action, (2) object of an action, (3) subject of a relation, 
(4) object of a relation, as a definite knowledge of this part of gram
mar will make the rest of the subject comparative1}' easy. In rural 
schools, pupils cun do most of this kind of work at their desks, and 
will be interested in it if properly directed and encouraged in their 
efforts.
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4. Modifications, name-words, besides naming, indicate, in them
selves, whether one thing is represented or more than one. Hence 
number—singular and plural. Also whether that which is represented 
is male, female or neither sex. Hence gender—masculine, feminine 
and neuter. In like manner action-words, and verbs generally, fre
quently indicates the number of the name-word in the subject, as well 
as in a general way the time of the action. Hence tense, etc. This 
department of grammar, though somewhat extensive, is not difficult, 
and may be taught incidentally while the other departments are being 
mastered.

5. Modifiers. This department is perhaps the link between gram
mar proper and composition. It is exceedingly important, and may 
be made very interesting to children. T shall simply suggest by an 
example cne of the many ways of taking it up. Suppose three l>oys 
of the third class came to school late in the morning, one of whom 
knew his history lesson for the day, while the other two did not ; 
others in their history class also failed to know the history. The 
teacher wishes to retain after school the two boys only, of the third 
class who were both late and failed in history. The class is asked to 
indicate the two boys to be retained. In looking over the pupils’ 
efforts, the teacher finds, (1) the two boys who were late will remain 
after school, (2) the two boys of the third class who failed in history, 
will remain after school, (3) the two hoys of the third class who came
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late to school and who failed in history, will remain after school. It 
will be necessary only to read these to the class that the pupils may 
see which is correct. The example is of course too difficult for begin
ners, but it is not wise to remain too long at easy examples.

Modifiers may be considered under two heads ; i.e., value and form. 
In value they are either adjectives or adverbs ; in form they are either 
words, phrases or clauses. The word clause should be retained for 
subordinate elements of a sentence with subject and predicate, and 
should not be substituted for the term sentence.

6. Analysis. In my opinion, sentences should be divided into 
simple and compound : simple, with one member or statement ; com- 
pjund, with more than one member or statement. The members 
or statements maybe classed as simple or complex; simple, when 
not containing a clause modifier ; complex, when containing a clause 
modifier. It will be noticed that a clause does not make a state
ment, but simply implies one. In the example, the boy who canie 
late may go home, it is not stated that any boy came late, but that is 
assumed, or implied, in what is said. The only real statement is the 
boy may go home. Who came late is simply a modifier of boy. The 
main difficulty in analyzing is in selecting the members or statements. 
Any senior third class pupil should be able, readily, to analyze both 
simple and complex members.

7. Parsing. Parsing is simply giving in the fewest possible words 
what is known about the words of a sentence. Analysis and parsing 
enables the teacher to review rapidly, but care slmuld be exercised 
not to have pupils constantly repeating what is thoroughly known. 
Let the pupils encounter difficulties occasionally, and in an encourag
ing way assist them to conquer them.
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It
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Bgin- ARE ARITHMETIC AND GRAMMAR AS WELL TAUGHT 

NOW AS FORMERLY ?vrm. 
ither 
1 for 
and

ARTHUR BROWN, MORRISBURO.

[/In Abstract.]

Are they well taught now l Let the awkward composition and 
“ had Grammar ’ of the papers of Entrance candidates answer. Let 
the ill-constructed sentences, and faulty syntax, so often to he 
the applications for situations, not always confined to those of Third 
Class Teachers, and no" always excluding an occasional “gem” 
penned by a University graduate, also make reply. Consult the 
Examiners of Primary and Junior Leaving Candidates’ answer 
papers, and listen to the admonition given Normal School Examiners 
not to “pass candidates who show themselves deficient in scholarship.” 
Ask Inspectors what kind of teaching they too often see at their 
official visits, and inquire of them what story the hundreds of letters 
they receive tell on this point.

But why select these two bronches 1 Because they constitute the 
backbone of the Public School course—the subjects most important, 
whether considered as a basis of mental training or the source of 
instruction for future use, and a weakness in teaching these involves 
failure in school work.

Twenty years ago teachers prided themselves upon their know
ledge of English Grammar, and their skill in Mathematics, and the 
measure of their success as teachers, was the ability of their older 
pupils to parse correctly difficult selections, to correct, with reasons, 
almost any example in false Syntax, and to solve intricate problems 
in Arithmetic. Whatever may be said of the scholarship of pupils 
and teachers in other respects, in these branches they were well 
grounded ; within the limits of a narrow course they were well 
trained.

How is it with the pupils of the Public Schools of to-day 1 Their 
style of work, as far as neatness and method are concerned, has 
improved. They have some acquaintance with a larger number of 
branches, but most of the children have not a real, definite knowledge 
of any of them. They have a smattering of Idistoiy and Geography, 
of Agriculture and Temperance, of Drawing and the Literature of 
certain lessons, but they are pigmies in Arithmetic, and Parsing is a 
lost art.

How, then, you ask, do so many succeed in passing the Entrance 
Examinations? They pass on a 33^ subject percentage, and a 50 
per cent, total—a system as destructive of all thoroughness in the 
important mental training subjects as can well be conceived of, because
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it admits of ompenation for a low standing in Arithmetic or Gram- 
mar, or both, by surplus marks for Reading, Copy-books, Drawing- 
books, and for the composition of a thirty line letter that may have 
been previously drilled upon until it has become a thing of memory.

Is proof of this necessary 1 Here it is. Summing up the results 
of the last Entrance Examination at eight centres, we find that out 
of 897 candidates only 336, or about 37 per cent, were successful. Of 
the whole number 454, or 50 per cent, made less than half in 
Arithmetic, and 711, or 80 per cent, made less than half in G ram mar. 
These were picked pupils, not from rural schools alone, but from 
towns and villages as well, and these figures are, probably, fairly 
representative of the rest of the Province, leaving out the cities. As 
the total number of the Entrance candidates is about 20 per cent, of 
the enrolment of pupils in the b ourth Class, the proficiency of the 
remaining 80 per cent, may be imagined. Would it not be wiser 
before substituting the Public School Leaving for the Entrance 
Examination, to exact a higher standing in the leading subjects of 
the latter, so as to ensure some thoroughness in old before adding new
branches Î _

On the principle of “ like Teacher, like pupils, would it be unfair 
to conclude that the Teachers of these pupils are weak along the
same lines 1 _

How many of the successful Primary and Junior Leaving candi
dates make less than half in Grammar and Arithmetic is, of course, 
known only to Prôvidence and the Education Department, but judging 
from the standing of the successful ones, and from hints dropped by 
Examiners “ in moments of weakness,” it is safe to conclude that the 
showing is not very unlike that of the Entrance.

Let us endeavor to discover the causes of this condition o affairs. 
For the purposes of this inquiry, only the Third Class teachers will 
be considered, since outside of the cities and towns they constitute 
about three-fourths of all the teachers. The Primary Examination 
is a combination and a compromise, an attempt to accomplish by one 
examination two very different purp jses to test, on the one hand, 
the scholarship of prospective teachers, and on the other, the fitness 
of High School pupils for promotion to a higher form. The greater 
numberof students do not propose to become teachers. Their ultimate 
aim is Law, Medicine, Dentistry, or a Course in Arts, or one at the 
School of Science or Agricultural College ; and to meet their require
ments, Latin, French, German, Physics, and Botany are added to the 
course of study. It is not essential that 1 bird Class teachers should 
have a knowledge of these, because they have no occasion to teach them, 
but for the sake of uniformity, they must form a part of the teacher’s 

_ The plea is that teachers should know more widely than they 
teach, that the more liberal their education the better. This is more 
plausible than real—wide culture is valuable, provided the width be 
not at the expense of depth, and it is just here that the mode of

course.
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m applying the principle destroys or prevents all good effects. As 
regards the greater number of the High School students, an average 
standing in English and Mathematics is all they wish or require, and 
so again, for the sake of uniformity, all are levelled down to the same 
pernicious 33| subject percentage, and 50 per cent, total. As a 
matter of fact, students pay particular attention to those branches 
that will be of most importance to them in their future course, and 
consequently those who propose to follow a profession, easily secure a 
high standing on the elementary papers set in Latin, French, German, 
or Physics and Botany. Now each of these is valued for examination 
purposes at 200 marks, very nearly one-third of the total required for a 
Primary certificate. It can easily be seen then, that although all 
who pass may not necessarily be weak in Arithmetic and Grammar, it 
is possible for all to be so, and many are. But this examination 
opens the gate so far as literary qualification is concerned, for all 
students alike to enter the teacher’s calling, and hence we have the 
anvmaly of teachers better acquainted with the subjects they do not 
teach than with those they must teach. Judge, for example, what is 
the fitness to teach Euclid of a teacher whose course of study covers 
twenty-six propositions of the First Book of Euclid and who then 
passes on a 33 J per cent, basis ! But this is not the worst. A candi
date who has absolutely failed in these important subjects may go in 
for a Junior Leaving, provided he is not more than 100 marks short 
of the total Then, all through his future course, his weakness on 
these lines is no disadvantage to him, as far as securing authority to 
teach is concerned.

Let us notice now a few peculiarities in the construction cf some 
of the Examination Papers, and the curious results that may follow. 
Grammar and Rhetoric constitute one paper, and, under the Regula
tions, the values are to be as two to one ; that is, the value of the 
Grammar part is to be 133 marks, and the Rhetoric 66. At the 
last Primary Examination there were four questions on the Grammar 
part of the paper, and three on the Rhetoric, but only two of the 
latter were to be attempted. The candidate had to secure sixty-six 
marks for pass, and this he could do by answering the two questions 
in Rhetoric, and not touching the Grammar at all, or he could 
answer two questions in Grammar, and omit the Rhetoric, 
paper on Algebra and Euclid was similarly constructed. The Algebra 
part contained six questions valued at 133, and the Euclid part 
three questions valued at 66. The candidate could make his pass by 
fully answering three questions on the Algebra part, and “jumping ” 
the Euclid, or by fully answering the Euclid part, and “jumping” 
the Algebra. This may be denominated “ Passing made easy,” since 
he must be a poor candidate indeed who could not pick out “ here a 
little and there a little,” in such papers, and make a pass. This 
furnishes a significant comment on the plea of “ wider culture ” for 
teachers.
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To sum up. Under fair conditions, teachers may justly be held 
accountable for the deiiciences of their pupils. The results of Entrance 
Examinations show that pupils are deficient in Arithmetic and Gram
mar, particularly the latter. Therefore the teaching of those subjects 
must have been poor. The statistics of Primary and Junior Leaving 
Examinations, and the observations of Examiners and Inspectors, 
lead to the same conclusion. Such a result is what might reasonably 
be expected from the nature of the Examination Papers, and the low 
grade of pass standing accepted.

What is the remedy 1 In the first place, raise the standard for 
Entrance—really raise it—not by additional subjects, but by requiring 
a thorough knowledge of English ar.d Arithmetic within the limits 
already laid down, so that before entering the High School pupils 
must be thoroughly grounded in the elementary work, and thus the 
High Schools relieved from the necessity for doing Public School 
work. These pupils will then make strong candidates at subsequent 
examinations.

In the next place, divorce examinations that, by reason of their
to have been joined. Make teachers’incompatibility, ought never 

initial qualifying examination a separate one, and the only gateway 
to the teachers’ calling. Exact from the candidates a thorough 
acquaintance with the subjects they are required to teach, especially 
English and Arithmetic ; then if wider attainments be practicable, 

such, but not by lowering the standard on essential subjects.
will enable them to profit

secure
Thus will they have such knowledge as

fully bv their Model School training, and to do better and 
efficient work in their own teaching afterwards.
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ild
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HAVE WE A SUFFICIENTLY HIGH IDEAL OF THE 
WORK TO BE DONE IN A PUBLIC SCHOOL?

cts
mg
irs,
bly J. S. DEACON, MILTON.

[An Abstract.]

That this question is worthy of consideration will be apparent 
when we le \rn that 90 to 95 per cent, of the whole population 
never enter any higher seat of learning, and that the entiie commu
nity lay the foundation of their knowledge, training and charac
ter in the Public School. Since the condition of society in the next 
generation (at least moral and educational) will depend largely upon 
the zeai and general efficiency of the teachers in this generation, we 
should aim high professionally, and strive to prove ourselves worthy 
of this important trust. No other work can exceed in importance 
that which devolves upon the Public School teacher. There is great 
danger of his underestimating it. His ideal of success may be good 
order, the ability to jmss pupils at examinations, or personal popularity 
in the school section. His ideal should be the perfect development 
(physical, mental, moral and æsthetical) of those under his charge, pro
ducing thereby the best type of citizen, fully trained to habits ot 
industry, self-reliance, self-control and self-denial. Parents, trustees, 
inspectors and principals of training schools are jointly responsible, 
and unless all are working with this high ideal constantly in view the 
result will fall short of what society, the home and the State have a 
right to expect and demand.

Let us consider some mistakes (of each of these) that seem to prove 
the existence of low ideals.

(а) Of Trustees (and ratepayers). Small sites, badly located and 
untidy ; school-house and outbuildings unpainted and otherwise 
unattractive in appearance ; ventilation, heating, lighting, furniture, 
blackboard, etc., inadequate or improper ; floors seldom scrubbed ; 
lack of taste or neatness in all the appointments ; the teacher dis
missed when doing excellent wo^k, solely because a novice can be 
obtained for a lower salary.

(б) Parents : Sending children to school too young and irregu
larly ; urging too rapid promotion ; too great indulgence and lack of 
firmness in home training : non-attendance at the annual meeting, and 
refusal to act as trustee ; lack of interest generally in sustaining a 
good school.

(c) Principals of Normal, and County Model, Schools, including 
Boards of Examiners: Not sufficient practice given in teaching and 
government ; too much time spent on “ methods ” and not enough on 
“ management not enough “ weeding out ” of unsuitable candidates
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inspectors’ department.

at the professional examinations ; too little account taken of the 
didate’s temperament and “ fitness ” for the profession, and too much 
of his studied “ methods.”

(d) Teachers : “Keeping ” order, instead of training pupils to keep 
themselves in order : letting pupils remain idle at seats ; giving chief 
attention to the promotion or “ entrance ” class ; giving too much 
assistance to seniors and too little to juniors ; exercising the memory 
too much or too little, etc. Teachers should consider training, discip
line, development and the proper formation of character as more 
important than the acquisition of knowledge. They should require 
excellence in every step, from the child’s first day at school. They 
should keep pupils actively and pleasantly employed during the whole 
school session, thereby avoiding the necessity for home lessons, and 
giving time for healthful physical exercise. They should regard the 
work of the Primary Classes as most important of all. They should 
be worthy examples to the youth of the community, not only in 
energy, interest, neatness, etc., but likewise in abstinence from 
degrading habits. The Public School teacher has greater need than 
the minister to be an exemplar in character and devotion to duty.

(e) Inspectors : My knowledge of the methods employed by my 
fellow-inspectors is necessarily limited. I think the tendency is to 
dwell upon defects and to lose sight of much that is commendable. 
Methods of inspection should be varied to suit the necessity of each 
individual school. The inspector’s work, as a rule, should cover every 
subject, but it is advisable to pay special attention in each school to 
those subjects that have been poorly taught or somewhat neglected. 
The teacher should take his ordinary work for half the time of inspec
tion, or for the whole time at every alternate visit. The inspector, 
not taking part in the teaching or management, has thus a better 
opportunity to judge of the teacher’s efficiency from every standpoint
_his energy, judgment, tact, influence and control ; his pupil’s habits
of industry, promptness, attention, interest, neatness and deportment. 
At the alternate visits the inspector should assume full control and 
assign work for every class at seats. The floor work should consist of 
teaching, or oral review of the work recently completed. The seat 
work should be a test of mechanical neatness—writing—the lesson, 
story, a bill of goods, commercial forms, etc. ; drawing—from First 
Reader, objects in room, pictures and maps. Written examinations 
on prepared papers are unsuitable as aids to inspection. Uniform

of questions may be suitable for a school in December or May, 
but much in advance of the work completed, if used three months 
earlier. Before reporting, the inspector should take into consideration 
every subject of study and every aspect of the teacher’s work, including 
the effect of his example and influence in the school and community.
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197HOW SHALL WE SECURE UNIFORMITY.

ill
icit

HOW SHALL WE SECURE UNIFORMITY IN THE EX- 
TENSION OF THIRD-CLASS CERTIFICATES?. SHOULD 

EXTENDED CERTIFICATES BE PROVINCIAL?

lep
lief
ich
iry
np- J. DEARNESS, LONDON.

[.An Abstract.]

If Third-class certificates were limited to the county in which 
they are granted it would be advantageous in several ways. Whether 
•the original Third-class certificate be so limited or not, extensions 
ought to be. In some counties it seems to be the rule to grant an 
extension under Regulation 52, if at all, for only one year ; in other 
counties holders of Primary certificates are granted extension for 
three years on passing the Primary, or higher grade, holders of Junior- 
Leaving are allowed to teach six years; and holders of Senior-Leaving, 
nine years, without going to the Normal School (instances were cited). 
With provincial Third-class certificates the Regulations should be 
interpreted more uniformly. If extensions were limited to the county 
it would not much matter whether the extensions were granted for 
one, three or six years ; each Board could be guided by the needs of 
its own county.

After a teacher has graduated from the Model School it is a mis
take to base an extension of his certificate on the non-professional 
side of his attainments. His school is more liable to suffer injury by 
his application to studies for a higher grade of non-professional certi
ficate than if he were looking forward to a new trial on his profes
sional reading and practice. Again, there are some teachers who do 
excellent primary work who abandon the profession from dread of 
failure at the Junior-Leaving examination. Such would gladly pre
pare to acquit themselves creditably upon professional tests, and their 
experience would thereby be saved to the profession. It maybe said that 
the inspector’s testimonial, as now exacted, is sufficient. That re
quirement should be continued, but the testing by the County Board 
at the Model School examination should he substituted for the passing 
of the non-professional examinations, and the extensions granted 
should be limited to the county where granted, but valid in other 
•counties by endorsation.
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W. W. BREMNER, M.D., TORONTO.

When we consider that there are 40,000 school children in 
Toronto and 595,000 in this province, the importance of anything 
bearing on their physical well-being will not be disputed.

The two appliances of which I shall speak are the seats and the 
desks used in our Public Schools.

Through the kindness of Mr. Doan and Mr. Groves I was enabled 
to carefully inspect the fittings of the Dufferin and Church Streets 
Schools, which, 1 believe, are good representatives of the best city 
schools, and I have, at different times, observed some of the country 
schools. At the Dufferin and Church Streets Schools the seats and 
desks are verv much alike, and one description will answer for both.

A In the Junior Fifth, in both
& schools, a new combined seat 

and desk has been introduced 
" iSSk.- _ (see photograph 1), which is

almost as good as could be 
"&(>! made. A description of this 

|h-~ seat and of its chief features will 
S JL show what a good seat ought to 
[-Z- be. In the first place, the seat 
! itself is set at right angles to 
w? the back, and the seat is raised 
^ about ten degrees more in front 

than at the back, and the back 
is high enough to reach to the 

ï||| bottom of the child’s shoulders, 
El that is, to the bottom or middle 
HI of the shoulder-bone. The ad- 

vantages of this arrangement are 
mk very great. By referring to 
HP photograph 1, it will be seen 
If how comfortably the child sits 

in this chair. The backward
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Photo No. 1. m

slope of the seat keeps the base of the spine in opposition to the back 
of the chair, and the base of the spine being thus held it becomes 
really a matter of effort to curve the upper portion. The back of the 
chair also carries a portion of the weight of the body when the child 
sits back in the intervals of rest or of reading, and when the back is 
kept straight and partially rested it is almost impossible for rotation 
to occur, which is one of the worst features of rotary lateral curvature.

TIES THEY CAUSE.

FAULTY SCHOOL APPLIANCES AND THE DEFORMI-
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199FAULTY SCHOOL APPLIANCES.

the most common deformity of school life. The desk, also, is set at 
such an angle, and brought back to such a distance over the seat as 
would seem to be most suitable for writing in a correct position (see 
photograph 1).

These seats and desks are being supplied, I understand, to all the 
higher classes in the city, and it is proposed to supply them, ns finances 
permit, to the lower classes, which will take several years. This 
method is the reverse of that which should be adopted : it is in early 
life that children are most liable to deformity.

Dr. Ketch, of New York, New York Medical Journal, April 24,
1880, summarizes 229 cases of curvature. In 52 per cent., the disease 
began before the 12th year.

Eulenberg. of Germany, in 1,000 cases, noted 78 between birth 
and the 6th year; 216 between the 6th and 7th years; 564 between 
the 7 th and i 0 th years ; 107 between the 10th and 14th years; 35 
above the 14th year.

It is thus see»|that before the 10th year the liability is much the 
greatest. Therefore, in providing improved seats, the change should 
be begun at the youngest classes.

In regard to the remainder of the seats in both schools, they are 
constructed in such a way as to specially favor deformity where there 
is any tendency towards it. The seats 
the backs slope back rapidly, in many cases the children’s feet cannot 
touch the floor. In one large class almost every child had its feet 
hanging in the air, and the desks are placed much too far forward for 
a correct position to be easily assumed.

on a plane with the floor,are

Photograph 2 shows a child 
sitting in the usual position 
which such seats induce, the 
spine curved like the letter 
S, the right shoulder twisted 
forward, and the back bent. 
These remarks, unfortunately, 
apply with equal force to all 
the country schools that I 

-~ "r- have seen.
The deformities caused by 

these faulty appliances are 
chiefly three :

1. Rotary lateral curva- 
, n —ture of the spine.

2. Round shoulders, or a 
bowing back ward of the upper 
part of the spine.

3. Lordosis or a bowing forward of the lower part of the spine 
causing projection of the abdomen.

These deformities do not always occur singly, and, in fact, some
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/ inspectors’ department.200
thecases present all three in a very marked degree, as in the case of the 

youth I shall present to you. But before doing so shall consider 
for a moment the frequency of the first and most serious deformity.

Drachmann examined in 1884, 28,125 school children in Denmark 
(16,789 boys and 11,386 girls), finding curvature in 368 cases. No 
examination on a large scale has ever been conducted in Canada, as 
far as I am aware, but judging from the position taken by the major
ity of the female prpils in our schools, this deformity must be com
paratively frequent. Girls are more frequently affected than boys. 
Drachmann found four girls to one boy. Many other observers agree 
in this matter. In the hospital for the crippled in New York, with 
perhaps the largest attendance of out-door patients in the world, on 
the staff of which I had the honor of serving for over a year, there were 
great numbers with curvature, but I never recollect seeing one boy. 
All the cases seen by me were in girls of school age. In the report

233 cases, forty-seven of
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which were males.
PIThis young child (photograph 3) I now 

present to you, who was quite straight when 
he went to school, shows the first deformity in 
a very striking manner. You will observe that 
not only does the body and spinal column 
present a marked curve with its convexity 

11 to the right, but that the spine is twisted on 
, its axis, so that the transverse processes, in- 

( \ stead of projecting sidewise as they ought, pro- 
>t \ ject forward and backward, the whole of the 

upper part of the body also is twisted consider
ably in relation to the pelvis, causing one 
shoulder to project backward in a very unplea-

He also illus-

sej
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i se
L ,f *r- i\w "ft j sant manner (photograph 3). 

trates very well the .«owing back of the upper 
part of the spine, which causes round shoulders 
and the bowing forward of the lower spine, 
causing the abdomen to project.

The cause of this deformity is chiefly the 
WkiÆ'n superincumbent weight of the liody falling on 
PPP' a spinal column held in an improper position. 
Vïfyffl It is sufficient to look at a room of childien

engaged in writing tosee the improper position 
most of them assume (photograph 2, front 

figure). It is only necessary that this position should become fixed 
to have a most serious deformity, and this, in fact, is just what does 
occur in many cases.

It is not necessary to go into the other two deformities as they 
are not so serious as the one already mentioned, and it a matter of 

knowledge that sitting in a stooped and constrained position 
will produce the round shoulders so often seen, and the projection of
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Photo No. 3.
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which occurs in the attempt: tothe abdomen is a compensatory
stand uprise • ^ thjg state Gf things consists in first getting proper 

attention by teachers to the position of pupils, and 
u vv all school children proper exercises and gymnastics.
First —The object of this brief paper is to call attention to the 

im erative need of supplying suitable seats to the children, and to ti e 
importance of beginning at the youngest I was very sorry to see 
in the kindergarten of one of our large schools that the little chairs 

all improperly constructed, and it is the more unfortunate, inas
much as properly made chairs would cost not one cent more For a 
moment to recapitulate the points of a good seat, (1) it should allow 
the child’s feet to rest firmly on the floor, (2) the seat should form 
an angle of ten degrees with the floor, (3) the back should be at right 
angles with the seat, (4) the back should reach to the middle of the

^Secondly,—Teachers should attend to the position of pupils. 

Photo 2 shows what a correct position can be assumed even m a bad 
seat by instructing the child how to sit. The child who site-there* so 
upright has the feet hanging from the floor and no support for the 
back • yet it is better to make children sit upright than allow tb am 
to assume such faulty positions as are usually seen

Third —Suitable exercises for developing all th muscles should 
lie provided for every class, and these should be aken for a few 
minutes at the end of every half hour by the younger children and

eVeTVhtUrex^hwC„,„Tbe of gre.t bone.it „ the tethers them-
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TOWNSHIP GRANTS TO PUBLIC SCHOOLS. se

S mE. FAREWELL, Q.C., LL.B., WHITBY.
ir
fa

School Assessment, Section 109, Page ]Jt2.

S(
“The Municipal Council of every Township shall levy and collect 

by assessment, upon the taxable property of the Public School 
supporters of the whole township, in the manner provided by this 
Act, and by the Municipal and Assessment Acts, the sum of $100 at 
least for every Public School therein, in which a Public School has 
been kept open the whole year exclusive of vacations. Where the 
Public School has been kept open for six months or over a proportion
ate amount of the said sum of $100 at least shall be levied and 
collected by assessment upon the taxable property of the whole town
ship. An additional sum of $50 at least shall be levied and collected 
in a similar manner for every assistant teacher engaged for the whole 
year, and a proportionate amount if such assistant teacher is engaged 
for six months or over.”

The question to be considered in this paper is one submitted by 
the Public School Department of this Association to this Department, 
namely, the advisability of having the Township Grant mentioned in 
the 109th Section of the Public Schools Act raised from $100 to 
$200 for each school section.

There are many Township Councillors who discover, with much 
regret, that as townships become older, and as their population and 
wealth increases, the people demand that roads should be improved, 
that bridges and dangerous places on roads shall be made safer, and 
that the Public Schools shall be better equipped with educational 
appliances, and shall be taught by more experienced and better quali
fied teachers, and that these improvements for the common good shall 
be paid by the whole township irrespective of the locality in which 
these improvements are desired.
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To the Township Councillor, whose idea of his usefulness is, and 
whose hope of his re-election depends upon the making of each year’s 
tax bill less than the last one, this statutory provision requiring the 
whole township to contribute to each school section a certain sum 
towards maintenance of its school was an innovation, and a bold one
at that.

This provision was regarded, doubtless, as a downright imposition 
and a cruel injustice. To discuss intelligibly the proposal to double 
the amount of the grant by townships to each school section we 
should enquire why the grant of $100 was made imperative.

Every Township Council is required by law to divide the township 
into school sections, and so that no section of territory in any school 
section shall be more than three miles from the school-house in that
section.

Those of us who have had any experience in township municipal 
matters, and all County Public School inspectors, know that the lay
ing out of township school sections is a work of art—very high art, in

The art is displayed in the endeavor of the people of each school 
section to include within the boundaries of their respective section as 
many of the most valuable farms, mills, stores and factories as possible, 
so that when the usual assessment of three or four hundred dollars is 
made to supplement the Government and county grants for schools 
the tax can be spread over as much valuable property as possible ; 
and as the largest section contains the greatest number of voters, the 
result is that in time, by alterations, there is exemplified the truth of 
the declaration that “ Unto him that hath shall be given, and from him 
that hath not shall be taken away, even that which he hath, for the 
large sections often become larger and the small ones still smaller. 
And as to the shape of some of these sections, it outrivals the worst 
gerrymandered constituency.

To correct this state of things, and to avoid the agitation and liti
gation which takes place in the efforts of the small sections to “ enlarge 
their boundaries,” the statute requires that every school section shall 
receive a like sum of $100 towards the maintenance of its school ; in 
short, the property in the large and wealthy section is required to 
furnish its own $100 and something towards the payment of a like
amount to the poorer sections. , . . , • ,

There is another matter to be considered : by the introduction of 
labor-saving machinery, by changes in the system of cultivation, and 
by changes in the occupation of the laborin classes, the number of 
agricultural laborers is being reduced in som sections, and with this 
reduction the school population has become much less, tor example, 
a school adjacent to a town, which I taught thirty-five years ago, had 
in my time about ninety pupils ; at present the !argestnumber in 
attendance, I am told by the inspector, rarely reaches half that num
ber. The number of pupils in some sections has become so reduced

fact.
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r204 PUBLIC AND HIGH SCHOOL TRUSTEES* DEPARTMENT.

that there is a strong tendency to employ teachers who will accept the 
lowest possible salary, with the usual result that the teaching is not 
worth much more than what is paid for it. And with a poor school 
in the section many of the children attend the schools of neighboring 
sections where better teachers are employed.

I understand that in the township of Clark, there is one section 
where the pupils of school age are so few that the people have made 
arrangements to have all the children carried to the school in an 
adjoining section and maintain no school of their own.

See schedule as to amount of Government grant and county grant 
to some schools.

The power given by the School Act to township Councils to have 
a Township School Board was doubtless given in the hope that the 
difficulties above mentioned might be obviated, but the desire for 
Home Rule in Canada is so strong that only in a very few cases has 
advantage been taken of this provision.

Some townships have made grants of double the amount required 
by the statute, and are quite ready for the proposed amendment.

This scheme for aiding every school out of township funds with a 
fixed grant has this in its favor :—

I
1. It is fair and equitable, since the education of all of the 

children in a township is a benefit to the whole township, and all the 
rateable property in the township is made to bear to a certain extent 
an equal proportion of the cost of education.

2. The receipt of a fixed sum from a township renders it possible 
for a small school section to employ a teacher who is competent for 
the work without overburdening the people of a poor section.

3. The children within one section are taught there and the better 
schools are not over crowded.

I

4. The tendency to employ poor teachers with poor results is to 
some extent corrected.

There has been comparatively little complaint as to the scheme 
from which we may infer that the plan within certain limits is a bene
ficial one. The Deputy Minister of Education informs me that the 
scheme has met with much approval.

This statutory provision under consideration has not perhaps been 
in force long enough to afford sufficient data from which to form an 
opinion definitely as to its advantages and disadvantages.

If it is found by experience to have produced some of the results 
which are hoped for, the grant might be doubled with beneficial results 
to all concerned.
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Schedule showing the great difference between the amount of 
Government and County Grants to different school sections in four 
Townships of the County of Ontario :

RECEIVED FROM TOWNSHIP TREASURER.

East Whitby—No. 21 878 29 
80 08Township of

8158 97
847 27 

38 26No. 4itU
'

85 53
813 95 

22 60INo. 74444

36 55
875 23 

73 41
Township of Brock—No. 131

148 04
835 76 

33 32{No. 84 444

09 08
817 95 

12 90{No. 144444

30 85
8109 50 

115 70
Township of Pickering—No. 151

No. 4 (W) |
225 20

868 90 
80 894444

155 79

{No. 14 44444

37 36
862 04 

58 00
Township of Reach—No. 121

120 04
840 51 

37 77{No. 64444

78 28
814 05 

13 53INo. 34444

27 58

•205TOWNSHIP GRANTS TO PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
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THE LATEST DEPARTMENTAL REGULATIONS CON
CERNING FIFTH FORM WORK AND THE 

PUBLIC SCHOOL LEAVING 
EXAMINATION.

inj
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kitJAMES II. BUBRITT, PE BROKE.
Fo

Mr. President,—The Executive Committee have done me the 
honor to assign this subject to me, I presume mainly because this 
Fifth Form work was one of the clauses of my paper on the “ Work
ings of the Public School Law, 1891,” read last spring, which evoked 
the most discussion and in which the greatest interest was manifested.

I am sorry the task has not been allotted to a fitter person.
I am not unwilling to do my best, and candidly think this Fifth 

Form is the key to the success of both schools, and its importance to 
the people of Ontario cannot be easily estimated.

Unfortunately, I am unable to tell you to-day anything about the 
practical working of the New Regulations, because the schools in the 
town whose Board of Education I represent here have not yet taken 
up the Fifth Form work, so that I have to content myself with a 
critical inspection of these regulations, and as well as 1 can work out 
the probable result of the present condition of things under these 
regulations.

You will remember Clause XIII. of my paper referred to was in 
the following words: “That the Fifth Form be made compulsory in 
all Public Schools in cities, towns, and incorporated villages; and 
that the Junior Form in the High Schools be made to begin where 
the Fifth Form in the Public Schools leaves off.” This clause passed 
this Department by a two-thirds vote, and I presume the Minister of 
Education was memorialized to give it efiect. I was particularly 
pleased to see a portion of the same subject, namely, “The Public 
School Leaving Examination,” so ably presented by Mr. Henry 
Reazin, Public School Inspector, at the last meeting of this Associ
ation, and I suppose the pressure from these two departments per
suaded the Minister of Education to deal with the question, which 
has resulted in the new regulations of August, 1893.

I am glad to add my measure of thankfulness to the Hon. Mr. 
Ross for so soon after our request granting us the Fifth Form. This 
in itself is so much gained, but I fancy I see breakers ahead. I will 
readily concede it is a very difficult matter to alter fixed educational 
regulations and have everything work harmoniously and efficiently at 
once, but it does strike me that although the Public Schools have 
gained the Fifth Form, prima facie, yet if the Public School is only a
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am of the opinion the system is no 
one.

part of the whole system, then I 
better off, and the remedy a very doubtful

If this Department fully understood the import of Clause XIII. of 
my paper referred to, and I think they did, they would reasonably 
expect that by the introduction of the Fifth Form in the Public 
School there would be a withdrawal, in a measure at least, from the 
High School of the subjects prescribed for the Fiftli Form ; they 
would expect that a pupil passing the Leaving Examination and 
entering the High School would stand on a higher plane, so far as 
kindred subjects are concerned, than they occupied whilst in the hifth 

Less than this would be useless, to my mind, and it may sur
prise some of you when I tell you that the new regulations are prac
tically useless, so far as concerns those pupils who pass from the Fifth 
Form into the High School. It will no doubt necessitate a complete 
change of curriculum in the High School if the remedies suggested 
later on herein are made, and I hope they will be made ; and without 
their being made 1 fear the Fiftti Form will fail in its usefulness to a 
very considerable extent. To illustrate : If you will refer to the new 
regulations, sub-section 2 of clause 10, you will see it says, “Candi
dates who pass the Public School Leaving Examination shall be 
entitled to admission into the classes in Form 2 of a High School in 
the subjects of the Public School Leaving Examination." Now, if the 
subjects of the Public School Leaving Examination in Form 2 of the 
High School were in advance of those subjects in the Fifth Form, it 
would be, as one would reasonably expect, but a reference to the sub
jects in Form 5 (page 3, new regulations), and the subjects in Form 2 
of the High School (page 20, old regulations) will convince you that 
they are almost wholly identical ; so that the inevitable effect is, that 
a pupil passing the Public School Leaving Examination goes into 
Form 2 of the High School to spend one year, at least, going over the 

work he did the year before in the Fifth Form, plus, of course, 
the classics. What is the result? Pupils will pass the Entrance 
Examination from the Fourth Form (for the entrance is not gone yet) 
and enter the High School without touching the Fifth Form at all. 
The effect will be to strangle the Fifth Form and render it so unpopu
lar as to be put out of the schools altogether. This state of things is 
certainly not right and should be remedied at once.

The only solution, and one which I think this Department ought 
to demand, is that the subjects prescribed for thy Fifth Form should 
embrace entirely the subjects of Form 2 of the High School (less the 
classics), and in this latter form the advanced English subjects be 
taken up. This is what Clause XIII. of my last paper asks for ; this, 
in my opinion, is what the country wishes and will be content with 
nothing short of.

There are some minor matters which I think ought to be noticed, 
and I trust will be remedied. In Form 5, in Euclid, only twenty-six 
propositions of the First Book can be taught ; this, I think, is
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take—it should embrace all the First Book. Then again, “ Algebra, 
simple equations one unknown quantity ” (this is the same in Forms 
1 and 2 in the High School). This I think very objectionable ; it is 
like attempting to teach the Alphabet and stopping at the letter “ S”. 
Twq unknown quantities at least ought to be taught ; in other words, 
simple equations should be taught fully.

Keeping in mind the fact that the Public School is the National 
School, wherein 92 per cent, of the children of Ontario complete their 
education (according to the statistics compiled by Dr. Jackson and 
found in his paper read last year), it ought to be conceded without a 
dissenting voice that the more advanced and thorough the curriculum 
is in the Public School, the more intelligent the future nation, at 
least the Ontario branch of it, will be. Short of this acme we should 
not stop ; it should be our constant effort, as the representatives of 
the people, to see that their welfare in the educational direction is 
secured to the greatest possible limit, and then carefully watched and 
guarded.

I cannot better close this paper and emphasize this feature of the 
question before us, than borrow a few sentences from Dr. Jackson’s 
valuable paper, read at our last meeting :

“ Our Public Schools are par excellence the people’s schools, and 
they should be utilized for the people to their utmost limit, 
change (making the Fifth Form compulsory, and the standard of 
entrance to the High School) would not only tend to raise the popular 
standard of Education, but it would be in the interest of economy. 
Our Educational system is supported by the people, and it is or 
should be for the people. In order that the greatest good for the 
greatest number should be secured, the Fifth Form work should be 
compulsory, and the basis of the entrance for the High School,” and 
I again add, that the initial work in the High School should begin 
where the work in the Fifth Form leaves off, and not as it now does, 
completely overlap one on the other.

The following valuable remarks of Mr. Reazin will be apt here 
again : “ But unfortunately the Public School Leaving Examination 
does not seem to have met with the approbation of our dominant 
class of teachers. The High School men seem afraid of it ; they 
would rather work away on poor material than run any risk of be
coming short of material. They would, it would seem, prefer to go 
on preparing candidates for the Primary out of poor material, two- 
thirds of whom are destined to be plucked, rather than surrender the 
Public School bone or any part of it, of which they are in illegal pos
session ; and so in some way that we cannot account for, the new 
Public School Leaving Examination was ushered in with such a severe 
set of examination papers, and surrounded with such very restrictive 
regulations, that many people were led to believe that an attempt 

being made to render it unpopular with teachers and trustees, 
unpopular with the public, in fact, to strangle it at its birth. . . .
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The true interests of the High Schools demand that the admission to 
the High School be raised, that it be raised to the Public Leaving ; that 
Algebra and Euclid be placed upon it, that the Public School Leaving 
be made a reasonable examination, suitable to the capacity end 
highest mental development of the Fifth Class in the Public Schools. 
The High Schools are for the few, the Public Schools for the many, 
and the time is just at hand when the public will no longer tolerate 
any interference with their efficiency, no matter in what other interest 
it may be.”

These words are very opportune, as much so now as they were last 
year, when they were uttered, and should be kept before the authori
ties. as the sentiments of the people, on whose behalf those in authority 
are supposed to be working.
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V NOTABLE PUBLICATIONS
•i

....OF THE....

IDETHUST BOOK mill PUBLISH^ HOUSE
II I TEXT-BOOKS FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.

*High School Algebra. Part I. Robertson & Birchard ...............
High School Algebra. Part II. Robertson & Birchard.................
High School Trigonometry. I. J. Birchard, LL.D...........................

The above three are known as the “ High School Mathematical Series.”
* Primary Latin Book. Robertson & Carruthers...................................
* Ma anal of Hygiene.............................................................................
Outline Study of Man. Mark Hopkins, LL.D.....................................
*Perspective and Geometrical Drawing. Thos. H. McGuirl.........
Canadian History and Literature. Withrow and Adam......... ..
*Scripture Readings for High and Public Schools.......................
* Public School Physiology and Temperance...................................

* Authorized by the Education Department of Ontario.
The “ Primary Latin Book” is also authorized in New Brunswick, recom

mended by the Education Department of British Columbia, and used also in the 
North-West Territories.

» ....$0 75I 1 50
1 25

1 00 
0 50
1 ‘25
0 40
0 60
0 75
0 25

ELIGIBLE FOR SCHOOL LIBRARIES.

Ten Years of Upper Canada in War and Peace—1805-15. By Mrs.
Edgar.....................................................

Popular History of Canada. Withrow
....................................... $2 00
Cloth, $11.00 ; leather, 4 00

Cape Breton : Historic, Picturesque and Descriptive. Cow. Illus
trated. Cloth, $3.00 ; morocco, 5 00

A Veteran of 1812. The Life of Lieut.-Col. James FitzGibbon. By Mary
Agnes FitzGibbon. Illustrated....................................................................

Birds of Ontario. Mcllwraith. Illustrated. Second edition, revised and 
enlarged...............................................................................................................

Prince of India ; or Why Constantinople Fell. Lew Wallace. 2 vols.
Cloth ..................................................................................................................

The Indians of Canada. McLean. Illustrated.........................................

1 00

2 00

r 2 50
1 00' \

( ITALOKJUKS SUPPLIED OS APPLICATION.
?

WILLIAM BRIGGS,
TORONTO.Richmond Street West,
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